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Editorial

EDITORIAL
The 64th Edition of New Contree (still in the Journal’s 35th birthday year)
promises to provide some valued research, as multidisciplinary reflections
of interest to most academic scholars. The first contribution is devoted to
archaeological research. In his Intersection of archaeology, oral tradition and
history in the South African interior Jan Boeyens argues that multiple points
of social and cultural interaction, as well as a repository of interconnected
material inclusive of oral and documentary records exist to entangle the
histories of indigenous and colonial societies in South Africa. He further
debates for the necessity of utilising a multi-source, comparative approach
across disciplinary boundaries. To be exemplary he discusses his thinking
based on three case studies from the South African interior on the Marothodi,
Kaditshwene and Magoro Hill setllements.
The next stop is with Krysta Heathcote in the Orange Free State that informs
the reader on the profesionalisation, development and impact of especially
British accountants in yesteryears history in a region normally labelled as
“Boer territory”. As we remain in this territory Chitja Twala reminds the
reader of the The Premier’s Economic Advisory Council in the African
National Congress-led government of the Free State Province of recent times.
The PEAC’s associations with projects to reduce inefficient service delivery
and alleviate poverty are key aspects of this discussion that covers the period
1999 to 2004.
Two articles have been included that cover legal history from different angles.
Erika Serfontein argues for legal research from more angles of enquiry, and
accentuates the value of an integrative multidisciplinary research approach as
a model for possible future perspectives on legal research. On the other hand
Elmarie van der Schyff casts a critical historical reflection on the South African
mineral law and assesses government’s regulatory power in the exploitation of
minerals.
On a trip with Karina Sevenhuysen to the local government of Port Elizabeth
of the 1920s she contextualises traces of insufficient housing to black people.
The reality of financial obligations to black people, not able to pay for services
(due to limited skills and consequently low wages) completely overwhelmed
local authorities. This was detrimental to the health of black and white
I
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workers. She also deliberates poor housing’s impact on the economy and on
race relations. The argument that providing more services and higher wages
(in stead of less) in the long term could result in more lasting socio-economic
and health-inclusive benefits, are accentuated.
Juan Klee has the last word on multinational sport participation that replaced
apartheid sport in South Africa in the years 1967-1978. He considers the role
of BJ Vorster and PGJ Koornhof as part of the leadership at the time. Klee
further argues that the evolutionary sport policy during Vorster’s term of office
was as a result of nuanced changes in the thinking of the NP regarding the
policy of apartheid, and not so much as a result of external and local pressures.
As a closure to all the contributions, two books are reviewed by Archie Dick.
The one is titled Reading revolution: Shakespeare on Robben Island and written
by Ashwin Desai – the other, T Weller’s Information history in the modern
world: Histories of the information age provides informative views on other
aspects and fields of History.
The New Contree editorial board thank all the contributors of articles for
their cooperation and hard work in making this issue possible.

II

Intersection of archaeology, oral tradition and history

The intersection of archaeology, oral tradition and history in
the South African interior1
Jan CA Boeyens
University of South Africa
boeyensj@unisa.ac.za

Abstract
The historical entanglement of indigenous and colonial societies in South
Africa created not only multiple points of social and cultural interaction, but
also a repository of interconnected material, oral and documentary records.
A multi-source, comparative approach across disciplinary boundaries is,
therefore, essential to achieve a full and seamless account of late precolonial and
early colonial African history. Oral tradition could serve as a bridge between
archaeology and text-based history, thereby enabling historically known
political lineages to be connected with the archaeological ruins of specific
precolonial African towns. Similarly, documentary sources on African societies
of the interior are often very limited in scope even deep into the nineteenth
century, as a result of which the complementary use of archaeological
methods and data becomes a methodological imperative. Three case studies
from the South African interior, Marothodi, Kaditshwene and Magoro Hill,
are presented to illustrate the explanatory potential of an interdisciplinary
approach to the study of the more recent African past.
Keywords: Archaeology; Oral tradition; History; Entanglement; Interdisciplinarity; Five Hundred Year Initiative; Olifantspoort; Marothodi;
Kaditshwene; Magoro Hill.

Introduction
The 18th and 19th centuries constituted an era of momentous change in the
South African interior. The era was characterised, among other things, by
the emergence and decline of large African polities, colonial expansion, the
forging of new identities and the disappearance of others, as well as significant
population movements, such as witnessed during the difaqane and the Great
1

This article is an updated version of an inaugural lecture, entitled The entangled past: Integrating archaeology,
oral tradition and history in the South African interior, which was presented at the University of South Africa,
Pretoria, 10 November 2011.
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Trek. This period also saw the introduction of new cultigens, materials and
technologies, including the gradual adoption of writing as a primary archive.
It was during this formative period that the area beyond the Orange and Vaal
rivers became inextricably woven into the fabric of a broader South African
society as the thrust of colonial advance reached deep into the interior. The
whole region south of the Limpopo River became part of an embryonic but
irreversibly globalised world that had started to emerge a few centuries earlier
in the wake of European colonisation and expansion.2
The historical entanglement of indigenous and colonial societies in South
Africa during this period created not only multiple points of social and
cultural interaction, but also a repository of intertwined evidential sources.
The idea of entanglement implies that these multiple records, which are
reposed in material, oral and written archives, must be studied conjunctively
and comparatively to gain a more complete understanding of the past.3 This
article explores how archaeology, oral tradition and documentary history can
be constructively combined in a study of inland African societies during these
two critical centuries.
The central thesis to be put forward is that a structured interdisciplinary
approach is essential to achieve a full and seamless account of late precolonial
and early colonial African history. It will be argued, firstly, that oral tradition
can provide a bridge between archaeology and text-based history and,
secondly, that even deep into the so-called historical period, documentary
sources on African societies of the interior are often very limited in scope,
thus necessitating recourse to archaeological methods and data.
The Late Iron Age site of Olifantspoort 20/71, a stone ruin complex located
to the southwest of present Rustenburg, clearly illustrates the historical void
that results from a disciplinary hiatus. Site 20/71, with its well-preserved
stone-walled residential units, stock enclosures and cattle drives, constitutes
the most comprehensively mapped and excavated Late Iron Age site since
archaeology became an established discipline in South Africa. Excavations
by Revil Mason in the 1970s uncovered the foundations of no fewer than 83
houses and tested 15 middens, which altogether yielded a rich body of evidence
2
3

See, e.g., S Marks & A Atmore “Introduction”, S Marks & A Atmore (eds), Economy and society in pre-industrial
South Africa (London, Longman,1980), pp. 1-43.
A similar plea for an “integrative multidisciplinary (‘triangular’) research model” is made in ES van Eeden,
“Environmental history within a revitalized integrative research methodology for today and tomorrow”,
Interdisciplinary Science Reviews, 36(4), 2011, pp. 314–329.
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comprising faunal and floral remains, ceramics, beads, metal implements and
jewellery, cosmetic ore, as well as human burials.4 No other Late Iron Age
complex has been explored in such depth. However, despite this wealth of
material information, the occupants of Olifantspoort 20/71 have remained
historically anonymous and peripheral. Except for a general association with
the Kwena cluster among the Tswana, they feature only in passing and in a
general descriptive way in histories of the Tswana of the western Bankenveld.
This historical amnesia has endured despite the fact that recorded oral
traditions specifically link Olifantspoort and environs with another Tswana
chiefdom, the Kubung, and their capital Motlhaka-oo-Tshose, from which
they were dislodged during the disruptions of the difaqane in the 1820s.5

A historiography of interdisciplinarity
The 1960s and 1970s were marked by great optimism for the potential
integration of archaeology and history. This could partly be attributed to
significant advances in the study of African oral traditions, mainly by Jan
Vansina, David Henige and Joseph Miller.6 Renewed interest in late precolonial
and early colonial African societies culminated locally in a series of historical
studies on the Swazi, Pedi, Zulu and Xhosa, as well as a comprehensive
archaeological investigation of Late Iron Age communities on the southern
Highveld.7 This was followed by trailblazing archaeological investigations of
early historical Tswana capitals associated with the Rolong and the Hurutshe
and at the Zulu capital of Mgungundlovu.8 However, in the long run these
initiatives remained rather eclectic and failed to develop into a coordinated
4
5

6
7

8

RJ Mason, Origins of black people of Johannesburg and the southern western central Transvaal, AD 350-1880
(Johannesburg, Wits University Press, 1986), pp. 351-478.
P-L Breutz , Die stamme van die distrik Ventersdorp, Ethnological Publications, No. 31 (Pretoria, Government
Printer, 1954), pp. 50-51; Transvaal Native Affairs Department (TNA), Short history of the native tribes of the
Transvaal, Reprint, No. 24 (Pretoria: State Library, 1905), p. 15. Further enquiries are obviously necessary to
confirm the specific link between Site 20/71 and Motlhaka-oo-Tshose.
J Vansina, Oral tradition: A study in historical methodology (London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1965); D Henige,
Oral historiography (London, Longman, 1982); JC Miller (ed.), The African past speaks: Essays on oral tradition
and history (Kent, Dawson, 1980).
P Bonner, Kings, commoners and concessionaires: The eVol.ution and dissolution of the nineteenth-century Swazi
state (Johannesburg, Ravan Press, 1983); P Delius, The land belongs to us: The Pedi polity, the Boers and the
British in the nineteenth-century Transvaal (Johannesburg, Ravan Press, 1983); J Guy, The destruction of the Zulu
kingdom (Johannesburg, Ravan Press, 1982); TMO’C Maggs, Iron Age communities of the southern Highveld
(Pietermaritzburg, Natal Museum, 1976).
RJ Mason, “Archaeology and history in the South African interior”, Historia, 30(1), 1985, pp. 6-11; JE
Parkington & M Cronin, “The size and layout of Mgungungdlovu, 1829-1838”, The South African Archaeological
Society Goodwin Series, 3, 1979, pp. 133-148.
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interdisciplinary study of the recent past.
Interest in the study of 18th- and 19th-century African societies subsequently
waned. The reasons for this were manifold. In the late 1980s and the 1990s,
the so-called “kingdom historians”, who had produced such influential studies
on 19th-century African polities, turned their attention to what they perceived
as the more pressing issues of contemporary politics and struggle history.9
This coincided with increasing doubt about the historicity of oral traditions
and a realisation that the imprecision of radiocarbon dating for the post-1650
AD period would complicate efforts to securely date sites mentioned in oral
accounts.10
Interest in interdisciplinary cooperation between archaeologists and
historians has slowly but surely returned since the mid-2000s, especially as
regards the study of the late precolonial and early colonial periods in the
southern African interior. In 2004, for example, two previously Botswanabased archaeologists, Andrew Reid and Paul Lane, edited a seminal volume
on African historical archaeologies. They argued for the importance and
relevance of the archaeological study of historical contexts, stating that
“few other areas of the world can rival the potentials on offer in Africa for
interdisciplinary study of the past, and the synergies that this can produce”.11
In their view, the key value of archaeology to the study of text-based history
becomes manifest in the concepts of multivocality and dissonance. Different
societies or different sections within a society often produce different accounts
or versions of the past, a lack of correspondence that may be reflected not only
in documentary evidence or oral testimonies, but also in associated inventories
of material culture. It is precisely these divergent material inventories that
allow archaeologists to study the voiceless elements in historical societies,

9

P Bonner, AB Esterhuysen, MH Schoeman, NJ Swanepoel & JB Wright, “Introduction”, N Swanepoel, A
Esterhuysen & P Bonner (eds), Five hundred years rediscovered: Southern African precedents and prospects
(Johannesburg, Wits University Press, 2008), pp. 1-19; JB Wright, “Thinking beyond ‘tribal traditions’:
Reflections on the precolonial archive”, South African Historical Journal, 62(2), 2010, pp. 268-286.
10 R Reid, “Past and presentism: The ‘precolonial’ and the foreshortening of African history”, Journal of African
History, 52, 2011, p. 136; A Stahl, “The archaeology of African history”, International Journal of African
Historical Studies, 42(2), 2009, p. 243. As a result of fluctuations in the atmospheric content of radiocarbon and
the wiggle in the radiocarbon curve, calibrated radiocarbon dates for the recent past, i.e. the period since about
AD 1650, are of limited use. JC Vogel & A Fuls, “The spatial distribution of radiocarbon dates for the Iron Age
in Southern Africa”, The South African Archaeological Bulletin, 54(170), 1999, pp. 97–101. Projects are currently
under way to explore the applicability of other chronometric dating techniques, such as optically stimulated
luminescence (OSL) and archaeomagnetic dating.
11 A Reid & PJ Lane, “African historical archaeologies: An introductory consideration of scope and potential”, A
Reid & PJ Lane (eds), African historical archaeologies (New York, Kluwer Academic/Plenum, 2004), p. 6.
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those that are not remembered or represented in oral or written accounts.12
A new initiative to bring together historians and archaeologists emerged
in 2006 with the establishment of the Five Hundred Year Research Group,
which later obtained funding from the National Research Foundation as
the Five Hundred Year Initiative (FYI). The FYI provided a framework for
inter-institutional and cross-disciplinary engagement in a number of focus
areas, principally KwaZulu-Natal and the four northern provinces. Registered
projects, which are mainly focused on the more recent past of Sotho-Tswana,
Nguni, Tsonga and Venda speakers, are geared towards exploring themes such
as identities, political centralisation, agricultural intensification, as well as trade
and interaction on late precolonial and colonial frontiers.13 Contributions to
the first conference, Identity in formation: The last 500 years, were published
in 2008 in a volume entitled Five hundred years rediscovered: Southern African
precedents and prospects.14 The choice of the title was a deliberate play on CFJ
Muller’s 500 years: A history of South Africa, a multi-authored volume and
widely used university textbook that appeared in 1969 and which consigned
the history of African societies to a 20-page appendix.15
The results of this interdisciplinary initiative have also been disseminated
in conference papers and published in journals such as African Studies,
the South African Historical Journal and the Journal of Southern African
Studies.16 Perhaps the most ambitious of these projects, at least in terms
of interdisciplinary collaboration, has been the investigation of a widely
distributed complex of terraced stone-walled sites between Ohrigstad in
the north and Carolina in the south in Mpumalanga. The sites have been
linked to the Kone, an ill-defined and heterogeneous grouping of Sotho
speakers who claim a distant Nguni past and were eventually incorporated

12 A Reid & PJ Lane, “African historical archaeologies...” , A Reid & PJ Lane (eds), African historical archaeologies...,
pp. 9-10.
13 P Bonner, AB Esterhuysen, MH Schoeman, NJ Swanepoel & JB Wright, “Introduction”, N Swanepoel, A
Esterhuysen & P Bonner (eds), Five hundred years rediscovered ..., p. 13.
14 N Swanepoel, A Esterhuysen & P Bonner (eds), Five hundred years rediscovered ... .
15 CFJ Muller, (ed.), 500 years: A history of South Africa (Pretoria, Academica, 1969).
16 P Delius & M Schoeman (eds), “Special issue: History and archaeology in conversation – South Africa meets
East Africa Workshop”, African Studies, 69(2), 2010, pp. 207-375; M Mulaudzi, MH Schoeman & S Chirikure,
“Continuing conversations at the frontier”, South African Historical Journal, 62(2), 2010, pp. 219-228; P Delius
& S Marks, “Rethinking South Africa’s past: Essays on history and archaeology”, Journal of Southern African
Studies, 38(2), 2012, pp. 247-255.
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into the Pedi kingdom.17 It has been suggested that the extensive network
of stone-walled cattle tracks and terraces associated with these homesteads is
indicative of precolonial agricultural intensification similar to that found in
East Africa.18 In her review of Five hundred years rediscovered, veteran historian
Shula Marks hailed the book as heralding the emergence of new paradigms
in history and archaeology which, as far as the latter is concerned, reflects
a break from a “structuralist straightjacket” and an “ahistorical normative
model” with its heavy dependence on ethnography and culture-historical
frameworks.19 This is perhaps a somewhat over-optimistic and simplistic view,
since the archaeological contributors to the Five hundred years rediscovered
Volume, as well as participants in the FYI do not all speak with one voice,
and both anthropology and history will provide equally essential frameworks
for interpreting continuity and change in African societies during the more
recent past.
The scholarly interest and sentiments espoused in the Five Hundred Year
Initiative coincide with a wider recognition among historians that too much
emphasis has been placed on colonial and postcolonial African history. Very
recently, Richard Reid has deplored the marginalisation of precolonial African
history, complaining about “the tendency toward historical foreshortening”
and “a scholarly culture that attributes an exaggerated significance to the
history of the twentieth century”. According to Reid, the neglect of precolonial
history and the emphasis on colonial history have, in some respects, severed
Africa’s present and recent past from “deeper patterns of both change and
continuity” and obscured the “very real continuities in African identities from
the precolonial past”.20 Though the shift in historical interest in the 1980s
to the colonial era was perhaps inevitable and necessary in an increasingly
independent Africa, this has meant that historians have not fully engaged
with the steady contributions made by archaeologists to the study of the more
recent precolonial period.

17 P Delius & MH Schoeman, “Revisiting Bokoni: Populating the stone ruins of the Mpumalanga Escarpment”,
N Swanepoel, A Esterhuysen & P Bonner (eds), Five hundred years rediscovered ..., pp. 135-167; P Delius, T
Maggs & M Schoeman, “Bokoni: Old structures, new paradigms? Rethinking pre-colonial society from the
perspective of the stone-walled sites in Mpumalanga”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 38(2), 2012, pp. 399414.
18 T Maggs, “The Mpumalanga Escarpment settlements: Some answers, many questions”, N Swanepoel, A
Esterhuysen & P Bonner (eds), Five hundred years rediscovered ..., pp. 169-182.
19 S Marks, “New paradigms in history and archaeology in South Africa”, African Studies, 70(1), 2011, pp. 138139.
20 R Reid, “Past and presentism...”, Journal of African History, 52, 2011, pp. 135-136, 148.
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Disciplinary strengths and limitations
According to Reid and Lane, the “‘constructed’ and partial nature of all
historical sources” necessitates an awareness of their strengths and limitations
before attempting comparison and integration.21 This would ensure that the
different historical data sets - material, oral and written - are not prematurely
integrated before each has been analysed on its own terms within its own
disciplinary framework.22 Obviously, such analyses and structured integration
of the different data sets should preferably be undertaken by interdisciplinary
teams or an individual adequately steeped in the appropriate methodologies.23

Archaeology
As noted by eminent American historical archaeologist James Deetz,
archaeology provides us with a repository of material culture, the “commonplace
quality” of which often remains unrecorded and which sheds light on everyday
life.24 Archaeology’s prime value lies in the fact that it can shed light on people
and places that are often not mentioned in the written record, especially those
underrepresented elements in society that often constituted a majority of the
population.
Archaeology’s evidential value is, however, not only restricted to exploring
the quotidian activities of ordinary or marginalised people. Unlike written
sources, the entanglement between humans and the things they use and
discard implies that material remains are not exclusive to a particular society
or segment of society.25 In late precolonial and early colonial African history,
archaeology in many cases constitutes the primary source of information on
the lives of commoners and kings alike. As pointed out by Reid and Lane,
therefore, the material record is “unfettered by disjointed and disabling,
artificial historical divisions”, but remains “a constant source of information”

21 A Reid & PJ Lane, “African historical archaeologies...” , A Reid & PJ Lane (eds), African historical archaeologies...,
p. 9.
22 J Vansina, “Historians, are archaeologists your siblings?”, History in Africa, 22, 1995, p. 396.
23 A Andrén, Between artifacts and texts: Historical archaeology in global perspective (New York, Plenum Press,
1998), pp. 180-181.
24 J Deetz, “American historical archeology: Methods and results”, Science, 239(4838), 1988, p. 363.
25 I Hodder, “Human-thing entanglement: Towards an integrated archaeological perspective”, Journal of the Royal
Anthropological Institute (NS), 17, 2011, pp. 154-177.
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on precolonial, colonial and postcolonial worlds, thus serving as “an important
foil to the thrusts of history”.26
Another perceived strength of archaeology is the fact that material evidence,
which is concrete, is usually left behind without a view to posterity and can
thus be regarded as more neutral than written records, where the compilers
generally have their contemporaries and sometimes their legacy in mind.27
Archaeology is also privileged to shed light on the longer term, the so-called
longue durée, a perspective that can be employed to probe and corroborate
findings and insights from other sources reflecting more fleeting time frames.28
Incidents, events and short-lived trends in history are commonly intertwined
with gradual developments and can thus often only be understood against the
backdrop and trajectory of long-term change.29
The limitations of archaeological evidence revolve around the fact that it is
difficult to gain access to individuals and their thought processes. Material
evidence only indirectly sheds light on deeply symbolic and religious issues and
many actions do not leave material traces.30 Even momentous political events
often have little impact on the daily lives of ordinary people, which could,
in turn, lead to misrepresentation of a particular era. Nor is it a secret that
archaeological evidence is fragmentary and difficult to recover, and thus often
inconclusive. Archaeologists have been rightfully accused of the extravagant
use of extrapolation, of overly imaginative interpretations based on slim
evidence which, often enough, can be overturned by a new or unexpected
find.31 Dating and chronology also pose serious obstacles, especially when
it concerns the recent past where the broad time spans of deep prehistory
are inappropriate and irresolute and where radiocarbon and calendrical dates
cannot be easily matched. It has been pointed out that “the temporal and
spatial scales and resolution of archeological and historical data are generally
26 A Reid & PJ Lane, “African historical archaeologies...” , A Reid & PJ Lane (eds), African historical archaeologies...,
p. 15.
27 J Vansina, “Historians, are archaeologists your siblings?”, History in Africa, 22, 1995, p. 384.
28 A Stahl, “The archaeology of African history”, International Journal of African Historical Studies, 42(2), 2009,
pp. 241-255.
29 J Vansina, “Historians, are archaeologists your siblings?”, History in Africa, 22, 1995, p. 375.
30 DP Dymond, Archaeology and history: A plea for reconciliation (London, Thames & Hudson, 1974), pp. 42-45.
31 J Vansina, “Historians, are archaeologists your siblings?”, History in Africa, 22, 1995, p. 397. In this way, the
discovery of a dump of sheep, cattle and pig bones in the sea at Oudepost 1, a Dutch military outpost near
Saldanha Bay between 1669 and 1732, radically changed the composition of the faunal assemblage retrieved
from the site, as well as its initial interpretation, which suggested that the garrison relied almost exclusively on
wild game as a source of protein and therefore depleted a resource shared with local Khoesan people. C Schrire,
K Cruz-Uribe & J Klose, “The site history of the historical site at Oudepost I”, South African Archaeological
Society Goodwin Series, 7, 1993, p. 30.
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dissimilar” and therefore difficult to reconcile.32

Oral tradition33
When considering the historical value of oral accounts, it is useful to draw
a distinction between oral traditions and oral histories. Oral traditions
accordingly extend back “beyond living memory”, whereas oral histories are
defined as “memories and recollections of the individuals who experienced
or witnessed in their own lives the events they relate”.34 Oral tradition has
been compared to a metaphorical hourglass, the sides of which are elastic.
The upper chamber represents the recent past, usually the last three to four
generations, in which events are related that can be dated and sites are
remembered that can be located. The lower chamber represents foundational
accounts, usually in mythical form such as, for example, the Tswana creation
story which recounts that the first people and animals emerged from the
waterhole of Matsieng near Mochudi in Botswana where their footprints have
been preserved in the form of rock engravings, but which we know can be
attributed to the San.35 The neck of the hourglass reflects the middle period,
which serves mainly as a “charter” for the current social order. This constitutes
a floating gap between the distant mythical past and the recent past, and it is
therefore crucial to determine when a particular tradition was first recorded;
whether, for example, in the 1820s and the 1830s, when the first missionaries
and explorers encountered the western Tswana, or shortly after 1900, when
the newly appointed British administration of the Transvaal commissioned
the collection of oral histories.36
From the above it is clear that the historical reliability of oral traditions as
a source of information decreases the further back in time one goes. Their
historicity is not only eroded by the passage of time, but their evidential value
can also be affected by selection, reinterpretation, feedback, lengthening
32 P Robertshaw, “Sibling rivalry? The intersection of archaeology and history”, History in Africa, 27, 2000, p. 271.
33 It is a moot point whether the study of oral traditions should be regarded as a separate discipline. In South
Africa, oral traditions pertaining to African societies of the interior have been primarily collected and analysed
by linguists and anthropologists, in particular state ethnologists such as NJ van Warmelo and P-L Breutz. By
implication, archaeologists and historians using these sources, or embarking on the collection of fresh accounts,
will inevitably straddle into a new disciplinary terrain.
34 RJ Mason, “Archaeology and Native North American oral traditions”, American Antiquity, 65(2), 2000, p. 240.
35 N Walker, “In the footsteps of the ancestors: The Matsieng creation site in Botswana”, The South African
Archaeological Bulletin 52(166), 1997, pp. 95-104.
36 RJ Mason, “Archaeology and Native North American oral traditions”, American Antiquity, 65(2), 2000, p. 258;
T Spear, “Oral traditions: Whose history?”, History in Africa 8, 1981, pp. 166-167.
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and telescoping, all of which are often dictated by current sociopolitical
constraints.37 Of critical importance is the chain of transmission from
narrators to recorders. The first recorders of oral traditions in the interior
were often inadequately prepared for the task, lacking a solid understanding
of the language, culture and social organisation of their informants. When
anthropologists and historians began a more systematic collection of oral
narratives in the twentieth century, a great deal of information had already
been lost through neglect of or disconnection with a remote past.38
As with all sources, oral accounts have to be subjected to rigorous evaluation,
both in terms of their production and collection, and with reference to
independent verification and falsification.39 Some scholars would go as far
to suggest that oral tradition can never be regarded as stand-alone proof or
disproof of anything, while most would argue that the veracity of an oral
tradition is largely dependent upon its compatibility with other evidential
sources. In Vansina’s view, oral traditions constitute important primary
hypotheses that have to be confirmed by independent evidence such as that
uncovered by documentary or archaeological research.40
One way to overcome the inherent weaknesses of oral traditions as historical
source would be to work comparatively as recommended by Schapera, who
stressed the importance of cross-checking oral traditions, not only of the
different ethnic groups within a chiefdom, but also of the different chiefdoms
that have been in contact with each other.41 It is also maintained that the
reliability of a particular tradition is commensurate with how widely known
and accepted it is in a particular society. Oral recollections that do not meet
this qualification should at the most be regarded as oral testimonies and as not
carrying the same evidential weight.42

37 T Spear, “Oral traditions ...”, History in Africa, 8, 1981, pp. 171-172.
38 For example, we simply do not have the same comprehensive oral data base for the four northern provinces to
work with as that contained in the James Stuart Archive for Zulu speakers. C Hamilton, “Backstory, biography,
and the life of the James Stuart Archive”, History in Africa, 38, 2011, pp. 319-341. Schapera observed long ago
that Tswana traditions are by no means as “extensive as those reported from some other parts of Africa” and,
excluding origin myths, often only “take us back to the first half of the eighteenth century”. I Schapera, “Should
anthropologists be historians?”, The Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland,
92(2), 1962, p.147.
39 RJ Mason, “Archaeology and Native North American oral traditions”, American Antiquity, 65(2), 2000, p. 249.
40 J Vansina, Oral tradition as history (Wisconsin, University Press, 1985), p. 196.
41 I Schapera, “Should anthropologists be historians?”, The Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great
Britain and Ireland, 92(2), 1962, p. 148.
42 J Peires, He wears short clothes! Rethinking Rharhabe, c 1715 – c 1782 (Paper, Concluding Five Hundred Year
Initiative Conference, Wits University, 2010), p. 29.
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Despite their limitations, oral accounts open up an important window onto
the past and, as noted by Schapera, “even for relatively recent periods they
often contain much detail not found in written records ...”.43 Oral tradition
provides an emic perspective, an insider’s view, which, although subject to
alteration through generational transmission, still offers a self-portrait of a
society’s history.44 A careful study of Tswana oral traditions has revealed that
they have a factual basis, “an evidentiary base” that is acknowledged by the
bearers themselves who make a clear distinction between folktales, fables and
historical accounts.45
History
The power of written evidence, with which the discipline of history is often
loosely equated, lies in the fact that it is direct and immediate, and sheds light
on well-defined events in which mostly known personalities were involved.
Texts in their various forms often provide access to the thought processes of
protagonists, allowing us to gain unparalleled insight into human agency in
the past. Neither archaeology nor oral tradition can produce the same detailed
and coherent construction of the recent past as history.46 The perception that
documentary evidence is intrinsically more unreliable and biased than the
mute and indirect material evidence is perhaps also unfounded. As Jeff Peires
correctly points out, “most historical evidence arises out of the need of people
in the past to communicate not with posterity but with each other”.47
It is axiomatic that documentary evidence should be subjected to
thorough source and textual criticism to uncover intended or unintended
misrepresentations and misinformation. Archaeologists, in particular, have to
be cautioned against the uncritical and unsophisticated use of documents
without due regard to context and intent.48 On the other hand, concern
has been expressed that an excessive focus on the “production of historical
knowledge and the ways in which the past is represented over time” could
43 I Schapera, “Should anthropologists be historians?”, The Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great
Britain and Ireland, 92(2), 1962, p. 147.
44 RJ Mason, “Archaeology and Native North American oral traditions”, American Antiquity, 65(2), 2000, p. 244.
45 B Morton, “Narrativity and Tswana oral tradition”, Botswana Notes and Records, 43, 2011, p. 61.
46 J Deetz, “American historical archeology: Methods and results”, Science, 239(4838), 1988, p. 363; R Paynter,
“Historical and anthropological archaeology: Forging alliances”, Journal of Archaeological Research, 8(1), 2000,
p. 14.
47 J Peires, “’At the entrance to science, as at the entrance to hell’: Historical priorities for South Africa in an age
of deconstruction”, African Historical Review, 40(1), 2008, p. 68.
48 DP Dymond, Archaeology for the historian (London, The Historical Association, 1967), p. 9.
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be counterproductive and lead to a neglect of the task of more orthodox
historical reconstruction and explanation.49 In similar vein, a warning has been
sounded against “an obsession with representation” rather than “an interest in
the referents (i.e. the actual persons and events) to which the representations
refer”.50
Written sources are few and far between for the late precolonial and early
contact periods in the South African interior.51 Even for the more recent
period there are “porous barriers between orality and literacy”, as highlighted
by Lize Kriel in her study of the missionary archive of the nineteenth-century
northern Transvaal.52 A considerable number of the early Trekkers were
barely functionally literate, as can be attested to by anyone familiar with the
archives of the early Transvaal state.53 Lacunae in the oft unmethodical and
intractable Archive of the State Secretary, the main documentary repository
of pioneer Transvaal, partly reflect the administrative imperfections of a
fledgling state. Archaeologists who principally depend on extant historical
syntheses to contextualise their fieldwork data have to bear in mind that, just
as excavations can never fully uncover a site and its contents, archival research
is also selective and largely framed by the questions that are asked. Important
information may be overlooked in archival research unless the questions are
formulated with due reference to the aims of the archaeological enquiry and
the materiality of the past.

Transcending disciplinary boundaries: Historical archaeology as an
enabling framework
Just prior to the launch of the Five Hundred Year Research Initiative,
historian Philip Bonner made a persuasive call for historical archaeology to
be employed as an enabling framework to answer “the burning questions
of our past”. He was specifically referring to the history of Late Iron Age
49 P Maylam, “Dead horses, the baby and the bathwater: ‘post-theory’ and the historian’s practice”, South African
Historical Journal, 42, 2000, p. 127.
50 J Peires, “‘At the entrance to science, as at the entrance to hell’ ...”, African Historical Review, 40(1), 2008, p. 70.
51 See, e.g., the discussion of sources for early Ndebele history, RK Rasmussen, Migrant kingdom: Mzilikazi’s
Ndebele in South Africa (London, Rex Collings, 1978), pp. 163-173.
52 L Kriel, “To my Dear Minister: Official letters of African Wesleyan evangelists in the late 19th-century
Transvaal”, A Delmas & N Penn (eds), Written culture in a colonial context: Africa and the Americas, 1500-1900
(Cape Town, UCT Press, 2011), p. 235.
53 JCA Boeyens, “’Black ivory’: The indenture system and slavery in Zoutpansberg, 1848-1869”, EA Eldredge &
F Morton, Slavery in South Africa: Captive labor on the Dutch Frontier (Boulder, CO, Westview, 1994), p. 209,
footnote 34.
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and early colonial African societies and the use of, especially, oral tradition
as an ancillary source to be engaged by archaeologists. Although in itself a
legitimate field of study, Bonner was not so much interested in the kind of
historical archaeology that was already being practised at the Cape, which
he regarded as essentially a text-driven archaeology that focused primarily
on the “archaeology of the colonial, of white masters and brown slaves”.54
These sentiments were reiterated in the first major publication of the FYI,
in which the case was again made for “re-orienting the study of [African]
farming communities toward a more explicitly ‘historical archaeology’”.55
Viewed from this perspective, it would seem that the onus to transcend
disciplinary boundaries and push back the barriers that separate precolonial
and early colonial African history has been put largely on archaeologists,
albeit in collaboration with documentary and oral historians. Methodological
barriers will ensure that archaeologists have a unique vantage point. The
simple fact is, as Pete Robertshaw has pointed out, that all archaeologists are,
in a sense, historians, but historians cannot become archaeologists unless they
formally undergo the requisite technical training and achieve the mandatory
professional accreditation.56 Conversely, the complexities of documentary
research, which, similar to archaeological fieldwork, is usually underpinned
by a long archival apprenticeship, should not be underestimated.
Archaeologists studying sites dating to the historical period face
methodological hurdles of their own. Although the material inventories of
colonial and African historical sites overlap, they still differ substantially. Both
need long and detailed study before they are mastered and few archaeologists
will become experts in both fields. Because of the enduring nature of African
cultural principles and continuities in the associated material cultural record,
so-called Iron Age archaeologists seem best equipped to deal with African
54 P Bonner, “Answering the burning questions of our past through ‘historical archaeology’”, The Digging Stick,
22(3), 2005, p. 3. Ironically, concurrently with this shift away from precolonial African history, historical
archaeology blossomed in the Cape. Cape historical archaeology, which was principally influenced by American
historical archaeology and conceptualised largely as a study of early Dutch and British colonial expansion,
would, however, have little impact on the study of precolonial African history. J Behrens & N Swanepoel,
“Historical archaeologies of southern Africa: Precedents and prospects”, N Swanepoel, A Esterhuysen & P
Bonner (eds), Five hundred years rediscovered..., p. 26.
55 P Bonner, AB Esterhuysen, MH Schoeman, NJ Swanepoel & JB Wright, “Introduction”, N Swanepoel, A
Esterhuysen & P Bonner (eds), Five hundred years rediscovered ..., p. 12. In their overview of the prospects of
inter- and transdisciplinary research into the last 500 years in the same Volume, Behrens and Swanepoel also
pointed out that historical archaeology was seen as a “capacitating framework” by most collaborators. J Behrens
& N Swanepoel, “Historical archaeologies of southern Africa ...”, N Swanepoel, A Esterhuysen & P Bonner
(eds), Five hundred years rediscovered...,pp. 23-39.
56 P Robertshaw, “Sibling rivalry? ...”, History in Africa, 27, 2000, p. 262.
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farmer sites dating to the early historical period.
At this point it should be noted that not all archaeologists of the near past feel
comfortable with the designation of historical archaeology.57 Graham Connah,
for instance, argues that historical archaeology emerged in North America as a
field of enquiry principally concerned with the spread of European influence
and the study of colonial European material culture. The label was coined in
part to distinguish such research endeavours from prehistoric archaeology,
which was supposed to deal with the Native American past. In his view,
historical archaeology therefore embodies an ambiguous concept that has not
really taken on in Europe and which has limited relevance when applied to the
African past.58 Many Africanist archaeologists would be uncomfortable with
such a narrow Eurocentric definition of the field of historical archaeology,
which has since acquired a much more inclusive purview.59

Disciplinary intersections: Case studies from the interior
The question arises how the three evidential sources should be integrated
to unlock the more recent past, in particular that of African societies of the
South African interior. The consensus view in text-aided archaeology is that
documents and material culture should be combined in such a way that,
between them, they lead to a new understanding that would not have been
possible through either source alone. In other words, and this admonition is
usually directed at archaeology, one discipline should not just amplify what
is already known from the data set of another discipline and thus serve as its
handmaiden.60 It has been argued that it is exactly at the point of contradiction
between the various records that the greatest advances in our study of the
recent past can be made. Of importance is the degree of consonance and
dissonance between the various evidential sources, which requires a careful
study of the mentions and silences in the different records.61
57 A Stahl, “The archaeology of African history”, International Journal of African Historical Studies, 42(2), 2009, p.
248.
58 G Connah, “Historical archaeology in Africa: An appropriate concept?”, African Archaeological Review,
24(1&2), 2007, pp. 36-39.
59 J Behrens & N Swanepoel, “Historical archaeologies of southern Africa ...”, N Swanepoel, A Esterhuysen & P
Bonner (eds), Five hundred years rediscovered..., pp. 24-27.
60 J Deetz, “American historical archeology ...”, Science, 239(4838), 1988, p. 363.
61 A Reid & PJ Lane, “African historical archaeologies...” , A Reid & PJ Lane (eds), African historical archaeologies...,
pp. 9-10; R Paynter, “Historical and anthropological archaeology...”, Journal of Archaeological Research, 8(1),
2000, p. 15.
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Although the evidential independence of archaeological, oral and documentary
data should be treasured, it would be restrictive to hold the view that the
greatest strength of the three data sets lies only at the point of disjuncture
or in addressing the silences manifest in each other. Especially regarding the
eighteenth century in the interior, for which documentary evidence is largely
absent and which requires the comparative use of archaeological and oral
evidence, a more fruitful tack would be to apply the principle of convergent
verification. This implies that facts or findings should be affirmed through
recourse to multiple and independent strands of information and through
the application of multiple methods of investigation.62 As the following case
studies show, the greatest confidence in our interpretations emerges exactly at
the point where the evidence contained in the three data sets converges. In
this respect, oral tradition often serves as a bridge between the material and
documentary past and enables us to animate the precolonial material record
with remembered places, peoples and personalities.63

Marothodi
The first case study demonstrates how oral tradition and archaeology can be
combined to wrest a late precolonial Tswana capital from historical anonymity.
In the mid-1980s, Revil Mason recorded an extensive Iron Age site on the
farm Vlakfontein 207 JP, to the southwest of the Pilanesberg. The immense
size of the stone-walled site is evident from aerial photographs (See Image 1).
Mason noted that the site not only had “the largest cattle enclosures registered
in the [then] Transvaal”, but also “some of the largest cattle enclosures known
in the African Iron Age”.64 Although the site was generally ascribed to Tswana
speakers, its real historical identity was uncovered only some twenty years
later.65

62 RJ Mason, “Archaeology and Native North American oral traditions”, American Antiquity, 65(2), 2000, p. 262.
63 The three case studies have been chosen primarily because of my own involvement in their conceptualisation
and execution and my familiarity with the relevant data and contexts. In all three instances a structured
interdisciplinary approach was embedded in the research design from the beginning. The research at Magoro
Hill forms part of the Five Hundred Year Initiative.
64 RJ Mason, Origins of black people ..., pp. 3, 5, 689.
65 JCA Boeyens & S Hall, “Tlokwa oral traditions and the interface between history and archaeology at
Marothodi”, South African Historical Journal, 61(3), 2009, pp. 3-27.
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Image 1: Aerial view of the main settlement unit at Marothodi

Source: Courtesy of Simon Hall

The first clue to the site’s identity was provided by Tlokwa oral traditions,
which recalled that a chiefly branch of this Tswana cluster had shifted their
capital to a large plain close to the Pilwe Hills towards the end of the eighteenth
century. Oral records associated the capital site, known as Marothodi, with
the historical farm Bultfontein 204 JP, onto which a small section of the
stone walling extends.66 The second pointer in the oral geography, which
linked the Tlokwa indisputably with the stone ruins, was their association
with a nearby copper mine on the border of the farms Vlakfontein 207 JP
and Palmietfontein 208 JP. Oral testimonies collected more than a hundred
years ago vividly recalled the Tlokwa’s association with this copper mine and
their reputation as skilled manufacturers of copper wire, bracelets and other
ornaments.67 This association was further strengthened when excavations
yielded extensive evidence of metal working. Most of the forty homesteads
in the central complex of Marothodi were involved in either smelting copper
or iron or both, or with forging metal (See Image 2). In addition, several
copper and tin-bronze earrings were uncovered from house excavations in a
prominent settlement unit in the largest chiefly ward.68
66 V Ellenberger, “History of the Batlokwa of Gaberones (Bechuanaland Protectorate)”, Bantu Studies, XIII,
1939, pp.172-173; V Ellenberger, “Batlôkwa”, I Schapera (ed.), Ditirafalô tsa merafe ya Batswana ba lefatshe la
tshirelesô: Traditional histories of the native tribes of Bechuanaland Protectorate, Reprint (Lovedale, Lovedale Press,
1940), p. 223; I Schapera, A handbook of Tswana law and custom (London, Oxford University Press, 1938), pp.
xii, 308.
67 RH Massie, The native tribes of the Transvaal (London, Harrison, 1905), pp. 25-26.
68 S Hall, D Miller, M Anderson & JCA Boeyens, “An exploratory study of copper and iron production at
Marothodi, an early 19th century Tswana town, Rustenburg district, South Africa”, Journal of African
Archaeology, 4 (1), 2006, pp. 3-35.
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Image 2: Copper crucible furnaces attached to the back courtyard of a household in Marothodi

Source: Photo by Francois Coetzee

Once the historical identity of the site had been verified through the
convergence of the oral and material data sets, it became possible to explore
the sociopolitical organisation and regional alliances of the Tlokwa in
greater depth.69 Oral traditions suggest that at least two chiefs, Bogatsu and
Kgosi, ruled at Marothodi. This ties in well with the spatial organisation of
the central section of Marothodi, which is dominated by two much larger
homesteads with exceptionally large central cattle enclosures (See Image
3). The oral records also allude to a regional alliance between the Tlokwa
and their near neighbours, the Kgafela Kgatla, with whom they held joint
initiation (circumcision) schools.70 The Kgatla cluster, in turn, was connected
with the Rooiberg tin mines, from which came the tin that was used in the
production of the bronze earrings from Marothodi.71
69 M Anderson, Marothodi: The historical archaeology of an African capital (Northamptonshire, Atikkam Media,
2009).
70 F Morton, “Bogwera and mephato”, Botswana Notes and Records, 43, 2011, pp. 7-8.
71 S Hall, M Anderson, JCA Boeyens, & FP Coetzee, ”Towards an outline of the oral geography, historical identity
and political economy of the late precolonial Tswana in the Rustenburg region”, N Swanepoel, A Esterhuysen
& P Bonner (eds), Five hundred years rediscovered ..., p. 70.
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Image 3: Central section of Marothodi

Source: After Hall et al, “An exploratory study ...”, Journal of African Archaeology, 4(1), 2006, p. 7

New questions can now be asked about the nature and impact of longdistance trade links, as well as to what extent the Tlokwa’s control of valuable
mineral resources contributed to their ascendency as a regional power in
the late eighteenth century. In addition, Marothodi can now be used as
a historical datum point from which to examine the earlier history of the
Tlokwa lineage in the broader area. Doubt has already been expressed about
the historical Tswana identity of clusters such as the Fokeng and the Tlokwa.
Based largely on a stylistic analysis of ceramics, it has been suggested that
these groups have an ultimate Nguni origin and became Tswana-ised at a
later stage.72 Since the forging of new identities is often expressed through
material culture, archaeologists are uniquely positioned to engage with this
issue by digging backwards through the oral geography of the Tlokwa and
their material imprint on the landscape.73

72 TN Huffman, Handbook to the Iron Age: The archaeology of pre-colonial farming societies in Southern Africa
(Scottsville, University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2008), p. 437.
73 A Reid & PJ Lane, “African historical archaeologies...” , A Reid & PJ Lane (eds), African historical archaeologies...,
p. 23. It is also possible that, through the processes of amalgamation and settlement concentration, the identities
of subjugated groups might have become submerged in oral accounts of the ruling dynasty that eventually settled
at Marothodi. Differences in the spatial composition of homesteads and stylistic variability in material culture
within the capital may, however, still betray their presence and attest to the heterogeneity of its population.
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Kaditshwene
The second example, Kaditshwene (the precolonial Hurutshe capital between
about 1790 and 1823), demonstrates the evidential value of an eyewitness
written account. It also shows how a multi-source approach not only resolved
the issue about the location of the town, but also helped to construct a rich
historical context against which the archaeological research could be projected.
As is known, Kaditshwene was misidentified by Revil Mason in the 1960s
and erroneously associated with a stone-walled complex about 40 km to the
south that turned out to be its precursor, Mmakgame.74 The reasons for this
misidentification, which could be attributed largely to a disregard for the
recorded oral traditions of the Hurutshe, have been discussed elsewhere.75 Here
we focus on the process through which the different data sets were integrated
to reaffirm Kaditshwene’s location and to gain a firmer grasp of the spatial
and temporal dynamics of the site. Firstly, a field survey and a study of aerial
photographs of the area designated in Hurutshe oral traditions confirmed
the presence of a large stone-walled complex on a hill on the border of the
farms Bloemfontein 63 JP and Kleinfontein (or Olifantspruit) 62 JP, in the
Enselsberg area north of Zeerust. Secondly, interviews with older Hurutshe
residents in the area revealed that they were well acquainted with the hill
known as Kaditshwene, though they knew little of the history of the ruins.
Thirdly, information contained in the published and unpublished journals of
John Campbell, a director of the London Missionary Society who visited the
Hurutshe capital for a little more than a week in May 1820, complemented
the survey and mapping data. Campbell described Kaditshwene as one of
the largest towns in the South African interior with an estimated population
of 16 000. He noted that the complex on Kaditshwene Hill consisted of a
“king’s district” (the kgosing) and a “northern district”, subdivisions which
correlate spatially with the two large settlement units documented during the
field survey.76

74 Revil J Mason, Origins of black people ..., pp. 651-679.
75 JCA Boeyens, “In search of Kaditshwene”, The South African Archaeological Bulletin, 55(171), 2000, pp. 3-17.
76 J Campbell, “Unpublished journal of a journey into the South African interior in 1819-1820”, Campbell
Collection, MSB77, Vol.. III (Cape Town, National Library of South Africa, 1820); J Campbell, Travels in
South Africa undertaken at the request of the London Missionary Society; being a narrative of a second journey in the
interior of that country, 1820, Vol. I (London, Westley, 1822), pp. 221-223, 277, 299.
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Image 4: John Campbell’s sketch of the assembly of leaders in the second central court
(kgotla) of Kaditshwene, 10 May 1820

Source: National Library of South Africa

Image 5: Site plan of the central ward in the kgosing (chief ’s division) of Kaditshwene

Source: Mapped by Sidney Miller
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Settlement layout details in Campbell’s unpublished sketch of his campsite
inside the central court of Kaditshwene correlate with the groundplan of
the central ward, permitting us to determine the sequence of the two chiefly
courts in the town’s centre (See Images 4 and 5). Next to each court there is
a large midden. Among the Tswana such large middens only accumulated
near the great council-place (kgotla) of the chief (kgosi) in the capital. This
suggests that at least two chiefs ruled at Kaditshwene, a chronology which
synchronises with the oral and documentary evidence on the reigns of
Sebogodi and Diutlwileng. At the time of Campbell’s visit, the Hurutshe were
ruled by the regent chief Diutlwileng, whose court was marked by a monolith
near its northern entrance. This upright stone, which appears in Campbell’s
sketch of the assembly of leaders held inside the court on 10 May 1820, is still
standing today (See Image 6). The diachronic evidence on the sequence of the
two central courts can be used to frame questions about internal settlement
dynamics. Clearly, the exponential increase in the size of the second main
court and its associated cattle enclosure reflects important sociopolitical and
economic changes within the capital.
Image 6: The monolith close to the main entrance of the second central court of Kaditshwene

Source: Photo by author

Combining the different data sets also sheds light on the processes of
settlement aggregation and political amalgamation that had begun among
the western Tswana during the second half of the eighteenth century. In his
journal, Campbell describes his visits to a “district” of Kaditshwene, which
•
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was located “about a mile and a half in distance” to the south and was
“nearly equal in size” to that of the regent chief.77 Based on a combination of
archaeological, oral and pictorial data (See Images 7 & 8), a well-preserved
stone ruin complex at this exact geographic location can be associated with
a junior branch of the Hurutshe, the BooMokgatlha who, under their leader
Senosi, had become subject to Kaditshwene prior to the difaqane.78 Without
access to these multiple strands of evidence, it would have been much more
difficult to establish the contemporaneity of the two settlements and unravel
their political interrelationship.
Image 7: John Campbell’s sketch of the district of Senosi

Source: National Library of South Africa

Image 8: View of the location of Senosi’s settlement from the north

Source: Photo by author
77 J Campbell, Travels in South Africa undertaken at the request of the London Missionary Society ..., Vol.3 I, pp.
227-228.
78 P-L Breutz, The tribes of Marico District, Ethnological Publications, No. 30 (Pretoria, Government Printer,
1953), p. 198.
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Documentary and oral evidence also reveals the gradual impact of the
encroaching Cape colonial frontier on the western Tswana and the wider
regional context against which the archaeology should be framed. Two
prominent figures associated with the northern Cape frontier zone, the Oorlam
leader Jager Afrikaner and the Khoe evangelist Cupido Kakkerlak, accompanied
Campbell on his journey to Kaditshwene.79 Just before Campbell’s arrival at
Kaditshwene, the infamous Cape colonist and frontiersman Coenraad de
Buys fled the Hurutshe capital. Oral and near-contemporary documentary
accounts relate that De Buys had become embroiled in local conflicts and
assisted the Hurutshe to subdue the Lete, a neighbouring chiefdom located
close to a tributary of the Madikwe River.80
Complementary data sets thus made it possible to locate and identify the
historical Kaditshwene, elucidate its local and regional context and calibrate
its time of occupation. It is against this historical background that further
questions can be framed and asked of the archaeological data, which will be the
essential avenue to explore and reconstruct the daily lives of the townspeople,
their dwellings, crafts, subsistence practices, trade networks and dietary
patterns. Excavations have, for example, helped to clarify the architectural
details and function of a “strange structure” depicted in Campbell’s sketch
(See Image 9) of the interior of the house of the district chief Senosi that has
long puzzled researchers.81 Uncovered house floors (See Image 10), set against
historical descriptions,82 disclose that it represents an interior compartment
that served as a sleeping place for parents in wintertime and also as a storage
place of valuable items. A cross-cultural study of various societies has shown
that there is a correlation between sociopolitical organisation and the
organisation of space and that, as groups become socially and politically more
complex, “their use of space and architecture also becomes more segmented”.83
Concomitantly, an analysis of the archaeofaunal sample from the main court
midden has challenged historical and ethnographic accounts which claim that
the Tswana were traditionally very reluctant to slaughter their domestic stock,
79 J Campbell, Travels in South Africa undertaken at the request of the London Missionary Society..., Vol.. I, pp. 125,
294.
80 V Ellenberger, “History of the Ba-Ga-Malete of Ramoutsa”, Transactions of the Royal Society of South Africa, 25,
1937, p. 43; PR Kirby (ed.), The diary of Dr Andrew Smith, Vol.. 2 (Cape Town, Van Riebeeck Society, 1940),
p. 206. For additional information on De Buys’s wanderings north of the Vaal River, see ES van Eeden & PJJ
Prinsloo, Voetspore van pioniers: Buisfontein – ‘n Historiese oorsig (Corals Publishers, Vanderbijlpark, 2010).
81 F Frescura, “South Africa’s ephemeral architecture: An archival view of archaeology without archaeologists”
(Paper, Biennial Conference of the Southern African Association of Archaeologists, Wits University, 1988).
82 WJ Burchell, Travels in the interior of southern Africa, Vol.. II (London, Longman, 1824), p. 365.
83 S Kent, “A cross-cultural study of segmentation, architecture, and the use of space”, S Kent (ed.), Domestic
architecture and the use of space: An interdisciplinary study (Cambridge, University Press, 1990), p. 150.
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but depended mainly on game for their meat supply.84 The analysis showed
that this pattern did not apply to the upper stratum of Hurutshe society, but
that Kaditshwene notables, who gathered daily in the kgotla to attend judicial
or political meetings, to practise crafts and to enjoy their daily main meal,
relied on cattle, sheep and goats for most of their animal protein. Mostly
younger animals were slaughtered and, not unexpectedly, the choicest meat
cuts landed up on the plates of high-status males.85 Again, combining the
three different data sets enabled us to construct a fuller picture of life at an
almost forgotten and long-lost early Tswana capital.
Image 9: Sketch of the interior of Senosi’s house

Source: Campbell, 1822, opposite p. 269

84 W Crisp, The Bechuana of South Africa (London, Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge, 1896), p.
17; A Manson, “The Hurutshe in the Marico district of the Transvaal, 1848-1914” (PhD, UCT, 1990), p. 54;
I Schapera, The Tswana (London, International African Institute, 1953), p. 25.
85 JCA Boeyens & I Plug, “’A chief is like an ash-heap on which is gathered all the refuse’: The faunal remains from
the central court midden at Kaditshwene”, Annals of the Ditsong National Museum of Natural History, 1, 2011,
pp. 1-22.
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Image 10: Excavated house floor in the central ward of Kaditshwene

Source: Photo by Francois Coetzee

Magoro Hill
The third case study, Magoro Hill, demonstrates that the documentary record
on inland African societies could be patchy even deep into the nineteenth
century and has to be augmented by oral and material evidence.
In August 1865, Magoro Hill,86 the capital of a Venda chiefdom south of
the Little Letaba River, was the scene of a tragic encounter. An armed force
consisting of some 60 Trekkers and about 1000 Tsonga militia besieged
the mountain stronghold. The ostensible reasons for the attack were chief
Magoro’s failure to pay his “opgaaf ” (tax or, rather, a form of tribute) and
his support for Makhado, the paramount chief of the western Venda, who
was embroiled in a conflict with the Schoemansdal community.87 The scene
86 Magoro Hill is known as Mbwenda among the Venda.
87 JCA Boeyens, “Die konflik tussen die Venda en die Blankes in Transvaal, 1864-1869”, Archives year book for
South African history, Vol. II (Pretoria, Government Printer, 1990), pp. 36-39.The hub of the Trekker settlement
was the town of Schoemansdal, which was established in May 1848 and abandoned in July 1867 after a
protracted conflict with the Venda. Trekker authorities divided local African communities into labour-providing
and tributary chiefs. “Opgaaf ” had to be paid in the form of cattle, ivory, leopard skins, iron hoes or copper
rods. The collection of tribute in the eastern and southern Soutpansberg was entrusted to João Albasini, the local
superintendent of African chiefdoms who also became known as the ‘white chief of the Magwamba’ because he
gathered a large number of Tsonga refugees from Mozambique around him who had fled Soshangane’s Gaza
Ngoni kingdom. JB De Vaal, “Die rol van João Albasini in die geskiedenis van die Transvaal”, Archives year book
for South African history, Vol. I (Pretoria, Government Printer, 1953).
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of the battle was captured in a painting (See Image 11) by a visiting huntertrader, Alexander Struben, who also kept a journal in which the campaign
is described in detail.88 When the Trekker commando reached the hill on 8
August, it had already been surrounded by the Tsonga force, as a result of
which the Venda were cut off from the nearby river. Negotiations about the
payment of “opgaaf ” (‘tribute’) and the surrendering of guns failed and the
chief ’s son and one of the two councillors who accompanied him to the laager
were put to death. The hill was eventually captured on Sunday 13 August
1865.
Image 11: Alexander Struben’s sketch of the battle at Magoro Hill

Source: Courtesy of the late Mrs R Krause

More than 300 occupants of Magoro Hill lost their lives in the encounter.
The returning commando also carried off more than 200 cattle, as well as a
number of young women and 120 children. They were taken to the farm
of João Albasini, one of the leaders of the commando, where the women
were distributed among the Tsonga militia and the children were divided
among the burghers to be indentured as so-called apprentices. Early Trekker
Soutpansberg was not only known for the large amounts of elephant ivory
that were exported annually, it also became notorious because of its export of
so-called “black ivory”, this being the hundreds of African children captured
88 Transvaal Archives Depot (TAD), Pretoria, A595, Le Roux Smith- Le Roux Accession, AB Struben Diary, 1865.
“Account of the wanderings, from Durban to the interior of South Africa, of one Alexander Betts Struben”.
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after military campaigns.89
Except for the fact that Magoro was a tributary chief who annually had to pay
“opgaaf ” to the Trekkers, the documentary archive for the period before the
attack is largely silent about this community. The oral record on this contact
period site is equally disappointing. The only directly relevant account is an
oral testimony published in 1981by Wilfred Phophi, a long-time assistant of
state ethnologist NJ van Warmelo.90 The context of its recording is unknown
and the information on especially the nineteenth century is extremely
shallow. Despite references to the broader conflict between the Venda, the
Trekkers and their African allies, no mention is made in the account of the
1865 attack on Magoro Hill. The oral testimony also recounts that the hill
was uninterruptedly occupied by the Magoro community until they were
uprooted in the 1950s during the creation of the Gazankulu homeland. The
incumbent Magoro chief could point out the living quarters of several chiefs
who had ruled from the hill, thus reaffirming the complicated settlement
history of the site.91
Although we were therefore dealing with a historical site, the paucity of the
documentary and the oral evidence necessitated an integrated, multi-source
approach. A collaborative project of collecting oral traditions and histories
has been initiated in tandem with a documentary search, the latter focusing
in particular on the period post-dating the 1865 conflict. Simultaneously, the
archaeological investigation is aimed at obtaining a better understanding of
the settlement’s layout and occupational sequence. After mapping the more
than 300 stone-walled terraces on the hill, areas identified and linked in the
extant oral tradition with specific chiefly periods of rule were targeted for
excavation.
Two examples illustrate how the different data sets can inform each other
and direct the historical enquiry. According to the oral geography, no Magoro
chief had his residence on the western side of the hill. Though Struben’s
painting depicts burning houses on the steep western incline, there is no
oral recollection of who occupied this section of the hill or whether it had
indeed been settled prior to the 1865 attack. Convergent verification is
89 JCA Boeyens, “’Black ivory’...”, EA Eldredge & F Morton (eds), Slavery in South Africa..., pp. 187-214; JCA
Boeyens, “Die konflik ...”, Archives year book for South African history, Vol. II, pp. 36-39.
90 WMD Phophi, “Vhuhosi ha vha ha Magoro”, Muvenda! Dzhenala ya birou ya Tshivenda, 8(2),1981, pp. 14-18.
91 Namadzavho Amos Magoro. He was born in 1949 at Magoro Hill and succeeded his father, Eric Muthombeni
Magoro, in 1977. He is currently resident in Masakona and has the official status of a headman (gota).
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provided by excavations of terraced enclosures on the western slope, which
have uncovered well-fired house floors, together with glass trade beads and
European ceramics that date to the Schoemansdal period (See Image 12).
Altogether, the evidence suggests that Magoro Hill was the base of a far more
populous chiefdom before the devastating battle of 1865 than this dynasty’s
current small following and diminished headmanship status denote.92
Image 12: Well-fired house floor on the western slope of Magoro Hill

Source: Photo by Francois Coetzee

Image13: Brick-built structure on the eastern side of Magoro Hill

Source: Photo by Francois Coetzee
92 See documents submitted to the Commission on Traditional Leadership Disputes and Claims in 2005 by the
Magoro Royal Family in the private possession of the current leader of the Magoro dynasty, Namadzavho Amos
Magoro. Copies made available to the author on 12 May 2010.
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In the case of the post-1865 occupation of Magoro Hill there is an apparent
conflict between the material, oral and documentary evidence. The oral
geography associates chief Manzinzinzi with a rectilinear brick-built structure
on a stone-walled terrace high up on the eastern side of the hill (See Image
13). Contemporary documentary sources indicate that Manzinzini had passed
away sometime before 1877,93 while oral testimonies place the residence of
his successor, Mudubu, some distance away to the south on a lower terrace.
Hence, the retrieval of some selenium-coloured, moulded glass beads from
Manzinzinzi’s supposed bedroom poses a chronological problem. Cadmium
sulphoselenide, the pigment used to colour the bright red beads, became
commercially available only in the early twentieth century, a date that does
not tally with Manzinzinzi’s period of rule.94 The apparent dissonance between
the oral geography, the dynastic chronology and the material signature should
therefore be revisited. This again demonstrates that, while the spoken and
written records can serve to contextualise and steer the archaeological enquiry,
the material record, in turn, can be used to test and calibrate the oral historical
and text-based settlement chronologies and enhance our reconstruction of life
and interaction on the nineteenth-century Soutpansberg frontier.

Conclusions
The historical entanglement of peoples and their records in the South African
interior necessitates a comparative, multi-source approach to the study of the
more recent past. Archaeology, oral tradition and history are indispensible,
albeit sometimes inconstant, companions in attempts to bridge the somewhat
arbitrary divide between precolonial and colonial African history. Researchers
should be aware of the methodological strengths and weaknesses of each
discipline, as well as the different control mechanisms provided by them, before
proceeding to integrate the different data sets. While the greatest discoveries
and new insights might often be obtained at the point of disjuncture between
the material, oral and documentary sources, the greatest confidence in our
interpretations follows when the different strands of evidence converge and
are verified in a coherent account.
93 R Wessmann, “Magoro“, Berliner Missionsberichte, 23/24,1890, pp. 500-501.
94 LC Prinsloo, JCA Boeyens, MM van der Ryst & G Webb, “Raman signatures of the modern pigment (Zn,Cd)
S1-xSex and glass matrix of a red bead from Magoro Hill, an archaeological site in Limpopo Province, South
Africa, recalibrate the settlement chronology”, Journal of Molecular Structure, in press, 2012 (available at: http://
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molstruc.2012.03.047).
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Recorded oral traditions can play a fundamental role in historicising the
so-called Late Iron Age and in ascribing a historical identity to countless sites
in the South African interior. Oral accounts, through which political lineages
can be connected with specific precolonial African towns or homesteads,
thus provide explicit historical contexts that can be explored and tested by
the methods and discoveries of archaeology. Even deep into the nineteenth
century, the documentary record on African societies is often sparse, and oral
tradition and archaeology thus offer an alternative and insider’s perspective
on underrepresented or marginalised groups. Historical archaeology has been
widely identified as a useful interdisciplinary and capacitating framework for
integrating the different data sets in order to produce a more textured and
inclusive account of a complex recent African past.
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Free State, 1907–1927: An exploration of their first twenty
years
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Abstract
Professionalisation forms an important domain in the accounting history
arena. The geographical spread of professional organisations occurred via
the relay of empire and the movement of international capital. Outcomes of
professionalisation endeavours are strongly connected to the social and political
context in which they occur. The mineral discoveries towards the end of the 19th
century established South Africa’s first industrial community. As the country’s
economy expanded, the virtues of simple living and conduct of business
passed and there was a growing need for the services of individuals who had
knowledge of accounting and of commerce. Most of the skilled accountants
who migrated were of British descent. These accountants contributed to the
development of the profession in South Africa. The Transvaal, Cape Colony,
Natal and Orange River Colony (ORC) each established accounting societies
around this time in response to the new industries and business. The Society of
Accountants in the Orange River Colony was established in November 1907,
five years after the conclusion of the South African War, by seven English
gentlemen practising as accountants in Bloemfontein. This was the smallest
society in comparison to the other colonies in Southern Africa at the time,
and had grown from merely 16 foundation members in 1907 to 60 in 1927
with the passing of the Chartered Accountants Designation Act. The Society
of Accountants and Auditors in the Orange River Colony (SAAORC) was a
voluntary body, unlike the Transvaal and Natal societies. Accountants in the
ORC could conduct their business as accountants and auditors and advertise
themselves as such, whether they were members of the SAAORC or not. This
article investigates the formation years of the accountants’ society in the Free
State and explains the difference between this development path and that of the
earlier preceding societies. The article explains the establishment of a British
profession in a former Boer Republic and the mechanisms of professional
closure implemented to safeguard the status of the profession.
Keywords: Accounting; Orange River Colony; Orange Free State;
Professionalisation; South Africa; The Society of Accountants and Auditors in
the Orange River Colony (SAAORC); Chartered Accountant; CA(SA).
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Introduction
The diamond fields were South Africa’s first industrial community. Attention
was diverted to Kimberley – the richest diamond deposit in the world1,
followed by the gold discovered on the Witwatersrand in 1886. Mineral
discoveries transformed South Africa’s economy irreversibly, and joint stock
and limited liability companies were formed in response to the demands of
the mining industry. The virtues of simple living and conduct of business
in mainly an agrarian economy passed and there was a growing need for
the services of individuals who had knowledge of figures and commerce.2
Providers of capital required managerial accountability, as the opportunities
for fraud and embezzlement by managers at locations far away from investors
were significant.3 Britain was the primary supplier of international finance
to the South African mines, and British accountants followed British capital
throughout the Empire.4 Most of the immigrating accountants were members
of recently established accounting bodies in Britain. The two most significant
ones were the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales
(ICAEW), incorporated under Royal Charter in 1880, and the Society of
(Incorporated) Accountants and Auditors (SIAA), established in 1885.5 The
professionlaisation efforts of British accountants brought them to locations
on the periphery of the Empire, such as the ORC. There they influenced the
local accountancy professionalisation process.6
Efforts to institutionalise and create boundaries in professional bodies
such as these were underscored by accountants’ desire to achieve collective
mobility, acquire socio-economic power, attain elevated social status and
be categorised and recognised as men belonging to status professions, such

1
2
3
4
5
6

A Keppel-Jones, South Africa, Third edition (London, Hutchinson and Co Ltd., 1966), pp. 84-85.
GE Noyce, “The history of the profession in South Africa”, Die Suid-Afrikaanse Geoktrooieerde Rekenmeester,
March 1954, pp. 4.
TA Lee, The early history and development of company financial reporting (Van Nostrand Reinhold, Chapman and
Hall Ltd, 1982), pp. 79-98.
TRH Davenport & C Saunders, South Africa: A modern history (London, Macmillan, 2000) pp. 213-217;
C Poullaos, “Professionalisation”, JR Edwards and SP Walker: The Routledge Companion to Accounting History
(London, Routledge, 2009), p. 248.
H Howitt, The History of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, 1870-1965 (London,
Garland Publishing Inc., 1984); AA Garrett, History of the Society of Incorporated Accountants, 1885-1957
(London, Oxford University Press, 1961).
C Poullaos, “Professionalisation”, JR Edwards and SP Walker: The Routledge Companion to Accounting History …,
p. 248.
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as the legal profession.7 The first modern professional accountants emerged
in Scotland in the 1850s. The founders of these bodies were elite men of
account who enjoyed close links with the legal profession and the higher
echelons of society.8 The professional and social status of the accountants
was linked to the concept of “gentlemanly conduct” and chivalry, and was
seen as a “guarantee” of their integrity in the delivery of their services, which
was in the public interest.9 Establishing formal organisations was necessary
to mobilise support and resources, and to build a sense of group identity.10
Close links existed between the accountants associations and the legal
profession, since mercantile and legal skills were required in winding up
failed business enterprises.11 In most countries, the founders of accounting
bodies had close links with the legal profession because the work performed
by these two “professions” overlapped.12 Ability and integrity lay at the heart
of a profession. A “profession” has been broadly explained by Southwick13 as:
… a disciplined group of individuals who adhere to high ethical standards
and uphold themselves to, and are accepted by, the public as possessing special
knowledge and skills in a widely recognised, organised body of learning
derived from education and training at a high level, and who are prepared to
exercise this knowledge and these skills in the interest of others.

Professionalisation is a process to transform an occupation into a profession, to
achieve the status of a professional and to subsequently maintain and enhance

7

8
9
10
11
12
13

JR Edwards & SP Walker,” Lifestyle, status and occupational differentiation in Victorian accountancy”,
Accounting ,Organizations and Society 35, 2010, pp. 2-22; JR Edwards, M Anderson & RA Chandler, “Claiming
a jurisdiction for the Public Accountant in England prior to organizational fusion”, Accounting, Organizations
and Society, 32, 2007, pp. 61-100.
C Poullaos, “Professionalisation” in JR Edwards and SP Walker: The Routledge companion to accounting History…,
p. 250.
J Broadbent, M Dietrich & J Roberts, The end of the professions? The restructuring of professional work (London,
Routledge, 1997), p. 3.
C Poullaos, “Professionalisation” in JR Edwards and SP Walker: The Routledge companion to accounting History…,
p. 249.
Anon., The origins of accountancy as a profession in Scotland: A history of the chartered accountants of Scotland from
the earliest of times to 1954 (Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, 1954), pp. 4-5.
SP Walker, The genesis of professional organization in Scotland: A contextual analysis, Accounting, Organizations
and Society, 20 (4), 1995, p. 292; C Poullaos, “Professionalisation” in JR Edwards and SP Walker: The Routledge
companion to accounting History…, p. 250.
J Southwick, “‘Australian Council of professions’ view” (Proceedings, Competition Law and the Professions,
Perth, April, 1997), p. 1. For other definitions see JC Stewart, “The emergent professionals”, The Accountants
Magazine, March, 1975, pp. 113-116; TA Lee, The closure of the accounting profession, Vol. 1 (New York,
Garland Publishing Inc., 1990), pp. 137-141; JR Edwards & SP Walker,”Lifestyle, status and occupational
differentiation in Victorian accountancy…”, pp. 2-3; JR Edwards, M Anderson & RA Chandler, “Claiming a
jurisdiction for the public accountant in England prior to organizational fusion…,” Accounting, Organizations
and Society, 32, 2007, p. 61-100.
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that acquired status through professionalism.14 These processes take time
and change over time. Abbott explains these processes as efforts to achieving
workplace and public jurisdiction.15 Professionalisation includes measures to
close off opportunities to those considered “undesirable”. Professionalisation
is therefore a social system subject to the theory of closure, described by
Max Weber as central to professionalisation.16 Typically, the accounting
profession achieved closure by institutionalising its most significant functions
by means of accredited training programmes, stringent examinations, the
ultimate registration or licensing of practitioners and prescribed practical
training.17 Through registration came closure and the presentation of status.18
Professions can also be better understood if one examines the behaviour and
social characteristics of the individual members.19 The personalities of the
founding members often reflect the nature of the professionalisation efforts.
The presence of British accountants led to the formation of local accounting
societies. The Transvaal Society of Accountants (TSA) was formed in 1904,
the Society of Accountants in the Cape Colony (SACC) in 1907, the Society
of Accountants and Auditors in the Orange River Colony (SAAORC) in 1907
and the Natal Society of Accountants (NSA), formed in in 1909. Verhoef20
explains that the TSA was the largest and leading society. Accountants
belonging to the TSA and NSA enjoyed statutory sanction in terms of
the Accountants’ Ordinance no. 3 of 1904 in the Transvaal, and the Natal
Accountants’ Act of 1909. The SACC and SAAORC, however, were merely
voluntary societies.
14 C Poullaos, “Professionalisation”, JR Edwards and SP Walker: The Routledge companion to accounting History, p.
247.
15 A Abbott, The system of professions: An essay on the division of expert labour (Chicago, University of Chicago Press,
1988), pp. 86-111.
16 See for example R Murphy, “The structure of closure: A Critique and Development of the Theories of Weber,
Collins and Parkin”, The British Journal of Sociology, 35 (4), 1984, pp. 547-567; KM Macdonald, “Social Closure
and Occupational Registration”, Sociology, November, 1985, pp. 541-556; W Chua & S Clegg, “Professional
closure: The case of British nursing”, Theory and Society, 19 (2), 1990, pp. 135-172.
17 TA Lee, The Closure of the Accounting Profession, Vol. 1, pp. 167-273; MS Larson, The rise of professionalism: A
sociological analysis (Berkeley, University of California, 1977), pp. xi -9.
18 T Hammond, BM Clayton & PJ Arnold, “South Africa”s transition from apartheid: The role of professional
closure in the experiences of black chartered accountants”, Accounting, Organizations and Society, 34, 2009,
pp. 705-721; KM Macdonald, “Social Closure and Occupational Registration…”, pp. 541-556. See also
M Annisette, “The colour of accountancy: Examining the salience of race in a professionalisation project”,
Accounting, Organizations and Society, 28, 2003, pp. 639-674; LM Kirkham and A Loft, “Gender and the
construction of the professional accountant”, Accounting, Organizations and Society, 18, 1993, pp. 507-558.
19 A Abbott, Sociology of professions: International encyclopedia of the social and behavioural sciences (Amsterdam,
Elsevier, 2002).
20 G Verhoef, “The state and the profession: Initiatives and responses to the organisation of the accounting
profession in South Africa, 1904-1951”, Historia, 56 (2), November 2011, pp. 19-42.
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This article investigates the establishment of the accounting profession in
the Orange River Colony. It seeks to explain the professionalisation process of
the SAAORC21 within the specific political, social and economic context of a
British colony. How did an English profession establish itself in a former Boer
Republic? What was this voluntary society’s strategy of professional closure?
This article therefore seeks to explore the intricacies of professional closure
and settler societies in the ORC since the formation of the SAAORC in 1907
up until 1927, when the South African Chartered Accountants Designation
Act was passed. The method applied is a qualitative critical analysis of
primary and secondary sources. The most important primary sources used
for this study were the SAAORC minute books from 1907 to 1927, as well
as documents from the OFS Archives Repository dating between 1875 and
1926. This article will add to the discourse of Accountancy and Empire by
adding a South African perspective and context, specifically as it relates to the
OFS.

A historical background leading to the establishment of the SAAORC
In settler societies “sub-cultures” emerge as immigrant settlers establish
themselves among the indigenous population. This occurred in the USA,
Australia and New Zeeland. While in most British settler societies and the
USA the new “sub-culture” was an integrated, unified and predominantly (not
exclusively) Anglo-Saxon entity.22 In the British colonies which later became
the Union of South Africa, two European settler “sub-cultures” emerged. The
first was the Afrikaner people, who displayed a general Dutch, Protestant
and European nature and the British settlers, who perpetuated their AngloSaxon characteristics. The Afrikaner Dutch settlers perceived of themselves
politically and psychologically “disengaged” from Europe and they developed
a more distinct “South African” identity. They came to see themselves as an
“indigenous ethnic group with a distinctive national culture and character”.23
In the central parts of the interior, emigrant Voortrekkers had established
themselves in dispersed farming communities. Once Britain had sent Major
HD Warden to set up residency in the area in 1846,24 Bloemfontein and its
21 After the formation of the Union of South Africa in 1910, the SAAORC changed its name to the Society of
Accountants and Auditors in the Orange Free State (SAAOFS).
22 S Van Wyk, Die Afrikaner in die beroepslewe van die stad (Pretoria, Academica, 1968), pp. 2-7.
23 H Adam & H Giliomee, The rise and crisis of Afrikaner power (Cape Town, David Philip, 1979), p. 96.
24 AJH van der Walt, Geskiedenis van Suid Afrika, Vol. I (Kaapstad, Nasionale Boekhandel Bpk., 1955), p. 414.
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surrounds began to present a distinct Voortrekker and English community,
but Giliomee described the town as predominantly “English” even during
the final days of the Republic.25 Although Bloemfontein was a peaceful town,
Dutch culture, language and values were generally looked down upon by
the British inhabitants.26 In 1848 Britain proclaimed the geographical area
between the Orange – and the Vaal River as a British Territory, but in 1854
acknowledged Voortrekker sovereignty by the signing of the Bloemfontein
Convention.27 Despite political contestation, the inhabitants of Bloemfontein,
then the capital of the Republic of the Orange Free State, co-existed in mutual
benefit. As Collins observed, initial fierce Afrikaner opposition to the British
presence turned to cooperation towards a stable and well-ordered society.28
A general sense of collaboration characterised administration, education
and commerce. Outside the capital, Afrikaners enjoyed limited education,
but in Bloemfontein the English officials introduced more specialised and
professional occupations. The Scottish Reverend, Dr. John Brebner, who
was appointed as the First Superintendent General of Education in 1874,
was responsible for the establishment of many schools in Bloemfontein.29
Giliomee notes that “a unique republican spirit” existed in the Free State
between English and Afrikaans, unlike the tense “colonial patriotism” in other
colonies.30
The largely agricultural economy of the Free State suffered when droughts
hit, but the discovery of diamonds in 1867 and gold in 1886 soon integrated
the Free State into the new economic welfare of the Witwatersrand.31 The
need to transport goods through the Free State to the gold fields injected
much needed capital into the Republic. The hostilities caused by the South
African War placed strain on the relations between Afrikaner and English
inhabitants, but after the war when the Republic was transformed into
the Orange River Colony, a new social and economic entity developed.
This post-war community drew upon the strengths of mutually beneficial
political, social and economic collaboration between two language groups
25 H Giliomee, The Afrikaners: A biography of a people (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 2004) p. 186.
26 See for example CW De Kiewiet, A history of South Africa: Social and economic (London, Oxford University
Press, 1957); H Giliomee, The Afrikaners: A biography of a people (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 2004); H Adam & H
Giliomee, The rise and crisis of Afrikaner power (Cape Town, David Philip, 1979); S Van Wyk, Die Afrikaner in
die beroepslewe van die stad.
27 CW de Kiewiet, A history of South Africa: social and economic…, p. 66.
28 WW Collins, Free Statia: Reminiscences of a lifetime in the Orange Free State (Cape Town, Struik, 1965), p. 58.
29 AJH van der Walt, Geskiedenis van Suid Afrika, Vol. I, p. 652; WW Collins, Free Statia: Reminiscences of a
lifetime in the Orange Free State…, p. 311.
30 H Giliomee, The Afrikaners: A biography of a people…, p. 187.
31 MH de Kock, Economic history of South Africa (Cape Town, Juta & Co. Ltd., 1924), p. 113.
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before the war. British reconstruction policies were aimed at a return to
economic stability and that could only be achieved through collaboration
with the defeated Afrikaners.32 Politically, Afrikaner politics were revived in
the ORC in 1906 when the culturally driven Orangia Unie was formed. The
founder JBM Hertzog felt it impossible to co-operate with someone who
had contempt for the [Afrikaans] language.33 Hertzog was however moved by
British descendants who had become loyal citizens of the OFS and who had
fought devotedly for their country of adoption, and he did not harbour any
hostility towards people of British descent, but expected of them a “certain
political attitude”.34 Beinart also alluded to the miscalculation by Milner that
English speakers and Afrikaans speakers were racially and culturally divided,
since visible congruence began to emerge between “culture and class”.35
Tensions did however still exist, especially during and shortly after the
South African War. A prominent English businessman who had lived and
worked in Bloemfontein for many years before the The South African
War was subsequently shunned in the ORC by the colonial authorities
“due to the [Afrikaans] friends he kept”.36 In 1907 the ORC was granted
Responsible Government, which contributed to the stability of the colony
and good relations between the two language groups. By the time of political
consolidation of the four colonies into the Union in 1910, the Afrikaans
speaking population was 79% of the total white population in the Free State,
but the majority lived on farms and only a small number in larger towns,
such as Bloemfontein. By 1910 only 3% of professionals in South Africa were
Afrikaans speaking.37
Three groups of white South Africans were present in the OFS: a group
of conservative Afrikaners strongly opposed to anything British who were
predominantly spread throughout the rural parts; a small group of English
settlers very loyal to the crown who looked down on the Afrikaner; and a
32 See for example A Keppel-Jones, South Africa, Third ed. (London, Hutchinson & Co. Ltd., 1966); AJH van
der Walt, Geskiedenis van Suid Afrika, Vol. I (Kaapstad, Nasionale Boekhandel Bpk., 1955); H Giliomee, The
Afrikaners: A biography of a people (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 2004).
33 AJH van der Walt, Geskiedenis van Suid Afrika, Vol. I, p. 636.
34 A Keppel-Jones, South Africa, Third ed., p. 137; AJH van der Walt, Geskiedenis van Suid Afrika, Vol. I, p. 631.
35 W Beinart, Twentieth Century South Africa, Second ed. (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2001).
36 Free State Provincial Archives Repository (VAB), Bloemfontein, Colonial Office (CO), Reference 6 356/01:
Letter, Secretary of the South African Mutual Life Assurance Society / Deputy Administrator ORC, 6 March
1901.
37 See JL Sadie, The fall and rise of the Afrikaner in the South African economy (Stellenbosch, US Annale, 2002);
TJ Steenkamp, “‘n Ekonomiese ontleding van sosio-politieke groepvorming met spesiale verwysing na die Afrikaner”
(Doctoral dissertation, UNISA, 1989); H Giliomee, The Afrikaners: A biography of a people…, p. 406.
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third group which consisted of more liberal, educated Afrikaners, and
Englishmen who had decided to adopt the country as their own and serve
it as “South Africans” rather than “Englishmen” who were concentrated in
the larger towns.38 It was under these conditions that 16 white men from
the ORC were “desirous of being formed into a Bloemfontein [accountants’]
Association” on 30 November 1907.39 The following section will explain
how English accountants as professional men gradually defined their social
and economic position in the accommodating, moderate Free State society,
especially in Bloemfontein. They represented the first organised entity of
professional accountants in an otherwise rural agricultural society.

The formation of accounting professional organisation in the ORC
Profile of the professional leadership
The first minuted account of accountants in Bloemfontein assembling to
form a society appears on 21 January 1908 and is titled “Minutes of meeting
of gentlemen practising as Accountants in Bloemfontein”. George Smetham
called the first meeting after receiving requests from several accountants
practising in Bloemfontein, to ascertain the opinion of the “profession”
as to whether a society of accountants similar to those already successfully
formed in sister colonies should be formed, and as a first step in obtaining
legal recognition for the profession. Smetham noted that the formation of
such a movement would be in the interest of every practising accountant in,
firstly, regulating the profession, and, secondly, safeguarding the public. Those
present were unanimous in favour of a society for the “general betterment of
the profession and obtaining legal recognition for the profession”.40 Of the
16 foundation members, 15 were English,41 11 resided in Bloemfontein,42

38 See WW Collins, Free Statia: Reminiscences of a lifetime in the Orange Free State (Cape Town, Struik, 1965).
39 Society of Accountants and Auditors in the Orange Free State (SAAOFS), SAICA Central Region Bloemfontein,
Membership List, June 1920; SAAOFS Memorandum and Articles of Association, 1921, p. 5.
40 Society of Accountants and Auditors in the Orange River Colony (SAAORC), SAICA Central Region
Bloemfontein, Council Minutes, 21 January 1908.
41 This has been determined using only the Surname as a guide, and generally also includes Irish and Scottish
names. The 15 English surnames are: Brebner, Fuller, Gee, Hodges, McDonald, Palmer, Smetham, Saunders,
Scrivenor, Stainer, Steains, Thresher, Warner, Bretherton and Scott. The one Afrikaans name is De Villiers.
All correspondence, discussions, minutes, reports and documentation of the SAAORC/SAAOFS are only in
English throughout the time frame considered in this paper.
42 SAAOFS, Membership List, June 1920; SAAOFS Minutes, 21 January 1908.
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three held partnership positions in law firms,43 two were members of the
Chartered Institute of Secretaries44 (England), three were members of the
SIAA,45 and one was a member of the ICAEW.46 The leaders were typical Free
State Englishmen with professional education and respected social standing.
George Smetham was born in London in 1859 and came to South Africa
in 1886.47 He was a Fellow of the SIAA,48 and a well-known and respected
businessman in Bloemfontein until the age of 80, when he retired. Smetham
opened an accountants’ practice in Bloemfontein in 1892, where he conducted
business as the chief agent of the Sun (Fire) Insurance Office in the ORC,49
as agent of Star Life Assurance50 and as executor in various clients’ estates.51
He was a councillor of the Bloemfontein Town Council in 1898 before the
outbreak of the South African War, during which time he left the country
for England until peace had returned.52 He chaired the SAAORC council for
22 years, from its formation in 1907 until 1930, which was quite unheard
of in the other three societies, where the leadership changed almost every
year. He embraced the Boer Republic prior to colonisation, and was quite
an unconfrontational leader of the SAAORC. He was always well spoken,
civil and gentlemanly. A similar profile characterised other founding members
WJC Brebner, PFR de Villiers, George Scott, Hugh Scrivenor, and GW
Warner.
Senator William John Cormack Brebner was born in the Cape Colony in
1866 and was the son of Dr John Brebner, the Supt. Genl. of Education in the
OFS. He came to Bloemfontein at the age of eight, and was educated at Grey
College. He qualified as attorney at law, notary and conveyancer and was a
43 VAB, Colonial Treasurer (CT), Reference 136: Letter, Fraser & Scott / Colonial Treasurer, 16 November 1908;
Letter, De Villiers & Brebner / Colonial Treasurer, 17 November 1908.
44 K Donaldson, South African who’s who in Business (Cape Town, Ken Donaldson, 1912), p. 492 (GW Warner);
K Donaldson, South African who’s who in Business (Cape Town, Ken Donaldson, 1915), p. 171 (WG Hodges).
45 Society of [Incorporated] Accountants and Auditors (SIAA), The incorporated accountants year book, 1907-1908
(SIAA, London, 1907/8).
46 Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW), List of members 1908 (ICAEW, London,
July 1908).
47 Anon., “The First President of the Orange Free State Society”, The South African Chartered Accountant, June
1965, p. 26
48 Society of [Incorporated] Accountants and Auditors (SIAA), The incorporated accountants year book, 1907-1908,
List of members (SIAA, London, 1907/8).
49 VAB, CT, Reference 136: Letter, G Smetham / Colonial Treasurer, 13 November 1908.
50 VAB, High Court (HG), Reference 4/2/2/1/15 52/1906: Plaintiffs declaration, Hulscher v Star Life Assurance
Society, 12 May 1906.
51 VAB, Deeds Office (AKT), Reference 1/5/25 D6/1/24 (12): Various correspondence regarding Emily Jenkins
Estate, 1924.
52 VAB, Government Office (GS), Reference 2170 (1128): Various correspondence Geo Fraser/Goevernmentskantoor regarding Smetham business banking account during his absence from the Colony, 1900.
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senior partner in the Brebner and Reitz Law Firm.53
Image 1: Mr George Smetham (1859-1948). SAAORC foundation member and its first and
longest serving chairman, from 1908-1930

Source: The South African Chartered Accountant, June 1965

Brebner held the position of Inspector of Chests under the OFS government54
before the outbreak of war in 1899, and during the war served on the
Commissariat Commission. He acted on behalf of the OFS government and
defeated Boers who signed the Peace Treaty on 31 May 1902. When Brebner
reported the signing of peace to the paralysed OFS President Steyn, Brebner
was devastated and said: “Had I not wife and children, death would have
been welcome”.55 Brebner, whose father was Scottish, fought devotedly for
the OFS against the English during the South African War: his loyalty to
the Boer Republic appears to have been unquestionable. Brebner was not an
“accountant”, but a prominent solicitor and politician in the OFS. This was
typical of the close link between accountants and the legal profession in the
early days. Brebner was a member of the Bloemfontein Club, and in partnership
with another founding member, PFR de Villiers. These characteristics explain
the nature of the network that developed amongst professionals in the Free
State.

53 K Donaldson, South African who’s who social & business, 1917-1918 (Cape Town, Ken Donaldson, 1917) (WJC
Brebner).
54 VAB, AMPT PUBS, Reference ORC 225: ORC Budget statement of Colonial Treasurer in House of Assembly,
17 July 1908.
55 DJ Potgieter, Standard encyclopaedia of Southern Africa (Cape Town, NASOU, 1970), p. 288.
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Pieter Frederick Ryk de Villiers (the only founding member with an
Afrikaans name) was born in the Cape in 1852 and educated at the South
African College in Cape Town. He joined the civil service in 1871 when he
came to the OFS. He served in various capacities of trust in the civil service
and was later acting Landdrost (Magistrate) of Bloemfontein and the Weesheer
(Orphan Master).56 De Villiers was also the Master of the High Court and
Treasurer General in 1885 until he was taken as a prisoner of war by the
English Forces in 1900.57 De Villiers was a local director of the SA Mutual Life
Assurance Society from 1891 and a director of the National Bank of the ORC
from 1888, in which institution he held the position of Chairman in 1915.
De Villiers’ career shows that he was educated in law, but referred to himself
as an accountant and auditor. The De Villiers and Brebner Firm letterhead
indicated the “types” of work these men undertook – among other things,
financial, land and general agents, administrators of estates, accountants,
sworn translators, conveyancing and law agency and agents for the Norwich
Insurance Society.58
The one other name that features significantly with De Villiers as administrator
of insolvent and deceased estates between 1875 and 1910 is Sir John George
Fraser.59 He was a prominent OFS politician, secretary to the president,
statesman and member of the Volksraad. He was a protagonist of friendly
cooperation between the British government and the Boer Republics, and was
a presidential candidate in the OFS in 1896. After the war, Fraser served as a
member on the Inter Colonial Council,60 and remained involved in politics as
well as in his firm. He established a practice in Bloemfontein in 1877 and was
joined by his partner, George Scott, another prominent SAAORC foundation
member. The Fraser and Scott firm specialised as insurance agents in the OFS
for Commercial Union Assurance Co, acted as auctioneers, house agents,
accountants and auditors,61 executors in insolvent and deceased estates, loan56 VAB, Treasurer General (TG), Reference 112: Various Administrateur der Fondsen ledger entries, eg.
“Weeskamer Fonds” 16 January 1880; VAB, TG, Reference 113: Various Administrateur der Fondsen ledger
entries, April 1880; JH Jordaan, “A further chapter in history”, Master of the High Court: Masters Newsletter, 1,
May 2002, pp. 4-5.
57 K Donaldson, South African who’s who…, 1915, p. 86.
58 VAB, CT, Reference 136: Letter De Villiers & Brebner / Colonial Treasurer, 17 November 1908.
59 See VAB, ORC CT, Reference 136, 167, 168: Various correspondence JG Fraser / Colonial Treasurer, 19081910; VAB, TG, Reference 112, 113, 143: Administrateur der Fondsen ledgers indicating various entries relating
to the executor, JG Fraser, 1880-1890; VAB, Executive Council (EC), Reference 8, 11: Various correspondence
between JG Fraser and Colonial Executive Council, 1908-1909; VAB, Receiver of Revenue (OVI), Reference
1/2: Various letters JG Fraser & G Scott / Receiver of Revenue, 1910-1914.
60 VAB, AMPT PUBS ORC, Reference 312: 1 January-30 June 1904, Government Gazette, Index.
61 K Donaldson, South African who’s who social & business, 1917-1918, p. 432.
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and bond agents.62 The firm’s letterheads also indicated that the firm offered
the services of advocate, solicitor, conveyancer, notary, and patent and trade
mark agents. The firm of Fraser and Scott regularly negotiated rates of transfer
and estate duties payable between clients and the OFS and ORC government.
Hugh Scrivenor was another prominent SAAORC foundation member.
He was born in Lincolnshire in 1867, was educated at a private school in
England, whereafter he spent four years in Germany. He came to the OFS in
1889, where he acted as manager of a German company, Borkenhagen and
Co. Scrivenor held the position of Secretary of the Bloemfontein Board of
Executors and Trust Company between 1899 and 1917, served on various
charitable committees and was a member of the Bloemfontein Club.63
George Wilfred Warner, born in 1872 and educated in Birmingham, was the
only SAAORC foundation member who was an associate of the ICAEW.64
He came to the ORC after the war, in November 1902, where he set up
an Accountancy Practice in Kroonstad. He married a prominent Kroonstad
doctor’s daughter in 1907.
The profile of these foundation members explain the respect they enjoyed
in society, the trust with Government and confidence of business, such as
insurance companies, banks and commercial enterprise. They distinguished
themselves as educated gentleman, moderate members of society and
promoters of the general well-being of the colony. The vast majority of
the SAAORC foundation members were of British origin, many appear
to have been loyal to the Boer Republic, set up accounting practices and
served in various high-ranking positions of government prior to the English
occupation. Tension between Afrikaner and English speakers appears not to
have had an impact on how these men interacted with each other or with
wider society by 1907. The minority were members of recognised English
accounting bodies. These men were refined and respected businessmen and
well educated, predominantly in the law. They engaged in various forms of
commerce that required mercantile skill, and advertised a wide selection of
services on offer: “accountancy” practice on its own appears not to have been
62 See VAB, ORC CT, Reference 136, 167, 168: Various correspondence Fraser & Scott / Colonial Treasurer,
1908-1910; VAB, TG, Reference 112, 113, 143: Administrateur der Fondsen ledgers indicating various entries
relating to the executor, JG Fraser, 1880-1890; VAB, EC, Reference 8, 11: Various correspondence between JG
Fraser & G Scott / Colonial Executive Council, 1908-1909; VAB, OVI, Reference 1/2: Various letters JG Fraser
& G Scott / Receiver of Revenue, 1910-1914.
63 K Donaldson, South African who’s who..., 1917-1918.
64 Institute of chartered accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW), List of members 1908 (London, ICAEW,
July 1908).
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a sufficient enough draw card for potential clients. They served in leadership
positions in a variety of financial and banking institutions, conducted business
together in partnerships and even married into each others’ families. The
accountants in the ORC were a close-knit group and members of the higher
strata of society in the ORC. The longstanding chairman of the SAAORC
Council, George Smetham, was an unconfrontational and placid leader. His
personality and manner was later mirrored in the professionalisation efforts of
the SAAORC. This comprehensive social and economic engagement of these
men facilitated the formation of an English-speaking dominated professional
society of accountants in a former Afrikaner Republic.

The SAAORC
After due deliberation, the foundation members decided to follow the example
of the SACC in the formation of the SAAORC.65 Accountants belonging to
the TSA and NSA in Transvaal and Natal enjoyed statutory sanction, but
the Cape society failed to obtain similar legal sanction for its members, and
was therefore only a voluntary society. This meant that “accountants” could
practise and advertise their services in the Cape and ORC without having
to belong to a recognised society. The SAAORC wanted to follow the TSA
model, but needed to follow the Cape model in the absence of legislation. The
SACC Memorandum and Articles of Association (MAA) showed a significant
resemblance to the MAA of the SIAA.66 The SIAA had no charter similar to
that of the ICAEW, but exerted a dominant presence in the settler colonies.67
The initial constitution of the SAAORC was almost identical to that of the
SACC, which in turn was almost identical to that of the SIAA. Discussion on
an appropriate title for members of the society showed the close association
with the “Free State” rather than “home”. WB Fowler, preferred the title
of “Incorporated Accountant ORC” instead of “Registered Accountant
ORC”, but the vote went in favour of the “Registered Accountant ORC”
designation. Fowler wanted close alignment with the “English” SIAA, but the
rest of the accountants sought recognition of their distinct Free State identity

65 SAAORC Council Minutes, 30 January 1908.
66 Society of [Incorporated] Accountants and Auditors (SIAA), The incorporated accountants year book, 1907-1908
(London, SIAA, 1907/8).
67 TJ Johnson & M Caygill, “The development of accountancy links in the Commonwealth”, Accountancy and
Business Research, Spring 1971, pp. 155-173.
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and interests.68 The voluntary society used membership and designation as
tools to effect professional closure in claiming a jurisdiction. From the very
beginning the SAAORC indicated its desire to professionalise independently
and on its own terms, without closely aligning with any foreign accountants’
society that could dictate to it.
The first SAAORC council was elected on 3 February 1908, and consisted
of G Smetham (President), PFR de Villiers (Vice-President), H Scrivenor, G
Scott and WG Hodges acting as secretary. Much of the deliberations were
on membership. Three classes of membership existed, being “fellows (class
1)”, “associates (class 2)” and “registered accountants (class 3)”. Fellows and
associates of other recognised Institutes or Societies with similar admission
requirements were eligible for admission. Registered accountants were persons
who did not qualify under any of the previous provisions.69 It is not clear what
criteria were applied in the admittance of Registered Accountants – this seems
to have been a mechanism for the council to use at their discretion to approve
membership in the absence of Fellow and Associate criteria having been
met. These requirements for admission to the SAAORC were adopted on 30
January 1908.70 The accountancy profession used membership to close ranks
and protect their professional standing. In the context of a British colony, this
exclusivity was sanctioned, not on racial or cultural grounds, but professional
criteria.
Apart from trying to define the membership criteria clearly, the most
important matter on the SAAOFS Council’s agenda was the effort to obtain
legal sanction by means of an act of the colonial legislature. The SAAORC
council found it increasingly difficult to increase membership numbers in the
absence of statutory sanctioning in the colony, as membership to a recognised
body was not mandatory for public practise. Council members were instructed
to “attend upon the Prime Minister with a view to getting him to introduce
a bill to regulate the profession”.71 Meetings were held with the Assistant
Colonial Secretary over the next few months. After consultation with the
Transvaal and Natal Societies on clauses included in their respective Ordinance
and Act, a draft bill was prepared. Council made concerted efforts to obtain
an interview with the Prime Minister during 1908 to induce government
to introduce a bill at the next sitting of parliament, but their efforts were in
68
69
70
71

SAAORC, Council minutes, 24 February 1908.
Society of Accountants in the Cape Colony (SACC), Memorandum and Articles of Association, 1907.
SAAORC, Council Minutes, 30 January 1908.
SAAORC, Council Minutes, 1 October 1908.
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vain. The SAAORC was unable to convince the colonial authorities of the
importance of regulating the accountancy profession in the ORC, perhaps
because of the focus on the pending unification of the colonies.

Attempts at unification of the profession: Different strategies
No SAAORC meetings took place between October 1908 and September
1912. No reasons for this were provided for in subsequent minutes, but a
devastating drought between 1910 and 1912 where 75% of OFS farms were
bonded72 might explain a general downturn in economic activity and therefore
a demand for accounting services. The more relaxed Free state accountants
took a more “wait-and-see” attitude. They showed less urgency, probably as
a result of the comparatively small economy and lack of significant wealth.
The first unification attempt by the organised accounting profession was
in January 1911,73 where the four societies formulated the Draft Union
Accountants Registration Bill. This Bill would require all accountants
to be registered under a Union Act of Parliament. The members of the
SAAOFS agreed to undertake the winding-up of its affairs and cease to exist
(concurrently with similar action being taken by the other societies) with
the object of incorporating all practising accountants from all four provinces
under one national register. The SAAOFS became a joint sponsor of the Bill
with the other three societies, but was not leading the initiative. The Bill was
considered by a Select Committee, but never referred for the second reading
because of dissatisfaction74 about the preamble, and because of opposition
from “certain other societies”.75 Smetham reported on 7 April 1913 after his
visit to Cape Town that “everything possible had been done to further promote
the bill”. The SAAOFS was clearly disappointed at the outcome. Then the
SAAOFS seemed to become dormant again. Only two meetings were held
during 1914, before the outbreak of the Great War. When SAAOFS meetings
resumed in July 1919, their business was of local professional concern.
When the four accountants’ societies met in Johannesburg in 1919 to discuss
joint examinations, the SAAOFS supported uniformity in examinations.76 To
72 H Giliomee, The Afrikaners: A biography of a people…, p. 379.
73 SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 23 September 1912.
74 GE Noyce, “The history of the profession in South Africa”, Die Suid-Afrikaanse Geoktrooieerde Rekenmeester,
March 1954, p. 7.
75 SAAOFS, Annual General Meeting (AGM) Minutes, 18 December 1923.
76 SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 30 March 1921.
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the SAAOFS it meant closing its membership roll, after which admission
would depend on such joint examination as per the agreement with the
other societies. The SAAOFS 1908 MAA provided for the admission of new
fellows through the passing of examinations, but the SAAOFS membership
applications were limited. Since formation only 10 new members had been
admitted. The total number of members by 1919 was only 23.77 Provision
was made to allow new members through the passing of examinations, but
no SAAOFS examinations were ever held. The 10 members admitted between
1908 and 1919 were admitted once the council was satisfied that the men
were “fit and proper” to join. Proof of practice as accountants, the nature and
size of their clients, and character References formed part of the admission
criteria for eligibility.78 The SAAOFS had therefore admitted members who
had not passed examinations, but who, in its opinion, were eligible and fit. The
SAAOFS did therefore not make a contribution to educational developments
in the colony, but relied on accounting education acquired elsewhere.
The SAAOFS followed the other accountants’ societies in adopting the
Memorandum of Agreement between the societies in June 1920.79 This
agreement was significant in that it was the first formal move towards joint
professional action. The General Examining Board (GEB) established in 1921
harmonised entrance into the profession. Fear of exclusion from a future
SAAOFS membership roll, suddenly delivered numerous applications for
membership. 32 applicants were granted, more than doubling its membership.
The minutes reveal that applications from accountants in government
service and larger municipalities in the OFS (town clerks, treasurers, etc.)
were received and considered favourably.80 The collective action on the GEB
offered the SAAOFS an opportunity to strengthen membership in two ways:
by advocating a high professional standing on the grounds of reputable
examination access requirements, and by being in a position for the first time
since its inception to disqualify applicants who did not comply with the new
standards. These new qualifications enhanced the status of the OFS professional
organisation. The SAAOFS also displayed its inclusive character by permitting
“respected accountants” who worked in Government service, as members.81
77
78
79
80
81

SAAOFS, Membership List, June 1920.
SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 16 July 1914.
SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 22 June 1920.
SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 1907-1921.
VAB, TG, Reference 112, 113, 114, 115, 132, 143, 149, 404 & 405: Ledger and cash books of Administrateur
der Fondsen (Treasurer) of the OFS, 1875-1895.
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Some of these accountants brought advanced accounting knowledge82 and
thus strengthened the professionalisation process of accountants in the Free
State. The SAAOFS was more inclined to accept civil servants as members.
An interesting observation on the list of rejected members was that of a
woman, as she is the only person on the list who has been given a title of
“Miss” (the other applications have no designation of “Mr”). Miss S Belfort
from Bloemfontein was one of the rejected and refused membership. No
reason, legitimate or otherwise, was provided for her rejection.83 When
the SAAOFS membership roll was closed, membership stood at 55, 50 of
whom were English and 31 of whom resided and practised in Bloemfontein.
The profession was still dominated by white English men, and although
concentrated in Bloemfontein, members had also set up practices in smaller
towns across the OFS.
The SAAOFS MAA was amended to align it with the new GEB agreement.
Full reciprocity now existed among the five societies (including the Rhodesia
society), the only examinations that would be accepted for membership were
the GEB examinations, and membership could be awarded to members of
“approved foreign societies”.84 Prof Finlay (C.A.) was instrumental in the
education of accountants during the formative years of the profession in
South Africa. He offered correspondence courses for accountants (across the
Union) preparing to sit for the GEB examinations.85 The SAAOFS council
praised Finlay on his enterprise and encouraged all students to utilise this
opportunity. Admission to sit for the GEB examinations did not require
a university degree, but the OFS had no educational institution to offer
accountancy education. The University of the OFS was established in 1904,
but only taught a course in accountancy from the 1930s.

82 VAB, Public Works Department (PWD), Reference 106 812/06: Colonial Treasurer’s instructions to the
PWD Accountant, 28 July 1903; VAB, AMPT PUBS ORC, Reference 200: ORC, Estimates of revenue and
expenditure, year ending 30 June 1910 presented to both Houses of Parliament by the Governor; VAB, AMPT
PUBS ORC, Reference 201: ORC, Estimates of expenditure and revenue, year ending 30 June 1903 presented
to Legislative Council; VAB, AMPT PUBS ORC, Reference 224: ORC, Budget Statement of Colonial
Treasurer in Legislative Council, 18 July 1907; VAB, AMPT PUBS ORC, Reference 230: ORC, Colonial
Treasurer’s Annual Accounts, 1906-1907; VAB, Kroonstad Magistrate Office(K), Reference 2/2/07 & 2/2/08:
Various circulars Treasury / Resident Magistrates providing detailed instructions for recordkeeping, financial
reporting and financial controls in the collection of revenue, 1907-1908.
83 SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 22 June 1920. The SAAOFS’s first female article clerk on record was Miss MH
Gibson, who registered her clerkship in 1936, and passed the intermediate exam in 1937.
84 SAAOFS, Memorandum and articles of association, 1921, p. 6.
85 SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 14 February 1922.
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In the absence of a supportive academic relationship with a university,
the GEB agreement strengthened the SAAOFS’s professional educational
standing. This agreement enhanced the status of the SAAOFS in that it, a
small voluntary society, was considered an equal partner with the far larger,
more powerful societies in the other three provinces. The persistent lack
of legislation for the SAAOFS was still an important issue on the agenda,
since the lack thereof impacted negatively on their control of access to the
market of accounting in the province. It seems that the formation of the GEB
mobilised the profession in the OFS, to claim a jurisdiction more vigorously.
Competition in accountancy in the OFS therefore began to emerge in the
1920s, after the GEB was formed.

Professional contestation, market control and failed attempts at legislation
The Boer Republic of the OFS earned a significant income through the sale
of various licences. After the British occupation, the Stamps and Licences
Ordinance of 1903 governed the issuance of these licences in the ORC.
“Professionals” were required to purchase such licences, thus giving regulatory
power to the state. Professionals’ duties and functions were defined. Auctioneers,
admitted agents and law agents were among the first professionals obliged to
take out licences.86 “Accountants” only required licences for public practise in
the OFS much later. On 10 June 1921 the SAAOFS minutes revealed for the
first time a proposed “provincial licence” whereby “accountants” specifically
were subjected to an annual licence of £10. It was the duty of the authorities
to inspect if people who signed balance sheets (“accountants” required licences
- not “bookkeepers”)87 had acquired the necessary licence. A problem with
these licences was that anyone who signed balance sheets, and who styled
himself an “accountant”, could acquire a licence. Competency constituted
no explicit condition, as Inland Revenue authorities had no mechanism to
determine their competence. Since membership of the SAAOFS was subject
to restrictive membership criteria and was only a voluntary organisation,
it was difficult for society members to differentiate themselves in the eyes
of the public. As far as the public was concerned, an “accountant” who
86 VAB, K, Reference 2/2/08: Circular 34 of 1908, CT/Resident Magistrates pertaining to the issuance of licences
to lawyers and admitted agents, 16 September 1908.
87 SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 10 June 1921; 14 February 1922; 3 April 1922; 13 September 1922; 15 February
1923; 30 May 1923; 11 July 1923; 25 September 1923; 10 April 1924; SAAOFS, Council Report, year ended
30 June 1922; SAAOFS, Council Report, year ended 30 June 1923.
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“had a licence” could “sign their balance sheets”. The council of SAAOFS
experienced frustration with the Inland Revenue Services’ inability to define
the term “practising accountant” and their apparent lack of investigation into
the abilities, qualifications and ethical behaviour of “accountants” they sold
licenses to. There was no link between the issuing of licences and the granting
of membership to the SAAOFS. This created confusion in the public domain.
Various attempts to obtain cooperation from the Inland Revenue Authorities
on the matter proved fruitless. Various other professional jurisdiction matters
began to arise with government in the 1920s.
In 1921, members complained vigorously about government and public
audits, and civil servants doing tax work for taxpayers. A specific case related
to the Bloemfontein Municipality having called for tenders for the audit
of the Bloemfontein Steam Laundries. The tender was awarded to a local
government auditor in his private capacity.88 Attempts to discuss the matter
with the Auditor General were fruitless. After numerous similar incidents over
the years, a decision was taken by the SAAOFS council in 1925 to notify the
local government that members of the SAAOFS would not quote for public
tenders. The council had resolved that public tendering for work constituted
“unprofessional conduct”.89 Furthermore, the question whether government
officials could perform tax work for taxpayers was raised. The society could
not object to this, provided no remuneration was received for the work. It
appeared that the society felt that government audits should be done by
government employees in their official capacity, and that tax work could
be done by public officials in their official capacity as long as they weren’t
being paid by the taxpayers for this work.90 This tension between the civil
servant accountants and the SAAOFS members who were in public practice
continued for a long time. It reached its pinnacle during the negotiations
surrounding the second attempt at the Union Accountants Registration Bill
in 1924.
When numerous attempts by the SAAOFS for statutory recognition in the
OFS failed,91 the SAAOFS joined the national initiatives again.92 For the first
time a Private Bill attempt was driven by the two non-legislated societies, the
SACC and SAAOFS. Membership applications again rose towards the end of
88
89
90
91
92

SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 12 November 1921; 14 February 1922; 3 April 1922.
SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 1 October 1925.
SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 12 November 1921; 14 February 1922; 3 April 1922.
SAAOFS, Annual Report, year ended 30 June 1922.
SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 25 September 1923; Council Minutes, 10 April 1924.
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1923 as a result of the publication of the proposed provisions of the Bill.93 At
the 1924 AGM Smetham explained that the majority of the SAAOFS efforts
that year had been in relation to promoting the Bill, and “they might happily
anticipate the success of their endeavours”. The council explained that there
had been considerable opposition to the Bill from civil servants who desired
admission to the society proposed to be formed if the Bill was promulgated.
A body that styled itself as the Transvaal Society of Bookkeepers “which had
no status and only came into existence when the Bill was published” was also
strongly opposed to the bill and according to the President, “left no stone
unturned to gain their objective”.94 The primary difficulty he remarked was
the “ignorance of the Members of Parliament of what the Bill stood for”.
Further attempts at consensus failed, which left Smetham despondent.95
After the disappointment of the second failed Bill, the societies considered
forming a Society by Incorporation,96 on a voluntary basis. Legislation and
the platform it would provide for public trust and acknowledgement of the
members” status and ability, was becoming vital, as some Bloemfontein
businesses were increasingly approaching Johannesburg (registered)
accountants. The lack of statutory sanction resulted in the perception that
OFS accountants were not “good enough”.
The frustration at the lack of national legislation brought a new strategic
focus to the activities of the SAAOFS. SAAOFS members were encouraged
to maintain certain standards of etiquette and professionalism, and in that
way indicate to the public that even in the absence of legislation, these were
the professional accountants in the province. Matters concerning what type
of activities constituted “proper” advertising of services, and the general
principles of professional etiquette were addressed more frequently by the
SAAOFS council since 1923.97 The professionalisation project clearly gained
momentum in the Free State. Members were encouraged to buy licences and
refrain from ordinary business advertisements of their professional services.
In 1927 a list of items that constituted unprofessional conduct was drafted.98
The question of what precisely constituted “Professional Conduct / Practice”
became increasingly prevalent once initiatives were mobilised to secure a
93
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SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 28 November 1923.
SAAOFS, AGM Minutes, 11 December 1924.
SAAOFS, AGM Minutes, 10 December 1925.
SAAOFS, Annual Report, year ended 30 June 1926.
SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 1923-1927.
SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 17 October 1927.
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Designation Act by 1927. Many members subsequently requested guidance
on professional conduct. A preliminary list of “Unprofessional Conduct” was
prepared.99 The SAAOFS was actually “educating” the public and the business
community in the Free State. This was a long process, especially because of
the failure to secure statutory sanction
The SAAOFS formed the Students’ Society in April 1924.100 This was a
useful vehicle to offer assistance to aspiring accountants. Between 1921 and
1927, only two Accountants in the OFS managed to pass the preliminary,
intermediate and final examinations of the GEB and were admitted as
SAAOFS members. The president noted that the pass rates of the SIAA’s
examinations were much higher than those of the GEB, but that was due to
the superior standard of the GEB examinations.101 The GEB soon requested
the SIAA to terminate its examinations in South Africa,102 but the SAAOFS
was still convinced that legislation was the only way to protect the profession
in South Africa and aid the SAAOFS in solving jurisdictional issues.

A victory at last: The 1927 Chartered Accountants Designation Act
Subsequent to the failed Accountants Registration Bill towards the end of
1925, a joint conference of the four SA Societies was held in Cape Town in
April 1926 to consider alternative closure strategies. The conference prepared
the first draft of the “Chartered Accountants Designation Private Act 1927”.
This Private Bill was entirely different from the previous two. It aimed at
securing a designation for members of the four societies. Opposition was
expected from persons who would be excluded from the designation. The
SAAOFS council supported the joint initiative without conditions. The
Bill would regulate public practising rights of “Accountants”, the societies,
and who would exclusively be authorised to use the designation “Chartered
Accountant (South Africa)”.103 If the title was used without the appropriate
membership to one of the four SA societies, it would constitute an offence
and the transgressor would be liable on conviction to a fine.
99 SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 17 October 1927.
100 SAAOFS, Council Minutes, 10 April 1924.
101 SAAOFS, Annual Report, year ended 30 June 1926; SAAOFS, AGM Minutes, 19 February 1927; SAAOFS,
AGM Minutes, 10 December 1925.
102 An agreement was reached with SIAA in 1932 on this matter, which did not provide absolute reciprocity, but
the SIAA agreed to abstain from holding further examinations in South Africa.
103 ICAEW, Royal Charter, ICAEW Library, Moorgate London, 11 May 1880.
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Opposition from Mr Charles Pearce (M.L.A. and Labour M.P.) threatened
to table another Private Bill, the “South African Chartered Accountants
Bill”. This was intended to block the Private Bill of the societies. The four
societies interpreted this as obstructive tactics. Pearce argued that the Act
would seriously prejudice persons who had been practising for a long period
as public accountants, but who were not registered with one of the four
Provincial Societies.104 This related specifically to practitioners in the Cape
and OFS Provinces, since these two voluntary Provincial Societies had no
legal restriction on the practising of the accountancy profession. Long drawn
out negotiations followed between Pearce and the four Societies, ultimately
leading to an agreement to consider written applications by those potentially
excluded, but with a long public practice record, for admission to the SACC or
SAAOFS. That would secure them the designation.105 Three OFS accountants
in 1927106 and another two in 1928107 were successfully admitted as SAAOFS
members under the Pearce Agreement out of a total of 16 applicants. Most
of the Pearce applicants, however, came from the Cape, with 73 out of 245
applicants successfully admitted.108 This proved a lengthy process: it took over
two years to complete, with 30% of applicants successfully admitted in the
OFS and the Cape.
On 9 June 1927 the Chartered Accountants Designation (Private) Act,
No. 13 of 1927, was promulgated, conferring upon members of the four
Provincial Societies the exclusive right to use the Chartered Accountant (SA)
designation.109 This was a significant milestone for the profession in South
Africa, and, most especially, for the SAAOFS and the SACC, who for the first
time after 20 years of struggling as voluntary bodies had a form of legislative
protection of the profession in those two provinces. Non-members in the
OFS and Cape could of course continue practising as “accountants”, but not
as “chartered accountants”.

104 MJJ Van Rensburg, The Presidents I have known (Transvaal Society of Accountants, Johannesburg, 1990), p. 38.
105 SAAOFS, AGM Minutes, 5 November 1927; GE Noyce, “The history of the profession in South Africa…”, p.
8.
106 SAAOFS, Report of the Committee on Applications under Pearce Agreement, 1927.
107 SAAOFS, Council Report, 30 June 1928.
108 GE Noyce, “The history of the profession in South Africa…”, p. 9.
109 SAAOFS, Chartered Accountants Designation (Private) Act, 1927.
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Conclusion
The SAAOFS introduced into the Free State the first organised professional
accountancy association. The accountants enhanced the quality of human
capital in the Republic (later Colony) through their education and notable
mercantile skills, and qualifications as accountants and professional
solicitors. Primarily British trained, they delivered a wide range of services
of which “accountancy” was merely one. Their contribution to the Afrikaner
community was their expertise that they applied to the advancement of
their adopted country. These predominantly, but not exclusively, English
speaking persons promoted good relations across language, race and cultural
divisions. They rendered professional services also to improve the quality of
administration. The leaders of the SAAOFS lived primarily in Bloemfontein,
they were distinguished gentlemen who moved in higher social strata and
they wished to organise their profession to become “recognised” as a distinct
professional entity. Professionalisation of accountancy would enhance the
public appreciation of their work and thus contribute to adherence to a
professional code of conduct and ethics. The English accountants assimilated
into society, maintained professional and social relationships with Afrikaans
inhabitants, and delivered expert professional services based on professional
education and qualifications.
Many of the well-known foundation members had close links with the
Boer government, having served in high-ranking government positions
prior to the South African War. Although they remained well connected,
they did not wield any real political power once a colonial government
was in place. In fact, throughout the period 1907-1927, the SAAOFS was
quite unable to achieve cooperation from the Colonial authority or Union
Government. The SAAOFS remained a small (and therefore poor) society,
which resulted in a drawn-out struggle to establish any form of dominant
position in professional society. The OFS was, unlike the Transvaal, not a
teaming hub of financial activity. What the OFS did have on its side was a
more cooperative, unified white community, experiencing less nationalistic
antagonism between English and Afrikaner as some of the other provinces
experienced.110 Collaboration between the English-speaking and Afrikaansspeaking inhabitants of the Free State assisted the formation of the SAAOFS.
The moderation of this relationship favoured the development of a primarily
British profession in a basically agricultural community. The Free State was a
110 H Giliomee, The Afrikaners: A biography of a people…, p. 187.
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place of moderation, liberated attitudes, openness towards foreigners and filled
with less animosity. This aided professionalisation because it reduced political
agitation and it gave rise to the un-confrontational “backseat” approach of
the SAAOFS that explains its slow development. The nature of society in the
OFS contributed to this seemingly unmotivated, less professionally driven
accounting society. In times of adversity, the SAAOFS adopted a “wait-andsee” approach. It experienced prolonged periods of inactivity, lacked positive
strategy, responded to developments in a reactive manner instead of behaving
pro-actively, and was generally always “following” the other provinces and
waiting for instructions or guidance. The SAAOFS did not ever seem to take
the first step or take the initiative in any national professionalisation efforts.
This indicates a more relaxed, less driven and less aggressive attitude towards
professionalisation. Complacency was part of the social fabric of the OFS,
and, also, of the SAAOFS.
The lack of a booming economy meant that fewer accountants settled in
the area, resulting in the SAAOFS not needing to effect “as strict” functional
professional closure mechanisms, as was the case in the larger centres. The
SAAOFS was handicapped by the dualism of openness for practice by a larger
“variety of accountants”, which was a function of a smaller and less active
economy. On the other hand, the SAAOFS tried to enhance professionalism
through admission requirements. The SAAOFS exercised a more inclusive
approach to membership, rather than one of exclusion. The complete lack
of numbers and interest necessitated this more “open” approach. The limited
economic activity in the OFS meant that the society could not afford to
be too exclusive. It should be highlighted, though, that the SAAOFS never
appeared to allow any persons who did not, in its opinion, fit the profile of a
professional accountant, who was in public practice and who performed their
duties with adequate precision, honesty and diligence. These new members
were generally well-established public accountants, who had been in practice
for many years and who were known to the SAAOFS council members. The
SAAOFS did not simply “open the doors” to persons who were not “fit and
proper” accountants, but, nevertheless, the admission system was clearly less
restrictive in the OFS compared to other provinces. The closure strategy was
a definition of admission requirements and alignment with the other larger
and more influential South African societies’ statutory closure initiatives. The
interesting point is that this small society did not initiate any explicit closure
strategies, but followed the larger South African societies. This distinguished
the SAAOFS from the more aggressive professionalisation initiatives on a
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national scale.
What was quite different from the professionalisation efforts in the field
of accountancy in many other Commonwealth countries, however, was the
firm decision by the SAAOFS not to align itself with a recognised British
accounting body. The SAAOFS had from the very first meeting made it clear
that it did not wish to be affiliated to a British society, and would continue
without interference or domination by a “home” body. The SAAOFS sought
independence and preferred to organise itself autonomously.
The history of professional organisation of accountancy in the OFS is
a unique one, in comparison to the other three South African accounting
societies. It was the only former Boer Republic that spawned an English
profession that was without statutory sanction. It functioned in a reactionary
manner, following rather than leading and not exercising strict closure. It
was not intent on aligning with British bodies, but aimed instead to be a
“South African” society. It did, however, manage to be included in national
professionalisation and unification efforts, which provided it with increased
status and the necessary strength and motivation to continue its efforts.
The foundation had been laid for stronger cooperation with the other four
societies. The SAAOFS was an equal partner, and stood alongside the TSA,
NSA and SACC in an equal capacity. Until that point, however, as this article
makes clear, the SAAOFS had a distinct character and history.
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Abstract
The article traces the impact and relevance of the service delivery and
poverty alleviation strategies introduced by the African National Congress
(ANC) led provincial government in the Free State Province. This was in line
with the promises made by the ANC during its electioneering campaigns
of a “better life for all”. South Africa was confronted with the challenge of
transforming a racially and ethnically fragmented and unequal public service
delivery system into one that would be able to meet the demands from a newly
enfranchised citizenry for economic, social and political development. The
legacies of apartheid, combined with widespread poor budgetary and financial
management, a massive backlog in basic services and infrastructure, race and
regional inequalities in provision, and sometimes tense social relationships,
tended to limit opportunities for social development and expanded delivery.2
South Africa’s new Constitution guaranteed human rights and democratic
governance, promised efficient delivery of services and implemented a number
of reforms aimed at achieving equity, access and the redistribution of resources.
I argue in this article that the appointment of Winkie Direko, as the Premier
of the Free State for the period 1999 to 2004 heralded a new dispensation for
service delivery and poverty alleviation projects in the province.3 Therefore,
1
2
3

Financial assistance from the Monitoring and Learning Facility: Programme to Support Pro-Poor Policy
Development (PSPPD) is hereby acknowledged.
B Munslow and A McLennan, “Introduction”, A McLennan and B Munslow, (eds), The politics of service delivery
(Wits University Press, Johannesburg, 2009), p. 1.
The 1999 to 2004 period was the first term of the Thabo Mbeki era as President of the Republic of South Africa.
The Mbeki administration came to be known for several clearly articulated issues and well crafted policies that
were pursued with singular commitment. For starters, this administration promoted the Growth, Employment
and Redistribution (GEAR) strategy, a neo-liberal economic strategy aimed at demonstrating South Africa’s
commitment to open markets, privatization and a favourable investment climate. Although the outcomes of
the GEAR strategy have been mixed, South Africans and the world at large knew where South Africa stood on
key macroeconomic issues.
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the article seeks to highlight some of her initiatives as the province’s Premier in
fast-tracking service delivery and poverty alleviation programmes.4
In order to achieve the above, Direko introduced a structure which became
known as the Premier’s Economic Advisory Council (PEAC). This article
reflects the role played by the PEAC in advising Direko as Premier on the
economic development of the Free State Province. It presents the reflections,
analysis, and recommendations of the research projects undertaken under the
auspices of the PEAC. Furthermore, it highlights the use of the PEAC as one
approach to enhance stakeholders’ contribution to the economic development
of the province, albeit within the limitations of time and funding from the
Free State provincial government. Direko’s PEAC ceased to function after the
change of the provincial political leadership in April 2004 general election.
Therefore, the article discusses the period 1999 to 2004.
Keywords: Premier; Service Delivery; African National Congress; Premier’s
Economic Advisory Council; Policies; Economic Development.

Introduction
The Free State provincial government, with its different departments,
was tasked primarily with meeting the needs of its people through selfsustainable economic and development programmes. Therefore, the ANCled government of the Free State had the responsibility of contributing to the
wider economic growth in South Africa. In the province, during the period
under discussion, there was an urgent need for an integrated and holistic
effort to deal with issues of service delivery and poverty alleviation. It was
widely acknowledged that in order for the province to have a viable economy
on a continuous basis, it was necessary to realise maximum economic growth
and development. Therefore, the ANC-led Free State government under the
premiership of Direko embarked on enhancing developmental capacity by
establishing the PEAC in order to give advise on the developmental process
to be taken by her government.
Historians and political scientists alike argue that developmental capacity
refers to the capacity of governments to design and implement policies for
growth and to provide good governance to their societies and markets. Thabo
4

For more information on poverty alleviation elsewhere in the world see CH Hanumantha-Rao, “Integrating
Poverty Alleviation Programmes with development strategies: Indian Experience”, Economic and Political
Weekly, 1992, 27(48), pp. 2603-2607; T Mosdell, “Free basic services: The evolution and impact of free basic
water policy in South Africa”, U Pillay, R Tomlison & J du Toit (eds), Democracy and Delivery: Urban Policy in
South Africa (Human Sciences Research Council, Cape Town, 2006), pp. 283-300.
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Rapoo, for instance, argues that good governance involves the creation and
maintenance of accountable and efficient institutions.5 With the establishment
of the PEAC, Direko aspired to good governance. Sustainable approaches
became priority considerations in the formulation, identification and selection
processes for the PEAC. Prior to the establishment of the PEAC, a needs
analysis was undertaken in collecting and analysing information as to what
was expected by the Free State communities from the government.
It is important to note that the PEAC focused on the key strategy of the
ANC government: namely, fast-tracking service delivery and the question of
poverty alleviation. Therefore, in order to understand the above operations
of the ANC government under which the PEAC functioned, the following
should be taken into consideration. The first five years of the ANC government
in South Africa (1994-1999), particularly in the Free State, were regarded as a
learning curve and a transformation period. This was due to the fact that the
ANC had to show its mantle of transforming itself from being a liberation
movement into a ruling party. The second phase of the ANC’s governance
(1999-2004) was viewed as a service delivery period by the majority of the
South Africans who voted for it during the June 1999 elections.6 It was during
this second phase that the PEAC was established. Economic research in the
Free State conducted under the auspices of the PEAC indicated that the
formal economy of the province had to absorb its economic demands. The
different provinces had to fulfil the promises which had been made by the
ANC during its election campaigns.
It is argued in this article that the establishment of the PEAC was an
indication that the ANC-led provincial government of the Free State was
intent on advancing people-centred programmes. The article aims at
assessing the degree to which the components of the PEAC framework were
incorporated into strategic local economic development plans for the Free
State. The article further provides an evaluation of the PEAC’s activities during
the period under discussion. It is against this backdrop that the article seeks
to examine the following: What were some of the possible reasons that led
5

6

T Rapoo, “Room to manoeuvre: Understanding the development of provincial government in South Africa,
1994-2004” (Ph.D, University of the Witwatersrand, 2005), pp. 16-18. For more information see also J
Davis, “Learning from local economic development experiences: Observations on Integrated Development
Programmes of the Free State, Republic of South Africa”, Report from the Natural Resources Institute, March
2006, pp. 16-17; MJ Mafunisa, “The role of civil society in promoting good governance in the Republic of
South Africa”, International Review of Administrative Sciences, 2004, 70(3), pp. 489-496.
A Duvenhage, “The post election environment towards 2014; Strategies and scenario directed perspectives”
(Paper, Governance and Political Transformation Seminar, University of the Free State, 9 October 2009), p. 12.
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to the establishment of the PEAC in the Free State province? What was the
mandate of the PEAC? What lessons were learnt from the establishment of the
PEAC? Why and how was the PEAC disbanded? Besides the above-listed core
questions about the PEAC, the article argues that although the committee
was an independent apolitical structure, there is evidence that some political
interference from government officials was prevalent. Furthermore, the article
presents a critical analysis of the PEAC.
For the purpose of this article, a methodological, scientific and systematic
analysis of the PEAC from an historical perspective has been conducted. In
an attempt to achieve this, both the qualitative and quantitative historical
methods were employed.7 The research was conducted along both thematic
and chronological lines and met the requirements of traditional historical
research. Owing to the contemporary nature of the topic, research for this
article was carried out in different stages and included collecting and analysing
newspaper clippings. Interviews were conducted with some members of the
PEAC and Direko. Therefore, by means of analysing oral testimonies and
interviews as a basis for this research study, I was able to receive first-hand
information from the respondents. With a view to reaching clarity on the
activities of the PEAC, minutes of its meetings and the research reports were
also consulted. In analysing the minutes of the meetings, I also attempted to
interrogate the reasons behind the decisions taken during the PEAC meetings
as highlighted in the minutes. These minutes became helpful as they provided
primary information about the deliberations during such meetings.
A number of secondary sources also formed the basis of this article. From
the sources consulted, no specific study focused on the PEAC. The absence of
major sources dealing with the PEAC reinforced the idea that such research
could be useful and relevant in order to gain a better understanding of its
impact on service delivery and poverty alleviation in the Free State. Using the
PEAC as the central structure for the economic development in this historical
study could pave the way for a more detailed understanding of contemporary
ANC history, as well as the politics of the Free State’s ANC rule. The article
provides a fresh perspective on the ANC’s economic transformation issues and
insight into the political and economic dynamics of the Free State province.
The article attempts to provide lessons to other provincial governments about
the importance of having advisory structures such as the PEAC in order to
trace the levels of service delivery and poverty and how this be addressed.
7

D Silverman, Doing qualitative research (Sage Publications Ltd, London, 2010), pp. 5-14.
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Although in the Free State the PEAC experienced some challenges, to a
certain extent the structure managed to live up to the Premier’s expectations.
The establishment of the PEAC tells us about the inadequacies of provincial
administration, infrastructure, service delivery, and poverty alleviation in the
Free State. In order to fully understand the PEAC and its subsequent activities
in the Free State during the period under discussion, some possible reasons
for its establishment are thus highlighted.

The establishment of the PEAC
The Free State provincial government, like all other spheres of government,
is a recognised sphere of governance mandated by the Constitution of South
Africa to implement and administer national legislations and policies and
to develop and implement provincial legislations and policies, while at the
same time coordinating the functions of the provincial administration and
its departments.8 Constitutionally, in South Africa the provinces exist as
governments with legislative and executive branches that are accountable to
their electorates.9
It was against this background that the PEAC was established in the Free
State. Therefore, when Direko established the PEAC, it was necessary to
assess the relative importance of national policies, provincial policies and local
planning on the development of the Free State.10 As part of a broader initiative
to realise the above challenges, the PEAC for the Free State was inaugurated in
September 2001 as a non-statutory body consisting of 15 selected members
with the requisite expertise.11 At a later stage M Mafela was appointed as
the Head of the Secretariat to coordinate the Council’s activities and liaise
with Direko’s office. The appointed Council members had different expertise
8

The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996, pp. 69-75. For more information see also D Besdziek,
“Provincial government in South Africa”, A Venter and C Landsberg, (eds), Government and Politics in the new
South Africa (Van Schaik Publishers, Pretoria, 2006), pp. 102-127.
9 P Pillay, “Decentralisation and service delivery”, A McLennan and B Munslow, (eds), The politics of service
delivery (Wits University Press, Johannesburg, 2009), pp. 137-138.
10 CM Twala, “From pedagogue to politician: Winkie Direko in the Free State, 1994-2004” (Ph.D, University of
the Free State, Bloemfontein, 2010), p. 335.
11 Members of the PEAC were experts in different fields. The members who were invited to serve on the council
by Direko included business, labour, education, and community leaders, Volksblad, 29 April 2002, p. 7. The
members were: K Mokhele (Chairperson); S Coetzee (Deputy Chairperson); L Botes; C Choeu; K Ferreira; D
Kruger; K Laubscher; B Molefe, I Mosala; J Moses; C Nolte; E Ratshikhopa; T Scott; M Sisulu; and R van
Wyk (Volksblad, 29 April 2002: 7). The PEAC formed part of a critical and strategic institutional framework
supporting Direko’s government. It was therefore vital for it to generate innovative ideas on sustainable, peoplecentred development and to initiate research-based advise to Direko and her MECs.
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and were from the different racial groups of the South African population.
Although this happened during the era of President Thabo Mbeki who
advocated the resuscitation of Black Nationalism, as a provincial structure, he
had no influence on the appointment of the committee members.
Direko was convinced that she needed an advisory council in order to broaden
her mandate of consultation with Free Staters. Therefore, the establishment of
the PEAC was to map out her ambitious ventures as Premier of the Free State.
Since the beginning of the decline in the mining and agricultural sectors as
the two main economic pillars of the Free State province about two decades
ago, the trend had been gaining momentum over the past few years, with an
increasing number of mines being shut down and a considerable number of
farms going out of business.12
Direko recalls the following about the establishment of the PEAC:13
Actually, when I came here to become the Premier of the Free State, the
finances of the province were in the red. Several government departments were
in the red. We sat around and decided to have an advisory council. I went for
the best people to serve on this advisory council. I had somebody from the
World Bank who suggested names of people to be included on the Council…
When we established the PEAC, we concentrated mostly on what people
could offer. I must also mention that the members were not politically aligned.

Prof Stef Coetzee, who became the Deputy Chairperson of the PEAC, said:14
It is basically interesting to note that the idea started under the Premiership
of Ivy Matsepe-Casaburri. Owing to some reasons, it never got off the
ground… When I became Vice-Chancellor of the University of the Free State,
I was called in by Premier Matsepe-Casaburri to have some discussion on the
matter. Unfortunately, for the whole year I didn’t hear anything from her again
until Direko was appointed Premier. We started the discussions and took the
matter up. Direko then gave direction to the whole process.

The statement such as the above by Direko clearly demonstrated her
government’s willingness to address the economic problems which faced the
Free State. The appointment of a group of experts to advise the premier and
her government were commendable.
12 Centre for Development Support (CDS), University of the Free State, The PEAC Annual Report, 2002-2003,
pp. 1-3.
13 C Twala (Personal Collection), interview, W Direko (Former Premier of the Free State Province, Bloemfontein),
18 August 2010.
14 C Twala (Personal Collection), interview, S Coetzee, (Deputy Chairperson of the PEAC in the Free State,
Bloemfontein), 25 August 2010.
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The functions and achievements of the PEAC
The PEAC had multiple tasks. The main one was of finding out what the key
or pertinent research areas were that could lead to the economic development of
the province. They needed to acquire qualitative data in order to advise on the
economy of the province. It formed part of a critical and strategic institutional
framework supporting the provincial government, and was vital for generating
research-based advise to the Premier and Members of the Executive Council
(MECs), especially members of the Economic, Employment and Investment
Cluster, and to advise on economic development and job creation in the Free
State, thus linking to the Free State Economic Development Strategy.
According to the PEAC Chairperson, Dr Khotso Mokhele, when this
Council was constituted, the aim was to align its functions with the economic
development of the province. It had to make sure that almost all stakeholders
with expertise to assist with the economic development of the province were
assembled. After outlining the terms of reference, the sub-projects were
identified and later researchers were invited to undertake research on the
different economic aspects of the Free State.15
Since the members of the PEAC would spend time in advising the Premier
it was decided that they would be reimbursed for the time spent doing the
Council’s work. A meeting of the PEAC held on 27 August 2002 at Bloemspa
in Bloemfontein discussed the question of remuneration for the members.
At this meeting the Chairperson reported that the policy of reimbursement
was based on examples from statal and parastatal bodies, as well as the
private sector. Several questions were raised by members, for instance, about
the amount per session, namely R 4 500. It was agreed at this meeting that
members would be reimbursed for their complete inputs; for instance, time
spent in preparation and not only for the actual hours spent at meetings. It
was further agreed that the issue was not primarily about money, but the
service rendered by members.16
Initially when the PEAC started functioning, some members of Direko’s
cabinet had to sit in on the Council’s meetings, but this was later changed
due to the schedules of the Members of the MECs and other officials in the
15 C Twala (Personal Collection), interview, K Mokhele (Chairperson of the PEAC in the Free State, Bloemfontein),
17 September 2010.
16 Centre for Development Support (CDS), University of the Free State, Minutes of the PEAC meeting, Bloemspa,
Bloemfontein, 27 August 2002, pp. 5-7.
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Premier’s Office. The PEAC meeting held on 28 February 2003 at Indaba
Lodge in Bloemfontein stated that the MECs and the Director-General
(DG) should only attend issue-based meetings if invited to clarify any
matters requiring the presence of the government. The rationale for them
not to attend all PEAC meetings was partly informed by the anxiety that that
might sometimes hinder the free flow of discussion, as PEAC members felt
uncomfortable in critiquing the government in the presence of provincial
politicians and other senior officials. Both the PEAC and the government
officials stressed, however, that at times there would be a need for the PEAC
members to know what government thinking and actions were on particular
issues to ensure that deliberations were not completely off the mark in terms
of the work that it would be doing.17
As mentioned previously, the main mandate of the PEAC was to give advise on
the economic development of the Free State. It should be noted that although
the PEAC was more inclined to help advise Direko on economic matters,
sometimes the advise on political matters was required for the development
of the province’s economy. It would therefore be difficult to divorce economic
matters from political ones. The PEAC members were convinced that a “turnaround” towards a new growth path was possible, provided all stakeholders in
the Free State’s economic processes co-operated to achieve this goal. According
to the PEAC, there were three sets of structural factors which hampered and
limited the Free State’s development momentum: namely, sector-growth
weaknesses, spatial-development imbalances and a strained development
environment.18
Having its mandate of contributing to the development, growth and
sustainability of the Free State economy clarified, the PEAC had to make
such a contribution by providing an overall strategic framework for economic
development at provincial government sphere; providing a strategic vision
and strategy for integrated economic, social and community development
that would support the Provincial Growth and Development Strategy;
critically reviewing the Free State provincial government’s economic policies
and development strategies within the framework of National Trade and
Economic Policy and advise accordingly; analysing and reviewing national
and global economic trends by critically assessing their impact on the
17 Centre for Development Support (CDS), University of the Free State, Minutes of the PEAC meeting, Indaba
Lodge, Bloemfontein, 28 February 2003, pp. 2-3.
18 Centre for Development Support (CDS), University of the Free State, The PEAC Report, October 2004, p. 3.
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economic position of the Free State; identifying and evaluating key economic
issues and critically assessing their impact on current and future plans and
policies; reviewing and advising on policies towards meaningful economic
transformation; and reviewing, evaluating and advising on innovative peoplecentred and community-based empowerment strategies.19
In order to achieve the above and following on its mandate, the PEAC
decided to launch a number of cutting-edge projects to increase the rate of
economic growth, which had been negative in the Free State province for
a number of years, and to foster sustainable human development. With an
economic growth rate below the national average, the Free State needed to
begin attaining a level on par with the country as a whole if it were to make
any meaningful impact on the lives of its people. Therefore, the PEAC was
expected to make every effort to ensure that this goal was achieved in the
medium to long term.
In the main, due to time constraints, the PEAC identified twelve research areas
in the field of local economic development. These included the development
of small, medium and micro enterprises (SMMEs), manufacturing potential;
the Free State Development Plan’s (FSDP’s) process evaluation, the economic
profile of the province; tourism development, knowledge economy; a mineral
potential assessment of the province, the possible utilisation of the redundant
mine infrastructure for the benefit of local communities, the potential for
small-scale mining in the province, and game farming and agricultural
diversification.20
In pursuing its role during the years of its operation, the PEAC became aware
and deeply concerned about the Free State’s economic stagnation, its high
and increasing levels of unemployment and the inability to make significant
progress in poverty reduction and social upliftment. In order to address these
fundamental issues and trends, the PEAC decided to commission a number
19 Centre for Development Support (CDS), University of the Free State, The PEAC Annual Report, 2002-2003, p.
ii.
20 The following were some of the research reports prepared for the PEAC: M Roefs et.al, “Evaluation of the process
of compiling the Free State Development Plan (FSDP)”, The PEAC Report, October 2003; E Nel, “Evaluation
of LED in the Free State Province”, The PEAC Report, November 2003; DL Ehlers et.al. “An assessment of
the mineral potential of the Free State”, The PEAC Report, November 2003; M Reichardt, “Proposals for the
utilization of redundant mine infrastructure for the benefit of local communities”, The PEAC Report, March
2004; J McGill et.al. “Small-scale mining potential of the Free State”, The PEAC Report, March 2004; CM
Rogerson, “Opportunities, obstacles and action steps for the development and strengthening of SMMEs in the
Free State”, The PEAC Report, May 2004; L Abrahams, “The Free State in the 21st century – Critical linkages to
the emerging knowledge economy”, The PEAC Report, March 2004.
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of studies, each focusing on a major issue or symptom of the overall malaise.
Firstly, the effective discharge of the above mandates required comprehensive
knowledge, understanding and experience of the state and condition of the
Free State economy. Secondly, a special understanding of the broader political
and social dynamics, both in the Free State and South Africa as a whole was
needed. It also required knowledge of economic developments elsewhere.
Most importantly, it was also important for the PEAC members to have an
understanding of the public value of economic policy and its crucial role in
social and political transformation and development in South Africa.21
The PEAC was expected to provide intellectual leadership around key
provincial issues in a systematic way. For example, it had to take as its point of
departure the values, principles and policy goals of the FSDP, and the policy
instruments and mechanisms that were to be advanced for the achievement
of policy goals. PEAC member Prof L Botes contended that the activities of
and advise to the provincial government were shaped by a number of factors
which included: the changing requirements of the economy and society at
large; taking into consideration the goals, aims, aspirations and initiatives of
provincial stakeholders; acknowledging the local, national and international
knowledge and information base with respect to economic issues, questions
and practices; and the financial and human resources capacities of the PEAC.22
The commencement of research by the PEAC in the Free State raised, from
the outset, the need for a collection of detailed data sets that profiled the
socio-economic environment of the province. L Marais and L Botes argued
that there was a need to establish project teams to advance local development
projects. Firstly, these teams were to address the question of the creation of
sustainable local economies by proactively addressing problems in respect
of economic decline and dependency on single sectors. Secondly, the teams
had to take advantage of economic opportunities that were available in the
Free State. Thirdly, they had to ensure that the local economic growth and
activity benefited the poor and disadvantaged communities of the Free State.
Fourthly, they had to ensure that women’s participation in project planning
and implementation was taken seriously by the Free State government. Lastly,
institutions and delivery mechanisms promoting and enhancing co-operative
21 Centre for Development Support (CDS), University of the Free State, The PEAC Annual Report, 2003-2004, p.
4.
22 C Twala (Personal Collection), interview, L Botes (Member of the PEAC in the Free State, Bloemfontein), 29
July 2009.
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governance had to be established.23
In order to achieve the above and to further facilitate the work of the PEAC,
members were clustered into project/task teams, each led by one member of
the Council. For example, through the Department of Local Government
and Housing, income generating initiatives came into being with the aim of
increasing self-reliance and sustainable livelihoods through processes such as
economic and local economic development (LED).24
Between December 2002 and March 2003, on the instruction of Direko’s
office, amongst other things, the following research areas were identified and
the PEAC commissioned research teams to come up with outputs:

Compiling an economic profile of the Free State Province
The commissioning of an economic and development profile for the province
originated from the need of the PEAC for a definitive and up-to-date survey of
conditions and trends on which to base its advise to the Free State provincial
government. Direko opined that such a profile would provide the basis for
evaluating and revising the goals, objectives and targets of the FSDP. It was
further argued by the Free State government that this profile would support
the development and refinement of an Economic Development Strategy for
the Free State Province.25 The profile was required to provide information
which, amongst other things, described the physical, social and economic
characteristics, performance and trends in the province’s economy and society
in order to define gaps and backlogs in social and economic infrastructure.
23 L Marais and L Botes, “Income generation, local economic development and community development: Paying
the price for lacking business skills”, Community Development Journal, 2007, 42(3), pp. 380; 385-386.
24 Local Economic Development (LED) in the Free State was regarded as one of the most important economic
development interventions. It focused on economic challenges which manifested themselves in unique localities.
From the standpoint of LED, there was a strong reliance on local resources, leaders, and institutions to respond
to locally-based economic crises and opportunities. LED had been recognised as a critical approach to pursue
within the context of empowered local authorities, pro-active actions by local citizens, and the need to ensure
that development was pro-poor in its focus and outcomes. LED was about local people working together to
achieve sustainable economic growth and development for the benefit of all the people in the local area. It
aimed to promote and develop all sectors and dimensions of the province’s economy. For more information on
LED, see E Nel and L John, “The evolution of local economic development in South Africa”, U Pillay et.al,
Democracy and delivery: Urban Policy in South Africa (HSRC Press, Cape Town, 2006), pp. 208-226; E Nel,
“Local economic development: A review and assessment of its current status in South Africa”, Urban Studies,
2001, 38(7), pp. 1003-1024.
25 Centre for Development Support (CDS), University of the Free State, The PEAC Report, September 2004, pp.
1-139.
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The research found that historically the Free State had a solid economic base,
which had been dented sharply by the decline in the gold-mining industry
(falling from 19,4% to 8% during the mid-1990s). It is noteworthy that the
contribution of all sectors, except community services, finance, transport, and
agriculture declined after 1990. In 1990, mining contributed approximately
22% to the Free State economy. This figure declined to about 14% in 2002.
Similarly, the level of employment in the mining industry declined from 19%
of the total employment in the Free State in 1990, to a mere 9,5% in 2002.
This was the result of more than 50 000 mineworkers losing their jobs in
the Free State Goldfields.26 Based on the research conducted by the PEAC
it was argued that unless the above factors were addressed in a concerted,
systematic and pro-active way, there was a real danger that the “vicious circle
of stagnation” would accelerate and the province would drift into a deeper
economic crisis.27

Knowledge economy
J Herbst of the Miami University in Ohio stated that since 1994 the ANC
government had been faced with the huge task of improving its ability to
promote economic growth on a national basis. According to him, roughly 45
percent of South Africa’s 44 million people had been impoverished between
1994 and 2005. Unemployment had increased by more than 3 million since
1994.28 It was clear that this kind of situation would have a negative impact
on the Free State.
J Davis of the Natural Resources Institute at the University of Greenwich
argued: “The Free State economy has under-performed compared with the
rest of South Africa, as the economic growth rate in the province has been
considerably lower than the average for South Africa over the past ten years.
The relatively weak position of this province’s economy is further reflected in
a relatively low (2002) per capita income level (R11 854 compared with R17
164 for South Africa and R32 356 for Gauteng). The province had a high

26 E Nel et.al, “Manufacturing industry study of the Free State: Current trends, spatial and sectoral considerations
and future prospects”, The PEAC Report, September 2004, p. 25.
27 Centre for Development Support (CDS), University of the Free State, The PEAC Report, October 2004, p. 2.
28 J Herbst, “Mbeki’s South Africa”, Foreign Affairs, 84(6), November/December 2005, p. 97.
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unemployment rate of 38.9%”.29 The above statement was a clear indication
that the provincial government to turn the situation around because the
economic decline of the province would in the long run have an impact on
the political decisions made.
Commissioned by the PEAC, L Abrahams, Director of Link Centre in the
Graduate School of Public and Development Management at the University
of the Witwatersrand, conducted a study on how the Free State government
could capture the momentum of local and global change to promote the
participation of the province in the emerging South African knowledge
economy. In her report, Abrahams presented the following perspectives to be
taken into consideration by the PEAC: the global context and its implications
for the Free State; a strategic framework for knowledge-based economic
development and growth; and an institutional framework for promoting the
knowledge economy of the Free State.30

Enhancing livelihood security and self-reliance
In 2002 an evaluation of LED projects in the Free State indicated that only
a small percentage of projects had managed to become economically viable.31
Perhaps it was because of the above statement that the PEAC had to enhance
livelihood security and self-reliance by starting poverty alleviation projects and
making them more business oriented. For example, in Monyakeng Township
in Wesselsbron, a poultry and food project was launched. This project
consisted of two separate entities; namely, poultry and a food plot project
but was run concurrently. The poultry project was funded by the Provincial
Department of Agriculture. Despite being a government initiative the project
was not sustainable because of poor financial decisions and unforeseen costs,
which caused the first batch of chickens to be sold at a loss. This was an
indication that although Direko’s government was geared towards helping
the small farmers with such projects, management skills were still needed
to sustain most such projects. As part of the same project, vegetables were
29 J Davis, “Learning from local economic development experiences: Observations on Integrated Development
Programmes of the Free State, Republic of South Africa”, Report from the Natural Resources Institute, March
2006, p. 14.
30 L Abrahams, “The Free State in the 21st century – Critical linkages to the emerging knowledge economy”, The
PEAC Report, March 2004, p. 9.
31 L Marais et.al, “An evaluation of LED projects in the Free State”, Research Report for the Department of Local
Government and Housing, 2002, pp. 3-15.
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also grown as part of the food plot project. This project also suffered due to
the absence of infrastructure, poor labour supervision and non-performance
resulting in the under-utilisation of the land.32

Creation and expansion of Small- Medium- and Micro-Enterprises
(SMMEs) in the Free State
At the start of the democratic era in South Africa, there were very high
expectations of the ability of the country’s SMME economy, especially
in relation to manufacturing. In general, SMMEs were seen as “agents
of employment promotion, redistribution, and improvement in global
competitiveness”.33 Logically, the PEAC was also tasked with the development
of SMMEs in the province. The Council’s Annual Report for 2002-2003 stated
clearly that despite the significance of the provincial SMME economy, there
had been few detailed research studies on its structure, dynamics and potential
opportunities. The PEAC commissioned research to gather relevant data to
understand the dynamics and challenges confronting the SMME economy
in contributing towards the development goals of the Free State province;
to provide the base for an action plan and a set of strategic development
interventions to assist SMME entrepreneurs and to maximise the impact of
the SMME economy within provincial economic development planning.34
However, it should be noted that with regard to the creation of infrastructure
for small business development initiatives in South Africa, the Free State did
not perform well. This poor performance happened despite the intention
through the FSDP and the PEAC to create a network of business advisors in
the province.

Providing, improving and facilitating sustainable infrastructure
development
When the PEAC was established, the situation concerning key infrastructure
development in the five districts of the Free State was as follows: In Xhariep
access to sanitation was 95,95%; in Motheo 85,52%; in Lejweleputswa
32 L Marais et.al, “An evaluation of LED projects in the Free State ... ”, pp. 3-15.
33 CM Rogerson, “Opportunities, obstacles and action steps for the development and strengthening of SMMEs in
the Free State”, The PEAC Report, May 2004, p. 766.
34 Centre for Development Support (CDS), University of the Free State, The PEAC Annual Report, 2003, pp. 7-8.
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90,95%; in Thabo Mofutsanyana 42,33%; and in Fezile Dabi 87,06%. Access
to electricity in Xhariep was 89,76%; in Motheo 94,06%; in Lejweleputswa
66,97%; in Thabo Mofutsanyana 81,97%; and in Fezile Dabi 67,33%.
Through the PEAC, Direko’s government acknowledged that there were
huge backlogs in infrastructure development. After conducting research, the
PEAC proposed increasing a wide range of infrastructure, including access to
roads, the number of schools and classrooms, the installation of sanitation,
improving access to potable water, and increasing housing units.35 Although
the PEAC managed to highlight most of the above challenges, investors’
support and confidence as well as finance, credit and measures of institutional
and managerial support were required in the province. Therefore, it became
difficult for Direko’s government to be able to solve all the above mentioned
problems.

Addressing the problem of small-town decay
The following factors further contributed to their decay: the demise of
rail transport, the decline in agricultural output, as well as a switch to game
farming; and the amalgamation of local government systems which came into
effect in 2000.36 This contributed to the problem of small-town decays.
A survey of the Free State’s small-town developments commissioned by the
PEAC revealed a widespread decline in the development momentum in a large
number of the province’s towns and villages. This included a deterioration of
the physical and service infrastructure; an exodus of established businesses;
a decline in local employment opportunities; near-bankruptcy of municipal
finances and the absence of clear, widely supported growth initiatives. This
trend was more worrying since, in the past, the Free State, given its vast area
and low population density and its well-established road and rail network,
depended to a great extent on its network of small towns for the underpinning
of economic activities in the rural areas.37

35 CM Twala, “From pedagogue to politicians: Winkie Direko in the Free State, 1994-2004”, (Ph.D, University
of the Free State, Bloemfontein, 2010), pp. 390-391.
36 FM Human, “The effectiveness of Integrated Development Plans in the Free State”, (MA Dissertation,
University of the Free State, Bloemfontein, 2007), p. 82.
37 Centre for Development Support (CDS), University of the Free State, The PEAC Report, October 2004, p. 24.
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Accessing the mineral potential of the Free State
The PEAC decided that it required an objective and independent assessment
of the mineral potential of the Free State province based on known information.
Through this, the PEAC envisaged that it could appraise the extent to which
the minerals industry could contribute to the future economic development
of the province. In August 2003 the PEAC appointed the Council for
Geoscience to undertake a study on the “Assessment of the Mineral Potential
of the Free State Province”.38
The Council for Geoscience investigated the production, sales and profits of
Harmony’s Free State and Free Gold Mines. Its findings were as follows: The
Harmony/ARMgold Freegold Joint Venture Company (Pty) Limited (Free
Gold) took operational control of the AngloGold assets in the Free State
province valued at R2 832 million in January 2002. Free Gold subsequently
acquired the assets of the St Helena gold mine from Gold Fields of South
Africa Limited in May 2002 for R120 million plus a fixed 1 percent royalty
payable over a period of 4 years. The Geoscience Council informed the PEAC
that the acquisition of the above-mentioned assets should ensure an annual
production of 100 000 ounces of gold per year for a five-year period ending
in 2007.39 Expert opinion suggested that the further decline in the output of
Free State gold mines could not really be prevented, even if the strength of
the Rand was to tail off. It was also unlikely that technological factors, or even
large mergers or other ameliorating interventions would significantly alter the
process over the years to come. The main challenge was the technically proper
and socially responsible management of the decline of the industry in the Free
State, with much of the focus on the retraining and redeployment of existing
staff, the decommissioning of mining gear and equipment, as well as the reorientation of mining towns.40

Fulfilling the mandate of the PEAC
The table below is a summary list of some of the PEAC’s activities and
progress made towards their fulfilment:
38 DL Ehlers, et.al., “An assessment of the mineral potential of the Free State”, The PEAC Report, November 2003,
p. 5.
39 DL Ehlers, et.al., “An assessment of the mineral potential of the Free State …”, pp. 18-19.
40 Centre for Development Support (CDS), The PEAC Report, October 2004, pp. 46-47.
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Image 1: Progress towards fulfilling the mandate of the PEAC
Activities
1.

Establishment of the
Secretariat

2.

Formation of project/task
teams

3.

Identification of research
topics

4.

Identification of researchers

5.

Establishment of the Audit
Committee

6.

Premier’s and MEC’s
(Economic Affairs)
speeches

7.

Premier’s Office medium
term budget inputs

8.

9.

Establishing healthy
interactions with economic
stakeholders on the PEAC’s
work

Producing an annual report

Progress
•

Secretariat established in October 2002 with two
employees (Executive Officer and Administrative
Assistant)

•

Project teams established in December 2002

•

The process of clearly identifying the research
topics started in December 2002 and continued
until the end of the projects.

•

The process to identify researchers for the different
research topics started in December 2002 and
continued until the end of the projects.

•

The process leading towards the establishment of
the Audit Committee commenced in February
2003

•

Contributions made to the budget speeches

•

Inputs made to the Premier’s Office medium term
budget preparations for 2004-2007

•

Extensive engagements with the Department of
Economic, Environmental Affairs and Tourism
officials

•

Continuous meetings with the Premier Office’s
officials

•

Continuous engagements between the
Chairperson and the MEC Economic,
Environmental Affairs and Tourism

•

Continuous engagements between the
Chairperson and the DG of the Province

•

Attendance of workshops/discussion forums
organized by the District and Local Municipalities

•

Attendance of business and academic conferences
– World Economic Forum Africa leg; NAFCOC,
etc.
The first annual report ready by the second quarter
of 2004

•

Source: Centre for Development Support (CDS), University of the Free State, The PEAC Annual
Report, 2002-2003
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The above diagram shows that overall, within the constraints of human and
financial resources, the major task of establishing the PEAC and Secretariat,
and various pressures and demands on a fledging organization, good progress
was registered with respect to the execution of responsibilities.

The issue of political interference
Although the PEAC was regarded as an apolitical structure, at some point
there were some influences from the politicians as well as government officials
in the province. These influences were interpreted by the PEAC members
as an attempt to destabilise their operations. It was clear from some of the
politicians that the PEAC was not welcomed. In some instances it was viewed
as a monitoring tool used by the premier in checking on their government
activities. Mokhele recalls:41
As the chairperson, I had numerous discussions with TS Belot (MEC for
Economic Development in the Free State) and Noby Ngombane (Head of the
Department). These were government officials. Initially this was not viewed as
interference because we wanted to bring them on board about our activities…
You should remember that the issue of establishing the PEAC started in the
Premier’s Office. We had the expectations that the funds would come from
the Premier’s Office, but due to the political battles in the Department of
Economic Affairs, we battled to get start-up funding.

Another member of the PEAC, Dick Kruger, testified to political
interference:42
To a certain extent we realised that there was political interference with the
functioning of the PEAC. Initially, we didn’t feel this because these politicians
were not directly involved with what we were doing. However, there were
others amongst them who thought that we were discussing them. Some were
worried that we were doing something that they should have been doing
in their respective departments. They were afraid that our findings might
implicate and expose them.

M Mafela, who was the Head of the PEAC Secretariat, argued: “The impact
of the politicisation of the Council was that when the new administration
came into power in 2004, a decision was taken to dissolve the structure. So,
41 C Twala (Personal Collection), interview K Mokhele (Chairperson of the PEAC in the Free State, Bloemfontein),
17 September 2010.
42 C Twala (Personal Collection), telephonic interview D Kruger (Member of the PEAC in the Free State,
Bloemfontein), 31 August 2010.
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that is basically where I could single out that politics played a major role in as
far as this structure was concerned. At the time, it was not the right decision
because a couple of months down the line, the structure was resuscitated
and re-established but with new members. I think there was 1 or 2 that
were sitting in the old structure. So, the decision was basically political, to
get rid of the structure at the time. Basically, there were some difficulties
between some government departments at the time which led to the getting
rid of the structure. There were some differences between some government
departments and the Council”.43

The winding down of the PEAC in 2004
The winding down of the activities of the PEAC was as a result of the change
of political leadership in the province after the April 2004 general election.
After this election, President Thabo Mbeki appointed Beatrice Marshoff as
the new province premier. Although the PEAC under Direko’s premiership
recorded the above-mentioned successes in as far as research output was
concerned, it ceased to exist when Direko left office after the 2004 election.
The PEAC ceased to exist due to the fact that the “new” Premier Marshoff
had different plans. In fact, the differences emanated from the composition of
the committee. Marshoff appointed her own team, and the team and the new
terms of reference were drawn up. Understandably so, as the “new” Premier, it
was her prerogative to appoint the new structure with new terms of reference.
However, it should be noted that the PEAC did not officially disband, but
it was clear that the new Premier Marshoff wanted another structure and
people or team to advise her. This was indicated in a letter dated 5 September
2005, written by Dr JM Laubscher to all other PEAC members on the status
of the Council. Laubscher wrote: “With regard to the future of the PEAC,
I have had several discussions with the premier (in person) and the Director
General (DG) and initially got the green light from the premier to arrange
a special workshop to discuss the way forward with regard to a consultative
forum for the premier. She then cancelled this meeting which was scheduled
for 24 August, arguing that the province is part of another initiative of the
Vice President of the country to optimise economic growth to 6%. In the
meantime, I was assured by the DG of the significance of the work done by
43 C Twala (Personal Collection), telephonic interview M Mafela (Member of the PEAC in the Free State,
Bloemfontein), 24 August 2010.
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the PEAC. This was used extensively in compiling the Free State Growth and
Development Strategy. It seems as if the PEAC has been successful in regard
to what was delivered”.44
In spite of the above successes of the PEAC, there were lessons to be learnt
from its existence. It was envisaged that the contents of the PEAC research
reports would be implemented by the different government departments, but
that did not actually happen because of the change in the provincial political
leadership of the ANC after the 2004 general elections. The new leadership
of Marshoff had different plans. It should also be noted that in most cases,
the research institutions and researchers commissioned by the PEAC did
not have close links with government departments in developing strategic
institutions’ research strategies and priorities. There was also a lack of balance
between supply-driven and demand-driven research. The researchers seldom
understood the policy process and there was a need for research to have a
much better general understanding of such processes. In some cases, the
findings of the researchers were not sufficiently realistic for implementation.
As mentioned above, although the PEAC managed to complete its threeyear term of office, in one way or another, political interference nearly
compromised its activities.

Conclusion
The PEAC served as a resource from which the Free State provincial
government had hoped to initiate growth and development. Established
during Direko’s premiership, it played an important role over the years as
a platform for debate on strategic economic issues. Policy-makers needed
information from many sources for their decision-making. For issues relating to
sustainable economic development, the PEAC provided essential background
information. The PEAC regularly invited researchers and other experts to
submit inputs on the different themes addressed. On many occasions, it
invited members of the scientific community to draw up synthesis reports on
some of the themes addressed. Researches undertaken and evidenced-based
reports compiled, to a certain extent assisted the provincial government in the
creation of jobs in the different communities of the province. For example,
this was evident with the poultry and jewellery industries established.
44 JM Laubscher, “Disbandment of the PEAC and wrapping up the administration”, Letter to the PEAC members,
2 September 2005, p. 1.
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Despite the above achievements, however, there were a number of criticisms
levelled against it. One point of criticism was that research projects were
mainly given to well-established companies and institutions. This process
did not, in any way, assist the small and up-and-coming companies.45 People
aiming to set up businesses and gain contracts had been confronted by a
range of constraints; some induced by the lack of broader legislative and
institutional support. For small companies it was difficult to access funds for
the purchase of capital inputs because obtaining credit was a problem.
The resuscitated version of the PEAC by Marshoff failed to function. A
committee of new members was assembled but never became fully functional.
One reason was due to the fact that there was a lack of continuity from the
previous committee. It is interesting to note that the ANC rule has also so
often featured endless reports and commissions, but with perhaps even less
meaningful follow-up, while the underlying economic and social conditions
continue to decline. The above statement could be justified by the seizure to
exist of the PEAC during Marshoff’s premiership.

45 For example, the following companies/institutions and well-established individuals were given contracts by
the PEAC: Urban-Econ: Development Economists; Kayamandi Development Services; Learning Information
Networking Knowledge Centre (Link Centre); Centre for Development Support (CSD); Human Sciences
Research Council (HSRC); Rhodes University’s Geography Department; CSIR Miningtek; Council for
Geoscience; Lucienne Abrahams; Doreen Atkinson; and Christian Rogerson.
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Abstract
In order to research the South African law and understand how legal
processes must transpire in contemporary South Africa, a historical perspective
is firstly required. Historical knowledge gained assists both the academic and
legal practitioner, engaged in legal research, to understand the development
of South Africa’s legal system as well as the external and internal influences
affecting it. An inclusive perspective also empowers legal researchers to move
beyond traditional research approaches, reaching for new frontiers. This article
casts light on an integrative multidisciplinary research approach as a possible
future perspective on legal research.
Keywords: Law; South African law; Legal research; Traditional legal research
approaches; Integrative research; Integrative Multidisciplinary (IMD) research.
A globalising world gives scholars today an even more significant opportunity to
be present at the creation of a whole new genus of legal developments. - John Higan

Introduction
The aim of this article is to explore whether research in the legal sphere
could be enhanced by adopting more inclusive research approaches. This
is done by clarifying relevant concepts; outlining legal research up to date;
and by, specifically, investigating the value of an integrative multidisciplinary
approach for researching the law in future. Since the processes of legal research
vary according to the country and the legal system involved,1 this article
contemplates the need for integrative multidisciplinary research pertaining
to, specifically, South African law.
1

JM Jacobstein & RM Mersky, Fundamentals of legal research, 8th edition (UK, Foundation Press, 2002), p. 1.
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Conceptual clarifications
The law
The law, in any given country, entails an entire body of rules of conduct2
regulating human interactions, resolving disputes arising from such
interactions3 and governing individual and group behaviour within its borders.
In an attempt to understand the law, Portman4 distinguishes between
optimists who believe that humans shape legal education and thus the law
which, in turn, shapes the world. Pessimists, on the other hand, contend
that the law is outlined by political and economic forces due to the fact that
the law is a system of social ordering, a cultural phenomenon, an intellectual
enterprise and the subject or object of study in law schools.5 As such, the
law serves as the foundation for protecting and understanding both social
and political relations.6 It is, accordingly, imperative that legal researchers
understand how legal resources relate to the legal (judicial authority) and
political institutions (legislative authority) that create law.7
Whether optimists or pessimists, legal researchers are at idem that the law does
not always function in a predictable way,8 although its prime objectives are to
create certainty and embody the fundamental principle of equality before the
law.9 This is mainly due to legal certainty always being counterbalanced by the
need for sensitivity towards ongoing change and the fact that it should never
be favoured at the expense of justice.10 In support, Kunz11 as well as Rose
and Pryal12 confirm that the law (a system of revealed truth) is a complex,
ever-expanding and ever-changing learned professional discourse. Brimer and
2

NM Shrestha, “Importance of legal research method for legal professionals” (Kathnandu School of Law, LLMdissertation, 2008), p. 1.
3 CL Kunz, DA Schmedemann & MP Downs, The process of legal research 6th edition (New York, Aspen
Publishers, 2004), p. 438.
4 J Portman (ed.), Legal research: How to find and understand the law, 15th edition (USA, NOLO, 2009), p. 4.
5 HW Arthurs, “Law and learning: Report on the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada by
the Consultative Group on research and education law, information division” (SS and HRC of Canada, Ottowa,
1983), p. 629.
6 NP Swartz “Thomas Aquinas: On law, tyranny and resistance”, Acta Theologica, 30(1), 2010, pp. 145-157.
7 T Marshall, “Guide to research”, Thurgood Marshall Law library to legal research (available at: http://www.law.
umaryland.edu/marshall/research guides/TMLL guide/chapter1.pdf. 2010-2011), as accessed on 6 December
2011.
8 J Portman, (ed.) Legal research: How to find and understand the law, p. 5.
9 I Currie & J De Waal, The new constitutional & administrative law, Vol. 1 (Landsdowne, Juta, 2001), p. 7.
10 PJ Thomas, “Old age, legal certainty and cura debilium personarum”, Obiter, 2005, pp. 187-694.
11 CL Kunz, DA Schmedemann & MP Downs, The Process of legal research, p. 438.
12 K Rose & G Pryal, A short guide to writing about law (Boston, Longman, 2011), p. xv.
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Brimer,13 similarly, explain that, what the law entails, only becomes clear once
legislation is relied upon, interpreted, a precedent is derived and meaning is
entrusted to it by courts.
Despite its dynamic nature, the law remains, as pointed out by Russo,14 to be
a reactive rather than a proactive force – thus relying on past actions in order
to retain stability in its purpose. As that the law of today is a combination of
old and new endorsements and decisions, the background to court decisions,
legislation or constitutional provisions must be taken cognisance of when
interpreting existing law.15 Since a nation within its historical development
constitutes the source of law,16 historical information provides the context
and backdrop for current legal topics and assists in regarding the law as more
than simply a trade, but rather as a discipline with rich traditions.17 Du
Plessis,18 correspondingly, indicates that an historical interpretation assists in
placing any legal stipulation within the tradition from which it originated,
thus understanding the context in which it is applied as well as its purpose.
The same stance was also taken by the Constitutional Court in the matter of
Grootboom19 by considering the textual, social and historical context of socioeconomic rights.
In view hereof, it is apparent that the historical development of the law is not
only of use for historians, but also for legal researchers.20

Legal research
McMillan and Schumacher21 point to the necessity of legal research in
order to identify, study, interpret and synthesize data and to provide a deeper
13 D Brimer & A Brimer, “The devil is in the definition – definitions and their limited use in legal problem
solving”, PER/ PELJ, 7(14), 2011, pp. 174-185.
14 CJ Russo, “‘Legal research: The ‘traditional’ method, research that makes a difference: Contemporary methods
for examining legal issues in education”, NOLPE monograph series, 56, Kansas: National Organisation on
Legal problems of education, 1996, pp. 33-52.
15 M Imraan, “Interpreting law, not making it: Constitutional law”, Without Prejudice, 11(6), Jul, 2011, pp. 8-10.
16 MH Hoeflich, “Law and geometry: Legal science from Leibniz to Langdell”, American Journal of Legal History,
1986. pp. 95-121.
17 ML Cohen & KC Olson, Legal research in a nutshell, 9th edition (USA, Thomson West, 2007), p. 333.
18 L du Plessis, “Learned staatsrecht from the heartland of the rechtsstaat,” PER, 2005(1), pp. 1-30.
19 Government of the Republic of South Africa v Grootboom, 2001, (1), SA 46 (CC) paras 20; 94.
20 T Marshall, “Guide to research”, Thurgood Marshall Law library to legal research (available at: http://www.law.
umaryland.edu/marshall/research guides/TMLL guide/chapter1.pdf. 2010-2011), as accessed on 6 December
2011.
21 JM McMillan & S Schumacher, Research in education: A conceptual introduction, 5th edition (New York,
Longman, 2001), p. 500.
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understanding of legal concepts or past events when resolving arising legal
disputes.22 Studying the law within its historical context, moreover, enables
legal researchers to illuminate the stable parts thereof and to distinguish
general legal principles from the more extreme ones.23
As different people have different understandings of facts and factual events,24
Ramanath25 and Myneni26 opine that legal research involves an investigation
directed at discovering and studying particular facts, problems, or topics.
Once the latter is identified, the legal researcher proceeds to seek, identify,
retrieve and discover legal principles pertinent thereto in order to assist future
legal and just decision-making27 as well as efficient legal problem-solving.28
Tellis,29 consequently, defines research as formalized by a kernel of curiosity
entailing a process of poking and prying with a definite purpose. This is done
with the aim either to describe how the law functions or to prescribe changes
to the law.30 To this, Marshall31 and Black32 add that legal research includes
a search for sufficient authority that can be applied meticulously to facts or
issues within the ambit of the law. Cohen and Olson’s33 definition, in addition,
brings legal research in line with the definition of the law, as stated above, by
viewing it as a process of identifying the rules that govern human activity and
finding sources that explain or analyse those rules.
It is, accordingly, evident that legal research entails a systematic and analytic
rather than mechanical process. Systematic inquiry is described by Russo34 as
a form of historical-legal research that is neither qualitative nor quantitative.
It is rather a systematic investigation involving the interpretation ex visceribus
actus35 and the explanation of the law per se. As legal research is not a linear
22 J Portman (ed.) Legal research: How to find and understand the law, p. 4.
23 L Friedman, “The roots of justice”, S Halliday & P Schmidt, Conducting law and society research. Reflections on
methods and practices (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2009), pp. 50-58.
24 J Portman, (ed.) Legal research: How to find and understand the law, p. 5.
25 PA Ramanath, Concise law dictionary, Abridged edition (New Delhi, Law Publishers, 2001), p. 745.
26 SR Myneni, Legal research methodology (Allahabad Law Agency, Faridabad, Haryana, 1997). p. 3.
27 JM Jacobstein & RM Mersky, Fundamentals of legal research, p. 1.
28 CL Kunz & DA Schemedemann, The process of legal research. Best guide to Canadian legal research (Boston, Little,
Brown & Company, 1989), p. 6.
29 C Tellis, 2008. “Principles of legal research fall” (Brian Dickson Law Library. September), p. 1.
30 K Rose & G Pryal, A short guide to writing about law, p. 2.
31 T Marshall, “Guide to research”, Thurgood Marshall Law library to legal research (available at: http://www.law.
umaryland.edu/marshall/ research guides/TMLLguide/chapter1.pdf.2010-2011), as accessed on 6 December
2011.
32 HC Black, Black’s law dictionary (St Paul, West Pub. Co., 1968), p. 846.
33 ML Cohen & KC Olson, Legal research in a nutshell, p. 1.
34 CJ Russo, “Legal research: The ‘traditional’ method..., pp. 33-52.
35 Within the four corners of the law or structural wholeness i.e. all the parts of the law must be studied.
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process, it entails, in its broadest sense, the following of an exact course of
action.36
Due to the law being an evolving reality,37 legal researchers should utilize a
time line, taking cognisance of the past, present and future for a variety of
purposes.38 This was, for instance, necessary to provide for new legal concepts
such as insolvency and bankruptcy for which the early Roman law made
no provision. To deal with such sophisticated and complicated commercial
legal issues, legal researchers had to turn to their Italian counterparts, who
had already enacted laws and developed rules to govern conduct of trade, for
guidance.39 Constitutional and political reform in South Africa, in addition,
necessitated pioneer legal researchers; while paying attention to South Africa’s
historical apartheids laws; to seek comparative guidance from, inter alia, the
constitutional law of the United States of America – the oldest example of a
modern-day constitutional democracy - in order to steer the law in a direction
of giving effect to democratic principles.40
Integrative multidisciplinary research (IMD)
In order to facilitate insight into the use of a specific approach when
researching the South African law, the clarification of various core research
concepts merits explanation.

Integrative research
Conducting research in order to generate specialized knowledge, strictly
within and limited to a specific discipline, has been criticized by people such
as Aristotle, Bacon and Kant41 and, more recently by Gibbons et al.42 and
36 D Kleyn & F Viljoen, Beginner’s guide for law students, 3rd edition (Lansdowne, Juta, 2007), p. 331; J Gotschall,
“Teaching cost effective research skills: Have we overemphasized its importance?” Legal Reference Services
Quarterly, Taylor & Francis, 2010, p. 3.
37 ML Cohen & KC Olson, Legal research in a nutshell, p. 5.
38 K Maton, “Theories and things: The semantic of disciplinarity”, F Christie & K Maton, (ed.) Disiplinarity:
Functional linguistic and sociological perspectives (Great Brittian, Newgen Imaging Systems Pty. Ltd., 2011), pp.
62-84.
39 J Calitz, “Historical overview of state regulation of South African insolvency law”, Fundamina, 16(2), 2010, pp.
1–27.
40 L du Plessis, “Learned staatsrecht from the heartland of the rechtsstaat,” pp. 1-30.
41 I Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, Translated by FM Müller (New York, Dolphin Books, 1961) p. 74.
42 M Gibbons, C Limoges, H Nowontny, S Schwartzman, P Scott, & M Trow, The new production of knowledge:
The dynamics of science and research in contemporary societies (London, SAGE, 1994), p. 162.
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Moran.43 As a result, integrative research (combining academics and nonacademics44 from various academic disciplines into one research process45) has
become popular.46
Different modes of disciplinary interaction include multidisciplinary,
interdisciplinary and trans-disciplinary research.47

Multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary and trans-disciplinary research
Contrary to single disciplinary research, expiring within the boundaries of
only one academic discipline,48 multidisciplinary research draws on more than
one discipline.49 Multidisciplinary research emerges when different academic
disciplines, in forming partnerships,50 share a common research goal, although
numerous disciplinary objectives are set. The aim is to exchange knowledge
without crossing individual discipline boundaries in order to create new
integrative knowledge and theory. The ultimate benefit herein lies in the fact
that each participant discipline adds new knowledge from its own perspective,51
thus allowing for a holistic picture pertaining to the mutual goal to emerge.52
In contrast to trans-53 and interdisciplinary54 research, a multidisciplinary
43 J Moran, Interdisciplinarity (London, Routledge, 2002). p. 231.
44 Furthermore, such an approach allows Widespread interaction with the broader public (non-academic persons)
are allowed for in order to ensure that all potential role-players are involved, bringing all in line with the
advancements in a particular field of study. Wider participation, moreover, leads to research results being
directly applied and publicised. E Cozzi, E Bosio, M Seveso, D Rubello & E Ancona, “Xenotransplantation as
a model of integrated, multidisciplinary research”, Organogenesis, 5(1), 2008, pp. 288-296.
45 G Tress, B Tress & G Fray, “Clarifying integrative research concepts in landscape ecology”, Landscape Ecology,
20, 2005, pp. 479-493.
46 White Paper (1997) South Africa. White Paper on Higher Education Department of National Education,
(Pretoria, Government Printer).
47 G Tress, B Tress & G Fray, “Clarifying integrative research concepts in landscape ecology”, pp. 479-481.
48 G Tress, B Tress & G Fray, “Clarifying integrative research concepts in landscape ecology”, p. 488.
49 E Cozzi, E Bosio, M Seveso, D Rubello & E Ancona, “Xenotransplantation as a model ..., pp. 288-296.
50 Queens University, “Integrated research teams (IRTs)” (available at: www.queensu,ca/hmrc-create/research/
html), as accessed on 6 December 2011.
51 G Tress, B Tress & G Fray, “Clarifying integrative research concepts in landscape ecology”, pp. 485, 488.
52 S Louw & R Reyneke, “Indikatore vir ‘n maatskaplikewerk-intervensieplan vir straatkinders: Navorsings- en
oorsigartikel”, Tydskrif vir Geesteswetenskappe, 51(1), 2011, pp. 214-237.
53 Transdisciplinary research involves academic researchers from different unrelated disciplines as well as nonacademic participants to create new knowledge and theory and research a common question. It combines
interdisciplinarity with a participatory approach (G Tress, B Tress & G Fray, “Clarifying integrative research
concepts in landscape ecology”, pp. 488).
54 Interdisciplinary research involves several unrelated (that they have contrasting research paradigms) academic
disciplines in a way that forces them to cross subject boundaries. The concerned disciplines integrate disciplinary
knowledge in order to create new knowledge and theory and achieve a common research goal (G Tress, B Tress
& G Fray, “Clarifying integrative research concepts in landscape ecology”, pp. 479-493).
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approach follows a research process during which parallel disciplinary efforts
are made without any real disciplinary integration. Each discipline remains to
have its own objectives,55 and to use its own research methods, theories and
instruments56 without the aim of setting up a joint framework of theory,57
thus, remaining true to its own roots.58 Van Eeden,59 correspondingly,
shows that the merits of each discipline remain the core element during
the complete research process, thus, leading to valuable outcomes for each
discipline. Notwithstanding, multidisciplinary research has the potential of
integrating diverse skills and stimulating interdisciplinary collaboration to
better understand a specific trend (natural and man-made processes) and to
bring it closer to its practical application.60
As a result, multidisciplinary research approaches surpass the boundary of
being merely disciplinary61 and, accordingly, only enrich one disciplinary
field. It rather directs to complete, holistic, representative and inclusive
informative research results with the potential of contributing meaningfully
to the understanding of a specific built environment.62 This is achieved by
critically exploring human behaviour within such an environment.63 Society
as a whole could benefit from an improved understanding of each of its
component disciplines, and from the greatest possible involvement of each in

55 P Van den Besselaar & G Heimericks, ‘Disciplinary, multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary — Concepts and
indicators’. Paper delivered at the 8th conference on Scientometrics and Informatics, Sydney, Australia, 16-20
July 2001.
56 S Pyne, “Environmental history without historians”, Environmental History, 10(1), 2010, pp. 72-74; S
Baumgartner, C Becker, K Frank, M Muller & F Quaas, “Relating to the philosophy” and practice of ecological
economics: The role of concepts, models, and case studies in inter- and transdisciplinary sustainability research”,
Ecological Economics, 2008, 67(3), 2008, pp. 384-393.
57 J Conrad “Limitations to interdisciplinarity in problem oriented social science research”, Journal on
Transdiciplinary Environmental Studies, 2002, 1(1), 2002, p. 15.
58 S Pyne, “Environmental history without historians”, pp. 72-74.
59 ES van Eeden, “The 21st value of history and the history educator revised – a motivational discourse”, New
Contree, May 2006. p. 51.
60 E Cozzi, E Bosio, M Seveso, D Rubello & E Ancona, “Xenotransplantation as a model of integrated,
multidisciplinary research”, pp. 288-296.
61 ES Van Eeden, “A practical explorations of the feasibility of integrative multidisciplinary research from a broad
ecohealth perspective in South Africa”, The Journal for Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 7(2), 2011,
pp. 253-272.
62 A built environment is an inter/multidisciplinary field linking disciplines such as the law, management,
economics, technology and design. P Chynoweth, “The built environment interdiscipline: A theoretical model
for decision makers in research and thinking”, p. 26.
63 ES van Eeden, “A practical exploration of the feasibility of integrative multidisciplinary research ..., pp. 253272; “Considering environmental history within the transdisciplinary methodology as research focus for today
and tomorrow, Interdisciplinary Science Review, 36(4), December 2011, pp. 314-329.
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its collaborative research agendas.64

South African Law: A perspective on traditional ways of legal research
The South African law originated with the acceptance of the Roman-Dutch
Law, having its roots in both Germanic customary law and Roman law,65
since the establishment of a halfway house at the Cape in 1652.66 As the
Roman-Dutch Law was regarded by many to surpass all other legal systems,67
it was followed to the letter. As long as the Corpus Iuris Civilis68 was regarded
as being the only valid law, jurists were interested only in existing rules.69 As a
result, legal practitioners for many decades resisted the influence of any other
legal model or discipline.70
The pragmatic following of the Roman-Dutch law, together with the
adoption of one of the assizes iudicis est ius dicere sed non dare/facereprinciple71- underscored by legal positivism which outmoded the natural law
of method72- impeded any legal research at the early stages. Those who did
endeavour to codify South African Law also failed.73

64 P Chynoweth, “The built environment interdiscipline: A theoretical model for decision makers in research and
thinking”. Paper presented at the International Conference on Building Education and Research Hong Kong,
April 2006, p. 28.
65 C Nicholson, “The relevance of the past in preparing for the future”, Fundamina: A Journal of Legal History,
17(2), 2011, p. 101-114.
66 F Venter, Regsnavorsing: Metode en publikasie (Cape Town, Juta & Kie, 1990), p. 23. See also Van Warmelo “The
function of Roman-law in South African law 1958-1959”, Tulane Law Review, p. 565; Fairlie v Raubenheimer
1935 AD 136; Swadif (Pty) Ltd v Dyke 1978 (1) SA 928 (A) 938; Millman v Twiggs 1995 (3) SA 674 (A)
679 680.
67 J Gauntlett, “Laudation for Tony Honoré”, D Visser & M Loubser, (ed.), Thinking about law. Essays for Tony
Honoré (Cape Town, Siberlink, 2011), pp. 1-6.
68 The codification of the Roman law by Justinianus in 1583. F Venter, Regsnavorsing: Metode en publikasie, p. 169.
69 B Sirks, “Roman Law as emancipator and social instrument in the 19th century”, D Visser & M Loubser, (ed.)
Thinking about law. Essays for Tony Honoré (Cape Town, Siberlink, 2011), p. 7.
70 JA Faris, “The historical context of summary judgment in South Africa: Politics, policy and procedure”,
Comparative and International Law Journal of Southern Africa, 43(3), 2010, pp. 352-378.
71 Legal interpreters cannot move outside of the words used in texts. F Venter, Regsnavorsing: Metode en publikasie,
p. 155.
72 The natural law of method endeavoured to discover a method by which just rules could be devised to meet evervarying circumstances. RWM Dias, Jurisprudence, 4th edition (London, Butterworths, 1976), p. 654.
73 J Gauntlett, “Laudation for Tony Honoré”, p. 3.
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Despite that the Cape was taken possession of by Britain in 1806, the local
Roman-Dutch law remained in force as this country’s common law.74 Courts,
for example, had to address any impediment confronted with, within the
ambit of the Roman-Dutch Law.75 Since it was accepted that legislation does
not need interpretation, legal practitioners and judges, respectively, were
limited to merely explaining facts and to apply the law as is,76 thus not only
inhibiting legal research but also integrative research prospects.
Subsequent to the South African War (1899 –1902), Britain took control
of the entire South Africa. In 1910, a Union of South Africa was established.
Flowing from this, the Cape’s legal system was, in turn, followed by the
British colony in Natal, and also, in many respects, by the Zuid-Afrikaansche
Republiek (ZAR) and the Orange Free State (Oranje-vrijstaat), making the
legal system more consistent.77 This was achieved through both legislative
improvement and the activities of the then new Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court as the highest court country-wide.78
During this time it gradually became evident that the Roman-Dutch law,
despite its development, could not cater for the needs of the modern society.
Some fundamental defects of classical common-law procedure was, for
example, its inability to test the factual basis of a defendant’s defence without
the issue being determined at a trial79 and to provide for the State’s expanding
role in protecting the public interest.80 It, moreover, did not allow for; inter
alia, enrichment actions81 as well as constitutional, administrative and various
74 The common law is the civilian law – Roman law as interpreted by the Dutch writers of the 17th and 18th
centuries. Thus originally, important primary sources of South African law were the treatises of authors such as
Grotius, Johannes Voet, Simon Groenewegen and Johannes van der Linden. The common law was modified
or expanded by statute. A Barratt & P Snyman, “Researching South African law. A Hauser Global law school
program (available at: http://www.llrx.com/features/southafrican.htm, 2005), as accessed on 11 December
2011.
75 Braun v Blom and Botha, NNO, 1984 (2) SA 850 (A), p. 866B; MJ De Waal, “Honoré’s South African law of
trust”, D Visser & M Loubser (ed.), Thinking about law. Essays for Tony Honoré (Cape Town, Siberlink, 2011),
pp. 38-49.
76 J Gerkens,” Legal certainty v legal precision: Some thoughts on comparative law,” Fundamina, 16(1), 2010, pp.
121-129.
77 A Barratt & P Snyman, “Researching South African law...
78 F Venter, Regsnavorsing: Metode en publikasie, pp. 31-36.
79 JA Faris, “The historical context of summary judgment in South Africa: Politics, policy and procedure”,
Comparative and International Law Journal of Southern Africa, 43(3), 2010, pp. 352-378.
80 J Calitz, “Historical overview of state regulation of South African insolvency law”, pp. 1-27; D Milman, Personal
insolvency law, regulation and policy (UK, Ashgate Publishing, Ltd., 2005), pp. 171; R Stein, “Water law in a
democratic South Africa: A country case study examining the introduction of a public rights system”, Texas Law
Review, 83(7), June 2005, pp. 2167-2183.
81 H De Jong, “The development of enrichment liability: Byzantine law in teachings of the Digest of Stephanus,”
Fundamina, 16 (1), 2010, pp. 29-39.
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branches of commercial law.82
Consequently, legislative innovation was needed to identify legal rules
unique to South Africa’s circumstances. Such innovations were often based on
English Acts and interpreted using relevant English precedent.83 These were
brought about due to superior court advocates and judges generally being
educated in England and inclined, in applying the stare decisis-principle,84
to rely on their English treatises. Legal practitioners, conversely, also often
turned to other legal systems85 for answers.
As a result, the ensuing South African legal system is regarded by many
as a truly hybrid system.86 The demand for new legal principles, lead to an
increase in legal research during the second half of the 19th century. This
tendency expanded into the 20th century, especially during the lively debates
that foreshadowed the first steps of constitutional democracy in South Africa.
During this time, the German and Canadian law were dominantly used as
sources for legal and constitutional comparison purposes.87 Legal reform,
necessitated by the acceptance of the Interim and Final Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa in 1993 and 1996, respectively, was, additionally, highly
influenced by German law as challenges faced by South Africa were in many
ways comparable to those that faced Germany after the Second World War.88
More integrative research approaches also became popular in various fields
of the law. In order to facilitate the reintegration of prisoners into society,
Sagel-Grande89 for instance, integrated criminal and constitutional law with
the education sciences in order to accentuate the value of educating prisoners.
82 L du Plessis, “Learned staatsrecht from the heartland of the rechtsstaat,” pp. 1-30.
83 Precedent: Lower courts are absolutely bounded by the decisions of higher courts. F Venter, Regsnavorsing:
Metode en publikasie, p. 143.
84 A common legal doctrine stating that judicial precedent should be followed. Let the decision stand or abide by
(prior) decided cases.
85 During the nineteenth century, German jurists were probably the best in the world. J Gerkens, “Legal certainty
v legal precision: Some thoughts on comparative law,” Fundamina, 16(1), 2010, pp. 121–129.
86 PHJ Thomas, CG Van der Merwe & BC Stoop, Historical foundations of South African Private Law, 2nd edition
(Durban, Lexis Nexis, 2001), p. 7. Roman law was regarded by the Romans as being a “unique legacy of the
ancient western world” and as “the art of the good and the just”.
87 L du Plessis, “Learned staatsrecht from the heartland of the rechtsstaat,” pp. 1-30.
88 On 11 September 1995 the former president of South Africa, Nelson Mandela, in his address at a state banquet
in honour of former German chancellor, Helmut Kohl, then officially visiting South Africa, for instance said
the following: “We know that the challenges facing South Africa today are in many ways comparable to those
that faced Germany after the Second World War. In as much as we benefited immensely from the support
of the German people in the struggle against apartheid, we can learn much by drawing on your valuable
experiences in reconstruction and development (available at: ANC 1995, http://www.anc.org.za/ancdocs/
history/mandela/1995/sp950911.html 21 November), as accessed on 28 May 2012.
89 I Sagel-Grande, “Education in prison”, Acta Criminologica, 15(1) 2002, pp. 93-98.
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Education and law sciences were also combined into one research by Bray90
in order explain how the fundamental right to human dignity should be
upheld in the sphere of education. Bentovim and Tranter91 as well as Müller,92
in addition, used both clinical interviews (aimed at providing treatment to
child victims, albeit not adhering to the requirements of legal interviews) and
forensic interviews during their research, because of the value of information
thus obtained to affect the outcome of trial during which child witnesses are
necessary.
In his research on the use of cannabis in South Africa, Perkel93 also indicated
that the acceptance of legislation alone cannot deal effectively with societal
problems. It was only by combining the medical science with the legal science,
that this researcher was able to recommend ways to combat decriminalisation
effectively.

Legal research in South Africa from the inside out
Due to the fact that the law exists within a society for a society, it must
facilitate social activities and be moulded to meet societal needs.94 To ensure
that the law indeed reflect a specific society’s needs and aspirations, constant
legal research is needed.

The aims of legal research
McConville and Chui,95 as well as Tellis,96 distinguish between academic
and legal practitioners engaging in legal research. The academic researcher
seeks an understanding of how the law works and how it affects society, thus
piloting a comprehensive study97 directed towards drawing valid conclusions
90 E Bray, “Constitutional values and human dignity: Its value in education”, Perspectives in Education, 22(3),
September 2004, pp. 37-47.
91 A Bentovim & M Tranter, “The sexual abuse of children and the courts”, G Davies & J Drinkwater (ed.), The
Child Witness: Do the Courts Abuse Children? (Leicester, British Psychological Society, 1988), p. 55.
92 K Müller, “Clinical and forensic interviews and the child witness”, CARSA, 2(2), October 2001, pp. 8-14.
93 C Perkel, “Cannabis- the debate continues: A South African perspective”, South African Psychiatry Review, 8,
2008, pp. 25-30.
94 A Watson, “Comparative Law and Legal Change”, The Cambridge Law Journal, 37, 1978, pp. 313-336.
95 M McConville & WH Chui, Research methods for law (Great Brittan, Antony Rowe, Ltd., 2001), p. 1.
96 C Tellis, “Principles of legal research fall,” p. 14.
97 Comprehensiveness is made easier by Information and Communication Technology giving researchers access
to a wide range of both national and international primary and secondary legal sources. T du Plessis, “Legal
research in a changing information environment”, Potchefstroom Electronic Law Journal, 10(1), 2007, p. 43.
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and making suggestions on how to improve the law in the form of critical
pieces of work.98 The legal practitioner, on the other hand, endeavours in
establishing why the law says what it says (the practice of law) 99 in order to
provide clients with accurate advice, 100 opinions and specialized knowledge
regarding the authority, rules and procedures relevant to their questions.101
Their research is, accordingly, more narrowly focused and deadline-driven,
providing end results in the form of, for example, memoranda of law.102
Whether of an academic or a more practical nature, legal research aims at
recommending solutions to existing societal problems or at solving already
solved problems in an enhanced way. In broad, legal research enables the legal
system to function effectively.103
In order to progress towards the aim of establishing whether legal research
can be conducted by means of more inclusive approaches, traditional legal
approaches need to be firstly scrutinized.

Research modes of inquiry
Historically, legal researchers followed two broad approaches, namely a blackletter-law- or law-in-context-approach. Both these traditional approaches are
of a primarily authority seeking104 and interpretative nature,105 employing
single disciplinary methods.106

Black-letter-law or doctrinal approach
In following a black-letter-law approach, focus is profoundly placed on the
law itself as an internal self-sustaining set of principles and values derived
from legislation and determined case law which needs to be analysed and

98 K Rose & G Pryal, A short guide to writing about law, p. 42.
99 D Kleyn & F Viljoen, Beginner’s guide for law students, p. 330.
100 NM Shrestha, “Importance of legal research method for legal professionals”, p. 172.
101 CL Kunz, DA Schmedemann & MP Downs, The Process of legal research, p. 3; SM Noordin, “Legal research
skills: how competent are out lawyers?”, The law review, 2008, pp. 75-85.
102 K Rose & G Pryal, A short guide to writing about law, p. 42.
103 NM Shrestha “Importance of legal research method for legal professionals”, p. 321.
104 CL Kunz, DA Schmedemann & MP Downs, The Process of legal research, p. 6
105 JM McMillan & S Schumacher, Research in education ..., p. 497.
106 CJ Russo, “Legal research: The ‘traditional’ method ..., pp. 33-52.
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explained.107 Previous court decisions are re-assembled into a consistent
framework in search of order, rationality and theoretical cohesion.108 This
approach is referred to by Murphy and Roberts109 as doctrinal legal research
encompassing expository110 and legal theory research concerning itself with
analysing existing legal rules. Researchers following this approach, accordingly,
aim at answering questions related to what the law is. This is done in order to
clarify any ambiguities within existing legal rules, determine the relationship
between them and arrange them in a coherent manner.
Doctrinal research, for example, lead to the establishment of South African
insolvency law as it was shaped both in essence and methodology by a mixture
of influences deriving from periods of Dutch and British colonial domination,
and thus reflects legal philosophies and principles, coherently similar to that
of English laws.111
As such, doctrinal research is not concerned with empirical investigation
or experimentation, but with the analysis and manipulation of theoretical
legal concepts. The aim hereof is to discover and develop legal doctrines for
publication in textbooks or journal articles. Although it is rarely used as a
practical basis for legal analysis, it does provide insights into the nature of
legal methodologies employed by academics and legal practitioners.112 The
methodologies employed, however, differ from those of the applied sciences
as they are more accurately categorized, in social terms, as techniques of
qualitative analysis aiming at describing and explaining a phenomenon.113

Research modes of inquiry
Qualitative modes of research inquiry are broadly divided into two main
areas, namely interactive and non-interactive modes. Legal research, being
predominantly analytic research, is normally of a non-interactive mode as
107 P Chynoweth, “The built environment interdiscipline ..., p. 30.
108 M McConville & WH Chui, Research methods for law, p. 1.
109 WT Murphy & S Roberts, “Introduction to the special issue of Legal scholarship”, Modern Law Review, 50(6),
1987, pp. 677-687.
110 ARK Van Hoecke, (ed.) Methodologies of legal research: Which kind of method for what kind of discipline? (Oregon,
Oxford & Portland, 2011), p. viii.
111 J Calitz, “Historical overview of state regulation of South African insolvency law”, pp. 1–27. See also JW
Wessels, History of the Roman-Dutch Law (UK,The Lawbook Exchange, Ltd., 2011), p. 661; E Bertelsmann &
CJ Nagel, The Law of Insolvency in South Africa, 9th edition (Lansdowne, Juta,2008), 999 pp. at pp. 6-17.
112 M McConville & WH Chui, Research methods for law, p. 1.
113 JW Creswell, Research design: Qualitative, qualitative and mixed method approaches, 3rd edition (USA, SAGE,
2009), p. 183.
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the aim is to investigate historical concepts and events through an analysis
of documents (comparative nature) employing an emergent research
design.114 The latter is necessary as legal researchers need to formulate flexible
research strategies to guide them to continuously re-evaluate their research
methodology and consider alternative research approaches.115 The need for
conducting analytic legal research of a comparative nature in South Africa
to yield constitutional change,116 as indicated earlier, as well as in making
provision for, inter alia, homosexual relationships - a socially constructed
phenomenon that came to the fore during the dramatic economic and social
shifts in the Western world during the 19th century117 - is evident. Analytical
research has, thus far, enabled the South African legal system to change from
historical apartheid laws to include democratic principles and to guarantee
fundamental rights to all its inhabitants.
As analysis, rather than data collection,118 constitutes the core of legal
research, the inclusion of a methodology section within a doctrinal research
publication serves no purpose.119 As such, doctrinal research is in line with
the subjective, argument-based methodologies used in the humanities.120
Research methods are not consciously learned or employed as in the case of
scientific methods.121 Legal analysis skills and principles are instead refined
at an instinctive level through exposure to the research process, in order to
develop sound legal arguments.122 Due to this, legal research is often criticized
as lacking methodology, as being based on opinion alone, or even of not being
research at all.123 Conversely, while the utilization of an explicit methodology
114 JM McMillan & S Schumacher, Research in education..., p. 418, 500.
115 CL Kunz, DA Schmedemann & MP Downs, The Process of legal research, p. 6.
116 See the well known decision of S v Makwanyane, 1995, 3, SA 391 (CC), regarding the death penalty.
117 P De Vos, “On the legal construction of gay and lesbian identity and South Africa’s transitional constitution”,
South African Journal on Human Rights, 1996, p. 267.
118 The collection of empirical data lies at the core of scientific research in both the natural (mathematics, physics,
chemistry) and social sciences (philosophy, arts). TA Schwandt, “Three epistemological stances for qualitative
inquiry: Interpretivism, hermeneutics and social constructivism”, NK Denzin & YS Lincoln, (eds.) Handbook
of Qualitative research, 2nd edition (London, SAGE, 2002).
119 P Chynoweth, “The built environment interdiscipline..., p. 30.
120 Methodologies used in the natural and social sciences encompass more detached data-based analysis.
121 JW Creswell, Research design: Qualitative, qualitative and mixed method approaches, 3rd edition (USA, SAGE,
2009), pp. 6-7.
122 C Albertyn, “Gendered transformation in South African jurisprudence: Poor women and the Constitutional
Court”, South African Law Journal, 128(4), 2011, pp. 659-685.
123 P Chynoweth, “The built environment interdiscipline..., pp. 35-37. See also WR Mills, “Shape of the universe:
The impact of unpublished opinions on the process of legal research”, NYL Scholar. Journal. Int’l & Comp. L.,
2003, pp. 59-76; PD Callister, “Beyond training: Law librarianship’s quest for the pedagogy of legal research
instruction”, Law Library Journal, 95(1), 2003, pp. 7-45; T McDonnell, “Playing beyond the rules: A realist
and rhetoric-based approach to researching the law and solving legal problems”, UMKC Law Review, 67, 2008,
p. 286.
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during scientific research ensures legitimacy, legal researchers need to
demonstrate an understanding and adherence to the accepted principles and
norms of their professional discourse in order to attain credibility for their
research results.124
The validity of legal research findings is moreover, as pointed out by
Schwandt,125 totally unmoved by the empirical world as it rests upon
developing agreement within the legal profession itself, rather than on the
application to any external reality. It is with this in mind that Du Plessis126
refers to legal research as a fundamental skill unique to the legal profession.
Following a traditional doctrinal approach to legal research is, however,
criticized by various authors. Critique offered by Chynoweth127 is based on
the argument that doctrinal research, per se, cannot provide absolute accounts
of the law in contexts for which the application of legal rules is predominantly
a prerequisite. It can, for example, not explain, predict or even understand
human behaviour by way of merely prescribing legal rules which dictate how
human beings ought to behave. To overcome this hurdle, legal researchers
could learn from the behavioural sciences by following multidisciplinary
research approaches.128 In light of the fact that documents, such as legislation
and policies, must be studied in their traditional as well as contemporary form,
legal researchers could moreover benefit from collaboration with the historical
sciences.129 In underscoring the importance of the historical sciences for the
law, Watson130 shows that, although legal rules can easily be transplanted
from one legal system to another, a historical approach is essential to ensure
that such transplantations and modifications are significantly meeting the
reception society’s needs.

124 GS Goodman, “The Child Witness: Conclusions and Future Directions for Research and Legal Practice”,
Journal of Social Issues, 40(2), 1984, pp. 157–175.
125 TA Schwandt, “Three epistemological stances for qualitative inquiry: Interpretivism, hermeneutics and social
constructivism”, NK Denzin & YS Lincoln (eds.), Handbook of qualitative research, 2nd edition (Thousand
Oaks, SAGE, 1991) pp. 189-213.
126 T du Plessis, “Legal research in a changing information environment”, p. 43.
127 P Chynoweth, “The built environment interdiscipline..., pp. 29, 30.
128 HF d’Errico, R Yates & Z Jacobs, “Emergence of modern human behaviour: Middle Stone Age engravings from
South Africa”, Science, 295(5558), 2002, pp. 1278-1280.
129 DS De Villiers, “Old ‘documents’, ‘videotapes’ and new ‘data messages’ – a functional approach to the law of
evidence (part 2)”, TSAR, 4, 2010, pp. 720-735.
130 A Watson (1978), “Comparative Law and Legal Change”, Cambridge Law Journal, 37, 1978, pp. 313-336.
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Although a doctrinal approach is extensively used by South African courts,131
and international legal researchers132 to adhere to legal ethics133 and promote
public interest, McConville and Chui134 criticize such an approach as being
intellectually rigid, inflexible and inward looking. Christie and Maton,135 to the
contrary, defend the inward looking notion of doctrinal research as it provides
for cumulative knowledge-building, the generation of mutual justification for
judgments and collective identities. These authors do not, however, ignore
the importance of an outward-looking approach in broadening intellectual
coalitions and enabling ideas to be re-contextualized from other perspectives
to refresh the ways of viewing and thinking about problems circulating within
a discipline.
Another critique against doctrinal research, as encompassing legal theory,
is brought forward by Murphy and Roberts136 as well as by Halliday and
Schmidt.137 These authors opine that, whereas doctrinal research discourages
exploration and interdisciplinary participation, it has, thus far, failed to
provide noteworthy explanations, make valuable contributions to or present
justification of what the law is or ought to be. The adoption of a law-incontext approach is consequently suggested.138

Law-in-context approach
By following a law-in-context approach (also referred to as socio-legal
research),139 legal researchers aim at finding solutions; with the potential of

131 S v Van der Westhuizen, 1989, 1, SA 468 (T) 472D-E; S v Paulsen, 1995, 1, SACR 518 (C) 526g.
132 HT Edwards, “The growing disjunction between legal education and the legal profession”, The Michigan Law
Review, 91, 1992, pp. 34-42.
133 J Cohen, RAH Robson & A Bates, “Ascertaining the moral sense of community: A preliminary report on an
experiment in interdisciplinary research,” Journal of Legal Education, 8(2), 1955, pp. 137-147.
134 M McConville & WH Chui, Research methods for law, p. 5.
135 F Christie & K Maton, “Why disciplinarity?”, F Christie & K Maton, (ed.), Disiplinarity: Functional linguistic
and sociological perspectives (Great Brittan, Newgen Imaging Systems Pty. Ltd., 2011), pp. 1-12.
136 WT Murphy & S Roberts, “Introduction to the special issue of Legal scholarship”, Modern Law Review, 50(6),
1987, pp. 677-687.
137 S Halliday & P Schmidt, Conducting law and society research. Reflections on methods and practices (New York,
Cambridge University Press, 2009), p. 3.
138 See for example, the following case law: S v Langa, 1998, 1, SACR 21 (T); S v Ngwenya, 1998, 2, SACR 503
(W); S v Mthethwa, 2004, 1, SACR 449 (E); S v Ndhlovu, 1997, 12, BCLR 1785 (N); compare S v Sebejan,
1997, 1, SACR 626 (W); S v Orrie, 2005, 1, SACR 63 (C); as well as the obitercomments by Van der Merwe
J in S v Zuma, 2006, 3, All SA 8 (W).
139 R Banakar & M Travers (ed.), Theory and method in socio-legal research (Imprint Oxford, Portland, Or, Hart
Publishing, 2005), p. 11.
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being generalized for casual explanations or principles;140 to existing societal
problems rather than addressing abstract philosophical questions about the
law itself.141 By itself, it recognizes that the law can either be a contributor to
or solution for societal problems.142 The law is, therefore, studied as a social
entity bringing about social justice,143 which necessitates research of a more
epistemological nature.
Legal rules are therefore not merely considered for what they are, but, by
way of an external enquiry, evaluated for their effectiveness in achieving
specific social goals (research about law).144 This implies that the operation of
the law, as such, is not only questioned, the underlying philosophical, moral,
economic and political assumptions vis-à-vis the law are also scrutinized145 to
obtain equilibrium between rules and the social context in which they exist.146
Accordingly, the law-in-context approach acknowledges the importance of
viewing legal rules within their historical and social context and thus requires of
legal researchers to take cognisance of and understand the context (extraneous
matters) to which legal rules relate.147 The contextual nature of this approach
is underscored by the purposive (text-in-context) approach, taking regard of
the contextual framework of legislation including social factors and political
policy directions when interpreting statutes.148 Such an approach was already
successfully taken by the Constitutional Court in Bato Star Fishing (Pty) Ltd
v Minister of Environmental Affairs,149 Chagi v Special Investigating Unit,150
Van Vuren v Minister for Correctional Services,151 and the South African Police
Service v Police and Prisons Civil Rights Union.152

140 JM McMillan & S Schumacher, Research in education ..., p. 519.
141 BH Bix, “Can theories of meaning and reference solve the problem of legal determinacy?”, Ratio Juris, 16(3),
2003, pp. 281-295.
142 M McConville & WH Chui, Research methods for law, p. 1.
143 L Biggs, “The application of section 197 of the Labour Relations Act in an outsourcing context (part 1)”, Obiter,
29(3), 2008, pp. 425-452.
144 F Cownie, Legal academics: Culture and identities (Oxford & Portland, Hart Publishing, 2004), p. 55.
145 M McConville & WH Chui, Research methods for law, p. 1.
146 C Botha, Statutory interpretation: An introduction for students (Cape Town, Juta, 2005), p. 72; S v Zuma, 1995,
2, SA 642 (CC).
147 P Chynoweth, “The built environment interdiscipline..., p. 30.
148 C Botha, Statutory interpretation..., p. 51.
149 2004, 7, BCLR 687 (CC); 2004, 4, SA 490 (CC), par 73.
150 2009, 3, BCLR 227 (CC); 2009, 2, SA 1 (CC), par 14.
151 2010, 12, BCLR 1233 (CC), par 47.
152 2011, 9, BCLR 992 (CC); 2011, 6, SA 1 (CC), par 30 and 39.
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The aim of a law-in-context approach to legal research is generally to facilitate
legal reform, either in the law itself or in the manner of its administration.153
Research results are, hence, presented as academic arguments open for
criticism and not as final, pure academic knowledge or explicit facts.154
In view hereof, this kind of legal research has, since the 1960s, been, and
remains to be the dominant form of academic legal research.155 Examples
hereof include research conducted by Yeshanew,156 regarding minimum core
individual legal entitlements and obligations, Baimu157 on compelling the
State to, amongst others, provide free medical services, Budlender158 on the
implementation of socio-economic rights and by Pieterse159 with regard to the
judicial enforcement of rights in polycentric matters.
In order to understand the law in its wider context, Verhults and Price160 as
well as Ward et al.161 opine that a more refined and nuanced understanding of
the massive social changes taking place in a society, can only be obtained by
way of comparative and more inclusive research.

153 C Botha, Statutory interpretation..., p. 72;
154 HW Arthurs, “Law and learning: Report on the social sciences and humanities research Council of Canada by
the Consultative Group on research and education law, information division” (Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada, Ottowa, 1983).
155 R Card, “The legal scholar”, The Reporter: Newsletter of the Society of Legal Scholars, 25, 2002, pp. 5-12.
156 SA Yeshanew, ”Approaches to the justiciability of economic, social and cultural rights in the jurisprudence of
the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights: Progress and perspectives,” African Human Rights Law
Journal, 11, 2011, pp. 317-340.
157 E Baimu, “The government’s obligation to provide anti-retrovirals to HIV-positive pregnant women in an
African Human Rights context: The South African Nevirapine Case”, African Human Rights Law Journal, 2,
2001, pp. 170-71.
158 G Budlender, “Socio-economic rights in South Africa: Facing the challenges of implementation”, 1999, 1(4)
ESR Review, 1(4), 1999, pp. 15-16.
159 M Pieterse, “Coming to terms with judicial enforcement of socio-economic rights”, 20 SAJHR, 20, 2004, pp.
383-417.
160 S Verhults & ME Price, “Comparative media law and policy: Opportunities and challenges”, DK Thussu,
Internationalizing Media Studies (UK, Routledge, 2009), p. 131.
161 CL Ward, L Artz, J Berg, F Boonzaier, S Crawford-Browne, A Dawes, D Foster, R Matzopoulos, A Nicol, J
Seekings, AB Van As, E Van der Spuy, “Violence, violence prevention and safety: A research agenda for South
Africa”, South African Medical Journal, 102(4), April 2012, pp. 215-218.
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Integrative multidisciplinary (IMD)162 approach in legal research in
South Africa: A future perspective
Because of the intrinsic evolving nature of the law, as previously indicated,
constant guidance from academics and legal practitioners, who produce
knowledge through research, is of the utmost importance for the effective
functioning of the law.163 Those endeavouring to research contemporary
South African law are, apart from this, also presented with unique challenges
as this country’s legal system has undergone significant transformation during
recent years, especially due to constitutionalism.164

Unique contemporary challenges
The acceptance of the final Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act
108 of 1996 is viewed by the author of this article as the most distinguished
element affecting legal research in South Africa since 1996. Due to the fact
that the Constitution is bestowed with supreme authority (section 2), its
acceptance had profound consequences for all facets of the South African law.
Various existing legislation, firstly, had to be and is still continuously being
reviewed and amended in order to bring it in line with constitutional imperatives
and to clarify particular issues upon which disagreement exists. Seeing that the
Constitution, through subsection 39(2), obliges courts to develop common
law and bestows on them the power to declare legislation unconstitutional if
they exceed constitutional authority or conflict with constitutional provisions
through section 172,165 the judiciary and administrative agencies166 of South
Africa have, secondly, become much more active in the law-making process.167

162 The IMD model has been developed by Elize S van Eeden. In this model it is suggested that intensive research
cooperations among disciplines starting from the disciplinary, progressing to an interdisciplinary and then a
transdisciplinary phase. See ES van Eeden, “Considering environmental history within the transdisciplinary
methology as research focus for today and tomorrow”, Interdisciplinary Science Review, 36(4), December 2011,
pp. 314-329.
163 K Rose & G Pryal, A short guide to writing about law, p. 2.
164 L du Plessis, Re-interpretation of statutes (Durban, Butterworths, 2002), p. vii.
165 The Constitution limits the power of both the State and the Legislature. The legal authority of the Constitution
is important to take cognisance of as it is the supreme law of South Africa, section 2. This entails that any action
or law inconsistent therewith is invalid.
166 They are empowered by statute to promulgate regulations carrying the force of law, to issue and interpret rulings
and to adjudicating disputes.
167 A movement away from the iudicis est ius dicere sed non dare principle compelling courts to merely interpreting
the law without making law.
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Judges are, moreover, compelled by section 39(1)168 of the Constitution to
decide all cases based on the constitutional values of democracy, human
dignity, equality and human freedom.169
The Constitution (sections 39(1)(b) & 233), thirdly also requires of courts,
and indirectly of legal researchers, to take international law into account.
As such, legal practitioners must realize that the law is embedded in larger
networks of social relations and that it cannot escape being influenced by
its broader contexts.170 It is in view hereof, evident that trans-jurisdictional
instruments, such as Conventions on Human Rights, increasingly penetrate
domestic legal systems and stimulate those responsible for operating
national systems to have regard for wider consideration.171 McNamara,172
correspondingly, shows that a formal legislative codification of human rights
and a legal environment (culture) must be provided in which human rights
can be respected and enforced.
The advent of the constitutional dispensation in South Africa consequently
presents legal researchers with new opportunities for developing and enriching
common law, for researching constitutional issues and for discovering the
relationship between constitutional law and other legal fields.173
Apart from constitutionalism, current legal researchers are also met headon by, amongst others, globalization174 which urges them to pay attention
to alternative perspectives and consider their relevance to local situations.175
Researchers must recognise that external influences, such as globalization,
has led to a decrease in the importance of disciplinary boundaries and the
recognition that scientific research can no longer be conducted in a vacuum.176
Seeing that humans across all spheres share a complexity of societal problems,
researchers must come to realise the need for combining research methods
168 The Constitution has changed the context of all legal thought and decision-making in South Africa; Holomisa v
Argus Newspapers Ltd., 1996, 2, SA 588 (W).
169 Matiso v Commanding Officer, Port Elizabeth Prison, 1994, 4, SA 592; Du Plessis v De Klerk, 1996, 5, BCLR 658
(CC).
170 A Dane, “The need for clarity on whether ‘suspects’ may rely on section 35 of the Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa, 1996: A comparative law analysis”, Comparative and International Law Journal of Southern
Africa, 43(2), 2010, pp. 239-259.
171 M McConville & WH Chui, Research methods for law, p. 2.
172 L McNamara, Human rights controversies: The impact of legal form (UK, Routledge, 2007), p. 2.
173 T du Plessis, “Legal research in a changing information environment”, p. 44.
174 Globalisation: The intensification of worldwide social relations which link distant localities in such a way that
local happenings are shaped by events occurring many miles away and vice versa (A Giddens, The runaway
world: How globalisation is reshaping our lives (London, Profile Books, 2002), p. 6.
175 M McConville & WH Chui, Research methods for law, p. 1.
176 J Mouton, Understanding social research (Pretoria, Van Schaik, 2009), pp. 53-55.
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and strategies in a more inclusive manner.177
The information and technology explosions of recent years, moreover, have
profoundly affected both the law178 and legal research.179 In contrast to legal
sources being contained in small and predictable sets in the past, they are
now presented in massive volumes and in a variety of formats (printed and
electronic) in which they can be accessed.180 The number of court cases has
also escalated in years and the amount of legislation and regulations has
expanded in both scope and volume. This necessitates researchers to evaluate
and verify the various formats of legal sources available to them painstakingly.
From what has been said thus far, it becomes evident that researching the
law is now, more than ever before, more pervasive, complex and demanding.
In this regard, Kunz181 as well as Nicholson182 caution that access to more
research pathways to travel, requires present-day legal researches to possess
a much greater range of skills and competencies than was ever expected
from their law-focused predecessors183 which by no means implies that legal
research has become easier.

Legal research meeting contemporary challenges
Traditional research methods, as such (seeking to predict how a court
will rule based on precedent) are therefore no longer sufficient. They do,
for example, not allow researchers to move beyond the law in order also to
consider the attitudes, values and beliefs of those affected by legal decisions as
prescribed by section 1 of the Constitution. As a result, legal researchers are
compelled to turn to other modes of inquiry to complement their findings.
IMD approaches could be the answer as legal methods and other forms of
research serve essentially the same purpose – they are all interested in arriving
at a better understanding of the research question at hand. The difference lies
only in the fact that the primary source of information in legal research is the
177 CJ Russo, “Legal research: The ‘traditional’ method..., pp. 33-52.
178 L Haupt, “The importance of protecting children against the dark side of the internet: A legal perspective”,
CARSA, 2(2), October 2001, pp. 21-29.
179 L Meintjes-Van der Walt, “Tracing trends: The impact of science and technology on the law of criminal evidence
and procedure”, The South African Law Journal, 128(1), 2011, pp. 147-171.
180 U Valentine, “Legal research as a fundamental skill: A lifeboat for students and law schools”, University of
Baltimore Law Review, 39, 2010, p. 175.
181 CL Kunz, DA Schmedemann & MP Downs, The process of legal research, pp. 6, 7.
182 C Nicholson, “The relevance of the past in preparing for the future”, p. 101-114.
183 M McConville & WH Chui, Research methods for law, p. 1.
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law itself. 184
Legal researchers, especially, must take cognisance of the fact that legal
disputes can have massive social overtones affecting an entire society.185 As a
direct result, it becomes apparent that legal disputes can no longer be resolved
on the basis of the law alone. Courts and legal researchers alike will also have
to rely on research data (non-legal analysis) obtained from other disciplines.186
They moreover need to realise that the law, as embodied in legislation and
policies and enforced in courts, requires that a wide spectrum of issues such
as social, political, economic and environmental concerns need consideration.
The latter, as pointed out by Dovers,187 presents unique intellectual challenges
as it leads to the realisation that more integrative capacity is essential in order
to understand and to legally give effect to the interactions between highly
complex, non-linear, and often closely interdependent human and natural
systems. As such, legal researchers need to integrate diverse disciplinary
perspectives to enable them to cut across previously distinct sectors when
informing policy making processes.
Marshall188 emphasizes that legal researchers must ensure that they do not
merely have to be accurate reporters of their research results, but that they
must also be good interpreters and analysts, taking care of and considering
society’s interests. The law is, all the same, a wide-ranging field of research
as it touches nearly all aspects of human relationships.189 With reference
to legislation and policy development to be in line with the Constitution,
Berridge190 emphasizes the need of the legislative authority and policy makers
to have access to clear narratives in various fields of communities. Judges,
similarly, have to ensure that their decisions always consider the common
law principle of contra bonos mores. In doing so, they ensure that the shared
morals, opinions and interests191 of a community are taken into consideration
184 CJ Russo, “Legal research: The ‘traditional’ method ..., pp. 33-52.
185 Brown v Board of Education, Topeka 347 U.S. 483 (1954); and more recently Lee v Weiseman U.S. 115 S. Ct.
2386 (1995).
186 CJ Russo, “Legal research: The ‘traditional’ method..., pp. 33-52.
187 S Dovers, “Clarifying the Imperative of Integration Research for Sustainable Environmental Management”,
Journal of Research Practice, 1(2), 2005, pp. 1-19.
188 T Marshall, “Guide to research”, Thurgood Marshall Law library to legal research (available at: http://www.law.
umaryland.edu/marshall/research guides/TMLL guide/chapter1.pdf., 2010-2011), as accessed on 6 December
2011.
189 K Rose & G Pryal, A short guide to writing about law, p. 2.
190 V Berridge, “History matters? History’s role in health policy making”, Journal for Medical History, 52(3), 2008,
pp. 324-326.
191 E Labuschagne, Triangual law lexicon (RSA, B & D Printers, 2004), p. 559.
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when deciding on what legal rules should achieve.192
In as much as both law and legal advocacy, in this regard, rests heavily
on assumptions about human behaviour, it must be realised that the
understanding of human behaviour is, at the very least, incomplete.193 As a
result, the outcome of human behaviour cannot be understood clearly by way
of traditional legal thinking only. Legal researchers also need to study human
phenomena in order to understand the motives and reasons behind human
actions that influence their past, current and future behaviour.194 In view of
this, Blasi and Jost195 recommend that legal researchers attend to all potentially
relevant social orderings in selecting jurors and developing advocacy strategies
when endeavouring to study, explain and/or change humans into law-abiding
citizens.
To fully satisfy contemporary societal needs, legal researchers may have to
interact with other disciplines such as the behavioural sciences which could
bring more insights into human behavioural trends. Considering that the
law relies on an explicit psychology of rational choice, legal researchers may
attempt to develop process models of human thinking and behaviour that rest
on more complete, empirically satisfying foundations in collaboration with
the behavioural sciences in order to explore the consequences of these models
for law.196 Results obtained by legal researchers are, in turn, equally important
to enrich research outcomes conducted in the human and social sciences as
outlined by van Eeden.197
If researching the law is simply demoted to the dry covers of legal documents,
MaCauly198 cautions that a gap between theory and practice will arise. A more
critical enquiry and empirical exploration approach is thus needed. In this
regard, research conducted by Heinz and Laumann199 indicates that the law
192 K Rose & G Pryal, A short guide to writing about law, p. 39.
193 G Blasti & JT Jost, “System justification theory and research: Implications for law, legal advocacy, and social
justice”, JSTOR: California law review, 94(4), 2006, pp. 1119-1168.
194 P Winch, The idea of a Social Science: And its relation to Philosophy (London, Routledge, 2002), p. 160.
195 G Blasti & JT Jost, “System justification theory and research: Implications for law, legal advocacy, and social
justice”, JSTOR: California Law Review, 94(4), 2006, pp. 1119-1168.
196 G Blasti & JT Jost, “System justification theory and research...,” pp. 1119-1168.
197 ES van Eeden, “A practical exploration of the feasibility of integrative multidisciplinary research from a broad
ecohealth perspective in South Africa”, The Journal for Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 7(2),
December 2011, p. 263.
198 S MaCauly, “Non-contractual relations in business”, S Halliday & P Schmidt, Conducting law and society
research: Reflections on methods and practices (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2009), pp. 14-25.
199 JP Heinz & EO Laumann, “Chicago lawyers”: The social structure of the bar (USA, Russell Sage Foundation,
1982), pp. 59-71.
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can indeed be studied by way of a quantitative analysis incorporating multiple
perspectives – providing support structures for analytical thought - and
requiring instinct and expression to reach analytical results. While van den
Besselaar and Heimericks200 also demonstrate that law of evidence has become
more multidisciplinary in nature, Van Eeden201 emphasises that following a
multidisciplinary approach may provide superior research because of its allinclusive nature and potential to provide diverse perspectives.
The work of Engel,202 similarly, signifies the use of legal research taking a
more multidisciplinary approach in showing how cultural practices can give
life and meaning to the law by endeavouring to understand legality through
the eyes of regular people better. In addressing the fundamental human rights
of prisoners, Mubangi,203 moreover accentuates the importance of historical
research in apprising the functionaries of the prison system, the police and the
judiciary as important links in the chain of the criminal justice system.
Justice Chaskalson204 points to the fact that the Constitution offers a vision
for the future. It envisages a society in which the basic needs of all are met
and in which social justice and respect for human rights prevail. Chaskalson
however cautions that all, concomitantly, has the obligation to realise these
goals. Pertinent to obtaining social justice during legal processes, the author
agrees with Ellis205 indicating that an innovative, IMD research approach is
essential as it allows for the law to be studied in a much broader, social and
political context.206

Conclusion
The law is recognized by Rose and Pryal207 to be an interdisciplinary field
200 P van den Besselaar & G Heimericks, “Disciplinary, multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary — Concepts and
indicators”, Paper delivered at the 8th conference on Scientometrics and Informatics, Sydney, Australia, 16-20
July 2001.
201 ES van Eeden, “Environmental history within a revitalized integrative research methodology for today and
tomorrow” Interdisciplinary Science Reviews, 36(4), December 2011, pp. 314-329.
202 D Engel, “The oven bird’s song”, S Halliday & P Schmidt, Conducting law and society research: Reflections on
methods and practices (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2009), p. 83-93.
203 JC Mubangi, “Prisons and prisoners’ rights: Some jurisprudential and historical perspectives”, Acta Criminologica, 14(3), 2001, pp. 120-129.
204 Mr Justice Chaskalson, Bram Fischer lecture Johannesburg Civic Theatre, 18 May 2000, The Sunday Independent,
21 May 2000, pp. 1-2.
205 A Ellis, “Baby rape: Why does the law not protect them?”, Journal for Judicial Science, 28(1), pp. 59-75.
206 M McConville & WH Chui, Research methods for law, p. 5.
207 K Rose & G Pryal, A short guide to writing about law, p. xv.
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of enquiry, per se. Systematic interpretation of the law is an instance of
contextualization.208 It calls for obtaining a holistic and logical view by also
taking cognisance of extra textual circumstances.209
By analysing the South African law from a historical perspective, this article
highlighted the fact that traditional research approaches such as the blackletter-law-approach is no longer sufficient.
As the South African law evolved beyond the pragmatic following of the
Roman-Dutch law, more emphasis was gradually placed on following a lawin-context approach enabling legal researchers to recommend applicable new
innovations to shape the law in order to adhere to the unique circumstances
of this country’s citizens.
Recent development in the sphere of the South African law, with specific
reference to constitutionalism, furthermore indicated a dire need for more
ground-breaking approaches to legal research.
Although authors, such as Naveh and Lieberman,210 propagate the replacement
of conventional discipline-orientated scientific paradigms altogether, the
author of this article advocates that innovative integrative research approaches
should rather be taken additionally in order to enhance single disciplinary
research approaches. This is based on the premise that researching the law in a
too wide-open context may lead to the qualities of exploratory methods being
taken excessively and unguided or unclear objectives being set, thus negating
the theoretical and authoritarian benchmarks of any legal system.
In this article, after conducting a literature review on integrative research
approaches, the author suggests that an IMD approach can be successful for
future legal research pertaining to the South African law.
An IMD approach is recommended as it recognises the deeper metatheoretical language of a disciplinary nature, allowing for knowledge
208 A Dane, “The need for clarity on whether ‘suspects’ may rely on section 35 of the Constitution of the Republic
of South Africa, 1996: a comparative law analysis”, Comparative and International Law Journal of Southern
Africa, 43(2), 2010, pp. 239-259; GE Devenish, “Department of Land Affairs v Goedgelegen Tropical Fruits
- a triumph for teleological interpretation, an unqualified contextual methodology and the jurisprudence of
ubuntu”, South African Law Journal, 125(2), pp. 231-240.
209 L du Plessis, Re-interpretation of statutes , p. 227. See also V Naidoo, “Revisiting administrative ‘capacity’ in the
context of public service transformation” Journal of Public Administration, 1(44), December 2009, pp. 9911010.
210 Z Naveh & A Lieberman, Landscape ecology. Theory and application, 2nd edition (New York, Springer, Berlin &
Heidelberg, 1984), pp. 345.
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integration and abstraction within various disciplines.211 Knowledge thus
generated has more general application within and across specific disciplines.
Such an approach permits researchers to remain true to precedential judiciary
and appreciate the boundaries of the law as a substantive discipline in its own
right, while also taking notice of societal changes and how people in general
experience and view the law.

211 See ES van Eeden, “Considering environmental history within the transdisciplinary methology as research focus
for today and tomorrow”, Interdisciplinary Science Review, 36(4), December 2011, pp. 314-329; R Moore,
“Making the break, disciplines and interdisciplinarity”, F Christie & K Maton (ed.), Disiplinarity: Functional
linguistic and sociological perspectives (Great Brittan, Newgen Imaging Systems Pty. Ltd., 2011), pp. 88-105.
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Swart stedelike behuisingsverskaffing in Suid-Afrika, ca.
1923-1948: “Wanneer meer minder kos” ― finansiële verliese
versus welsyns- en gesondheidswinste
Karina Sevenhuysen
Departement Historiese en Erfenisstudies
Universiteit van Pretoria
karina.sevenhuysen@up.ac.za

Abstract
Since 1923, urban local authorities in South Africa were legally obliged to
provide housing to urban black workers within their areas of jurisdiction.
Urban black workers were “cheap” workers, resulting in local authorities
to be confronted by financial obligations and problems, which completely
overwhelmed them. Therefore, many authorities neglected their housing
obligations and unhygienic conditions, and slums were a common sight in
urban black townships. This was detrimental to the health of black workers
as well as their white co-workers. Furthermore, this situation affected the
economy negatively, as well as the relationships between whites and blacks.
This article investigates the housing and financial legislation urban local
authorities had to comply with in order to provide urban blacks with housing;
the assistance, if any, that local authorities received from the central authority
(state); the financial implications if local authorities fulfilled their obligations;
and the eventual profits and losses this fulfilment held for such local authorities
and the black inhabitants in their municipal townships. The actions of the
Port Elizabeth local authority will be discussed as a case-study: this authority
managed, despite enormous financial losses, to fulfil their obligations, resulting
in the realisation that more actually cost less, and that financial losses resulted
in lasting social and health gains.
Keywords: Black urban housing; South Africa; Port Elizabeth; Cost of
housing; Financial obligations and cost of black housing; Urban black
townships; Relationship between central and local authorities; Social and
health advantages of proper housing; Paternalism.

Inleiding
Stedelike plaaslike owerhede in Suid-Afrika is sedert 1923 deur wetgewing
verplig om behuising aan die stedelike werkers binne hulle jurisdiksiegebied
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te verskaf. Vanweë die feit dat stedelike werkers “goedkoop” werkers was, is
stedelike plaaslike owerhede gekonfronteer met finansieringsverpligtinge en
–probleme wat meestal so oorweldigend en verswelgend was dat hulle dikwels
hulle behuisingsverpligtinge versuim het. Die gevolg hiervan was dat die swart1
werkers (en natuurlik ook die blankes)2 aan onhigiëniese woonomstandighede
en siekte-epidemies blootgestel is. Dit weer het nie net die ekonomie van die
land nie, maar ook die verhouding tussen blankes en swartes, tussen blanke
munisipale amptenaar en swart munisipale inwoner, benadeel.
Hierdie artikel fokus op die behuisings- en finansiële wetgewingsraamwerk
waarbinne stedelike plaaslike owerhede moes funksioneer ten einde swartes
van behuising te voorsien; die hulp, indien enige, wat van die sentrale owerheid
ontvang is; die finansiële implikasies indien stedelike plaaslike owerhede wel
hulle verpligtinge nagekom het; en wat die uiteindelike winste en verliese
vir sodanige stedelike plaaslike owerhede en hulle swart inwoners was. As
gevallestudie sal die optrede van die Port Elizabethse plaaslike owerheid
gedurende die einde van die dertiger- en begin van die veertigerjare van die
twintigste eeu ontleed word. Hierdie owerheid was klaarblyklik ‘n uitsondering
op die reël en het ten spyte van die finansiële las hulle verpligtinge nagekom.
Die uiteinde was die besef dat meer eintlik minder gekos het en dat die
finansiële las en verliese in groter en blywender welsyns- en gesondheidswinste
omskep is.
Hoe het hierdie stedelike plaaslike owerheid dit reggekry en waarom het
hulle dit gedoen, terwyl ander stedelike plaaslike owerhede die swart stedelike
behuisingskrisis apaties gade geslaan het?
Verskeie bronne oor die stedelike beleid, wetgewing en finansiële uitdagings
aan stedelike plaaslike owerhede is bestudeer, onder meer relevante wetgewing,3
1
2

3

Die keuse om die woord of kategorie “swartes” te gebruik, berus op die gebruik daarvan deur tydgenootlike
bronne. Hierdie kategorie verwys na die inheemse Bantoesprekende inwoners van Suid-Afrika.
Die keuse om die woord of kategorie “blankes” te gebruik, berus op die gebruik daarvan deur tydgenootlike
bronne. Alhoewel die woord ideologies gelaai is, was dit die aanvaarbare kategorie gedurende die eerste helfte
van die twintigste eeu in Suid-Afrika. Die kategorie “wittes” is in die huisige tydsgees ‘n meer aanvaarbare,
dog steeds ideologies-gelaaide, kategorie, maar daar is by die kategorie “blankes”, soos daarna in tydgenootlike
bronne verwys is, gebly.
Unie van Suid-Afrika, Volksgezondheidswet van 1919 (Kaapstad, 1919), Unie van Suid-Afrika, Woningswet van
1920 (Kaapstad, 1920), Unie van Suid-Afrika, Naturellen (Stadsgebieden) Wet (Wet 21 van 1923) (Kaapstad,
1923), Unie van Suid-Afrika, Naturelle (Stadsgebiede) Wet, 1923, Wysigingswet (Wet 25 van 1930) (Kaapstad,
1930), Unie van Suid-Afrika, Union of South Africa, Slums Act of 1934 (Cape Town, 1934), Unie van SuidAfrika, Wet tot Wysiging van die Wette op Naturelle (Wet 46 van 1937) (Kaapstad, 1937), Unie van Suid-Afrika,
Naturelle (Stadsgebiede)-Konsolidasiewet van 1945 (Kaapstad, 1945); Unie van Suid-Afrika, Wet op Behuising
(Noodmagte) van 1945 (Kaapstad, 1945).
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kommissie- en komiteeverslae,4 akademiese werke5 en gesaghebbende
oorsigwerke6 wat hierdie aspekte ontleed het.
Wat bronne oor die swart behuisingsituasie in Port Elizabeth betref,
is die mees gesaghebbende werke dié van Gary Baines7 wat intensiewe en
indringende navorsing oor Port Elizabeth se swart woongebiede gedoen het.
Benewens die akademiese werke van Baines oor Port Elizabeth se swart
woonbuurtes, is heelwat bydraes oor die hantering van die swart stedelike
behuisingsverskaffingsdilemma in Port Elizabeth uit die pen van plaaslike
owerheidsraadslede bestudeer. Tydens vorige navorsing oor die nasionale swart
stedelike behuisingsituasie,8 is op ‘n dokument afgekom wat deur raadslid A
Schauder9 van die Port Elizabethse plaaslike owerheid opgestel is. Daarin het hy die
unieke swart stedelike behuisingsverskaffingsprestasie van dié stedelike plaaslike
4

5

6

7

8
9

DL Smit, Verslag van die Interdepartementele Komitee in sake die maatskaplike, ekonomiese en gesondheidstoestande
van naturelle in stedelikegebiede (Pretoria, 1942); HJ van Eck, Report of Housing Committee on the state and the
housing situation (Pretoria, 1944); FA Saunders, Native Economic Commission, 1931. Urban native areas. Notes upon
section 7, paragraphs (2), (5) and (8) (Grahamstown, 1931).
GA Brand, “Administratiewe vraagstukke in verband met die stadsnaturel” (MA-verhandeling, Universiteit
van Pretoria, 1957); DM Calderwood, “Native housing in South Africa” (D.Arch. thesis, University of the
Witwatersrand, 1953); WJS Coetzee, “Die ekonomiese aspekte van naturellebehuising in Suid-Afrika” (MAverhandeling, Potchefstroomse Universiteit vir Christelike Hoër Onderwys, 1954); JPC Mostert, “Die politieke,
maatskaplike en ekonomiese implikasies van die swart verstedeliking in Suid-Afrika, 1939-1948” (D.Phil.proefskrif, Universiteit van die Oranje-Vrystaat, 1986); BS van As, “Stedelike naturellebehuising in WesKaapland I” (MA-verhandeling, Universiteit van Stellenbosch, 1955); WH van Schalkwyk, “Die beleid van die
Suid-Afrikaanse regering ten opsigte van die stedelike swartes, 1945-1953” (MA-verhandeling, Randse Afrikaanse
Universiteit, 1983); ME van Zyl, “Swart verstedeliking in Vereeniging, 1923-1960” (D.Phil.-proefskrif, Vista
Universiteit, 1993).
MDA Baldocchi, Survey of housing practice in the Union of South Africa (Pretoria, 1952); PH Connell, Subeconomic housing practice in South Africa (Pretoria, CSIR,1947); H Connell et al., Native housing: a collective thesis
(Johannesburg, Witwatersrand University Press, 1939); E Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds), Handbook on race
relations in South Africa (London, Oxford University Press, 1949); P Morris, A history of black housing in South
Africa (Johannesburg, South Africa Foundation, 1981).
GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union (New
York, The Edwin Mellen Press, 2002); G Baines, “The politics of welfare: the provision of housing and services
in New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, c. 1920-1944”(Kronos, 22, 1995); G Baines, “A progressive South African
city? Port Elizabeth and influx control, ca. 1923-1953” (Journal of Urban History, November 2004); G Baines,
“Community resistance and collective violence: the Port Elizabeth Defiance Campaign and the 1952 New
Brighton riots” (South African Historical Journal, 34, May 1996); G Baines, “The control and administration of
Port Elizabeth’s African population, c. 1834-1923” (Contree, 26, 1989). Uiters waardevolle inligting is ook in
die verslae van die munisipale gesondheidsbeamptes en koerante van die tyd - die Eastern Province Herald,
die Port Elizabeth Advertiser, Die Burger en Die Oosterlig - te vinde, maar vir hierdie artikel is slegs op die
werke van Baines en die bydraes van plaaslike owerheidsraadslede gefokus. Die werk van H.O. Terblanche,
“Die Afrikaner in Port Elizabeth, 1902-1937: ‘n kultuurhistoriese ondersoek” (D.Phil.-proefskrif, Universiteit
van Port Elizabeth, 1993), verskaf eweneens waardevolle inligting, veral wat swak woonomstandighede in die
woonbuurtes onder beheer van die Port Elizabethse munisipale owerheid betref.
K Sevenhuysen, “Swart stedelike behuisingsverskaffing in Suid-Afrika, ca. 1900-1948: Ekonomiese en
ideologiese werklikhede” (MA-miniverhandeling, Universiteit van Pretoria, 2001).
A Schauder, A social and housing policy for the urban Bantu. Being an address delivered to the Annual Congress
of Native Advisory Boards of the Union of South Africa, at Port Elizabeth, December 1949, with supplementary
technical data furnished by City Engineer, Port Elizabeth (Port Elizabeth, 1949).
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owerheid uiteengesit. Raadslid Schauder was in werklikheid die grootste dryfveer
agter en propageerder van die opruiming van die krotbuurt en die daarstelling
van subekonomiese behuisingskemas wat deur die Port Elizabethse plaaslike
owerheid in die tydperk onder bespreking onderneem is. Adolph Schauder
was ‘n lid van die Nasionale Behuisings- en Beplaningskommissie, voorsitter
van die Behuisingskomitee van die Port Elizabethse Stadsraad, voormalige
burgemeester (1940-1942) van dié stad en een van die “Vaders van Behuising”
in Suid-Afrika.10 Dit spreek dus vanself dat hy nie krities teenoor enige gebreke
in die behuisingskemas sou staan nie. In ander werke11 is hy ooroptimisties en
oordrewe entoesiasties oor die swart stedelike behuisingsuitdagings in SuidAfrika. ‘n Ander raadslid wat ook die krotbuurtopruiming en subekonomiese
behuisingskemas van Port Elizabeth statisties ontleed en gepropageer het, was
mev. EM Holland.12 Sy was ‘n leidende liberalis in die plaaslike owerheid en
stoere kampvegter vir die welsyn en menslike hantering van stedelike swartes.13
Hulle bydraes tot die ontleding van die Port Elizabethse plaaslike owerheid se
uitsonderlike prestasies moet dus getemper word met die meer sobere en kritiese
akademiese werke van Baines.
Daar is heel eerste na die bydraes van hierdie amptenare gekyk, alvorens die
werke van Baines bestudeer is. Dit het die navorser voor ‘n baie netelige kwessie
te staan gebring: by die bestudering van plaaslike owerheidsdokumentasie
moet baie versigtig tussen die lyne gelees word, want die propaganda
inherent in sodanige dokumentasie wentel meestal rondom weglatings van
probleme en struikelblokke, en oordrywings van die uitsonderlike prestasies
van die Port Elizabethse swart stedelike behuisingsverskaffing. Vergeleke
met die navorsingsresultate van Baines is baie min, bykans geen feitlike en
statistiese gegewens verkeerd weergegee nie. Ten spyte van Baines se baie
kritiese ontleding van die gegewens en statistiek, moes hy wel erken dat die
behuisingsverskaffingsituasie in Port Elizabeth wel op ‘n positiewe wyse van
die res van die land verskil het, hoewel nie in die mate as wat dit deur die
plaaslike owerheid voorgehou is nie.
10 A Schauder, “Generous housing for South Africa’s natives”, Optima, 3(4), December 1953, p. 1; G Baines, “The
politics of welfare: The provision of housing and services in New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, c. 1920-1944”, Kronos,
22, 1995, p. 91.
11 A Schauder, “Generous housing for South Africa’s natives”, Optima, 3(4), December 1953; A Schauder, “Generous
housing for South Africa’s natives”, Lantern, April 1954; A Schauder, “Eliminating South Africa’s native slums”
Optima, 6(4), 1956.
12 EM Holland, “An experiment in slum clearance”, Race Relations, 7(4), November 1940.
13 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union..., p.
85; G Baines, “A progressive South African city? Port Elizabeth and influx control, ca. 1923-1953”, Journal of
Urban History, November 2004, p. 87.
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Die wyse waarop Baines die propagandastukke getemper het en slaggate in
die omgaan met plaaslike owerheidsdokumentasie vermy het, het waardevolle
riglyne en insigte aan die navorser verskaf. So stel hy dit baie duidelik
dat die opmerkings van waarnemers van spesifieke historiese gebeure en
omstandighede en hulle belewinge daarvan nie voor die voet aanvaar kan
word as ‘n getroue, feitelik-verantwoordbare en historiese weergawe daarvan
nie. Dit moet as ‘n beskrywing van hulle standpunt en belewing beskou
word. Dit maak dit nie waardeloos as historiese bronne nie, maar gee bloot
‘n betrokke standpunt weer,14 of soos hy dit stel dat dit as “a representation of
reality”,15 en dus nie as die werklikheid self beskou moet word nie. Hy verwys
ook daarna as sou dit “… reflected popular perceptions of the period”.16
Hy gaan selfs so ver as om te beweer dat Schauder se geromantiseerde en
idilliese beskrywings van die positiewe swart stedelike behuisingsituasie in
Port Elizabeth “… reflected the vision of … Schauder of what New Brighton
[swart woonbuurt in Port Elizabeth] might become”.17 Baines stel dit ook
onomwonde dat beskrywings van gebeure en belewinge, hetsy in popaganda,
fiksie of skilderye, as subjektiewe weergawes van die waarnemers en skeppers
daarvan beskou moet word.18
Deur die bestudering van so veel as moontlik van hierdie waarnemers se
beskrywings, getemper deur ‘n akademies-kritiese ingesteldheid, behoort dit
die historikus nader aan verantwoordbare gevolgtrekkings te bring.

Beleid en wetgewing
Stedelike plaaslike owerhede in Suid-Afrika was sedert die twintigerjare
van die twintigste eeu wetlik vir swart stedelike behuising verantwoordelik.
Wetgewing is op ‘n gereelde basis deurgevoer en gewysig om by die
veranderende verstedelikingsituasie aan te pas. Wetsbepalings het hoofsaaklik
twee verpligtinge voor die deur van die stedelike plaaslike owerhede gelê,
naamlik (i) die verskaffing en finansiering van swart stedelike behuising, op
‘n gesegregeerde basis; en (ii) die toepassing van instromingsbeheer om die
14 G Baines, “Community resistance and collective violence: The Port Elizabeth Defiance Campaign and the 1952
New Brighton riots”, South African Historical Journal, 34, May 1996, p. 39.
15 G Baines, “A progressive South African city? Port Elizabeth and influx control, ca. 1923-1953”, Journal of Urban
History, November 2004, p. 77.
16 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union..., p. 33.
17 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union..., p. 7.
18 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union..., p.
307.
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aantal stedelike swartes aan wie huisvesting verskaf moes word, in samehang
met arbeidsbehoeftes, te beperk.19
Die voortdurende toename in swart verstedeliking en die lakse toepassing
van instromingsbeheermaatreëls het die vermoë van stedelike plaaslike
owerhede om hulle behuisingsverpligtinge teenoor laagbesoldigde stedelike
swart werkers na te kom, lamgelê. Die sentrale owerheid was genoodsaak om
groter verantwoordelikheid, veral wat finansiële ondersteuning in die vorm
van subsidies vir subekonomiese behuisingskemas betref, vir die verskaffing
van swart stedelike behuising te neem.
Die volgende wetgewing wat tot 1948 aangeneem en gewysig is, is hier van
toepassing:
•

Volksgezondheidswet (1919);20

•

Woningswet van 1920 (Wet 35 van 1920);21

•

Naturellen (Stadsgebieden) Wet van 1923 (Wet 21 van 1923);22

•

Naturelle (Stadsgebiede) Wet, 1923, Wysigingswet (Wet 25 van 1930);23

19 Vir ‘n volledige wetlike bespreking van hierdie twee verpligtinge, kyk K Sevenhysen, “Owerheidsbeheer en
-wetgewing rakende stedelike swart behuising voor en gedurende die Tweede Wêreldoorlog”, Historia, 40(1),
Mei 1995, pp. 98-105.
20 Unie van Suid-Afrika, Volksgezondheidswet van 1919; E Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds), Handbook on race relations
in South Africa, p. 242; DM Calderwood, “Native housing in South Africa”, pp. 3, 5; P Morris, A history of black
housing in South Africa, pp. 15-16; HJ van Eck, Report of Housing Committee on the state and the housing situation,
p. 10; JPC Mostert, “Behuisingsprobleme van die verstedelikte swarte in Suid-Afrika, 1939-1948”, Joernaal vir
Eietydse Geskiedenis, 12(3), Desember 1987, p. 23.
21 Unie van Suid-Afrika, Woningswet van 1920; JPC Mostert, “Behuisingsprobleme van die verstedelikte swarte in
Suid-Afrika, 1939-1948”, Joernaal vir Eietydse Geskiedenis, 12(3), Desember 1987, pp. 27-28; PH Gúenault & RJ
Randall, “Urban native housing in South Africa”, Race Relations, 7(4), November 1940, p. 79; DM Calderwood,
“Native housing in South Africa”, pp. 5-6; PH Connell, Sub-economic housing practice in South Africa, p. 14; P
Morris, A history of black housing in South Africa, p. 16; HJ van Eck, Report of Housing Committee on the state and
the housing situation..., pp. 20-21.
22 Union of South Africa, Act 21 of 1923, pp. 156, 164, 166, 168; E Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds), Handbook on
race relations in South Africa, pp. 229 & 233; WH van Schalkwyk, “Die beleid van die Suid-Afrikaanse regering
ten opsigte van die stedelike swartes, 1945-1953”, p. 28; JS Allison, “Urban native legislation”, Race Relations, 7(4),
November 1940, pp. 58-60; PH Gúenault & RJ Randall, “Some financial aspects of urban native segregation
in South Africa”, Race Relations, November 1940, p. 100; AS Welsh, The law relating to natives in urban areas
(Johannesburg, Johannesburg Municipality, 1942), pp. 29-30; DL Smit, Verslag van die Interdepartementele
Komitee in sake die maatskaplike, ekonomiese en gesondheidstoestande van naturelle in stedelikegebiede, par. 232, p.
19.
23 Union of South Africa, Act 25 of 1930, pp. 196, 198.
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•

wetswysgings in 1930, 1934 en 1936 met betrekking tot die finansiering van
subekonomiese behuisingskemas en die verdeling van die verliese wat met
hierdie skemas gely is in bepaalde verhoudings tussen die sentrale en plaaslike
owerhede;24

•

Slumswet van 1934;25

•

Wet tot Wysiging van die Wette op Naturelle (Wet 46 van 1937);26

•

wysigings in 1944 en 1945 van die Woningswet;27

•

Wet op Behuising (Noodmagte) van 1945;28

•
•

Naturelle (Stadsgebiede)-Konsolidasiewet van 1945;29 en
wetgewing in 1947 wat vir ‘n noodbehuisingskema voorsiening gemaak het.30

Stedelike plaaslike owerhede het finansiële verpligtinge en verantwoordelikhede gehad om genoegsame huisvesting vir die stedelike swartes binne hulle
gebiede te verskaf en in stand te hou. Stedelike plaaslike owerhede is egter deur
finansiële en beplanningsuitdagings, oorlogseise en verstedelikingsrealiteite in
die uitvoering van hulle wetlike verpligtinge gekniehalter. Dit het die land
24 WJS Coetzee, “Die ekonomiese aspekte van naturellebehuising in Suid-Afrika”, pp. 60, 67; E Hellmann & L
Abrahams (eds), Handbook on race relations in South Africa, pp. 242-243; PH Gúenault & RJ Randall, “Urban
native housing in South Africa”, Race Relations Journal, November 1940, pp. 75, 79; PH Connell, Sub-economic
housing practice in South Africa, pp. 26-27; MDA Baldocchi, Survey of housing practice in the Union of South Africa,
pp. 32-33, 66, 86; HJ van Eck, Report of Housing Committee on the state and the housing situation, p. 23.
25 Union of South Africa, Slums Act of 1934.
26 Union of South Africa, Act 46 of 1937, pp. 674, 676, 678, 686, 688, 690, 692, 694, 696, 698, 700, 702, 710, 712,
714, 716, 718, 720, 722; TRH Davenport, “The triumph of colonel Stallard: The transformation of the Natives
(Urban Areas) Act between 1923 and 1937”, South African Historical Journal, 2, November 1970, pp. 89 & 90;
E Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds), Handbook on race relations in South Africa, pp. 235, 260; WJS Coetzee, “Die
ekonomiese aspekte van naturellebehuising in Suid-Afrika”, pp. 81-82; P Morris, A history of black housing in South
Africa, pp. 25-26, 33, 34.
27 WJS Coetzee, “Die ekonomiese aspekte van naturellebehuising in Suid-Afrika”, pp. 2, 60, 63-64, 69-70; E
Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds), Handbook on race relations in South Africa, pp. 244-245; DM Calderwood, “Native
housing in South Africa”, p. 6; PH Connell, Sub-economic housing practice in South Africa, pp. 16-17, 45-46; WH
van Schalkwyk, “Die beleid van die Suid-Afrikaanse regering ten opsigte van die stedelike swartes, 1945-1953” ,
pp. 164, 167, 171-172.
28 Unie van Suid-Afrika, Wet op Behuising (Noodmagte) van 1945; E Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds), Handbook on
race relations in South Africa, p. 245; P Morris, A history of black housing in South Africa, p. 31; MDA Baldocchi,
Survey of housing practice in the Union of South Africa, p. 89; WH van Schalkwyk, “Die beleid van die SuidAfrikaanse regering ten opsigte van die stedelike swartes, 1945-1953”, p. 163.
29 Unie van Suid-Afrika, Naturelle (Stadsgebiede)-Konsolidasiewet van 1945, pp. 122, 124, 126, 128, 130, 132, 134,
136; A Wessels & ME Wentzel, Die invloed van relevante kommissieverslae sedert Uniewording op regeringsbeleid
ten opsigte van swart verstedeliking en streekontwikkeling (Pretoria, RGN, 1989), p. 64; JPC Mostert, “Die
politieke, maatskaplike en ekonomiese implikasies van die swart verstedeliking in Suid-Afrika, 1939-1948”, p.
275; E Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds), Handbook on race relations in South Africa, p. 261; WJS Coetzee, “Die
ekonomiese aspekte van naturellebehuising in Suid-Afrika”, p. 85; WH van Schalkwyk, “Die beleid van die
Suid-Afrikaanse regering ten opsigte van die stedelike swartes, 1945-1953”, pp. 175-176.
30 WH van Schalkwyk, “Die beleid van die Suid-Afrikaanse regering ten opsigte van die stedelike swartes, 19451953”, pp. 172-173, 179-180, 182; GA Brand, “Administratiewe vraagstukke in verband met die stadsnaturel”, pp.
37-38; P Morris, A history of black housing in South Africa, pp. 31, 34; E Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds), Handbook
on race relations in South Africa, p. 245.
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teen 1948 met ‘n geweldige swart stedelike behuisingskrisis gelaat.31

Finansiële uitdagings betrokke by swart stedelike behuisingsverskaffing
Die mate waartoe owerhede in staat is om hulle behuisingsverpligtinge na
te kom, staan in direkte verband met die ekonomiese beleid en die finansiële
bronne tot beskikking van die owerhede, asook die finansiële posisie van die
bewoners wat vir die huisvesting moet betaal.32
Die vermoë van owerhede wêreldwyd om behuising van aanvaarbare kwaliteit
en kwantiteit te verskaf is gedurende die eerste helfte van die twintigste eeu
veral deur die volgende ekonomiese faktore bepaal. Eerstens het die finansiële
vermoë van die bewoners die omvang van regeringshulp en -verpligtinge
bepaal. Tweedens het behuisingskoste en veral die verhoging daarvan weens
die ekonomiese eise van die Tweede Wêreldoorlog die finansieringsverpligtinge
van owerhede vererger. ‘n Derde faktor het owerhede in Suid-Afrika se
behuisingsverskaffingsvermoë gekniehalter, naamlik die segregasiebeleid met
sy tydelikheidsindroom wat onder meer gebrekkige beplanning tot gevolg
gehad het, talle praktiese en finansiële probleme teweeggebring het, en
finansiële segregasie in behuisingsverskaffing behels het.

Die finansiële vermoë van die bewoners
Die huishuur gevra deur die stedelike plaaslike owerhede in Suid-Afrika
vir swart huisvesting was ‘n swaar las op die swartes en wel om twee redes:
(i) omdat die pogings van stedelike plaaslike owerhede om aanvanklik swart
behuisingskemas op ‘n ekonomiese basis te bedryf, waarvolgens die uitgawes
wat bestee is deur die inkomste uit huurgeld gedelg moes word, tot redelike
hoë huur aanleiding gegee het; en (ii) omdat die arbeid van stedelike swartes
as goedkoop arbeid beskou is, kon hulle onmoontlik nie ‘n ekonomiese huur

31 ST van der Horst, “The African worker in urban areas”, Race Relations, 13(2), 1946, p. 21; GA Brand,
“Administratiewe vraagstukke in verband met die stadsnaturel”, pp. 36-37; E Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds),
Handbook on race relations in South Africa, pp. 248-249.
32 LT Lorimer (ed.), The Encyclopedia Americana. International edition XIV (Danbury, Grolier Incorporated,1992),
p. 482; C Thornhill, “Regerings- en administratiewe reëlings vir ‘n stedelike gemeenskap”, FA van Jaarsveld (red.),
Verstedeliking in Suid-Afrika (Pretoria, Universiteit van Pretoria, 1985), p. 95; MDA Baldocchi, Survey of housing
practice in the Union of South Africa, p. 3; DM Calderwood, “Native housing in South Africa”, p. 202.
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uit hulle karige besoldiging bekostig nie.33
Daarom is ekonomiese behuisingskemas vir stedelike swartes, wat in 1920
ingestel is, in 1936 deur subekonomiese behuisingskemas vervang. Die verliese
wat op laasgenoemde skemas gely is, is deur die staat en stedelike plaaslike
owerhede gedra. Die huurgeld is gesubsidieer sodat die subekonomiese huur
binne perke van swart lone geval het.34
Maar wat was die verhouding tussen hierdie subekonomiese huurbedrag en
die inkomste van stedelike swart huurders? Wat was dus die finansiële vermoë
van die swart stedelike huurders woonagtig in munisipale swart woonbuurtes?35
Gedurende 1940 het swart stedelike gesinne in Johannesburg tussen 20% en
24% en sommige gevalle gedurende die oorlogsjare soveel as 32,5%36 van
hulle inkomste aan huurgeld en vervoer bestee. Hierdie persentasie het wel
binne die internasionaal-aanvaarbare standaard (tussen 15% en 25%) vir
ongeskoolde werkers geval. Die voorbehoud was wel dat hierdie persentasie
by subekonomiese groepe so veel as moontlik moes afneem. Inaggenome die
wetenskaplik-onaanvaarbare hongerdieet (‘n besteding van slegs 57% van
die bedrag wat as die absolute minimum gereken is) waartoe swart stedelike
gesinne in Johannesburg weens uitgawes aan huur en vervoer gedwing is, kan
33 WJS Coetzee, “Die ekonomiese aspekte van naturellebehuising in Suid-Afrika”, p. 67; L Callinicos, A people’s history
of South Africa II. Working life: Factories, townships and popular culture on the Rand, 1886-1940 (Johannesburg,
Ravan Press, 1987), p. 72; JDR Jones & AL Saffery, “Social and economic conditions of native life in the Union of
South Africa”, Bantu Studies, 8(1), March 1934, p. 93; E Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds), Handbook on race relations
in South Africa, p. 242.
34 WJS Coetzee, “Die ekonomiese aspekte van naturellebehuising in Suid-Afrika”, pp. 51-52; BS van As, “Stedelike
naturellebehuising in Wes-Kaapland I”, p. 16; E Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds), Handbook on race relations in
South Africa, pp. 248-249; JPC Mostert, “Die politieke, maatskaplike en ekonomiese implikasies van die swart
verstedeliking in Suid-Afrika, 1939-1948”, pp. 120-122; DM Calderwood, “Native housing in South Africa” , p.
33; DM Calderwood, “Native housing”, South African annual review: A social and economic survey of the Union year
1953, 1(1), January 1953, pp. 37-38; Central Housing Board, “Housing in urban native areas”, Race Relations 7(4),
November 1940, p. 63.
35 Vir ‘n volledige bespreking van die finansiële vermoë van stedelike swartes in Suid-Afrika gedurende die 1940’s,
bestudeer K Sevenhuysen, “Behuisingsverskaffing in Suid-Afrika gedurende die veertigerjare: Die finansiële
vermoë van stedelike swart mense in perspektief ”, Historia, 48(2), November 2003, pp. 127-142.
36 Die Van Eck-komitee - wat die behuisingsituasie gedurende 1943-1944 ondersoek het - het in sy verslag
aanbeveel dat, met inagneming van die lae gesinsinkomste van stedelike swartes, ‘n swart gesin van vyf lede
woonagtig in ‘n munisipale swart woonbuurt aan die Rand 17,67% van hulle inkomste aan huurgeld moes
betaal. Hierby moet die noodsaaklik en gedwonge uitgawe aan vervoer (vanweë die segregasie-afstand tussen
swart woonbuurtes en swart werksplekke), wat 6% van die gemiddelde maandelikse inkomste behels het, gevoeg
word. Die uitgawe aan huur en vervoer het dus 23% (teenoor die internasionaal-aanbevole 20-25%) van die
gemiddelde swart stedelike gesin se inkomste uitgemaak. Wat by hierdie berekeninge in aanmerking geneem
moet word, is dat beide die Van Eck-komitee se persentasies as die persentasies voorgehou deur die armoedeindekslyn teoreties van aard was; die werklikheid was meermale veel erger. Die goedkoopste munisipale
huisvesting aan die Rand het 20% van die swart stedelike inkomste beloop en indien die werklike vervoerkoste
in berekening gebring word, het stedelike swartes 32,5% (teenoor die internasionaal-aanbevole 20-25%) van
hulle inkomste aan huur en vervoer bestee.
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met reg beweer word dat die uitgawes aan huur en vervoer té hoog vir hulle
skamele inkomste en finansiële vermoë was.37
Die sentrale en plaaslike owerhede het dus, soos elders in die wêreld, geen
keuse gehad as om die behuising van die laagbesoldigde swart arbeiders te
subsidieer nie.38

Behuisingskostes
Hoë grondpryse, die tekort aan en hoë koste van boumateriaal, die hoë
ontwikkelings- en instandhoudingskoste van swart woonbuurtes, en die
tekort aan en hoë koste van blanke arbeid het die finansieringsverpligtinge
en -probleme van stedelike plaaslike owerhede gedurende die eerste helfte
van die twintigste eeu toenemend vererger. Dit is verder aangeblaas deur die
ekonomiese eise van die land se deelname aan die Tweede Wêreldoorlog.39
Boukoste het tussen 1938 en 1949 met 125% gestyg ― ‘n gemiddelde
styging van 11% per jaar. Die eenheidskoste van verblyfstrukture, veral dié
van ‘n subekonomiese aard, het met tussen 60% en 100%, vergeleke met die
vooroorlogse syfers, gestyg.40
Die gevolg van die geweldige toename in behuisingskoste was dat baie
stedelike plaaslike owerhede behuisingskemas vir swartes gedeeltelik of geheel
en al gestaak het. Die regering is meegedeel dat hulle nie meer in staat was om
hulle deel van die verliese van subekonomiese behuisingskemas te dra nie; dit
terwyl al hoe meer swartes die stede binnegestroom het en die behoefte aan
37 M Janisch, A study of African income and expenditure in 987 families in Johannesburg (Johannesburg, City of
Johannesburg, 1941), pp. 7, 16; M Janisch, “Health and social welfare services for natives in urban areas”, Race
Relations, 7(4), 1940, p. 83; Central Housing Board, “Housing in urban native areas”, Race Relations, 7(4), 1940,
p. 64; PH Connell et al., Native housing: A collective thesis, pp. 170-175, 196-197; HJ van Eck, Report of Housing
Committee on the state and the housing situation, pp. vi, 13, 48; E Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds), Handbook on race
relations in South Africa, pp. 269-270; E Hellmann, “Social services for urban Africans. Shall the poor carry their
own poverty?”, Race Relations Journal, November 1941, pp. 52-53.
38 Central Housing Board, “Housing in urban native areas”, Race Relations Journal, November 1940, p. 63; PH
Gúenault & RJ Randall, “Urban native housing in South Africa”, Race Relations Journal, November 1940,
pp. 79, 82; PH Connell, Sub-economic housing practice in South Africa, p. ii; South African Institute of Race
Relations, “Evidence submitted to the Native Laws Commission of Enquiry I: Urban areas”, Race Relations,
14(2), 1947, p. 30.
39 JPC Mostert, “Behuisingsprobleme van die verstedelikte swarte in Suid-Afrika, 1939-1948”, Joernaal vir Eietydse
Geskiedenis, 12(3), Desember 1987, pp. 38-39, 41-44, 50.
40 WJS Coetzee, “Die ekonomiese aspekte van naturellebehuising in Suid-Afrika”, pp. 25, 33-34, 36, 41; JPC
Mostert, “Die politieke, maatskaplike en ekonomiese implikasies van die swart verstedeliking in Suid-Afrika,
1939-1948”, p. 81; DL Smit, Verslag van die Interdepartementele Komitee in sake die maatskaplike, ekonomiese en
gesondheidstoestande van naturelle in stedelikegebiede, par. 148, p. 13.
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bekostigbare huisvesting vergroot het.41

Finansiële struikelblokke inherent aan die segregasiebeleid
Politieke en ideologiese inwerking op die ekonomiese en
behuisingsverskaffingsbeleid ― aangevuur deur die strewe na blanke
heerskappy en beskerming ― blyk duidelik in verskillende opsigte. As
verskoning vir die traagheid van stedelike plaaslike owerhede om behuising
aan die stedelike swartes binne hulle gebiede te verskaf en vir toekomstige
behuisingsprojekte te beplan en te begroot, is die tydelikheidsgedagte
aangevoer. Dit het stedelike plaaslike owerhede huiwerig gemaak om
geld op “permanente” strukture vir die “tydelike” stedelike bevolking te
bestee.42 ‘n Verdere voorbeeld is die implementering van subekonomiese
behuisingskemas, waardeur die sentrale owerheid behuising vir die armer
gedeelte van die bevolking gesubsidieer het. Dit is eers in 1936 op die armste
gedeelte van die Suid-Afrikaanse bevolking, die swartes, toegepas, nadat dit
reeds in 1930 aan verarmde blankes beskikbaar gestel is.43 Die toepassing
van finansiële segregasie aan die hand van die Swart Inkomsterekening en
die ongerymdhede wat in die bestuur daarvan voorgekom het en wat tot
nadeel van die swart stedelike bevolking was, is nog ‘n bewys van politieke

41 WH van Schalkwyk, “Die beleid van die Suid-Afrikaanse regering ten opsigte van die stedelike swartes, 19451953”, p. 170.
42 P Smit & JJ Booysen, Swart verstedeliking. Proses, patroon en strategie (Pretoria, Tafelberg-Uitgewers, 1981), pp.
21, 78; D Welsh, “The growth of towns”, M Wilson & LM Thompson (eds.), The Oxford history of South Africa
II: South Africa, 1870-1966 (Oxford, Clarendon, 1971), pp. 186, 195, 234; S Parnell, “Sanitation, segregation
and the Natives (Urban Areas) Act: African exclusion from Johannesburg’s Malay Location, 1897-1925”, Journal
of Historical Geography, 17(3), 1991, pp. 275, 276; E Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds), Handbook on race relations
in South Africa, p. 242; P Morris, A history of black housing in South Africa, pp. 29-30; MDA Baldocchi, Survey
of housing practice in the Union of South Africa, p. 65; JPC Mostert, “Behuisingsprobleme van die verstedelikte
swarte in Suid-Afrika, 1939-1948”, Joernaal vir Eietydse Geskiedenis, 12(3), Desember 1987, p. 29.
43 P Smit & JJ Booysen, Swart verstedeliking. Proses, patroon en strategie, pp. 21, 78; E Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds),
Handbook on race relations in South Africa, pp. 242-243; JPC Mostert, “Behuisingsprobleme van die verstedelikte
swarte in Suid-Afrika, 1939-1948”, Joernaal vir Eietydse Geskiedenis 12(3), Desember 1987, p. 27.
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en ideologiese manipulering.44 Die praktiese en finansiële probleme wat met
die deurvoering van woonbuurtskeiding ondervind is en waarmee, ondanks
ernstige struikelblokke, hardnekkig volgehou is, beklemtoon nogeens die
geweldige mag en impak van politieke en ideologiese oorwegings.45 So het
die Smit-komitee in 1942 verklaar dat indien totale skeiding toegepas moes
word, meer as een derde van die swart stedelike bevolking verskuif en weer
gehuisves moes word.46 Die ekonomiese implikasies hiervan, gesien teen die
nypende behuisingstekort en die swak toestand van die bestaande “tydelike”
verblyfstrukture, het die teorie van skeiding en tydelikheid onwerklik en
onbereikbaar laat voorkom. Dit was duidelik dat die halfeeulange najaag
van die onbereikbare segregasie-ideaal, gebrekkige beplanning vir die
toekoms (en nie net vir die onmiddellike behoeftes nie), en onvoldoende
finansiële bronne om die segregasiebeleid prakties tot uitvoer te bring, teen
1948 tot ‘n benarde swart stedelike behuisingsituasie aanleiding gegee het.

44 Union of South Africa, Act 21 of 1923, pp. 154, 156; ME van Zyl, “Swart verstedeliking in Vereeniging, 19231960” , pp. 149-158; PH Gúenalt & RJ Randall, “Some financial aspects of urban native segregation in South
Africa”, Race Relations, November 1940, pp. 95-96, 98-100; E Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds), Handbook on race
relations in South Africa, pp. 232, 260-262; P Morris, A history of black housing in South Africa, pp. 14, 25-26,
34-35; TRH Davenport, “African townsmen? South African Natives (Urban Areas) legislation through the years”,
African Affairs, 68(271), April 1969, pp. 96, 99; GA Brand, “Administratiewe vraagstukke in verband met die
stadsnaturel”, pp. 142-145, 158; DL Smit, Verslag van die Interdepartementele Komitee in sake die maatskaplike,
ekonomiese en gesondheidstoestande van naturelle in stedelikegebiede, par. 11, p. 1, para. 102-103, p. 9, par. 139, p. 12,
para. 170-171, p. 15, par. 200, p. 17, para. 201-202, p. 17 & par. 203, pp. 17-18; WH van Schalkwyk, “Die beleid
van die Suid-Afrikaanse regering ten opsigte van die stedelike swartes, 1945-1953”, pp. 173-174; PH Connell et
al., Native housing: A collective thesis, pp. 189-190; FA Saunders, Native Economic Commission, 1931. Urban native
areas. Notes upon section 7, paragraphs (2), (5) and (8), p. 13; South African Institute of Race Relations, “Evidence
submitted to the Native Laws Commission of Enquiry I: Urban areas”, Race Relations, 14(2), 1947, p. 31; E
Hellmann, “Social services for urban Africans. Shall the poor carry their own poverty?” Race Relations, November
1941, p. 54.
45 Union of South Africa, Act 25 of 1930, pp. 196, 198; GH Pirie, “African township railways and the South African
state, 1902-1963”, Journal of Historical Geography, 13(3), July 1987, pp. 293-294; MM Khosa, “Changing patterns
of “black” bus subsidies in the apartheid city, 1944-1986”, GeoJournal, 22(3), 1990, pp. 251-252; AJ Cutten,
“The planning of a native township”, Race Relations Journal, 18(2), 1951, p. 74; S Parnell, “Racial segregation in
Johannesburg: The Slums Act, 1934-1939”, The South African Geographical Journal, 70(2), September 1988, pp.
112-115, 118-119, 123; DL Smit, Verslag van die Interdepartementele Komitee in sake die maatskaplike, ekonomiese
en gesondheidstoestande van naturelle in stedelikegebiede, para. 93-94, p. 8; HJ van Eck, Report of Housing Committee
on the state and the housing situation, p. 13; S Parnell, “Sanitation, segregation and the Natives (Urban Areas) Act:
African exclusion from Johannesburg’s Malay Location, 1897-1925”, Journal of Historical Geography, 17(3), 1991,
pp. 271, 284, 285.
46 D Welsh, “The growth of towns”, M Wilson & LM Thompson, The Oxford history of South Africa II: South Africa,
1870-1966, p. 239; E Hellmann & L Abrahams (eds), Handbook on race relations in South Africa, p. 244; DL Smit,
Verslag van die Interdepartementele Komitee in sake die maatskaplike, ekonomiese en gesondheidstoestande van naturelle
in stedelikegebiede, par. 155, pp. 13-14.
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Gevallestudie: Port Elizabeth ― “wanneer meer minder kos”
Die wyse waarop die Port Elizabethse plaaslike owerheid gedurende die laat
1930’s en vroeë 1940’s hulle finansiële verpligting en verantwoordelikheid
teenoor behuisingsverskaffing aan hulle stedelike swartes nagekom het,
bewys dat die nakoming van hierdie verpligtinge, ten spyte van finansiële
verliese, ‘n wins vir die totale stedelike bevolking teweeggebring het. Port
Elizabeth het hiervolgens, vergeleke met die res van die land, waarlik
‘n merkwaardige en heel waarskynlik ‘n unieke rekord en reputasie van
progressiewe behuisingsverskaffing gehad. Hierdie standpunt is nie net deur
die propagandamasjien van die plaaslike owerheid gehandhaaf nie, maar
ook deur die sentrale owerheid. Die Adjunk-Eerste Minister en Minister
van Naturellesake, Deneys Reitz,47 het in 1941 die stad se “gigantic social
achievement” as die “closest approach to a municipal miracle I have seen”48
beskryf. Ook die Minister van Binnelandse Sake en Openbare Gesondheid,
Harry Gordon Lawrence,49 was in 1941 ‘n soortgelyke mening toegedaan.
Hy het McNamee Vilage in Port Elizabeth as ‘n “model for the whole
country”50 beskryf. Voorts het Port Elizabeth dieselfde, dalk selfs erger,
behuisingsprobleme en –uitdagings gehad as ander Suid-Afrikaanse stede.
Korsten ― “die ergste krotbuurt in die wêreld”
Aan die begin van die twintigste eeu is die inwoners van die swart
woonbuurtes in Port Elizabeth, weens die uitbreek van ‘n plaag (waarskynlik
builepes), deur die owerhede gedwing om te verskuif. Baie van die verskuifde
inwoners het verkies om hulle in ‘n gebied bekend as Korsten te vestig. Korsten
het op daardie stadium buite die munisipale grense geval.51 By Korsten het
geleidelik, sonder munisipale beheer of dienslewering van enige aard, ‘n groot
woonbuurt ontwikkel waar 22 000 blankes, kleurlinge en swartes deurmekaar
in uiters onhigiëniese toestande gewoon het. Korsten is in ‘n stadium as die
47 (Available at: http://fromtheold.com/south-africa.html), as accessed on 25 May 2011.
48 G Baines, “The politics of welfare: The provision of housing and services in New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, c. 19201944”, Kronos, 22, 1995, p. 88.
49 (Available at: http://fromtheold.com/south-africa.html), as accessed on 25 May 2011.
50 G Baines, “The politics of welfare: The provision of housing and services in New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, c. 19201944”, Kronos, 22, 1995, p. 105.
51 G Baines, “A progressive South African city? Port Elizabeth and influx control, ca. 1923-1953”, Journal of
Urban History, November 2004, p. 80; GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 19031953. The Detroit of the Union, pp. 69-71; HO Terblanche, “Die Afrikaner in Port Elizabeth, 1902-1937: ‘n
Kultuurhistoriese ondersoek”, p. 65.
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ergste krotbuurt nie net in Suid-Afrika nie, maar in die wêreld bestempel waar
swaarkry gedy het. Vir baie jare het die inwoners en plaaslike owerheid van
Port Elizabeth die bestaan van hierdie woonbuurt geïgnoreer en geweier om
verantwoordelikheid vir hierdie onhigiëniese woonbuurt te aanvaar, ten spyte
daarvan dat die meerderheid van die inwoners van Korsten in Port Elizabeth
werksaam was.52 Die hopeloosheid en moedeloosheid van die situasie blyk
duidelik uit die volgende beskrywing: “The inhabitants of Port Elizabeth
looked on helplessly, horrified at the nightmare, yet frustrated by the feeling
that the evil was past curing, and that nothing could be done”.53

Die koste van krotbuurtinstandhouding en -opruiming
In 1931 is die stadsraad van Port Elizabeth tog oortuig om sy grense te
verskuif sodat Korsten binne die munisipale grense sou val. Die finansiële
implikasies om die krotbuurt op te ruim en alternatiewe huisvesting op te rig,
is as so omvangryk ervaar en as hoegenaamd nie bekostigbaar beskou nie dat
vir die volgende vyf jaar niks aan die krotbuurt gedoen is nie.54
Gedurende die vyf jaar waartydens niks aan die krotbuurt gedoen is nie,
het die onderhoudskoste van ‘n krotbuurt binne die munisipale grense al hoe
duideliker geword. Die inkomste uit Korsten het jaarliks ₤10 00055 beloop,
terwyl die uitgawes die inkomste ver oorskry het. Die grootste uitgawe was
aan gesondheidsdienste, weens die oorbevolking en onhigiëniese toestande in
Korsten. Die koste van gesondheidsdienste het van ₤18 000 in 1929 tot ₤40
000 in 1938 gestyg. In 1938 het die plaag weer in Korsten uitgebreek wat ‘n
bykomende uitgawe van ₤28 000 tot gevolg gehad het. Die stedelike plaaslike
owerheid is met die finansiële werklikheid van die koste van ‘n krotbuurt
gekonfronteer. ‘n Krotbuurt was ‘n duur luukse wat nie bekostig kon word nie.
Om van die finansiële uitgawe van krotbuurtopruiming terug te deins, het die
situasie net vererger en geweldige finansiële uitgawes aan gesondheidsdienste
52 EM Holland, “An experiment in slum clearance”, Race Relations, 7(4), November 1940, p. 70; A Schauder, A social
and housing policy for the urban Bantu..., p. 3; A Schauder, “Generous housing for South Africa’s natives”, Optima,
3(4), December 1953, p. 2; G Baines, “A progressive South African city? Port Elizabeth and influx control, ca.
1923-1953”, Journal of Urban History, November 2004, pp. 81, 98; HO Terblanche, “Die Afrikaner in Port
Elizabeth, 1902-1937: ‘n Kultuurhistoriese ondersoek”, p. 66.
53 A Schauder, “Generous housing for South Africa’s natives”, Optima, 3(4), December 1953, p. 2.
54 EM Holland, “An experiment in slum clearance”, Race Relations, 7(4), November 1940, p. 70; A Schauder, A social
and housing policy for the urban Bantu..., p. 4.
55 Afgeronde syfers word in hierdie voorbeeld verskaf sodat die finansiële besonderhede makliker vergelyk- en
verstaanbaar is.
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teweeggebring.56
Reeds in 1936 het die Port Elizabethse stedelike plaaslike owerheid ‘n skema
uitgewerk waardeur hulle wou bewys dat die stedelike plaaslike owerheid,
sonder bykomende finansiële hulp van regeringskant, dit nie kon bekostig
om die bykans 29 000 inwoners57 van Korsten te hervestig en te huisves nie.
Volgens beplanning sou die krotbuurtopruiming ₤1 500 000 beloop. Hierdie
bedrag het die oprigting van drie woonbuurtes — een vir blankes (Holland
Park), een vir kleurlinge (Schauder Township, Korsten) en een vir swartes
(McNamee Model Native Village, New Brighton) — bestaande uit 5 000 huise,
behels. Dit het ook ₤274 000 vir die kapitale koste van dienste ingesluit.58
Die regering het in November 193659 ingestem om die skema te help
finansier. Die regering het ook die persentasie verlies wat deur die stedelike
plaaslike owerheid gedra moes word tot 1¼% verminder. Of anders gestel,
die stedelike plaaslike owerheid moes toe net die helfte van die verliesbedrag
(2½%) wat deur die sentrale owerheid gedra is, gedek het. Die Port
Elizabethse plaaslike owerheid het ook onderneem om voortaan verliese in die
Swart Inkomsterekening wat weens die oprigting van swart subekonomiese
behuising veroorsaak is, jaarliks te verminder deur die oordrag van fondse uit
die Algemene Inkomsterekening.60
Die Departement van Naturellesake het voorts die swart huurders van
Port Elizabeth beskerm deur te bepaal dat swart huurders nie meer as 16s.
(11½% van die gemiddelde maandelikse inkomste) per maand kon betaal
nie. In die lig hiervan moes die stedelike plaaslike owerheid met uitermate
streng ekonomiese beplanning in die oprigting van huise te werk gegaan het.
Die rede hiervoor was dat genoemde huurbedrag nie net vir die uitgawes aan
56 EM Holland, “An experiment in slum clearance”, Race Relations, 7(4), November 1940, p. 70; A Schauder, A social
and housing policy for the urban Bantu..., p. 4.
57 Korsten se totale bevolking het in 1936 op 28 944 gestaan: 5 359 blankes, 8 164 kleurlinge, 14 912 swartes en
509 Indiërs.
58 EM Holland, “An experiment in slum clearance”, Race Relations, 7(4), November 1940, p. 70; A Schauder, A
social and housing policy for the urban Bantu..., p. 5, supplementary information, pp. 5, 9; G Baines, “The politics
of welfare: the provision of housing and services in New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, c. 1920-1944”, Kronos, 22,
1995, pp. 88, 104; GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit
of the Union, pp. 83, 167; HO Terblanche, “Die Afrikaner in Port Elizabeth, 1902-1937: ‘n Kultuurhistoriese
ondersoek”, p. 101.
59 Die stedelike plaaslike owerheid sou reeds voor 1936 vir subekonomiese lenings kon kwalifiseer, weliswaar teen
‘n hoër rentekoers, aangesien die lening vir die opruiming van ‘n krotbuurt en die hervestiging van die inwoners
aangewend is waarvoor reeds sedert 1934 voorsiening gemaak is.
60 G Baines, “The politics of welfare: the provision of housing and services in New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, c. 19201944”, Kronos, 22, 1995, p. 104; GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953.
The Detroit of the Union, p. 83.
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huisvesting nie, maar ook vir die uitgawes aan munisipale dienste aangewend
moes word. Die stedelike plaaslike owerheid het hierdie bykans onmoontlike
taak deur vasberadenheid en moed met ekonomiese sukses deurgevoer
deurdat drie riglyne voor oë gehou is. Eerstens is geen kompensasiekoste aan
die verhuurders in die krotbuurtes betaal nie, omdat hulle hulle uitgawes
dubbel en dwars verhaal het uit die buitensporige huurgeld wat hulle vereis
het. Tweedens was die huise wat opgerig is, ook redelik klein wat die boukoste
per eenheid tot die minimum beperk het. Die swart huurders was nogtans
tevrede, omdat die stedelike plaaslike owerheid nie net leë huise verskaf
het nie, maar ook huishoudelike geriewe en dienste. Derdens is ‘n redelike
verhouding tussen die koste van huise (₤130 vir tweekamer- en ₤167 vir
driekamerhuise) en die vermoë van die voornemende huurders (huurgeld van
14s. en 16s. onderskeidelik per maand) gehandhaaf,. Die huurgeld in die res
van die land vir soortgelyke huise was nooit minder as ₤1 per maand nie.61
McNamee Village was ‘n groot verbetering vergeleke met die ouer gedeeltes
van New Brighton. Baie gevestigde inwoners van die ouer woonbuurtes in
New Brighton het verkies om na die nuwe gedeelte te verhuis. Daar blyk dus
wel ‘n mate van regverdiging te wees vir die veelbesproke aanspraak van die
plaaslike owerheid dat McNamee Village in sekere opsigte ‘n “model” swart
woonbuurt was62, of dan die “beste voorbeeld” van ‘n swart woonbuurt.
Wat was dan die wins en verlies ― finansieel en sosiaal-maatskaplik ―
van hierdie krotbuurtopruiming en die oprigting van woonbuurtes vir die
stedelike plaaslike owerheid en die inwoners van Port Elizabeth?

Krotbuurtopruiming: Finansiële verliese
Die finansiële situasie vir die totale skema het soos volg daar uitgesien: ‘n
Bedrag van ₤1 500 000 is van die staat geleen. Die verlies wat die stedelike
plaaslike owerheid moes dra het op ‘n bedrag van ₤37 000 per jaar neergekom
het. Dit het die verskil tussen die jaarlikse uitgawe van ₤110 000 en die
beraamde jaarlikse inkomste uit huurgeld van ₤73 000 beloop. Van die
61 EM Holland, “An experiment in slum clearance”, Race Relations, 7(4), November 1940, p. 71; Anon, “Here and
there among the local authorities: P.E.’s housing lessons”, Munisipale Aangeleenthede, September 1944, p. 9; A
Schauder, A social and housing policy for the urban Bantu, pp. 4-5, 6, 12; supplementary information pp. 11, 1415; M Janisch, A study of African income and expenditure in 987 families in Johannesburg, p. 4; G Baines, “The
politics of welfare: the provision of housing and services in New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, c. 1920-1944”, Kronos,
22, 1995, pp. 105, 106-107.
62 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, p. 91.
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bogenoemde beraamde jaarlikse uitgawe is ‘n bedrag van ₤35 000 jaarliks
aan die Algemene Belasting- en Watervoorsieningsfonds vir dienste gelewer,
betaal. Met ander woorde, alhoewel die jaarlikse verlies van ₤37 000 uit die hef
van belastings (hoofsaaklik op die blanke bevolking) verhaal moes word, het
die woonbuurtes tog jaarliks ₤35 000 tot die fonds bygedra wat die inwoners
van die ou krotbuurt nooit bygedra het nie.63
Wanneer spesifiek na die jaarlikse inkomste en uitgawes van die swart
woonbuurt gekyk word, moes die Port Elizabethse stedelike plaaslike owerheid
weliswaar dubbeld die verlies wat aanvanklik gemeen is, gedra het, grootliks
vanweë die oorlogtydse styging in boukoste. Anders as die gebruik by die
meerderheid stedelike plaaslike owerhede het die Port Elizabethse plaaslike
owerheid nie hierdie verlies van die Swart Inkomsterekening verhaal nie,
maar volgens die ooreenkoms met die Departement van Naturellesake van
die Algemene Inkomsterekening. Nietemin, indien die totale jaarlikse verlies
vir die drie woonbuurtes (₤37 000 in 1940 en ₤43 000 in 1944) teen slegs die
jaarlikse mediese uitgawes (₤40 000 in 1938 plus ‘n verdere ₤28 000 weens
die uitbreek van die plaag = ₤68 000) voortspruitend uit die krotbuurt gemeet
word, blyk die “wins” duidelik. Voorts sou die swart woonbuurt na die 40-jaar
leningsdelgingstydperk deel van die bates van die Swart Inkomsterekening
(en die swart inwoners) geword het, wat eweneens ‘n beter situasie as in die
krotbuurt van Korsten tot gevolg sou hê.64
Ekonomiese omstandighede gedurende die Tweede Wêreldoorlogtydperk het
toenemend die vordering met die subekonomiese bouprogram gekniehalter.
‘n Toename in kostes (‘n 50% toename in boumateriaalkoste in die
driejaarperiode van 1939-1942 en toenames in die koste van arbeid), ‘n tekort
aan boumateriaal, en die nie-beskikbaarheid van staatsfondse het probleme
geskep. Dit was spoedig duidelik dat die aanvanklike kosteberamings by
verre te konserwatief was en dat in sommige gevalle, weens die oorlogtydse
ekonomiese omstandighede, die finale koste per huis die tenderprys met 50%
oorskry het. Die gemiddelde oorskryding was ₤40 per struktuur of 22%

63 EM Holland, “An experiment in slum clearance”, Race Relations, 7(4), November 1940, p. 71.
64 EM Holland, “An experiment in slum clearance”, Race Relations, 7(4), November 1940, pp. 72-73; HJ van Eck,
Report of Housing Committee on the state and the housing situation, pp. 28, 74; G Baines, “The politics of welfare: The
provision of housing and services in New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, c. 1920-1944”, Kronos, 22, 1995, pp. 108-109;
GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, pp. 170,
172.
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(₤183 teenoor ₤223).65
Ten spyte van hierdie ernstige finansiële en logistieke struikelblokke, het die
Port Elizabethse plaaslike owerheid ‘n dapper en vasberade besluit geneem om
die stad se behuisingstekort te probeer beredder en terselfdertyd residensiële
segregasie te versterk.66 Daar is gehoop dat hierdie projek as model kon dien
en kon bewys hoe geskik en koste-effektief die daarstelling van subekonomiese
huisvesting met gebruikmaking van subekonomiese lenings kon wees. Die
aanvanklike entoesiasme en hoop wat vir die projek gekoester is, het mettertyd
voor stygende kostes en gevolglike verliese gestaan. Tog het hierdie plaaslike
owerheid steeds probeer om menslik en eties met sy swart stedelike inwoners
om te gaan.67

Krotbuurtopruiming: Maatskaplike winste
Benewens die finansiële winste het die uitgawes en moeite wat deur
die stedelike plaaslike owerheid van Port Elizabeth aangegaan is, volgens
plaaslike owerheidspropoganda, voordele vir die welsyn, gesondheid, moreel,
en ekonomiese produktiwiteit van sowel die blanke as die swart stedelike
bevolking ingehou.
Misdaad, veral jeugmisdaad, het tot met die einde van die Tweede
Wêreldoorlog afgeneem.68 Die voorkoms van die hoogs-aansteeklike
tuberkulose het ook ‘n noemenswaardig afname getoon. Uitgawes aan
hospitalisering en ander maatskaplike dienste het afgeneem en gevolglik het
arbeiderproduktiwiteit toegeneem. Swartes het hulle nuwe huise met blomen groentetuine omring, wat klaarblyklik hulle oorwegend positiewe belewing
van hulle nuwe omgewing weerspieël het.69
65 G Baines, “The politics of welfare: The provision of housing and services in New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, c.
1920-1944”, Kronos, 22, 1995, pp. 107-110; GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa,
1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, pp. 88-89, 171-176.
66 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, p. 90.
67 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, pp.
178-179.
68 G Baines, “Community resistance and collective violence: The Port Elizabeth Defiance Campaign and the 1952
New Brighton riots”, South African Historical Journal, 34, May 1996, p. 48.
69 EM Holland, “An experiment in slum clearance”, Race Relations, 7(4), November 1940, pp. 71-72; A Schauder, A
social and housing policy for the urban Bantu, pp. 8-9; supplementary information, p. 11; A Schauder, “Generous
housing for South Africa’s natives”, Optima, 3(4), December 1953, pp. 3-4, 7; G Baines, “Community resistance
and collective violence: The Port Elizabeth Defiance Campaign and the 1952 New Brighton riots”, South African
Historical Journal, 34, May 1996, pp. 41, 42; GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa,
1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, pp. 91-92.
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‘n Anonieme skrywer het na ‘n besoek aan McNamee Village in die vroeë
1940’s in ‘n bydrae tot The South African Outlook beweer dat hy “‘a wholesome
house pride’’’ en ‘n “‘self-respect and standard of living that were almost
unbelieveable’” ervaar het. Hierdie idilliese beskrywing eggo die propaganda
van die plaaslike owerheid wat daarop geroem het dat McNamee Village nie
sy gelyke in Suid-Afrika gehad het nie.70
George Pemba, ‘n selfopgeleide kunstenaar, bekend as die “vader van
township-kuns” en vir sy realisme, was in die swart woonbuurt woonagtig. Hy
het ‘n waterverfskildery (kyk Voorstelling 1) geverf met ‘n soortgelyke idilliese
uitbeelding wat as ‘n swart indruk van die model swart woonbuurt by Port
Elizabeth beskou is. Schauder het beweer dat dit as ‘n spontane eerbetoon
aan die blanke owerhede wat gemaklike en aantreklike behuising verskaf
het, beskou kan word.71 Swart inwoners van Port Elizabeth het aan hom die
eretitel van Sonceba (“man of mercy/man van genade”) vir sy bydrae gegee.
Hulle het ook ‘n skildery (kyk Voorstelling 2) van homself as burgemeester,
deur die skilder George Pemba, aan hom oorhandig.72
Voorstelling 1: Waterverfskildery geverf deur George Pemba wat sy indruk van Port Elizabeth
se model swart woonbuurt weergee

Bron: A Schauder, “Generous housing for South Africa’s natives”, Optima, 3(4), December 1953,
70 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, p. 306.
71 A Schauder, “Generous housing for South Africa’s natives”, Optima, 3(4), December 1953, p. 2.
72 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, p. 96.
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opposite p. 2.

Voorstelling 2: Inwoners van Port Elizabeth se model swart woonbuurt oorhandig ‘n skildery
van Adolf Schauder aan hom, geskilder deur George Pemba

Bron: GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the
Union (New York, The Edwin Mellen Press, 2002), pages with illustrations after p. 98.

Die joernalis Jimmy Matyu, wat as kind in McNamee Village woonagtig
was, het sy belewinge in Shadows of the past: memories of Jabavu Road, New
Brighton verwoord: Gedurende die eerste paar jaar van die woonbuurt se
bestaan was dit ‘n netjiese goedbeplande omgewing, waartydens die plaaslike
owerheid moeite gedoen het met die versorging en instandhouding van die
gebied. Elke jaar voor die vakansieperiode is heinings geknip en mure wit
afgekalk, ook net voor die koninklike besoek in 1947 (kyk Voorstelling 3).73
Voorstelling 3: ‘n Straattoneel van Port Elizabeth se model swart woonbuurt, ca. 1954

Bron: A Schauder, “Generous housing for South Africa’s natives”, Lantern, April 1954, p. 382.
73 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, p. 306.
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Schauder het hom soos volg oor die “totale wins” van hierdie opruimings- en
hervestigingsprojek uitgelaat:
[o]n many occasions we hear complaints about the so-called “losses” on
housing. Let me tell you that it is cheaper to build houses for the people than
to build gaols, hospitals and mental asylums and to run them. We have proved
that Native housing is worth-while, and that the Native reacts favourably to
the improved environment[,]
... and that the benefits to the community as a whole are also great.74
... South Africa has reached the stage where we must no longer ask: “Can we
afford rehousing?’ but rather: ‘How much longer will we as a Nation be able to
afford slums?”75

Hy was ook van mening dat die sogenaamde verliese wat deur plaaslike
owerhede met subekonomiese behuisingskemas gely is, ‘n denkfout behels
het:
Money spent on housing is the finest investment any community can make
… [it] pays for itself directly [by rentals] and indirectly through savings on
expensive health, hospital and prison services, through preservation of family life
and through the increase in workers’ reliability and efficiency. I make the bold
claim that, even if we provided low-cost housing for the workers free of charge,
the benefits to the nation directly and indirectly would more than offset the cost.76

Na-oorlogse probleme dapper aangepak
Hierdie oorwegend positiewe situasie in Port Elizabeth gedurende die
einde van die dertiger- en begin van die veertigerjare is deur die swart
verstedelikings- en toestromingsgevolge van die Tweede Wêreldoorlog se
versnelde industrialisasieproses, soos in ander stedelike sentra, hoofsaaklik
negatief beïnvloed.77 Na afloop van die Tweede Wêreldoorlog het Port
Elizabeth gevolglik ook met oorvol swart woonbuurtes en ‘n onvoldoende
swart huisvestingsituasie gesit, hoewel in ‘n mindere mate as ander stedelike
plaaslike owerhede.78

74
75
76
77
78

A Schauder, A social and housing policy for the urban Bantu, pp. 8-9.
A Schauder, A social and housing policy for the urban Bantu, supplementary information p. 15.
GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, p. 176.
JJD Burt, Post War Housing in Port Elizabeth with special reference to native housing (Port Elizabeth, 1949), p. 3.
JPC Mostert, “Die politieke, maatskaplike en ekonomiese implikasies van die swart verstedeliking in Suid-Afrika,
1939-1948”, , pp. 92-93, 199.
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Die Port Elizabethse plaaslike owerheid is egter met ‘n vooroorlogse
sielkundige nalatenskap gelaat wat hulle die moed gegee het om die naoorlogse probleme te takel. Daar was ‘n geloof van “‘it can be done’ if there
is the necessary goodwill and determination”79 en “… we did not give in”80.
Dit wat in die 1930’s en 1940’s onoorkomelik gelyk het, het hulle met
samewerking, deursettingsvermoë en vasberadenheid omskep in ‘n swart
woonbuurt wat as voorbeeld vir die res van die land kon dien. Daarom het
hulle in die na-oorlogse jare vasberade met verskillende boumetodes, onder
meer deur die gebruikmaking van opgeleide swart bouers, en boumateriaal
(dunner baksteenmure, bakstene gemaak uit as en sement, houthuise)
geëksperimenteer om stygende boukoste te verminder.81

Samevatting
In die praktiese uitvoering van swart stedelike behuisingsverskaffingsverpligtinge is die stedelike plaaslike owerhede met ekonomiese en ideologiese
struikelblokke gekonfronteer. Dit was dikwels in omvang so groot en
oorweldigend dat hierdie owerhede selde die moed, oortuiging én die
finansiële middele gehad het om dié probleme suksesvol die hoof te bied.
Te midde van hierdie donker en neerslagtige prentjie het die optrede van die
Port Elizabethse plaaslike owerheid ‘n sprankie hoop verskaf. Waarom was die
amptenare van hierdie plaaslike owerheid bereid om die taak aan te pak om
die “ergste krotbuurt in die wêreld” op te ruim en alternatiewe huisvesting vir
die veelrassige inwoners daarvan op te rig?
Raadslid Schauder het sekere kernaspekte as die grondslag vir die sukses
van Port Elizabeth se swart behuisingsverskaffing voor die uitbreek van die
Tweede Wêreldoorlog geïdentifiseer, naamlik dat daar vasberadenheid (en nie
apatie, soos by baie ander plaaslike owerhede nie) en goedgesindheid tussen
die belangegroepe was om die behuisingskemas deur te voer; dat daar nie
onnodige uitgawes was nie; dat elke ras in sy eie aparte woonbuurt gehuisves is
wat alle betrokke partye gelukkiger gelaat het; dat boukontrakte so toegedeel
is dat kompeterende pryse gehandhaaf kon word; dat van die aanbod van
79 A Schauder, “Generous housing for South Africa’s natives”, Optima, 3(4), December 1953, p. 7.
80 A Schauder, A social and housing policy for the urban Bantu, p. 7.
81 A Schauder, “Generous housing for South Africa’s natives”, Optima, 3(4), December 1953, p. 3; A Schauder, A
social and housing policy for the urban Bantu, p. 7; JJD Burt, Post War Housing in Port Elizabeth with special reference
to native housing, pp. 1, 4-5, 12-13, 19.
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die regering vir subekonomiese lenings gebruik gemaak is —‘n vergunning
wat baie min ander stedelike plaaslike owerhede van gebruik gemaak het; en
dat die samewerking en goeie werksverhouding tussen die Departemente van
Behuising, Naturellesake en die regering alle struikelblokke uit die weggeruim
het.82 Schauder identifiseer ‘n belangrike voorwaarde vir die oprigting van
swart stedelike behuising, naamlik die gebruikmaking van subekonomiese
lenings wat deur die sentrale regering beskikbaar gestel is. Bittermin plaaslike
owerhede het van hierdie lenings gebruik gemaak. Aan die begin van die
veertigerjare het slegs 41 stedelike plaaslike owerhede om subekonomiese
befondsing aansoek gedoen, terwyl daar 267 erkende swart woonbuurtes was
waarvoor aansoek gedoen kon word.83 Die huiwering onder stedelike plaaslike
owerhede om vir subekonomiese lenings aansoek te doen, was klaarblyklik
vanweë die algemeen-aanvaarde opvatting dat plaaslike owerhede steeds groot
verliese sou ly. Dan sou hulle die tekorte in die Swart Inkomsterekening uit die
Algemene Inkomsterekening moes delg wat weer die blanke belastingbetalers
die harnas kon injaag.84 Die Port Elizabethse plaaslike owerheid het inderdaad
tekorte in die Swart Inkomsterekening uit die Algemene Inkomsterekening
gedelg. Die plaaslike owerheid is geprys vir sy “liberal” en “far-sighted policy
for not being bound by the [in]capacity of the African population to pay for
their own housing”.85
‘n Belangrike eienskap van Schauder en sy ander hulpvaardige kollegas86 in
beheer van die behuisingskemas in Port Elizabeth was ‘n liberale humanitêre
en selfs paternalistiese bewussyn.87 Hiervolgens was blankes vir swartes
verantwoordelik en moes blankes swartes help. Almal was mense met ‘n
basiese behoefte aan skuiling en beskerming; dit was dus ‘n “human duty”.88
In die woorde van Schauder: “My point of view is that of the ordinary man
who loves his fellow man, and who feels that the provision of homes for the
people is something that can unite us all, irrespective of political outlook
or other so-called differences”.89 Schauder het dit duidelik gemaak dat dit
geen maklike taak was nie, maar dat die toewyding van ‘n paar amptenare die
82 A Schauder, “Generous housing for South Africa’s natives”, Optima, 3(4), December 1953, pp. 3 & 4; A Schauder,
A social and housing policy for the urban Bantu, pp. 5-6, 7.
83 DL Smit, Verslag van die Interdepartementele Komitee in sake die maatskaplike, ekonomiese en gesondheidstoestande van
naturelle in stedelikegebiede, par. 173, p. 15.
84 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, p. 170.
85 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, p. 170.
86 A Schauder, “Generous housing for South Africa’s natives”, Optima, 3(4), December 1953, p. 1.
87 A Schauder, “Eliminating South Africa’s native slums”, Optima, 6(4), 1956, p. 122.
88 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, p. 176.
89 A Schauder, “Generous housing for South Africa’s natives”, Optima, 3(4), December 1953, p. 1.
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deurslag gegee het:
I can testify from experience in Port Elizabeth that only the greatest devotion,
courage and ability of a few officials can make a success of housing for the poorer
sections. Professional skill is essential, but alone it is not enough. A man must
possess God-given faith, and the strength to endure to the end and win through.90

Die liberale en menslike beeld van die Port Elizabethse plaaslike owerheid is
deur sommige historici in twyfel getrek. Jennifer Robinson, in haar werk “The
power of apartheid: territoriality and state power in South African cities — Port
Elizabeth, 1923-1972”,91 beskuldig die Port Elizabethse plaaslike owerheid
van paternalisme en suinigheid in sy omgang met die swart bevolking onder
sy beheer. Sy verklaar ook dat dié owerheid se reputasie as ‘n liberale owerheid
‘n blote voorwendsel was. Baines weerspreek haar uitspraak oor suinigheid in
die sin dat die owerheid meer subekonomiese huise aan swartes as aan ander
bevolkingsgroepe verskaf het. Soos baie ander plaaslike owerhede maar te goed
ervaar het, moes die Port Elizabethse plaaslike owerheid ook voortdurend ‘n
balanseertoertjie tussen ekonomiese eise en welsynsverpligtinge uitvoer. Hy is
wel van mening dat die stadsvaders se uitprake dat hulle na die belange van
die swartes omgesien het aan paternalisme gegrens het en geuiter is om die
beeld van die stad te bevorder. Volgens Baines was blankes as burgers van die
land op sekere voordele, soos behuising, van die staat geregtig, terwyl swartes
as welsynsgevalle wat deur goedhartige blankes van behuising voorsien is,
beskou is.92
Die vraag is nou of dit nie juis die paternalistiese blankes was wat ‘n
verantwoordelikheid ervaar het om na swartes om te sien nie? Paternalisme,
met sy positiewe en negatiewe kenmerke en gevolge, was ingewortel in die
tydsgees en denkwyse van die eerste helfte van die twintigste eeu. En wat
presies het “liberaal” gedurende die eerste helfte van die twintigste eeu behels?
Beslis nie gelyke regte en gelykheid vir almal nie.93 Die liberalisme binne die
Port Elizabethse plaaslike owerheid was meer gemik op pragmatisme as op
die aanhang van beginsels. Hulle liberalisme het ook weinig met politiek te
make gehad, eerder meer met menslikheid.94 Vir die liberale raadslede wat die
90 A Schauder, “Eliminating South Africa’s native slums”, Optima, 6(4), 1956, p. 126.
91 (Ph.D Thesis, Cambridge University, 1990); G Baines, “The politics of welfare: The provision of housing and
services in New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, c. 1920-1944”, Kronos, 22, 1995, p. 90
92 G Baines, “The politics of welfare: The provision of housing and services in New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, c. 19201944”, Kronos, 22, 1995, pp. 90, 92.
93 G Baines, “A progressive South African city? Port Elizabeth and influx control, ca. 1923-1953”, Journal of Urban
History, November 2004, p. 87.
94 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, p. 45.
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behuisingsprogram bestuur en aangedryf het, “liberalism seems to have been
synon[o]ymous with such qualities as a sense of fair play and justice”.95 Hulle
het geglo dat “local authorities had an obligation and social responsibility to
provide adequate accommodation for African laborers”.96
Was Port Elizabeth inderdaad ‘n uitsondering op die reël of is sy uniekheid
deur propaganda oordryf? Wat was die beweegredes agter die optrede van
amptenare? Dat Port Elizabeth wel ‘n erge krotbuurt opgeruim en te midde
van moeilike finansiële oorlogsomstandighede drie beter woonbuurtes vir
die krotbuutbewoners opgerig het, kan nie ontken word nie. Was dit ‘n
uitsonderlike prestasie of bloot net die uitvoering van ‘n stedelike plaaslike
owerheid se basiese verpligtinge? Dit was uitsonderlik gemeet aan ander
apatiese stedelike plaaslike owerhede wat voor die omvang van hulle taak geswig
het. Die optrede van die Port Elizabethse plaaslike owerheid wys duidelik dat
binne die segregasiekonteks met sy wette, regulasies en ontmensliking van
swartes tot blote arbeidskommoditeite, daar soms wel ‘n hart geklop het en
menslikheid te midde van ‘n strakke beleid was. Dit wys voorts dat daar wel
empatie en ‘n verantwoordelikheidsin was, al het dit eerder op pragmatisme
as beginsels berus en al was dit dan geklee in paternalisme en misbruik vir die
beeldbouing van ‘n plaaslike owerheid. Maar sulke beeldboupropoganda kon
nie net selfsugtig van aard gewees het nie; daarvoor was dit te omvangryk en
te moeilik om uit te voer. Dit het aan die plaaslike owerheid die geleentheid
gegee om hulle toewyding aan die opheffing van hulle swart inwoners te
demonstreer en aan ander plaaslike owerhede te wys wat te midde van talle
struikelblokke wel vermag kon word.97 In die woorde van Schauder: “‘Port
Elizabeth prided itself on its fair and honourable treatment of Natives and on
being the first town in the Union to undertake a genuine slum elimination
scheme’”.98

95 G Baines, “The politics of welfare: The provision of housing and services in New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, c. 19201944”, Kronos, 22, 1995, p. 92.
96 G Baines, “A progressive South African city? Port Elizabeth and influx control, ca. 1923-1953”, Journal of Urban
History, November 2004, p. 78.
97 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, p. 96.
98 GF Baines, A history of New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1903-1953. The Detroit of the Union, pp.
96-97.
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Abstract
The Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act 28 of 2002
[MPRDA] acknowledges that the country’s mineral resources belong to the
nation. The State is subsequently appointed as custodian of these resources.
As custodian the State has the ultimate responsibility to grant, issue, control,
administer and manage all rights in minerals. As a consequence of this wide
regulatory authority a landowner’s right to deal with the minerals imbedded in
the soil of his property has completely been annihilated. This article gives an
historical overview of the State’s regulatory power regarding the exploitation
of the country’s minerals to determine the extent to which the State has, in
the past, took upon itself the power to decide where, when and by whom the
country’s mineral riches could be mined. A historical perspective of the extent
of the State’s regulatory powers regarding the exploitation of minerals might
be beneficial when the provisions of the MPRDA are interpreted.
Keywords: Custodian; Minerals; Mineral rights; Mining; Nationalisation;
Ownership; Petroleum.

Introduction
Mining is a very important economic activity in South Africa. In 2009
mining contributed 8.8% directly and 10% indirectly to the country’s gross
domestic product (GDP), sustained approximately one million jobs and
created roughly R10.5 billion in corporate tax receipts.1 Due to the fact
1

Mining and minerals in South Africa (available at: http://www.southafrica.info/business/economy/sectors/
mining.htm), as accessed on 1 February 2012.
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that access to the country’s mineral treasures in the pre-1994 South Africa
was intrinsically bound to ownership of land, mining also contributed to
the unequal distribution of wealth. In an effort to bring about equitable
reform, the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act, 28 of 2002
[MPRDA] was promulgated. One of the most controversial features of the
MPRDA is that it acknowledges that the country’s mineral and petroleum
resources belong to the nation and that the State is the custodian thereof.
Although the courts of the country have not yet indicated the true meaning
and legal implications of this acknowledgment, this one sentence captured in
the Preamble of the MPRDA,2 seemingly ousted the Roman-Dutch common
law notion that formed the basis of the South African mineral law dispensation
in the preceding era. No longer can landowners summarily be regarded to be
owners of the minerals imbedded in and under the soil of their land. The State
has taken on itself the common law privileges of landowners to decide where,
when and by whom the country’s mineral riches can be mined.3 No longer
has the landowner the prerogative to decide who may enter his land and to
what extent prospecting and mining activities may be conducted on his land.
This article is, however, not aimed at explaining or interpreting the
provisions of the MPRDA. Nor is it focused on analysing the State’s fiduciary
responsibilities as created in the Act, or determining whether affected
landowners can institute claims for compensation against the State. The
sole aim is to delve in the past of South African mining law to determine
whether the fact that the State procured for its sole prerogative the discretion
to regulate every aspect regarding the exploitation of South Africa’s minerals
and petroleum, is indeed enigmatic and a novel concept in South African
mineral law history. In tea-table discussions this development is often labelled
(and criticised) as an ingenious move by the ANC government to nationalise
the country’s mineral and petroleum resources. A historic overview might
shed more light on the reservation of rights and entitlements to minerals
and provide the necessary perspective for interpreting the provisions of the
MPRDA.
To facilitate the flow of the argument, the common law foundation of
the South African mineral law dispensation will be stated, where after the
country’s mining laws will be analysed with the sole aim of determining the
2
3

It is acknowledged in the Preamble of the MPRDA that: “… South Africa’s mineral and petroleum resources
belong to the nation and that the State is the custodian thereof; …”
Holcim (South Africa, Pty) Ltd v Prudent Investors (Pty) Ltd and Others (641/09), 2010, ZASCA 109; 2011,
1 All SA 364 (SCA), 17 September 2010.
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extent of the reservation of rights and entitlements to minerals through the
decades.

Common law foundation of South African mineral law
South African mineral law has always been based on the Roman and RomanDutch law premise that the landowner is also the owner of the minerals
embedded in and under the soil of the land he owned.4 The underlying basis
for this premise differed through the ages with the early Romans regarding
minerals as the fruits of the land,5 thus only exploitable by those who had the
right to the fruits of the land, and the later development of the cuius est solum
eius et usque ad coelum et ad inferos maxim6 imported by the Glossators during
the Middle Ages.7
The earliest documented evidence of Roman law appears to date from
approximately 450 BC.8 During the early ages up to 250 BC,9 when private
property was an unknown concept and lands were owned publicly,10 it was
expected and accepted that the State would conduct mining activities and
benefit there from. The good fortune of the State was regarded to be the
4

Trojan Exploration Co v Rustenburg Platinum Mines Ltd, 1996, (4), SA 499 (A), p. 537C; H Mostert and A
Pope, The principles of the law of property in South Africa (Cape Town, Oxford University Press, 2010), p. 269.
5 BE Morton, “The acquisition and registration of mineral rights in horizontal strata” (LLM, University of the
Witwatersrand, 1985), p. 1; M Kaser, Römisches Privatrecht (München, CH Beck’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung,
1971), p. 93; HP Viljoen, “The rights and duties of the holder of mineral rights” (PhD, Leiden, 1975), pp. 6-9;
J De Boer, De winning van delfstoffen in het Romeinse Recht, De Middeleeuwse juridische literatuur en het Franse
Recht tot 1810 (Leiden, Universitaire Pers, 1978), p. 54.
6 This maxim – “Ownership of what lay beneath the surface of private land went with ownership of the land” was
especially important for minerals even during the pre-classical period - JA Crook, Law and life of Rome (New
York, Ithaca Publishers, 1984), p. 161; See GJ Pienaar, “Ontwikkelings in die Suid-Afrikaanse Eiendomsbegrip
in Perspektief ”, THRHR, 1986:1, pp. 216-227 for a discussion of this maxim.
7 MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study of the concept of acquisition of mineral rights” (LLD, UNISA,
1979), p. 78; BLS Franklin and M Kaplan, The Mining and Mineral Laws of South Africa, (Durban, Butterworths,
1982), p. 4 indicate that this maxim is ascribed to Accursius, a thirteenth century Italian commentator.
8 DH Van Zyl, Geskiedenis en beginsels van die Romeinse Rivaatreg (Durban, Butterworths, 1971), p. 1.
9 JAC Thomas, Textbook of Roman Law (Cape Town, Juta, 1986), p. 130; AJ Van der Walt, “Die ontwikkeling
van houerskap” (LLD, PU for CHE, 1995), pp. 1-17 indicate that the concepts of ownership, possession and
holdership were not defined in early Roman law up to 250 BC. Even during the pre-classical period that ranges
from 250 BC 27 BC no definition of ownership existed although Roman citizens and non-Romans who had
the right to engage in commerce could obtain dominium ex iure Quiritium in Italic land - F Schultz, Classical
Roman Law (London, Oxford University Press, 1951), p. 338. This quiritary ownership was the strongest rights
that individuals could acquire in movables or Italic land. During the classical period (27 BC-250 AD) a clear
distinction developed between ownership, possession and limited real rights but the emperors absolute control
over the sources of mining as they had to preserve the huge standing army needed to uphold the Roman Empire
- M Kaser, Römisches Privatrecht (München, CH Beck’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1971), pp. 106, 107; J de
Boer, De Winning van Delfstoffen … (Leiden, Universitaire Pers, 1978), p. 136.
10 M Kaser, Römisches Privatrecht (München, CH Beck’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1971), p. 107.
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good fortune of the people. As the notion of private rights and interests
developed,11 so did the principles regarding the exploitation of minerals.
During the reign of Marcus Aurelius the notion of private property developed
extensively and mining were also allowed on private land.12 It is interesting
to note, however, that despite the move towards recognising private rights
in land, public interests were still overwhelmingly important.13 This is an
indication that the economic value of mining, to not only the individual but
also to the State, was recognised in Roman law. The State regulated mining
activities by allowing mining by third parties on private lands.14 To protect the
landowner’s interests, compensation was paid.15
A study of Roman mineral law thus indicates that economical and
political needs dictated the initial restriction of mining to public land and
later necessitated the restriction on private land in favour of certain mining
operations.16 Mining operations were strictly regulated and the system
endeavoured to protect the State, the miner and the landowner.17 Unsevered
minerals18 were regarded to form part of the land until it was severed, but the
private landowner did not have the sole prerogative to decide if and by whom
mining could be conducted.
When Roman law was received in the State of Holland19 there was not much
mining activity, with the effect that scant attention was given to minerals and
rights to minerals.20 As a result, Roman law principles were assimilated into
Dutch law and consequently formed the basis of the South African common law.
11 For a detailed discussion of the development of private rights and interests in property in Roman law the reader
is referred to AJ van der Walt, “Die ontwikkeling ...” (LLD, PU for CHE, 1995).
12 MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study …” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 10.
13 M Kaser, Römisches Privatrecht (München, CH Beck’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1971), p. 108.
14 GC Gibbens, “Die billikheidsgrondslag van die regsverhouding tussen die mineraalreghouere en die
grondeienaar” (LLM, PU vir CHO, 1993), pp. 53, 54; M Kaser, Römisches Privatrecht (München, CH
Beck’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1971), p. 108; J De Boer, De winning van delfstoffen… (Leiden, Universitaire
Pers, 1978), p. 136.
15 MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study …” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 11.
16 MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study …” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), pp. 2-15, J de Boer, De winning van
delfstoffen… (Leiden, Universitaire Pers, 1978), E van der Schyff, “The Constitutionality of the Mineral and
Petroleum Resources Development Act, 28 of 2002” (LLD, North-West University, 2006), pp. 84-92.
17 This general statement applies to all the periods of Roman law from early Roman law up to 250 BC to the
pre-classical Roman law period (250 BC-27 BC), the classical period (27 BC-250 AD), the post classical period
(250 AD-1100 AD) and the Middle Age law; See J de Boer, De winning van delfstoffen… (Leiden, Universitaire
Pers, 1978).
18 Unsevered minerals are minerals that have not yet been mined. It is thus still contained in the soil.
19 FJ van Zyl and JD van der Vyver, Inleiding tot die Regswetenskap (Durban, Butterworth, 1982), p. 191.
20 GE Norton, “The conflict between the land owner, mineral right holder and the mining title holder in South
African mining law” (LLM, University of the Witwatersrand, 1985), p. 15; JC Linde, “Die invloed van ‘n
staatkundig versnipperde Suider-Afrika op die mineraalregte en mineraalontwikkeling van die subkontinent”
(LLM, University of the Witwatersrand, 1983), p. 33.
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Pre-2002 South African mineral law dispensation
The intricacy of early South African mineral law is illustrated by the following
quotation from The Mining Laws of the British Empire:21
There is a further difficulty induced by the fact that on the one hand until
the Union was effected there were several Supreme Courts all administering
the Roman-Dutch law in South Africa and as a consequence there was a
tendency [for] the different South African colonies to drift apart by reason of
contradictory decisions,22 while on the other hand each of the various parts
of the Union has a special and elaborate code of statute law relating to mining
which codes are by no means the same in detail and differ on occasion in
principle.

The question that underlies this article necessitates us to enter the labyrinth
of pre- and post-Union mining legislation to determine to what extent the
private landowner’s rights to exploit, or refrain from exploiting, the minerals
embedded in and under the soil of his land were protected or restricted by
State regulation. As ownership of land underlies the right to minerals, it
is necessary to start this journey with a quick glance at institution of land
ownership in early South Africa.

Pre-Union mining legislation
Until the year 1812, three modes of tenure existed in the Cape Colony:
freehold, loan occupation and quit-rent tenure.23 The first grant of freehold
was made on 22 June 1657. The nature of freehold was that of true ownership,
the owner having full dominium of his land.24 As such, the dominium of the
land encompassed the surface of the land and all the minerals in it.25 Stone26
indicates that the first instance of a loan occupation occurred in 1654. He
explains that the title of the occupier was of the most precarious nature as the
holder had no right to alienate without consent and the occupation could be
terminated without notice at any time after the expiration of a year. In terms
21 G Stone, The mining laws of the British Empire and Foreign Countries, Vol. 3 (London, HM Sationery Office,
1922), p. 1.
22 Mtembu v Webster, 1904, 21 SC 323, p. 346.
23 G Stone, The mining laws…, Vol. 3 (London, HM Sationery Office, 1922), p. 2.
24 Pitch and Bhyat v Union Government, 1912, AD 719, p. 734.
25 Neebe v Registrar of Mining Rights, 1902, TS 65, p. 85; Rocher v Registrar of Deeds, 1911, TPD 311. Acol
Syndicate v Ashby, 1889, 10 NLR 181, p. 183: “We know that in an out and out sale of a freehold in land
without reservations, according to the maxim, all above and under the soil goes to the purchaser…”.
26 G Stone, The mining laws…, Vol. 3 (London, HM Sationery Office, 1922), p. 2.
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of a proclamation of 1813 all these holdings were exchanged for perpetual
quit-rent holdings.27 De Villiers CJ states in De Villiers v Cape Divisional
Council28 that perpetual quit-rent grants became more numerous than any
other grant after 1813. Perpetual quit-rent holdings were also known as
erfpacht.29 After referring to case law,30 Stone31 concludes that it appears that
the question whether the holder of an erfpacht possessed the rights to the
minerals depended, apart from statute, on the nature of the original grant
which could vest in the grantee rights to minerals. Prima facie the erfpacht
holder was an emphyteuta and, as such, did not have the rights to minerals.
However, if the erfpacht holder once had the right to minerals he could not
be required, unless by express legislative act, to accept a title which excluded
or lessened his right to minerals in place of his original title.
The brief discussion above regarding land tenure in early South African
history indicates that the development of the mineral law dispensation
initially accorded to the principles drawn from Roman-Dutch common law.
Nevertheless, as the discussion below will indicate, due to unique South
African conditions and a better understanding of minerals themselves,32 a
series of mining legislation was promulgated that catered for the unique
South African circumstances. It was necessary to adapt the Roman-Dutch
law towards the needs of a ‘then’ modern legal system which had to serve a
vibrant mining industry.33 The adaptation of the common law by statute and
case law was a method to create mining rights exercisable under a system of
license and control.34 The focus of the discussion that follows is specifically
on the State’s reservation of rights or entitlements relating to minerals, for the
antithesis of the State’s regulatory intervention is the landowner’s prerogative
to deal with his property as he deems fit.
To understand the extent of pre-Union mining legislation, it is necessary to
look at the mining legislation as it was promulgated in the Cape Colony and

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Sir John Cradock’s Proclamation on Conversion of Loan Places to Quitrent Tenure, 6 August 1813.
De Villiers v Cape Divisional Council, 1874, 5 BUCH, p. 58.
G Stone, The mining laws…, Vol. 3 (London, HM Sationery Office, 1922), p. 4.
Webb v Wright, 1883, 8 AC 324; Webb v Giddy, 1878, 3 AC 908, pp. 929, 930; Vos v Colonial Government,
1802, 14 NLR 206; Divisional Council of the Cape Division v De Villiers, 1877, 2 AC 567; Kimberley
Divisional Council v London and S.A. Exploration Co Ltd, 1885, 2 BUCH AC 84.
G Stone, The mining laws…, Vol. 3 (London, HM Sationery Office, 1922), p. 6.
Master v African Mines Corporation Ltd, 1907, TS 925, pp. 930, 931.
MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 73; CJ De Villiers, Henderson v
Hanekom, 1903, 20 SC 513, p. 519:
G Stone, The mining laws…, Vol. 3 (London, HM Sationery Office, 1922), p. 4.
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subsequently in the three main Boer republics.35

Cape Colony36

Section 4 of Sir John Cradock’s Proclamation on Conversion of Loan Places
to Quitrent Tenure reads:37
Government reserves no other rights but those on mines of precious stones,
gold, or silver,…: Other mines of iron, lead, copper, tin, coal, slate or limestone
are to belong to the proprietor.

This sets the scene for the development of the mining dispensation in the
Cape Province, as the reservation of rights to precious stones and minerals
was echoed through the line of mining legislation applicable to the province.
While rent and royalties had to be paid by prospectors and miners under the
Mining Leases Act38 for mining on crown land, no such regulations were
applicable to private land.39 These leases were capable of being dispensed of or
sublet with the consent of relevant authority.40 However, the Precious Stones
and Minerals Mining Act41 extended the issuance of a prospecting licence to
private land where the right to precious stones or minerals was reserved to the
State, without the consent of the owner.42 The landowner was compensated
for surface damage by being allocated half a share of the licence moneys.43
Provision was also made for the payment of royalty to the State or person in
whom the reservation of precious stones and minerals vested.44
35 It is trite that the migration away from British control in the Cape Colony started between 1830 and 1840. This
historic migration led to the founding of numerous Boer republics, the Republic of Natal, the Orange Free State
Republic and the Transvaal being the most notable.
36 The most important legislation applicable to mining in the Cape were Sir John Cradock’s Proclamation on
Conversion of Loan Places to Quitrent Tenure, 6 August 1813; The Mining Lease Act, 12,1865; Mineral Lands
Leasing Act, 9, 1877; Crown Lands Act, 14, 1878; Precious Stones and Minerals Mining Act, 19, 1883; The
Disposal of Crown Lands Act, 15, 1887; Precious Stones and Minerals Mining Law Amendment Act, 44, 1887;
The Gold Mining Act, 10, 1888; The Alluvial Diamond Digging Law Amendment Act, 31, 1893; Precious
Minerals Act, 31, 1898; Precious Stones Act, 11, 1899; Mineral Law Amendment Act, 16, 1907. These Acts are
not discussed in detail in this article. Reference will only be made to the principles relevant to this study, drawn
from the legislation.
37 It is clear from Cape Coast Exploration Ltd v The Registrar of Deeds, 1935, CPD 200, p. 204 and R v Boshoff,
1938, CPD 113, p. 115 that parties sometimes overlooked the fact that rights to minerals had been reserved to
the state.
38 Mining Lease Act, 12, 1865, section 4.
39 Mining Lease Act, 12, 1865, section 6.
40 Mining Lease Act, 12, 1865, section 12.
41 Precious Stones and Minerals Mining Act, 19, 1883.
42 Precious Stones and Minerals Mining Act, 19, 1883, section 2.
43 Precious Stones and Minerals Mining Act, 19, 1883, section 23.
44 Precious Stones and Minerals Mining Act, 19, 1883, section 33.
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Owners of private land, not subject to reservation of minerals or precious
stones, could allow the prospecting and working of minerals on their land.
Rents and royalties were fixed by the landowner, but the owner was obliged
to pay 10% to the State “towards order and good government.”45 However,
where the number of claims or the area being mined exceeded a stipulated
maximum, the land could be proclaimed.46
Under the Disposal of Crown Lands Act47 the State was given the prerogative
to resume ownership of any land where the rights to precious minerals and
stones had been reserved for mining purposes on payment of compensation.48
With the promulgation of the Precious Stones and Minerals Mining Act,49
however, landowner’s rights were protected by allowing them to prospect
without a licence. Once minerals were discovered they had the same rights as
the holders of a prospecting licence.50 The owner’s consent was also required
when application for a prospecting licence was made.51 Prospecting licences
were again required for both state land and private land, with a reservation
in favour of the crown of precious stones, gold, silver and platinum under
the Precious Minerals Act, 31 of 1898. The consent of the owner was still
required before such licence could be issued to a third party,52 but landowners
were free to prospect without a licence.53 Proclamation of land could only
occur on private land if the owner had permitted prospecting thereupon.54
Dale55 indicates that the Mineral Law Amendment Act56 was promulgated
in 1907 as a catch-all piece of legislation, designed to vary the 1898 Act to
cope with problems that had arisen in the intervening years. Landowners’
rights were recognised in the sense that, with regard to precious minerals,
owners were entitled to peg owner’s claims. Landowners were also granted the
first right to obtain a dredging lease for mining in rivers or ground not suited
for ordinary mining and their consent was required before such a lease could
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

Precious Stones and Minerals Mining Act, 19, 1883, section 77.
Precious Stones and Minerals Mining Act, 19, 1883, section 76.
Disposal of Crown Lands Act, 15, 1887.
Disposal of Crown Lands Act, 15, 1887, sections 5(d), (e).
The extension occurred under the Precious Stones and Minerals Mining Law Amendment Act, 44, 1887.
The Precious Stones and Minerals Mining Act, 19, 1883 as amended by the Precious Stones and Minerals
Mining Law Amendment Act, 44, 1887 section 5(1).
The Precious Stones and Minerals Mining Act, 19, 1883 as amended by the Precious Stones and Minerals
Mining Law Amendment Act, 44, 1887 section 5(2).
Precious Minerals Act, 31, 1898, section 6.
Precious Minerals Act, 31, 1898, section 59.
Precious Minerals Act, 31, 1898, section 29.
MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study …” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 225.
Mineral Law Amendment Act, 16, 1907.
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be granted to other parties.57

Transvaal Republic58

The Grondwet van de Zuid-Afrikaanse Republiek59 was enacted on 13
February 1858. Section 7 declared that all land not yet alienated was State
property, but obtainable by the public. Section 2960 determined that owners
of land, where minerals had been found, would be compelled to lease or
sell such land to the government for a reasonable price.61 This provision,
approximating to a right of expropriation,62 was later repealed by section 68.63
Mining companies were thereafter allowed to steer the exploitation of mines
under the auspices of the Executive Council, protecting the State’s interests in
the mining enterprise.
Ordinance 5 of 186664 was the first major ordinance dealing with the
“voorziening … omtrent het ontginnen en bewerken van mijnen”65 [provision
… for the exploitation and working of mines]. This Ordinance contained
conditions for the founding of mining companies. The concept that the State
was to share in the proceeds of the mineral wealth of the land was embodied in
a provision that royalty was to be paid to government.66 Government was also
to be notified of the discovery of any precious metals.67 The policy towards
mining during 1866 was to allow private enterprise under a certain measure
of State control.
The differentiation between base minerals and precious minerals was created
in Law 1 of 1871. The state assumed full control of the mining for precious
57
58
59
60
61

62
63
64
65
66
67

MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 225.
The South African republic was informally known as the Transvaal republic.
Constitution of the South African Republic.
Created by Volksraadsresolutions (hereafter referred to as VRR), 14-23 September 1858.
The provision reads: “Met betrekking tot het voorstel van den Uitvoerenden Raad, omtrent plaatsen waar
mineralen gevonden worden, eiegenaars van dergelijke plaatsen verpligtende dezelve aan het Gouvernement
tegen een billijken prijs te verhuren of te verkoopen, werd dit voorstel door den Volksraad eenparig goedgekeurd
en bekrachtigd.” [With regard to the suggestion of the Executive Council about the land where minerals are
found, that owners of such land are compelled to sell or lease such land to the Government at a fair price, the
suggestion is unilaterally approved and confirmed].
MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 176.
Created by VRR, 21 September 1859.
Promulgated on 31 October 1866.
Preamble of the said Ordinance.
Ordinance 5, 1866 article 2 (The sections of the VRR are referred to as articles and therefore this word is used
when referring to them).
Ordinance 5, 1866 article 3.
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stones and metals. Section 1 provided:68
Het mijnregt op alle edelgesteenten en edele metalen behoort aan den Staat,
behoudens de reeds verkregene regten van privaten personen...

[Freely translated: The mining rights in respect of all precious
stones and precious minerals belong to the State except for rights
previously obtained by private persons...]
Where precious metals and stones were found on private land, the state
could take over the administration of the diggings subject to the payment of
compensation.69 No digging could commence without a licence being issued
to the prospective miner70 and no miner could transfer his entitlement without
notifying the state.71 All other mineral rights on private land, unless reserved
by the state in the Land Grant, belonged to the landowner. Landowners could
mine freely themselves or grant the right to mine to others.72 The essence of
this Act was the reservation of the right to mine precious stones and metals by
the state, recognising state control of diggings, including diggings on private
land, and to provide for the payment of licence fees.73
The provisions of the ensuing Law 2 of 1872 were basically similar to that of
the preceding Act. It is important to note that both these Acts recognised the
existence of private rights:
Mijnregt behoort aan den Staat, behoudens reeds verkregene private regten...

[Freely translated: Mining rights belong to the State except for
rights already obtained by private persons...]
In contrast with this state of affairs, Law 7 of 1874, the next statute regulating
the exploitation of precious stones and minerals, began with the forthright
statement that the right to mine precious stones and metals belonged to
the state without the previous qualification in regard to existing rights. This
state of affairs whereby landowners’ entitlements to their land were grossly
infringed was revised by the enactment of Law 6 of 1875. Section 3 hereof
68 It is interesting to note that Law 8 of 1885 was the first Act where it was clarified which stones were considered
precious stones, and where gold was taken to be the precious metal dealt with by the Act. By Proclamation, 8
January 1887; Law 8, 1885 was extended to apply to silver.
69 Law 1, 1871 article 15. The compensation would be equal to “de helft van de opbrengst der door den Staat te
trekken licentiegelden” [half of the proceeds of the licensing fees charged by the State].
70 Law 1, 1871 article 14(b).
71 Law 1, 1871 article 14(d).
72 MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 185.
73 MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 178.
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stated that:
Het mijnregt op alle edelgesteenten of edele metalen behoort aan den Staat,
met uitzondering nogthans van alle vroegere wettige overmaking van dat het
aan een privaat persoon, personen of vennootschappen...

[Freely translated: Mining rights relating to all precious stones
and precious minerals belong to the State with the exception
of rights already obtained by a private person, persons or
partnerships...]
While it was still provided that any person was entitled to purchase a digger’s
licence from the state permitting him to prospect or dig on government land
and on private land, the permission of the landowner had to be obtained
before any activities could commence on private land.74 Provision was made
for a special licence which the surface owner of private land could sell to
diggers. The owner of private land could thus, indeed, prevent prospecting on
his own land. Whenever precious stones or -metals were however discovered
on private land, Government was entitled to take over the management of
trading and digging interests.75 The surface owner was compensated by being
paid one half of the digger’s licence fees and all of the trading stand licence
fees. Contrary to the preceding policy, the rights and entitlements of private
land owners were thus protected to a great extent.
Law 6 of 1875 was repealed eight years later by the enactment of Law 1 of
1883. This statute overturned the fundamentally recognised principle that
the ownership of precious stones and precious metals could not be separated
from ownership of land. Section 2 provided that the ownership of and mining
rights in respect of all precious stones and metals belonged to the state, with
the exception of all previous allocations of such rights to private persons
or partnerships by means of concession. It is clear that it was not merely
the right to minerals that was designated to the state, but that a separation
of ownership of land and of precious metals and precious stones, before
severance, was envisaged. This is contrary to the cuius est solum maxim. It
also amounted to statutory expropriation.76 However, this far-reaching statute
was again repealed with the enactment of Law 8 of 1885. The latter once
again determined that only the mining right and entitlement of disposition
74 Law, 6, 1875, section 18.
75 Law, 6, 1875, section 20.
76 This view is supported by MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 182 who
states that this “seems to be a form of statutory expropriation.”
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in respect of precious stones and minerals belonged to the state, and not
the minerals in the land. It is clear that the idea of allocating to the state
the ownership in precious stones and precious metals has disappeared. The
State only reserved the entitlement to mine the minerals and the entitlement
of disposition regarding the minerals.77 Private land could be proclaimed
in consultation with the owner.78 The owner’s interests were protected by,
amongst others, granting him ten claims and half of the licence fees of all the
claims pegged on the land.79 All these measures indicated the state’s desire to
exploit the mineral potential of the land.80
A change in policy towards the dealing with private land occurred once again
with an amendment to Law 8 of 1885.81 This amendment deprived the owner
of private land from the entitlement to prevent the proclamation of his land.
The owner was compensated for this deprivation by increasing the number of
owner’s claims available to him on the proclamation of the land.
Law 8 of 1889 introduced an entirely new Gold Law. Although the provisions
thereof basically confirmed preceding law, a change of policy occurred yet
again in relation to private land. It was stated that Government could not
proclaim the land of a private owner, unless the owner himself had prospected
or permitted prospecting to take place. This stipulation is also found in Law
18 of 1892.
Law 10 of 1891 contained an interesting provision applicable to rights
granted with reference to precious stones and metals, which is echoed in
Law 18 of 1892. For the first time provision was made for compensation
to be paid to any person whose “verleende rechten” [granted rights] were
expropriated for public purposes.82 This statute was also the first to deal with
base minerals in addition to precious stones and minerals. It authorised the
granting of a licence to mine delfstof83 to an applicant who had the consent
of the landowner. The provisions were only applicable to proclaimed land and
State land and not to unproclaimed private land. The trend to regulate the
mining of base metals on proclaimed and State land was continued with the
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

Law, 8, 1885, section 6.
Law, 8, 1885, section 10.
Law, 8, 1885, sections 14 and 15.
MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 187.
Passed on 29 July 1886.
Article 59 of both the Acts.
This included, but was not restricted to: “Steenkolen, asbestos, aluminium, kobalt, phosphaat, lood, koper, tin,
zwavel…” [coal, asbestos, aluminium, cobalt, phosphorous, lead, copper, tin, sulphur…].
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passing of Law 18 of 1892. This statute contained Bepalingen [Stipulations]
with reference to specific minerals. It was stipulated that stone makers, rock
quarries and chalk burners should obtain licences for their activities.84 The
consent of landowners was required before such licences could be issued.85
It was expressly stipulated in section 12 of the statute that the State could
decline the renewal of a licence “zonder tot schadevergoeding verplicht te
zijn” [without being compelled to pay compensation].
The next important statute to be mentioned is Law 17 of 1895. This was
the first statute dealing comprehensively with base metals and minerals.
Corresponding with the cuius est solum maxim, the entitlements to dispose
of and mine for base minerals and metals accrued the landowner or his
nominee.86 To ensure that the State was not excluded from any profit made,
royalties were payable to the State.87
The abovementioned statutes set the pace for the development of the mineral
law dispensation in the Transvaal. The Gold Laws, 19 of 1895 and 21 of 1896
and the Base Minerals and Metals Law, 14 of 1897 were mere repetitions of
their predecessors with minor amendments.88 From 1898 precious stones and
metals were dealt with by different laws, namely the Gold Law, 15 of 1898
and the Precious Stones Law, 22 of 1898.
After the South African War the British assumed control of Transvaal.
The Crown Land Disposal Ordinance, 57 of 1903 provided that all rights
to minerals, mineral products and precious stones on crown land “shall” be
reserved by the crown.89 This provision was refined by Ordinance, 13 of 1906
by replacing the words “shall be reserved” with “may be reserved”. It must
be noted that this provision referred to base and precious metals as well as
minerals. This was the first time that the reservation of base mineral and metal
rights to the State were mentioned, as precious stones and precious metals
were the objects of preceding legislation wherein rights were reserved by the
State. Provision was, moreover made for the payment of compensation where
private land was proclaimed by the State.
84 Article 1 of the Bepalingen annexed to the Act. These provisions were carried forward by the Brick Making,
Lime Burning and Quarrying (Proclaimed Lands), Ordinance 7, 1905.
85 Article 6, Bepalingen annexed to the Act.
86 Law, 17, 1895, section 1. This is a revision of the status quo whereby a licence for base minerals and metals was
required for mining on private proclaimed land.
87 Law, 17, 1895, section 3. On promulgation royalties were determined on 1% of the value of the explored
minerals.
88 MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 193.
89 Crown Land Disposal Ordinance, 57, 1903, section 7(1).
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The Precious Stone Law, 22 of 1898 was repealed by the Precious Stone
Ordinance, 66 of 1903. No major policy changes regarding the mining of
precious stones occurred, save for providing that the same rights granted
to landowners in terms of the ordinance were granted to persons to whom
the rights to precious stones had been reserved.90 This is an indication that
recognition was given to the separate holding of mineral rights.
The 1898 Gold Law was revised in 1908 by the Precious and Base Metals
Act, 35 of 1908. This Act amalgamated provisions dealing with precious
metals and base minerals.91 For the first time the phrase “holder of the
mineral right” was defined in legislation although the term ‘rights to minerals’
was not defined. The reality of the idea that mineral right holding can be
separated from landownership had been formally acknowledged. This Act
did not contain any other policy-changing provisions. The interests of the
private holder of mineral rights were preserved and no prospecting could take
place on private land without the owner’s consent. Prospecting and digging
were still controlled by granting licences and permits against the necessary
payment. Mining leases could be issued on proclaimed land. Revenue was
provided for the State by way of royalty and the surface owner’s interests were
protected by the imposition of a rental. This Act remained applicable until
1967, although it was amended several times.92

Republic of the Orange Free State93

The first principles embodied in legislation94 provided for freedom of
landowners to prospect on their own land,95 the prospecting on State land
by means of prospecting licences, the proclamation of land on the discovery
of minerals and the issuance of discoverer’s, owner’s and public’s claims.96
No major changes were implemented after the assumption of control by the
British.97 The Precious Metal Ordinance, 3 of 1904 did not specifically reserve
the right to mine and remove precious metals to the State, but restricted
90
91
92
93
94

Precious Stone Ordinance, 66, 1903, section 21.
MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 199.
The Act was inter alia amended by The Mineral Law Amendment Act, 36, 1934.
The Orange Free State was initially known as the Orange River Colony.
OVS Wetboek, Chapter CXV, compiled in 1892. The provisions relating to diamonds were dealt with in
Chapter CXVI and the diggings at Jagersfontein in Chapter CXXI.
95 OVS Wetboek, Chapter CXV, section 1, compiled in 1892.
96 MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 204.
97 MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 205.
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the right of persons to mine them to such an extent that the implied effect
was the same.98 To guarantee the productive working of claims, provisions
were later made for the forfeiture of claims that were not being worked
continuously.99 Base metals and minerals were governed by Ordinance 8 of
1904. This Ordinance provided for the right of the landowner to prospect.
Any prospector, who wanted to obtain a prospecting license, could only do
so with the consent of the landowner.100 No provisions were made for the
proclamation of land for base minerals. The State’s interest was protected by
the imposition of a State royalty. In the Crown Land Disposal Ordinance, 13
of 1908, all precious stones as well as precious and base minerals and other
minerals101 on crown land alienated under the ordinance, were reserved to the
crown. Once again, as was the case with Transvaal Law 1 of 1883, a reservation
of the minerals themselves, and not only the mineral rights, was found. This
deviation from the cuius est solum maxim was in line with the English system
but negated the principle underlying the mineral law dispensation of that
time.

Republic of Natal102

The system used in Natal was very straightforward. It was based on the
principle that the right to mine in respect of all minerals, base and precious, was
vested in the State.103 Landowners’ rights were curtailed because prospecting
on private land without the consent of the owner was possible.104 However,
landowners had the prerogative of prospecting-in-the-first-instance on their

98 MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 206.
99 Ordinance 9, 1908.
100 A licence was also necessary for prospecting for and mining base minerals on crown land.
101 The provisions were not applicable to stone.
102 Legislation applicable to mining in Natal were The Mineral Leases Law, 15, 1867; Law, 16, 1869; Law, 23,
1883; Law, 17, 1887; Law, 34, 1888; Natal Mines Act, 43, 1899. These Acts are not being discussed in detail in
this work. Reference will only be made to the principles relevant for this work, drawn from the legislation. See
Minister of Agriculture v Elandslaagte Collieries Ltd, 26, 1905, NLR 475, p. 479 for an extensive exposition of
Natal mining laws up to 1905.
103 This basic philosophy of Natal mining legislation is contained in section 4 of Law, 17, 1887.
104 Under Law, 16, 1869 persons could prospect freely without the consent of the landowner. Law, 23, 1883
authorised a government appointee to prospect for coal on notice to any landowner, compensation for damages
being provided by the state. Law, 17, 1887 prescribed that any prospective prospector should obtain the owner’s
consent when applying for a prospecting licence. Should the owner not consent to the granting of a licence,
application could be made to the Resident Magistrate. The same principle applied under Law, 34, 1888, with
the Commissioner of Mines named as the authority that could grant consent where a landowner unreasonably
withheld consent.
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own land.105 The emphasis in Natal was on public exploitation of minerals
throughout the Colony and ensuring that land would not lie unexploited
merely due to the caprice of the landowner. The Natal Mines Act106 changed
this state of affairs with regard to coal, limestone and other specified minerals107
by granting the rights to these minerals to the landowner.
From a legal reflection the exposition of pre-Union mining legislation given
above, indicates that the State stringently exercised its regulatory power
concerning minerals. Although the common law cuius est solum-maxim
applied in South Africa, the rights of private landowners were restricted when
weighed against the national benefits that could be procured through mining.

Post Union mining legislation108
In terms of section 135 of South African Act, 9 of 1909, existing legislation
of the individual Colonies - which were to form the Union of South Africa
- continued to be in force until they were expressly repealed, subject to
subsequent legislation that was introduced from time to time.109 Section
123 of the Act provided that all rights in and to mines and minerals and
all rights in connection with the searching for, working of and disposing of
precious stones, which were vested in the government of any of the colonies
at the establishment of the Union, would on such establishment vest in the
Governor-General-in-Council.
The tendency to reserve rights relating to minerals for the State was
continued with the promulgation of the Land Settlement Act, 12 of 1912. This
reservation applied to all minerals in land granted under the Act.110 However,
this was changed by the Land Settlement Amendment Act, 23 of 1917, when
it was provided that all rights to minerals were to follow alienation of the

105 Law, 17, 1887 stipulated that a landowner had to obtain a prospecting licence to prospect for precious metals.
This requirement was not carried forward byLaw, 34, 1888. Under this Act the landowner, or anybody
authorised by him, could prospect for and mine precious metals without a licence.
106 Natal Mines Act, 43, 1899, section 59.
107 Stratified ironstone, slate and soapstone, Natal Mines Act, 43, 1899, section 59.
108 Only major amendments and policy changing Acts will be discussed in this section. For thorough discussion see
MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), pp. 226–237.
109 MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 226; BLS Franklin and M Kaplan,
The mining and mineral laws… (Durban, Butterworths, 1982), p. 1. This principle is also found in section 107
of the Republic of South Africa Constitution Act, 32, 1961.
110 Land Settlement Act, 12, 1912, section 31(1).
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land.111 The Transvaal Mining Leases and Mineral Law Amendment Act, 30
of 1918 provided for the granting of mining leases to holders of mineral rights
or to third parties by tender.112 Compensation was given to the landowner in
rent being payable,113 and the State received its royalty.114
A new system of dealing with mineral rights that had been reserved to the
State was introduced by the Reserved Minerals Development Act, 55 of 1926.
This Act was applicable in all the provinces. In the Cape the application of
the Act was restricted to reserved base minerals.115 Section 2 stipulated that
the owner of the land, in respect of which “minerals”116 had been reserved to
the State, would have the exclusive right of prospecting for such minerals. He
could prospect on his land by himself or by nominee.117 The only condition
was that a prospecting licence had to be obtained. This did not mean that the
owner could frustrate the State’s exploitation of the reserved minerals, as the
Governor General could authorise any third party to prospect on behalf of the
State where the owner did not “avail himself ” of the rights under the Act.118
After discovery, the owner’s rights were only protected in the sense that he was
either allowed all the rights of a discoverer of minerals on State land119 - where
the land was proclaimed as a public digging - or he was entitled to a mining
lease if proclamation did not occur.
Precious stones were dealt with in the Precious Stones Act, 44 of 1927.
The right to mine for and dispose of precious stones was again vested in
the State.120 Prospecting permits were issued irrespective of the landowner’s
consent. The Base Minerals Amendment Act121 deviated from previous policy
with regard to base minerals. Dale122 states that the philosophy of the Act
was to promote the prospecting and mining for base minerals in the same
way as had been done in respect of precious metals and precious stones,
111 Land Settlement Amendment Act, 23, 1917, section 16. With the proclamation of the Land Settlement Act,
21, 1956, the system whereby the mineral rights on land granted under the Act were to be reserved to the state
was re-introduced.
112 MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 228.
113 Transvaal Mining Leases and Mineral Law Amendment Act, 30, 1918, section 4.
114 Transvaal Mining Leases and Mineral Law Amendment Act, 30 of 1918, section 5.
115 Reserved Minerals Development Act, 55, 1926, section 1(1).
116 The “reservation of minerals to the Crown” was defined as the reservation of any minerals or the right of mining
and prospecting therefore. Once again, ownership of minerals themselves is implied.
117 Reserved Minerals Development Act, 55, 1926, section 2.
118 Reserved Minerals Development Act, 55, 1926, section 14.
119 Reserved Minerals Development Act, 55, 1926, section 7.
120 Precious Stones Act, 44, 1927, section 1.
121 Base Minerals Amendment Act, 39, 1942 – Specifically section 3, through which the minister is entitled to the
right to prospect on private land if the holder of the base mineral rights does not prospect.
122 MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), pp. 233, 234.
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thus ensuring that the development of base mineral deposits could not be
frustrated by the private holder of minerals rights. It was, therefore, provided
in the Act that the Minister of Mines could investigate the occurrence of base
minerals on any land123 and that prospecting leases could be issued to third
parties.124 Provision was also made for the payment of a rental to the mineral
right holder and compensation for surface damage to the surface owner.125

Consolidation of mining laws 1964-1967

In the years 1964–1967, the host of pre-Union and post-Union legislation
were mainly consolidated into four major Acts applicable throughout the
Republic of South Africa to simplify and unify the exploitation of the country’s
mineral riches.126 They were the Precious Stones Act, 73 of 1964 (hereafter
referred to as the PSA), the Mining Rights Act, 20 of 1967 (hereafter referred
to as the MRA),127 the Mining Titles Registration Act, 16 of 1967128 and the
Atomic Energy Act, 90 of 1967.129
Section 2 of the MRA contains the core of the basic philosophy underlying
the mining legislation applicable up to the promulgation of the Minerals Act,
50 of 1991. It is clearly stated in this section that while the rights of prospecting
for natural oil and of mining for and disposing of precious metals and natural
oil is vested in the State, the right of prospecting for and disposing of base
minerals on any land is vested in the holder of the right to base minerals in
respect to that land.
It is clear that a reservation of certain mineral rights relating to precious
metals and natural oils occurred in favour of the State. This was not the case
with base minerals where the rights to prospect and mine vested in the mineral
123 Base Minerals Amendment Act, 39, 1942, section 2.
124 Base Minerals Amendment Act, 39, 1942, section 3(1).
125 Base Minerals Amendment Act, 39, 1942, section 3(2)(b).
126 BLS Franklin and M Kaplan, The mining and mineral laws… (Durban, Butterworths, 1982), p. 2; MO Dale,
“A historical and comparative study …” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 237. It is important to note that these four
Acts were the major Acts and not the only Acts dealing with minerals and mining. For a full discussion of the
remaining 26 Acts see BLS Franklin and M Kaplan, The mining and mineral laws… (Durban, Butterworths,
1982), pp. 210-227.
127 This Act amended and consolidated the law in relation to the prospecting for and mining and disposal of
precious metals, base minerals and natural oils.
128 This Act regulated the registration of mining titles and other rights relating to prospecting and mining, stand
titles and other deeds and documents.
129 This Act provided for the regulating of prospecting and mining for and the processing, enrichment, repossessing, possession and disposal of source material and the production of nuclear and atomic energy and
radio-active nuclides.
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right holder aka (primarily) the landowner.130 Section 3 of the MRA provided
that the general power of control and administration of all mining operations
was vested in the State. Although the mineral rights were in the hands of the
landowner, the State regulated the exercise of entitlement flowing from these
rights.
The right to prospect and mine for any precious metals, base minerals or
precious stones and natural oil depended on the class of land in which they
occurred. In both the MRA and the PSA specific categories of land are defined
for the purpose of the application of the Acts relating to prospecting and
mining. State land,131 alienated State land,132 private land,133 and land referred
to in section 16 of the MRA134 are distinguished. A host of different modes of
acquisition of the right to prospect or mine and different prospecting rights of
authorisations and different mining rights flowed from these classifications.135
Franklin and Kaplan136 point out that these statutes did not vest the dominium
in the minerals or the mineral rights in the State. It was only the prospecting,
mining and disposal of the minerals that was to a greater or lesser extent
controlled and regulated by the State. However, the effect of this regulation
was that only subordinate rights to mine were conferred on applicants.137
When legislation applicable to mining is taken into consideration, it is clear
that the aim of all the enacted legislation was to streamline the exploitation
of minerals in order to produce revenue for the country. Before 1991 the
reservation of certain rights relating to minerals in favour of the State was often
encountered in legislation. Sometimes this reservation was applicable only to
precious stones and metals, but it is apparent from the historical overview that
a few instances existed before 1967 where even base minerals were subject
to the reservation of certain rights pertaining to minerals in favour of the
State. The appellate division specified in Geduld Proprietary Mines Ltd v
130 The reader is reminded of the fact that the landowner could sever the mineral right from land ownership.
131 This is land which is owned by the state, not held by a lessee, and where the state was also the holder of the right
to the substances which were to be prospected for and mined on the land.
132 This is land which is not held by the state, or land which is held by a lessee and the title deed or lease contained
a reservation to the state of the right to the particular substance which was to be prospected for and mined on
the land.
133 This is land in respect of which the state was not the holder of the right to the metals, minerals or precious stones
which were to be prospected or mined for. It was immaterial who held the surface rights.
134 This is land where the right to precious metals and minerals were held in undivided shares by the state and
private entities.
135 M Kaplan and MO Dale, A guide to the Minerals Act, 1991 (Durban, Butterworths, 1992), p. 4.
136 BLS Franklin and M Kaplan, The mining and mineral laws… (Durban, Butterworths, 1982), p. 36.
137 M Kaplan and MO Dale, A guide to the Minerals Act… (Durban, Butterworths, 1992), p. 48.
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Government Mining Engineer138 that, although the right to mine special
metals was vested in the State, the intention was to permit the public to mine
under State control. This decision was in line with a previous decision of
the appellate division. In Turffontein Estates Ltd v Mining Commissioner of
Johannesburg139 the court indicated that the successive Gold Laws of Transvaal
resulted in an apportionment of rights between the landowner, the discoverer
and the general public, while generating a financial benefit to the State.
Except for the few instances where “minerals” were reserved to the State in
certain pre-Union pieces of legislation, it was mainly incidences of mineral
rights, namely the right to prospect or the right to mine, that were reserved to
the State. As such, these reservations should be regarded as stringent regulatory
stipulations that curtailed landowners in the exercise of their full rights of
dominium as landowners. Where, for instance, the sole right of mining for
and disposing of minerals vested in the State, the landowner was deprived
of ‘all beneficial ownership140 relating to the minerals’.141 The concept of the
reservation of the right to mine to the State constituted a subtraction from the
dominium of the landowner.142 The dominium of the unsevered precious and
base minerals and metals remained in the dominus of the land, the landowner. 143
A new era dawned for South African mineral law with the promulgation of
the Minerals Act, 50 of 1991. This Act regulated the mining of minerals until
the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act, 28 of 2002 became
operational in 2004. As the Minerals Act represents a specific phase in South
African statutory mineral law, it forms part of the discussion that focuses
on the extent of the State’s regulatory powers regarding the exploitation of
minerals.

The Minerals Act, 50 of 1991
The Minerals Act, of 1991 (hereafter referred to as the Minerals Act)
138 Geduld Proprietary Mines Ltd v Government Mining Engineer, 1932, AD 214, pp. 220, 221.
139 Turffontein Estates Ltd v Mining Commissioner of Johannesburg, 1917, AD 419, p. 428.
140 Modderfontein B Gold Mining Co Ltd v CIR, 1923, AD 34, p. 44.
141 MO Dale, “A historical and comparative study…” (LLD, UNISA, 1979), p. 264 states that the use of the
word “minerals” in this case is unfortunate, because ownership in the minerals remains wholly vested in the
landowner until the minerals are severed from the land.
142 Odendaalsrus Gold, General Investments and Extensions Ltd v Registrar of Deeds, 1953, 1 SA 600 (O), p. 604;
SA Permanent Building Society v Liquidator of Isipingo Beach Homes, 1961, 1 SA 305 (N).
143 Modderfontein B Gold Mining Co Ltd v CIR, 1923, AD 34, p. 44.
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brought an end to the differentiation in the dealing with rights to minerals.
The Minerals Act simplified the law on mineral exploitation by doing away
with the differentiation between different classes of land144 and minerals.145
Section 5(1) of the Minerals Act specifically recognised the common law
rights of landowners in relation to mining. The Act recognised that the
holders of mineral rights – who were the landowners unless the mineral rights
were severed from land ownership - had the prerogative to decide if, and
by whom, prospecting and mining activities could take place on their land.
The Minerals Act still regulated the prospecting and mining activities, but
third parties could not conduct prospecting or mining activities without the
consent of the mineral rights holder. In terms of this Act holders of mineral
rights had to consent146 to the issuance of a prospecting permit or mining
authorisation.147 To ensure the optimal exploitation of the country’s minerals,
section 17 provided for the ministerial authorisation for prospecting or
mining where the consent of the holder of the mineral rights could not be
obtained. This was restricted to mineral rights that were already severed from
ownership of land in two situations, namely where the holder of the mineral
rights could not be traced, or where a person was entitled to a mineral or
undivided share therein by virtue of intestate succession or any testamentary
disposition and he has not obtained cession thereof within two years after he
became so entitled.
Section 18 of the Act granted the right to the State to investigate the presence,
nature and extent of minerals on any land and section 24 provided for the
expropriation of surface or mineral rights against the payment of compensation
to the person whose right had been expropriated. Mineral rights could only
be exercised in accordance with and subject to the provisions of this Act. The
exercising of the rights was regulated by the State and the authorisations were
intended as a control measure to ensure achievement of the objectives of the
Act. The authorisations needed for prospecting and mining were premised on
the holding of the underlying common law rights. No State authorisation was
needed for the acquisition of these rights but it was a prerequisite for the issue
of such authorisations. These authorisations did not confer any rights. They
merely authorised the exercise of the common law rights already held.
144 These being state land, alienated state land and private land.
145 In previous legislation a distinction was made between precious metals, base minerals, natural oil, precious
stones, source material and tiger’s eye. It is important to note that the right to certain diamonds still vested in
the state – S 46, Minerals Act 50, 1991, section 46.
146 Consent would normally be contained in a prospecting contract or a mineral lease.
147 Minerals Act 50, 1991, sections 6(1)(b); 9(1)(b).
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Kaplan and Dale148 point out that the Minerals Act further aimed to
encourage the alienation of mineral rights held by the State, so that all mineral
rights would be held by private entities. The State was placed in a position
equivalent to any other holder of rights to minerals. Owners of alienated State
land were given a preferent right to acquire the rights to the relevant minerals.
Royalties were only paid to the State in respect of mining rights where the
State was the holder of the applicable right to the mineral.

Conclusion
The question underlying this article was whether a historical overview
of South Africa’s mining legislation could indicate if the provisions of the
MPRDA, through which the State procured for its sole prerogative the
discretion to regulate every aspect of the exploitation of South Africa’s
minerals and petroleum, are enigmatic and a novel concept in South African
mineral law. A very interesting perspective is revealed when the timeline
of mining legislation is considered. The overview provided indicates that
the exploitation of the country’s mineral resources has always been strictly
regulated by the State. Save for the few short-lived instances where “minerals”
were reserved to the State in the abovementioned examples of pre-Union
legislation, only certain incidences of mineral rights, namely the right to
prospect or the right to mine, were from time to time reserved to the State.
These reservations should be regarded as stringent regulatory stipulations
that curtailed landowners in the exercise of their full rights of dominium as
landowners. Although the Minerals Act purported to place the full extent of
common law rights towards all minerals firmly in the hands of the holders
of these rights, State intervention and required authorisation for exercising
these rights were so drastic that Badenhorst149 opined that “it is still a policy
of partial State holding, although in another disguise.”
The MPRDA diverts completely from the immediate preceding Minerals
Act where the underlying policy was to advance mining by limiting the
State’s regulatory power to the actual mining activities and not expanding
it to interfere with the landowner’s rights to decide whether, and if so, by
whom mining activities could be conducted. The MPRDA grants the State
148 M Kaplan and MO Dale, A guide to the Minerals Act… (Durban, Butterworths, 1992), p. 14.
149 PJ Badenhorst, “Die juridiese bevoegdheid om minerale te ontgin in die Suid-Afrikaanse reg” (LLD, UP, 1992),
p. 200.
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the sole authority, and responsibility, to manage the exploitation of the
nation’s mineral resources. The historical overview indicated that there were
several eras in the South African mineral law history during which the State
played an overwhelmingly assertive role in the country’s mining activities and
before 1967 at several instances acquired the prerogative through legislation
to determine that third parties could mine on land owned by other. The
conclusive answer is thus that the MPRDA is not enigmatic, neither is it
the first statute in the history of South African mineral law through which
the State obtained the prerogative to regulate mining without requiring the
consent of affected landowners.150 As in the past, the State determined which
modus of regulation would best suite the policy considerations of the day. In
this era, aimed at reforming the South African society in an effort to ensure
the equitable distribution and exploitation of the country’s mineral resources,
the State claimed for itself the sole prerogative to decide when and where,
which minerals will be mined and by whom it will be done.

150 The reader should take note that the MPRDA nonetheless contains other enigmatic and novel provisions. The
fact of the matter, however, is that these are not found in the state’s power to solely determine the extent of the
mining activities within the borders of the Republic.
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Abstract
The sport declarations of TE Dönges as Minister of Internal Affairs in June
1956 and those of HF Verwoerd as Prime Minister in 1965 were aimed at
strengthening apartheid sport participation in South Africa. These declarations
were in reaction to increased international and local pressure on the National
Party (NP) to allow integrated sport participation. However, they contributed
to increased political and economic isolation as well as isolation on the sports
grounds. In reaction to this increasing isolation BJ Vorster and P Koornhof
formulated an evolutionary sport policy since 1967 in an effort to counteract
increased international isolation. These efforts by Vorster and Koornhof
have been interpreted by many critics and researchers as being the product
of continuous international and local pressures on the NP and its policy of
Apartheid. This article, however, argues that although the evolutionary sport
policy could be interpreted as cosmetic, tactical and strategic moves, it also
demonstrated important small changes in the normal thinking patterns of
the NP elite. The policy changes as reflected in the evolutionary sport policy
were the result of nuanced changes in the thinking of the NP regarding the
policy of apartheid. These changes in thinking were not so much the result of
external and local pressures but were merely encouraged by it. These changes
in thinking led the way for increased social integration and complemented
increased apartheid policy reforms since 1978.
Keywords: Multinational sport participation; Verwoerd; Vorster; Koornhof;
local pressure; International pressure; Reform; Mixed sport; Afrikaner; Sport
organisations; Apartheid sport.
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Introduction
The relaxation of apartheid laws in sport has been a much debated topic over
the last few decades among academics and those generally interested in the
relation between sport and apartheid and much research has been done on the
political and economic reasons for isolation, and its outcome.1
J Gemmell’s statement that: “Apartheid laws were relaxed in the 1980s as the
regime attempted to reform itself in order to sustain international support”2
contributes to this debate describing the reforms of the National Party (NP)
as an attempt to sustain international support. By the late 1970s and early
1980s, racially integrated sport participation was permitted by the NP. The
general belief in 1956 that South African “customs” and “traditions” kept
sport participation separate3 and that this was therefore not an area in which
a significant challenge to segregation existed,4 was replaced by the late 1970s,
because of ongoing pressures, to one of which saw the gradual realisation of
mixed sport participation.Gemmell supported by D Booth5 and A Guelke6
viewed the relaxation of petty apartheid measures in the 1970s by the NP as a
public relations exercise and an attempt to show international friends that all
was well in South Africa rather than a real move towards social integration.7
The attempts by the NP government to reform only increased international
actions by pressure groups, not only to isolate South Africa politically
and economically, but also on the sports field.8 It encouraged resistance
organisations to support D Brutus and others in their campaigns against

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

It must however be acknowledged that a great deal of research has been done on the sport dimension of the
isolation of South Africa from international sport participation. A few examples that can be cited are L Allison
(ed.), The politics of sport (Great Britain, Manchester University Press, 1986); A Grundlingh (ed.), Beyond the
tryline, rugby and South African society (Johannesburg, Ravan Press, 1995); D Booth, The race game; sport and
politics in South Africa (London, Frank Cass Publishers, 1998); A Odendaal, The story of an African game, black
cricketers and the unmasking of one of cricket’s greatest myths, South Africa, 1850s – 2003 (Cape Town, David
Philips, 2003); B Murray and C Merrett, Caught behind: Race and politics in Springbok cricket (Johannesburg,
Wits University Press and KwaZulu-Natal University Press, 2004). These are however just a few of many
examples of research on sport. In society that has been done.
J Gemmell, “South African cricket: The rainbow nation must have a rainbow team”, Sport in Society, 10(1),
2007, p. 51.
D Booth, The race game, sport and politics in South Africa…, p. 58.
A Guelke, “The politisation of South African sport”, L Allison (ed.), The politics of sport…, p. 119.
D Booth, The race game, sport and politics in South Africa…, p. 58.
A Guelke, “The politisation of South African sport”, L Allison (ed.), The politics of sport…, p. 119.
J Gemmell, “South African cricket…”, Sport in Society, 10(1), 2007, p. 53.
D Booth, The race game, sport and politics in South Africa…, pp. 77-80.
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the apartheid system and apartheid in sport.9 Soon, South African sport and
politics became intertwined, which added a new social, economic and political
dimension to sport participation. It was during the 1960s and 1970s that
the actions of “boycotting apartheid sport” became one of many important
instruments in the condemnation of South Africa and its internal race policies.10
Guelke also argues that sport isolation in the 1970s and 1980s coincided with
and contributed towards the beginning of the erosion of social apartheid. This,
he added, was because “multinational” sport during the 1970s became the
rubric under which the NP government allowed integration to take place.11
The boycotting of apartheid sport along with the internal political unrests
and ongoing suppression within South Africa made the period 1967-1978
one of the most important phases in South African history. The late sixties and
early seventies also saw the development of initial progressive movements in
the NP and wider Afrikaner thinking on the matter of apartheid.12 BJ Vorster
and P Koornhof ’s reforms in respect of mixed race sport participation serves
as an example of this new thinking. For many scholars, however, these new
reforms did not mean anything. D Booth, for example, argues that Vorster
never introduced any reforms to improve the position of blacks, but rather,
in an attempt to temporise, he created a package aimed at improving the
relations between Afrikaans and English speakers, fostered links with African
states and encouraged immigration. For D Booth Vorster’s initiative was based
on pragmatic political and economic considerations”13 and therefore strategic
moves in an attempt to convince pressure groups locally and internationally
that the NP was indeed reforming.
9
10
11
12

13

D Brutus, “The blacks and the whites in South African sport”, Africa Today, 6, 1970, p. 2 (D Brutus was
the President of the “South African non-racial Olympic committee” (SANROC) and a well-known critic of
apartheid).
H Botha, “Ons en internasionale sport: Implikasies van die jongsteverwikkelinge”, Woord en Daad, 16(170),
1976, p. 19.
A Guelke, “Sport and the end of apartheid”, L Allison, (ed.), The changing politics of sport (London, Manchester
University Press, 1991), p. 158.
This period therefore not only witnessed increasing criticism of the NP but also the birth of small but important
intellectual, political and social shifts within the thinking of the NP elite in general. These nuanced differences
in thinking were already identified in 1959 by the editor of Die Burger, P Cillié, See Die Burger, 13Junie 1959:
Dawie, “Uit my politieke pen”. DJ van Vuuren also expressed the important role Afrikaans newspapers played in
reflecting this shift in Afrikaner thinking. See DJ van Vuuren (ed.), Change in South Africa (Pretoria, Butterworth,
1983), pp. 340-342. In academic circles Prof W de Klerk came up with the concepts “Verlig” and “Verkramp” in
the late 1960s in his attempt to characterise the changes within Afrikaner thinking. Prof W Esterhuyse during
the late 1970s early 1980s went further and characterised these changes within Afrikaner thinking as ideological
differences among the Afrikaners and described them as “realists” against “fundamentalists”. See A Ries and E
Dommisse, Broedertwis, Die verhaal van die 1982-skeuring in die Nasionale Party (Kaapstad, Tafelberg, 1982), p.
3.
D Booth, The race game, sport and politics in South Africa…, p. 89.
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This article however argues that Booth, along with Guelke, BK Murray and
many other scholars,14 fail to understand that even though blacks confronted
more draconian regulations, discriminations and oppression under Vorster,
his new pragmatic sport policy introduced in April 1967 represented a shift
in normal NP line thinking. Although insignificant in the opinion of the
international community, pressure groups and authors such as Booth, this
paper argues that this policy and the many changes that followed, represented
change to direct the South African society away from apartheid.
This new policy was so serious and real that it resulted in disagreement and
conflict within the NP and among the NP supporters because for too many it
represented a deviation from NP policy. It further argues that this move away
from the initial NP sport policy, however small and not denouncing the policy
of apartheid on a grand scale, did not within Afrikaner and NP supporter
circles represent a mere smoke screen to the international community and
pressure groups, but it represented a shift in thinking regarding the policy
of apartheid, the thin end of the wedge.15 This shift in thinking inevitably
resulted in a split within the NP in 1969 and the formation of the “Herstigte”
National Party (HNP) under the leadership of J Marais which represented
the first tangible proof of internal conflicts in the NP. Could it be possible
to think that Vorster would risk a split within the NP just because he was
strategically manoeuvring around to avoid international sport isolation?
Would it be intellectually sound to continue to argue that the “reforms”
introduced by Vorster were the sole result of continuous pressure, totally
discarding the possibility that it could be the result of a shift in thinking
visible within Afrikaner circles at the time?
In view of the above, this article investigates whether Vorster’s approach
towards sport policies (developed with the assistance of PGJ Koornhof ) was
a reaction to external and internal pressures on the NP to reform, or if it was
rather the result of an underlying shift in the normal NP line of thinking
which led to the introduction of mixed sport participation?

14 BK Murray, “Politics and cricket: The D’Oliveira affair of 1968”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 27(4),
2001, pp. 682-684.
15 ICH, Bloemfontein, PV 451, Dr. Albert Hertzog collection, General note book, 1967, p. 13518.
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Vorster’s reformation efforts in sport participation
Sport as vehicle for reform?
Based on the vast amount of research that has been done on the topic of sport
and apartheid, one can conclude that the fundamental reason for identifying
sport as an instrument to isolate South Africa was twofold. The first was to
identify how apartheid sport violated human rights and the second was to
pressurise the NP government to initially reform apartheid policies related
to sport participation and later to abandon apartheid sport. It was for these
reasons that anti-apartheid sport boycotts became general events, especially
in rugby minded countries. Maclean, for example, refers to some of the most
sustained anti-apartheid protests during the southern winter of 1981 outside
South Africa. It was the tour of Aotearoa in New Zealand by South Africa’s
Springbok rugby team. According to Maclean, anti-apartheid demonstrators
protested for 56 days against the Springboks touring New Zealand: “thousands
of New Zealanders twice a week faced riot police… They were baton charged,
assaulted and imprisoned. They had telephone calls intercepted, police
surveillance became routine, organized teams were infiltrated, and there were
public discussions of the possibility of the declaration of, in effect, martial
law”.16 This campaign, according to him, secured mass public and activist
support and it demanded the total political, economic, social and cultural
isolation of the South Africa government.17 According to P Donnelly, the one
major example of a human rights campaign where sport was used successfully
was the campaign against apartheid in South Africa.18
Sport organisations such as the Committee for International Recognition
(1955), the SASA, the SANROC, and the South African Council on Sport
were created with the aim to not only isolate South Africa from international
sport but also to help destroy the policy of apartheid. It is for this reason
that SANROC actively worked towards banning the South African Olympic
Committee from the International Olympic Committee. SACOS worked
towards banning any sport participation and administration that was based on
discrimination, and replacing that with sport participation that was based on

16 M Maclean, “Anti-apartheid boycotts and the affective economics of struggle: The case of Aotearoa New
Zealand”, Sport in Society, 13(1), 2010, p. 72.
17 M Maclean, “Anti-apartheid boycotts and the affective economics of struggle…”, Sport in Society, 13(1), 2010,
pp. 72-73.
18 P Donnelly, “Sport and human rights”, Sport in Society, 11(4), 2008, p. 386.
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equality.19 According to R Thompson, SASA played a very important role in
equalising sport participation and administration in South Africa. He makes
the following statement: “… by constant negotiation, [SASA] eliminated many
of the racial barriers among non-white South African sports bodies so that in
most sports it became normal for Africans, Indians and Coloured to play
together and to share the administration”.20 By creating a unified non-white
front against white sport participation and administration the foundations
were laid for gradually increasing pressure on the NP government to accept
integrated sport participation in South Africa.
The reaction of the NP government under the leadership of Verwoerd up to
1966 was to stress the importance of sport participation along the principles of
apartheid.21 The actions of the aforementioned organisations were interpreted
as actions that wanted to place South Africa and its internal policies under
the international spotlight for the “wrong reasons”. The NP argued that the
intention of these organisations was to apply pressure on and to convince
the NP government to abolish the policy of apartheid. The response of the
government before 1966 must be viewed in terms of two important aspects.
The first was that it was already clear by 1958 that the practical implementation
of the policy of apartheid in the field of sport had the potential to become
increasingly problematic. Hence the apartheid government insisted that the
principles of its policy had to be strictly adhered to when it came to sport
participation by different racial groups in South Africa. If not, it was believed,
sport participation could become the thin end of the wedge that could lead
to the collapse of apartheid.22 Secondly, the view of new thinkers within
Afrikaner academic, business, newspaper and sport circles that the policies
of apartheid were entrenched deep enough in the South African society. This,
it was believed, could withstand a possible collapse of the apartheid policy
in general, if reforms related to sport participation were introduced in an
effort to counter-act the sporting isolation of South Africa.23 The theory that
concessions related to sport policies could be the thin end of the wedge and
19 GB Saaiman, “Sport en politiek: Suid-Afrika se sportisolasie en die invloed op die binnelandsepolitiek”
(MA dissertation, University of the Free State, 1981), pp. 44-47; J Brickhill, Race against race: South Africa’s
‘multinational’ sport fraud (London, 1976), p. 9.
20 R Thompson, Retreat from apartheid: New Zealand’s sporting contacts with South Africa (London, 1975), p. 6.
21 Republic of South Africa, Hansard, 2 September 1962, col. 875, The Star, 31 March 1962.
22 GJL Scholtz, “Liberalepolitiek en sportboikotte”, Koers, 3, 1974, p. 173; ICH, Bloemfontein, PV. 132: Adv. BJ
Vorster-collection, File 8/9/1/1: Speech of J Marais, 2 October 1969 (J Marais became the leader of the HNP
which broke away from the NP in 1959).
23 Rapport, 2 December 1973; ICH, Bloemfontein, PV. 93: Dr HF Verwoerd-collection, File 1/24/10: Letter,
HF Verwoerd/S Pretorius, 2 October 1960; SC Nolutshungu, “Party systems, cleavage structure and electoral
performance, the South African general election of 1970”, The African Review, 4, 1972, pp. 457-58.
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result in the demise of apartheid was seen as something that was promoted by
the “verkramptes” and therefore had no legitimate standing.24

Reformation efforts in sport participation
It is in terms of these two fundamental points that the period 1966-1978
should be viewed. When Vorster became the leader of the NP and of South
Africa, it was clear that the country would be increasingly isolated from future
international sport participation if reforms related to the internal policies
were not made. This became evident, firstly, with the creation of the Council
for Sport in South Africa in 1966, with the aim of isolating South Africa
totally from international sport participation. The second event was the factfinding mission of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) in 1967.
The aim of this visit was to consider permitting South Africa to attend in the
Olympic Games in Mexico in 1968, if teams consisting of black and white
athletes were allowed to participate. Thirdly, the possibility that the Canada
Cup Golf Tournament could take place in 1968 in South Africa and lastly,
the possibility in January 1967 that B D’Oliveira, the South African-born
coloured Cricket player, would be included in the MCC-team that planned to
visit South Africa in 1968.25 D’Oliveira was a Cape coloured who had moved
to England in 1960. He was not named in the MCC’s party for the winter tour
of South Africa despite of his merit. This resulted in protest and allegations
from sporting organisations that the MCC gave in to pressure from the South
African government not to include him. As a result, D’Oliveira was quickly
included.26 In response, Vorster banned the tour claiming that the team was
not the team of the MCC but the team of the Anti-Apartheid Movement.27
Vorster also at this point remarked that D’Oliveira was no longer a sportsman
but a political cricket ball.28
Against the backdrop of these events Vorster introduced his new sport
policy on the 17th of February 1967 in Parow. This article argues that Vorster
with this policy gradually started to steer South Africa in the direction of
mixed sport participation although it was strictly controlled. He did what
24 A P Treurnicht, Noodlottigehervorming (Professionele Boekverspreiders, Pretoria, 1982), pp. 1-15.
25 JA du Pisani, “BJ Vorster se nuwesportbeleid as faktor in die verdeelheid binne die Nasionale Party wat gelei het
tot die stigting van die Herstigte Nasionale Party”, Joernaal vir Eietydse Geskiedenis, 9(2), 1984, pp. 39-40.
26 B Schoeman, My lewe in die politiek (Johannesburg, Perskor-Uitgewers, 1978), p. 367.
27 M Polley, Moving the goalposts a history of sport and society in 1945 (London, Routledge, 1998), p. 30.
28 J Gemmell, The politics of South African cricket…, p. 154.
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no NP leader would dare to do before him. This he did to prevent South
Africa’s international sport isolation but also to carefully move away from the
implementation of apartheid sport.29 Three years after the announcement of
this sport policy, the Utrechts Niewsblad came to the same conclusion when it
commented that:30
John Vorster, opvolger van de in 1966 in het Kaapseperlement [SIC]
vermoorde dr. Verwoerd, ledge zeven maanden nazijn ambtsaanvaarding
eenverklaring over zijn (nieuwe) sportbeleid af, waarmee hijzich voorsictig van
de Verwoerd-politiek distantieerde.

The importance and irony of this new thinking reside in the fact that
Vorster as a sport loving person and former rugby administrator wanted
South Africa to be included in future international sport participation with
his new sport policy. This by implication could only be achieved if the NP
moved away from implementing the policy and principles of apartheid, thus
allowing mixed sport participation as demanded by international and local
pressure groups. The irony of this new thinking, however, was the fact that
Vorster at the same time constantly argued and assured NP supporters that he
would not deviate from NP policy and principles.31 In this regard the South
African newspapers played an important role as highlighted by the News/
Check magazine when it commented on the different reactions from English
and Afrikaans newspapers and concluded that: “The English-Language press
praised an ‘enlightened’ step; the Afrikaans press assured its readers that no
principles had been broken”.32
In analysing the elements of Vorster’s new sport policy it becomes clear
that he gradually drove himself into a political corner, which illustrated the
fact that he was reforming the old sport policy to bring it in line with the
policies of international sporting bodies. Thus, he announced that he would
allow a mixed team to participate in the 1968 Olympic Games in Mexico
City. Secondly, he announced that he would allow mixed international sport
events in South Africa, including the Canada Cup Golf Tournament and the
Davis Cup Tennis Tournament. With regards to rugby and cricket he would
allow a mixed Springbok team to take part in international games. He would,
initially however, not allow mixed local sporting events to take place in South
29 Die Burger, 18 February 1967; The Natal Mercury, 4 March 1967; Die Vaderland, 10 February 1967.
30 Utrechts Niewsblad, 21 May 1970.
31 ICH, Bloemfontein, PV. 132: Adv. BJ Vorster collection, File 3/6/1968: Statement by the Prime Minister, 19
November 1966, at a meeting of the Witwatersrand National Party Congress.
32 News/Check, 21 April 1967.
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Africa because it would go against the spirit of the policy of apartheid.33 As
has been indicated earlier, he gave his supporters the assurances that mixed
local sporting events would not be allowed in South Africa.
Vorster’s new sport policy on the one hand signalled a new approach based
on the fact that he was less dogmatic, compared to Verwoerd for example,
in his approach towards the implementation of the policy of apartheid. On
the other hand, it signalled a desire to place less emphasis on the principle
of apartheid and more emphasis on ensuring better and lasting international
sport relations and participation. This new dimension in his thinking created
tension within the NP, resulting in a split and the formation of the HNP in
1969. J Marais as Member of Parliament and the NP at the time before the
split, made it quite clear in a speech in Pretoria on the 2nd of October 1969
that he feared that he, along with other party members, would be kicked out
of the party because they criticised the new sport policy introduced by Vorster
in 1967. He was of the opinion that those who criticised the policy would
be side-lined and removed from the party in order to continue with new
sport reforms.34 This new thinking and the criticism that followed reflected
the underlying change in normal party line thinking of the NP on policy
matters. It echoed the realisation which has been present since 1966 that a
move towards a re-thinking of the policy of the NP had not only become
necessary but the right thing to do in order to ensure future international
sport participation for a sport-obsessed Afrikaner nation.35
The criticism against Vorster, by the newly formed HNP under the
leadership of dr. A Hertzog, that his new sport policy could lead to sport
integration and eventually political integration, and the issue of whether or
not mixed international sport participation could be aligned with separate
sport participation at home, prompted him to make a distinction between
inter-state relations and inter-personal relations. This implied that mixed
teams from South Africa could participate in international events because
it was important for inter-state relations; this however could not be allowed
in South Africa because it was argued that it would not be good for interpersonal relations within South Africa.36 Vorster’s approach involved firstly
33 Republic of South Africa, Hansard, 11 April 1967, col. 4108-4117.
34 ICH, Bloemfontein, PV. 132: Adv. BJ Vorster collection, File 8/9/1/1: Speech of J Marais, 2 October 1969.
35 JHP Serfontein, Die verkrampteaanslag (Pretoria, Human en Rousseau, 1974), p. 14; BM Schoeman, Die
broederbond in die Afrikaner-politiek (Pretoria, Human en Rousseau, 1982), pp. 106-10,113-16; BM Schoeman,
Parlementêre verkiesings in Suid-Afrika, 1910-1976 (Pretoria, Human en Rousseau, 1977), p. 441.
36 Die Burger, 22 February 1967.
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announcing reforms and secondly assuring his supporters that the internal
policy of South Africa would not change, and thirdly warning that if these
reforms were used by pressure groups such as SASA, SANROC or SACOS to
increase their demands for more reforms, he would act as Verwoerd did before
1966. This implied that no reforms would then be considered and that the
policy of apartheid would be strictly implemented. His announcement that
he would allow mixed South African international sport participation but not
allow mixed local sport participation in South Africa led to more demands
from pressure groups.

Normalising South African sport
In this context Vorster, with the assistance of Koornhof, introduced further
new changes to the sport policy, not in reaction to ongoing pressures but
rather as an effort to normalise sport relations in South Africa based on the
realisation that apartheid in sport had to be dismantled. It must be stressed
that for the successful implementation of this new approach Vorster knew
that he had to implement it on an evolutionary basis, and not on a reactionary
basis. This meant that, even though in Afrikaner circles the opinion started to
gain momentum that the policy of apartheid was not sustainable in the local
and international context of that time, he still had to assure his enlightened
supporters that the policy of the NP would not change overnight. He therefore
had to play a fine strategic political game. FW de Klerk, former president of
South Africa, in retrospect explains this as follows:37
I believe that he (J Vorster) saw the danger signs of growing international
isolation beginning to flicker. He realized that Dr Verwoerd had unnecessarily
plunged the country into isolation with his rigid attitude and that international
pressure would increase. It was for this reason that he initiated what he called
his Outward Policy. He accordingly initiated some tentative and ad hoc steps
away from the rigid and inflexible approach of his predecessor.

P Botha in his biography written by T Papenfus had the following to say
about Vorster and his role in the sport reform of the period under discussion: 38
Vorster did his best to reach out to the rest of Africa through his Africa policy
… He played a key role in finding a solution in Rhodesia. Further, he tried
to move away from Verwoerd’s rigid colour policy in sport. To people looking
37 FW de Klerk, The last trek – A new beginning (London, Macmillan, 1998), p. 48.
38 T Papenfus, Pik Botha and his times (Pretoria, Litera Publications, 2010), p. 263.
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back today it seems ridiculous that such things could have been important. But
there were undercurrents in the NP itself after Hertzog broke away. Vorster
wanted to move even farther away from the ugly side of apartheid in order to
ward off international sanctions. One should also remember that it was under
Vorster’s premiership that Resolution 435 for the independence of South-West
was adopted. Vorster was a person who was prepared to change. But scrapping
within the Party prevented him from moving any faster than he did.

Vorster realised that sudden political changes could lead to another split in
the NP. He could not afford sudden division because it would restrict the
most needed reforms he planned for the future. It was for this reason that
he started a strategy of changing his political discourse. This entailed words
and phrases such as “never”, “no concessions”, “never give in to pressures”,
which were previously the norm, to be replaced with words and phrases such
as “multicultural sport”, “rights”, “normaliation of sport relations”, etcetera.
With this approach he intended to gradually convince his supporters that
reforms in the policy of the NP were necessary and that it would not lead to
loss of political power or identity.39
As an extension of the envisaged changes as reflected in his new sport policy
of 1967 and the ground work that was laid since then, Vorster announced on
the 22 April 1971 his intention to increase his efforts to make sure blacks from
South Africa become more involved in international sport and international
sport competitions hosted in South Africa if the athletes were affiliated
to white sport associations.40 In the same year Vorster announced that he
would allow visiting international teams to play against Black and Coloured
teams in South Africa if they wished to do so.41 This also applied to visiting
teams in tennis, golf and athletics. Vorster argued that this could be done
because it was important for inter-state relations and that these events had an
international characteristic.42 This argument was also used to support the fact
that mixed sport participation locally could not be allowed because it would
not be conducive for local relations. It is important to note the difference in
what Vorster said in 1967 and what he promoted in 1971.
In 1972, Koornhof was appointed as the Minister of Sport. It was during
1972 that suggestions were made by sport analysts and sport administrators
39 G Kotze, Sport en politiek (Pretoria, Makro, 1978), p. 103; Republic of South Africa, Hansard, 22 April 1971,
col. 5053.
40 Republic of South Africa, Hansard, 22 April 1971, col. 5053.
41 L Allison (ed.), The politics of sport…, p. 134.
42 Republic of South Africa, Hansard, 22 April 1971, col. 5053-5056.
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to allow the selection of a mixed Springbok team on the basis of merit.43 A
request from the South African Rugby Union to the NP government in this
regard was denied and it transpired that the government would not allow the
selection of teams on the basis of merit.44 In May 1973 Koornhof stressed
that mixed sport participation would not be allowed on club, provincial
and national levels, and that sport integration was not the policy of the NP
government.45 Koornhof ’s meeting with Robert Fenton, head of the New
Zealand organisation, “War Against Recreational Disruption” (WARD),
in March 1974 contradicted Koornhof ’s statement of 1973. According to
Fenton, Koornhof:46
… spelt it out to me in his office in parliament that non-whites would take
their place in all representative teams on the basis of true merit.

Fenton interpreted his conversation with Koornhof as one in which
Koornhof indicated that more reforms were planned and that the pace of
these reforms would start to gain momentum. This happened on the 23rd
of September 1976 when the NP government announced that mixed or
multinational sport participation would be allowed on club level.47 Vorster’s
and Koornhof ’s explanation for this radical change in NP policy regarding
sport participation in South Africa was that the time was right and that it was
the logical consequence of the sport policy on which the NP had embarked
in 1967.48
The sport reform effort initiated by Vorster, assisted by Koornhof, through
mixed sport participation internationally and locally, laid a foundation for
the ongoing reforming process of South African society, a society which was
in dire need of reform during the 1970s, taking into consideration the 1976
uprisings and the international reaction to the way the government acted.
This did not only imply mixed sport participation, but also social integration
on different levels of the South African society.49 In this regard, Koornhof
explained in a letter to the International Tennis Federation the government’s

43
44
45
46
47
48

Die Transvaler, 30 August 1972.
Rand Daily Mail, 30 August 1972.
Republic of South Africa, Hansard, 5 May 1973, col. 7783-7784.
Sunday Express, 3 March 1973.
Republic of South Africa, Hansard, 21 February 1975, col. 3218.
Skietgoed: Sport. Information services of the National Party of South Africa, September 1976 (Die sportbeleid van
Suid-Afrika soos verduidelik deur Sy Edele die Eerste Minister tydens ’n geslote vergadering van afgevaardigdes
na die Transvaalse Kongres van die Nasionale Party in die Pretoria Stadsaal op 15 September 1976, pp. 5-8.
49 Die Transvaler, 25 September 1976; Die Burger, 24 September 1976.
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new stance towards integrated sport:50
That no permit or other legal permission is needed by any player or any club
in South Africa to join any club. As for spectators, the National or Provincial
Governing bodies can by arrangement with the Department of Sport, get a
clearance annually in advance for their full program of events. That early steps
are being taken to modify any restrictions as far as the Liquor Act is concerned
by enabling sport clubs to get international status on application so that
licenses can provide liquor to all participating sportsmen without application
for a permit.

In 1978 Koornhof confirmed the successful implementation of the new
sport policy since 1967. He explained that with the new sport policy the NP
had started to move away from discrimination and it illustrated the fact that
legislation to control race relations and protect identity in South Africa was
not necessary. Institutionalised separate identities therefore have proved not
to be necessary.51

Conclusion
Even though Vorster publicly rejected social integration between black and
white, his implementation of the sport policy created the idea in some NP
circles and among some of its supporters that he was moving away from the
underlying principles of apartheid. This impression was strengthened by the
fact that an English team played rugby against a South African mixed team
(black and coloured) in July and August 1972 in South Africa. In the same
year, black and white athletes competed in international events. Multinational
sport activities in golf and tennis were also arranged.52 Vorster’s interpretation
of the sport policy also gave the impression that his new policy was the result
of the continued and increasing internal and international pressure. The fact
that Vorster and Koornhof clearly moved into a new direction with the new
sport policy cannot be ignored. It is for this reason that I Wilkens and H
Strydom described the initial sport policy of 1967 as a “complete somersault
from what it was from 1948 to 1971”.53 This implies that changes initiated in
50 ICH, Bloemfontein, PV. 476: Dr P Koornhof collection, File 2/42/1: Letter from Koornhof to the chairperson
of the International Tennis Federation, 21 February 1978.
51 G Kotze, Sport en politiek…, p.103.
52 Republiek van Suid-Afrika, Department van Internasionale Betrekkinge en Inligting, Dinamieseveranderinge in
Suid-Afrika., November 1980, p. 130; Republiek van Suid-Afrika, Departement van Internasionale Betrekkinge,
“’n Nuwe Suid-Afrika: Sport”, Suid-Afrika Oorsig, 118, Julie 1980, pp. 2-3.
53 I Wilkens and H Strydon, The super Afrikaners (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball, 1978), p. 239.
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1967 changed even further during the 1970s. The internal criticism from NP
members such as Dr A Hertzog, J Marais, W Delport, J Engelbrecht etcetera54
that Vorster and Koornhof were deviating from party principles indicated that
many NP members did not initially understand the consequences of the new
sport policy, and the changes that were made to it since its first inception. For
dr. Hertzog, however, there was no doubt with this clear reaction from him:55
Kan mens tot enige ander gevolgtrekking kom as dat die sportbeleid van die
huidige Eerste Minister die tradisionele apartheidsbeginsels in sport, soos deur
dr. Verwoerd duidelikgestel, verwerp?

Even Sir De Villiers Graaff, as leader of the official opposition, made it quite
clear in Parliament that it was general knowledge that the NP experienced deep
internal divisions because of the sport policy of the NP since its introduction
in 1969.56
Despite criticism, one thing was certain and that was that ongoing changes
within the NP were starting to show. In this regard Koornhof had the
following to say:57
The policy that was announced by the Federal Council of the NP on 23
September 1976 has indeed brought about radical changes in sport in South
Africa. Although it was accepted, inter alia, that with due regard to the
provisions of any laws and regulations which may be appropriate, the interest
of South Africa and all its sporting people can best be served if sportsmen and
sportswoman of the White, Coloured, Indian and Black population groups
belong to their own clubs, and control, arrange and manage their own sport
matters. Whites and Non-whites are not debarred by legislation from joining
and playing for clubs of their own choice”.

Although this came from the Minister himself, increased mixed sport
participation was slowly becoming a reality and L Allison agrees with this: “In
the 1970s ‘multinational’ sport was the rubric under which the government
allowed integration to take place” it was “… one of the first areas of social
life to be integrated, sport played a prominent role in the unravelling of
apartheid”.58
54 BM Schoeman, My lewe in die politiek…, p. 326; JHP Serfontein, Die verkrampte aanslag…, p. 120.
55 ICH, Bloemfontein, PV 132: Adv. BJ Vorster-versameling, Leêr, 35: Bylae A, knipsels.
56 Republic of South Africa, Hansard, 11 October 1974, col. 5309. Republic of South Africa, Department of
Information, South African Digest, 19 August 1977, p. 10.
57 ICH, Bloemfontein, PV 476: Dr P Koornhof collection, File 2/42/1: Letter from Koornhof to Mr Dyer
President of the South African Cricket Association, 24 March 1977.
58 A Guelke, “Sport and the end of apartheid”, L Allison (ed.), The changing politics of sport…, pp. 158, 168.
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In this context Vorster’s ever-changing or evolutionary sport policy
contributed to setting the stage for increased social integration on the sports
field. No wonder Guelke concludes that: “In the 1970s ‘multinational’ sport
was the rubric under which the government allowed integration to take
place”.59 He even goes further by stating that:60
During the last five years (1980-1985) there have been far-reaching changes
in the organisation of sport in South Africa. In theory, at least, integration has
become the new norm to which all but a few sporting bodies are committee…
These changes have occurred in the context of the Government’s own
commitment to open-ended reform, subject to the absolutely crucial proviso
that there is no abdication of White political control.

In view of the above discussion in which it was illustrated how the initial
sport policy underwent continuous adaptations and changes and the aims
outlined in the introduction, it is important to note that Vorster and
Koornhof managed to accomplish three basic goals. The first one was to show
the international community that the NP was in favour of change regarding
certain aspects of its policy of apartheid, of which one was sport participation.
In a document of the Department of Sport and Recreation released in 1976
the intentions of the NP in relation to sport was made clear through the
following:61
The development of the sports policy must also be regarded as an evolutionary
process of development, a process where South Africa has adapted itself to the
new demands of time.

In doing so the Party signalled its intention of gradually moving away from its
policy. Secondly, showing that the new sport policy could be used to develop
good racial relations and make a start with reforming the South African
society. This Koornhof clearly stated in Parliament on the 14th of October
1974 when he referred to the role of sport in improving race relations:62
… eerstens, dat deur middel van sport rasseverhoudings kan verbeter (word),
tweedens dat ons dit deur sport wil verbeter. Deur sport kan en wil ons vriende
maak… Ek (en) die regering, my departement…, met die grootste simpatie
en begrip probeer om presies dit te doen sover as wat dit menslik moontlik is.

59 A Guelke, “Sport and the end of apartheid”, L Allison (ed.),The changing politics of sport…, p. 158.
60 A Guelke, “The politisation of South African sport”, L Allison (ed.), The politics of sport …, p. 118.
61 ICH, Bloemfontein, PV. 59: Dr Albert Hertzog collection, File KN 59/514/1/1: The normalization of sport in
the Republic of South Africa, p. 3.
62 Republic of South Africa, Hansard, 14 October 1974, col. 5355.
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All changes and trends illustrated to the NP supporters that a new direction
had to be followed because it became increasingly difficult to implement the
policy of apartheid in the context of changing international and local opinion.
It also illustrated to the supporters of the NP that by gradually changing,
political power and separate identity would not be lost in the near future.
It must also be stressed that the gradual move away from the policy principles
were not only the result of the ongoing political pressure from pressure groups
internationally and locally. These deviations from policy principles must also
be viewed as a reflection of new political thinking in the NP. The fact that
Vorster was pragmatic in his leadership and the fact that he showed that he
was willing to adjust to new challenges and changes regardless of the risk of
a split, illustrate this new approach in political thinking. Even though slow
in practice, this new approach must therefore be viewed as a reflection of the
ongoing changing political thinking of the NP leadership in the period under
discussion and afterwards. The evolutionary sport policy of Vorster also had
the desired effect of bringing about changes in sport policy driven by changes
in political thinking based on the new international political challenges of the
period under discussion.
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Reading revolution: Shakespeare on Robben Island
(Pretoria: Unisa Press, 2012, 129 pp., illus., bibl.
ISBN: 978-1-86888-683-8)
Ashwin Desai
Archie L Dick
University of Pretoria
archie.dick@up.ac.za

Ashwin Desai’s Reading revolution: Shakespeare on Robben Island comes
crucially at a time when textbooks and libraries are being destroyed in South
Africa.1 Political circumstances can inspire reading cultures just as much
as they can inhibit them, demonstrating their contradictions. By the time
that apartheid was unravelling, political prisoners had turned Robben Island
prison into a university and a library. Many arrived as illiterates and left as
book collectors, often leaving behind some of their prized literary possessions
to fuel the reading revolution they had started.

1

For the destruction of textbooks, see: Public protector looking into destruction of Limpopo textbooks (available
at: http://www.businessday.co.za/articles/Content.aspx?id=177135), as accessed 30 July 2012; for the burning
of libraries, see: Burning of the Ratanda Library (available at: http://www.liasa.org.za/node/767), as accessed 30
July 2012.
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Desai samples prisoners who signed off on favourite passages from Sonny
Venkatrathnam’s disguised copy of William Shakespeare: The complete works
before he was released. He weaves a compelling narrative about Shakespeare’s
reception and audiences on the island, and about reading more generally
in apartheid’s most forbidding jail. An attractive feature is the range of
Shakespeare’s genres, forms and themes, as well as the range of political
organizations represented.
“Revolution” is probably not an inappropriate description when its
achievements are weighed - from absolute denial of reading material in the
early 1960s to access to functioning libraries by the 1980s; from illiterate and
semi-literate arrivals to sophisticated high school matriculants and university
graduates; from political sectarianism to organized collaboration and open
debates; from spiteful censorship by prison guards to assisting them with their
own studies. Some of these developments were certainly radical, but there was
no inevitability about all of this. Unexpected reverses, obstructive attitudes
of some commanding officers, internal political disputes, and personal
differences stalled and sometimes threatened to undo hard-earned gains.
Nor would the reading revolution have been possible without external
pressure on the prison authorities by international organizations, sympathetic
politicians, family, friends, or even fate. Venkatrathnam’s book itself became
the source of the signatures and widely read by prisoners after a relative or
friend sent it to him as a gift and, when it was confiscated, returned to him as
a result of fortunate circumstances surrounding a priest’s visit.
The selected Shakespearian passages provide the springboard for each
prisoner’s personal journey as a reader, and they encapsulate an aspect of his
character or his individual experiences and political outlook. Desai follows
some of the readers after their release from Robben Island prison and into
their post-1994 lives. It is indeed this feature that gives the book its special
significance. Inequalities in the new South Africa’s education system, which
Desai attributes to poor economic choices and political compromises, have
left some of the reading revolutionaries disillusioned. Others seek to re-ignite
the revolutionary spark of Robben Island through reading programmes in
poverty-stricken townships.
Desai calls on familiar Shakespearian themes to remind erstwhile political
prisoners now in power that a new generation of South Africans is tragically as
illiterate as they once were. South Africa, he laments, was the worst performer
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in a recent forty-country literacy study, and in 2011 only between two and
eight percent of the county’s schools had libraries. In these circumstances, the
wanton destruction of textbooks and libraries are grave and ominous signs.
The vision of Robben Island’s reading revolutionaries has not materialized.
This book is richly illustrated and its coffee-table format and readable text
make it suitable both for the general public and for more serious scholars,
although an index would have been a valuable addition.

Information history in the modern world: Histories of the
information age
(London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011. 208 pp., bibl., index.
ISBN: 9780230237377)
Toni Weller
Archie L Dick
University of Pretoria
archie.dick@up.ac.za

Researching and teaching the role of information in national development
should become more transnational in outlook. Few studies probe the roles
that information played in the historical development of nation-states, as
well as of empires, and how networks of information disturb ideas of fixed
geographical boundaries. These topics are not new in historical scholarship
more generally (Bayly 1996; Said 1993). But information history, a youthful
area of inquiry suggesting “a richness of unexplored avenues” (Weller 2011:
9), brings new possibilities.
Chief among them are a better understanding of the “shifting qualities of
information itself ”, and a better understanding of the past and the present
(Tredinnick 2011: 193). How we frame these understandings, however, is
not without difficulties. This is apparent in Toni Weller’s edited collection of
essays on information history from the mid-eighteenth century onwards. She
draws interesting conclusions from the interactions between oral and print
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cultures in France, England, and Denmark and the shift from pre-modern to
modern understandings of information. She concludes that this shift marked
the explicit recognition of information as a defining feature in the modern
world, or of divorcing information from content, “as opposed to forming an
implicit part of rhetorical discourse” (Weller 2011: 201).
One may ask, however, why such a demarcation is necessary. Based largely
on the experiences of some European countries, are others around the
world expected to pass through “pre-modern”,“modern” and “post-modern”
shifts in a linear fashion? How are countries where oral and print cultures
were disrupted or erased to be characterized? And, how does information
geography feature in this information history? These questions take up
Weller’s commendable claim that “the plural is significant”, and that there
are “alternate histories” instead of “a single history of information” (Weller
2011: 2, 9). A transnational perspective makes information histories sensitive
to information geographies, emphasizing the idea of place and complicating
issues of information development and underdevelopment.
Adding the geographical focus brings into view also themes of expansionism,
trade, migration, information networks, and it connects information histories
with wider understandings of the past. Some examples include: the data
recording methods of the Roman army; methods of encrypting legal documents
related to the Asian Silk Road in the third and fourth centuries; information
and disinformation in the establishment of the Mongolian empire; early
warning systems and the Hospitallers in the eastern Mediterranean; Dutch
navigational knowledge of Japan in the early seventeenth century; and files
on Prussian army conscripts in the early eighteenth century (Giannakopoulos
2011: 87-92). Continuities and changes in the methods of information
collection, organization, dissemination, as well as the information systems
and services that characterized information development in the nation-states
shaped by these dramatic events will be instructive to many historians.
The movements of goods and people, as well as of oral and print cultures,
are usually understood along the historical and geographical lines drawn by
powerful blocs although scholarship from Africa, India, and Latin America
are still generally kept apart. Alternative approaches, on the other hand, bring
them together to introduce richer perspectives of information development
(Delmas and Penn 2011; Gupta et al). These are the kinds of information
histories and information geographies that are likely to bring symmetry to
the history of European expansion, and to promote a generally more balanced
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history. They will, for example, dispel the view expressed in a UNESCO
document on knowledge societies that Africa is a “continent of oral tradition”
(Towards knowledge societies 2005: 36). Diagne (2008: 19) points out that
this view that “African cultures are oral cultures in essence” fails to take
account of the Timbuktu manuscripts and libraries, Islamic scholarship in
Africa, the adoption of Arabic script, and Africa’s written culture.
Timbuktu, in modern day Mali, was a centre of learning as far back as the
eleventh century, with a high point in the sixteenth century. Going back even
further is the Libyan script, an African native alphabet, which was used to
write down ancient Libyan. Found on tombstones, it dates back more than
two thousand years and is still used today by the Tuareg in its current form as
the Tifinagh language (Le Quellec 2011: 8). Much remains to be done, but
these are indications of some of the ways in which information was organized
and distributed in Africa.
Weller’s collection of essays on information history is therefore a promising
new area of research that will benefit from a transnational perspective that
makes it sensitive to the idea of place. Further work on information histories
and information geographies will enrich the contexts in which we understand
how national information development unfolds.
References
Bayly, C, 1996. Empire and information: Intelligence gathering and social communication in
India, 1780-1870. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Delmas, A, and Penn, N (eds), 2011.Written cultures in a colonial context: Africa and the
Americas, 1500-1900. Cape Town: UCT Press.
Diagne, SB, 2008.Toward an intellectual history of West Africa: The meaning of Timbuktu.
In: Jeppie, S and Diagne, SB (eds). The meanings of Timbuktu. Pretoria: HSRC
Press: 19-27.
Giannakopoulos, G, Sakas, DP, Vlachos, DS, and Kyriaki-Manessi, D (eds), 2011.
International conference on integrated information: Abstracts book. Piraeus: X.
Mpenou.
Gupta, P, Hofmeyr, I, and Pearson M (eds), 2010. Eyes across the water: Navigating the
Indian ocean. Pretoria: Unisa Press.
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Le Quellec, J 2011. Rock art, scripts and proto-scripts in Africa: The Libyco-Berber example.
In: Delmas, A and Penn, N (eds).Written cultures in a colonial context: Africa and
the Americas, 1500-1900. Cape Town: UCT Press: 3-29.
Said, E 1993. Culture and imperialism. London: Chatto and Windus.
Towards knowledge societies, 2005. Unesco Publishing. Available at: http://unesdoc.unesco.
org/images/0014/001418/141843e.pdf, as accessed 25 June 2012.
Tredinnick, L 2011. Re-writing history: The information age and the knowable past.
In: Weller, T, (ed). Information history in the modern world: Histories of the
information age. London: Palgrave Macmillan: 175-198.
Weller, T, (ed) 2011. Information history in the modern world: Histories of the information age.
London: Palgrave Macmillan.
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Guidelines for New Contree Book Reviewers
The New Contree Journal publishes reviews of significant books that are relevant to historians. Book reviews are written on invitation from the office of
the review editor, but unsolicited reviews may also be considered. New Contree has an interdisciplinary outlook and welcomes suggestions of historically
significant works written by scholars in other disciplines. The review should
be submitted to the review editor within two months of receipt of the book.
If this deadline cannot be met, a mutually agreeable alternative date can be
negotiated. If it becomes impossible to review the book, it should be returned
to the review editor. All reviews will be submitted to the members of the editorial board before acceptance for publication.

Content
The review should summarize what is important in the book, and critique its
substance. The reviewer should assess the extent to which the author achieves
the stated aim of the book. It is important that the reviewer should engage
the material instead of simply reporting the book’s contents. For this reason,
the reviewer should try to avoid summations of book chapters or the separate
contributions in an edited collection. Instead, the reviewer should assess the
ways in which chapters and contributions are relevant to the overall context
of the book. Reviews should be written in a style that is accessible to a wide
and international audience.

Format
The review should generally be between 800 and 1 200 words, and should
include as little bibliographic data as possible. When necessary, use page references for quotations in the text of the review and provide complete bibliographic details of the source. The review should begin with a heading that
includes all the bibliographic data. The elements of the heading should be
arranged in the order presented in the following example:
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The early mission in South Africa/Die vroeë sending in Suid-Afrika, 17991819. By Karel Schoeman. Pretoria: Protea Book House, 2005, 272 pp., map,
chronology, bibl., index. ISBN: 1-9198525-42-8.
Do not indent the first line of the first paragraph, but indent the first line
of all successive paragraphs. Use double spacing for the entire review. Add
your name and institutional affiliation at the end of the review. Accuracy of
content, grammar, spelling, and citations rests with the reviewer, and we encourage you to check these before submission. Reviews may be transmitted
electronically as a Word file attachment to an email to the review editor. If
you have additional questions, please contact:
Archie Dick
Book Review Editor, New Contree
Email: archie.dick@up.ac.za
Tel: 27 + 12 + 420 2264
Fax: 27 + 12 + 362 5181
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New Contree
Template guidelines for writing an article

1.

Font: Adobe Garamond Pro (throughout document) / Arial (if you don’t
have the mentioned font).

2.

Body text: 12pt’s

3.

Author’s details - ONLY: Title, Campus & University
Title: 10 pt., Regular font. Campus & University: 10pt., italics. (See previous articles in published journals as example and a practical guideline).
Example: Pieter van Rensburg, Vaal Triangle Campus, North-West University

4.

Abstract should fit on the first page (where the heading and author’s
name appear). (In Microsoft Word about a half page - three quarter
page).
The abstract body: Regular font, 10pt.
The heading of the Abstract: Bold & italics, 12pt.

5.

The keywords should also fit on the first page just after the abstract.
The word ‘Keywords:’ 10pt, bold & underline.
Each word/part must start with a capital letter and end with a comma
point (;). Example: Meters; People;… (A minimum of six key words is
required).

6.

Heading of article: 14pt, bold.

7.

Main headings in Article: ‘Introduction’ – 12pt, bold.

8.

Sub Headings in Article: ‘History…’ – 12pt, bold & italics.

9.

Third level sub headings: History… 11pt, bold & underline.

10. Footnotes: 8pt, regular font, BUT note that the footnote numbers in
the article text should be 12pt’s.
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The initials of person’s names (in footnote text) should be typed with no
full stops in between. Example: LC du Plessis and NOT L.C. du Plessis.
11. Body text: No names with punctuation in text. Example: “HL le Roux
said” and NOT “H.L. le Roux said”.
12. Page number/s in the footnote text should be indicated as follows;
Example: p.space23 – p. 23. / pp. 23-29.
13. Any lists in the body text should be 11pts and point indicated with bullets.
14. Quotes in body text must be used sparingly. If need be, it must be indent and in italics (10pts). Only quotes occupying less than one line in a
paragraph can be utilized as part of a paragraph, but then with inverted
commas and NOT in italics. Example: An owner close to the town stated
that: “the pollution history of the river is a muddy business”.
15. Indents (in text): (must be in “double brackets”) “…and she” and NOT
‘…and she’.
16. Illustrations/Pictures, Photographs and Figures (all to be referred to
as image): For authors knowing the ‘ropes’, send all pictures for an article in a jpeg, tiff or pdf format in a separate folder and just indicate where
the pictures should be placed in the document’s body text by putting the
heading (Image 1: …) in the body text. Remember to save and name
pictures in the separate folder accordingly. Important note: All the images should be of good quality (a minimum resolution of 200dpi is required, if the image is not scanned).
17. Punctuation marks should be placed before footnote numbers in text.
Example: the end.1 NOT …the end1.
18. Only one space between sentences.
19. Dates: All dates in footnotes should be written out in full. Example:
23 Desember 2010; NOT 23/12/2010. [For additional guidelines see
the New Contree reference guidelines]
20. Set language in Microsoft Word as English (South Africa). Go to ‘Review’, ‘Set Language’ and select English (South Africa).
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Reference guidelines for writing an article
FOOTNOTES
Only the footnote method for references is accepted in articles for New
Contree. Footnote references should appear at the bottom of each page.
Footnotes should be numbered sequentially throughout the article and
starting with 1. No other numerical system is allowed. Archival sources/
published works/authors referred to in the text should be cited in full in the
first footnote of each new reference. Thereafter it can be reduced to a shorter
footnote reference. Do not refer to the exact same source and page numbers
in footnotes that follow each other.
No exact repetition of a footnote reference on the same page is allowed. For
example, if you refer to Y Krone’s source as in footnote 1 and then also in
footnote 2, the page references must at least differ. They can’t reference the
same pages.
The use of the latin word “Ibid” is NOT allowed. Rather refer to the actual
reference again (its shortened version) on the rest of a page(s) in the footnote
section.
In footnote references ONLY the first letter of most words in titles of books,
articles, chapters, theses, dissertations and papers/manuscripts should be capitalised. Only the first letter of the surname of authors should be capitalized,
not the complete surname. No names of authors, in full, is allowed. The following practical examples will help:
Avoid punctuation between initials IN footnotes (and in the article text).
Examples of an article in a journal
GJJ Oosthuizen, “The South African Defence Force versus SWAPO and its allies: Operation Askari, 1983-1984”, New Contree, 50, November 2005, pp. 3-10.
S Marks, “Khoisan resistance to the Dutch in the seventeenth and eighteen centuries”,
Journal of African History, 3(1), 1972, p. 76.
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Example of a shortened version of an article in a journal
From:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe – rebirth of the Koranna in the Free State”, New
Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77.

To:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe…”, New Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77.
[Please note: only the title of the article can be shortened]

Examples of a reference from a book
WF Lye & C Murray, Transformations on the Highveld: The Tswana and the Southern Sotho
(Cape Town, David Phillip, 1980), pp. 7, 10.
JJ Buys, Die oorsprong en migrasiebewegings van die Koranna en hulle rol in die Transgariep tot
1870 (Universiteit van die Vrystaat, Bloemfontein, 1989), pp. 33-34.
[Please note the reference variety to page numbers used]

Example of a shortened version of a reference from a book
From:
JA Conforti (ed.), Samuel Hopkins and the New Divinity Movement: Calvinism, the Congregational Ministry, and reform in New England between the Great Awakenings (Washington, Christian University Press, 1981), p. 23.
To:
JA Conforti (ed.), Samuel Hopkins and the New Divinity Movement…, p. 23.

Example of a reference from a chapter in a book
S Brown, “Diplomacy by other means: SWAPO’s liberation war”, C Leys, JS Saul et.al,
Namibia’s liberation struggle: The two-edged sword (London, Oxford University Press,
1995), pp. 19-39.
Shortened version:
S Brown, “Diplomacy by other means…”, C Leys, JS Saul et.al, Namibia’s liberation struggle…, pp. 19-39.
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Example of a reference from an unpublished dissertation/thesis
MJ Dhlamini, “The relationship between the African National Congress and the Pan Africanist Congress, 1959-1990” (Ph.D, NWU, 2006), pp. 4,8,11.

Examples of a reference from a newspaper
P Coetzee, “Voëlvlugblik ATKV 75 op ons blink geskiedenis”, Die Transvaler, 6 Januarie
2006, p. 8.
or
Anon., “Difficulties in times of war”, Zululand Times, 19 July 1923.

Other forms of correspondence
Interview(s)
Provide at least key details such as: Name of interviewee and profession; the interviewer and
profession and date of interview

Example of interview reference:
		

K Rasool (Personal Collection), interview, K Kotzé (CEO, Goldfields, Johannes
burg Head Office)/E Schutte (Researcher, NWU, School of Basic Science), 12
March 2006.

Example of shortened interview reference (after it has been used once in
article):
		

K Rasool (Personal Collection), interview, K. Kotzé/E Schutte , 12 March 2006.

Example of an Electronic Mail - document or letter:
		

Personal email: W Pepler (Bigenafrica, Pretoria)/E van Eeden (Researcher), 22
October 2006.

		

E-mail forwarded: JWN Tempelhoff (NWU)/W Pepler (Bigenafrica, Pretoria), 8
September 2009.
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Archival references
National archives (or any other archive):
		

National Archives (NA), Pretoria, Department of Education (DE), Vol.10, Refer
ence 8/1/3/452: Letter, K Lewis (Director General) / P Dlamini (Teacher, Springs
College), 12 June 1960.

[Please note: After one reference to the National Archives or another Source Group, It
can be abbreviated to e.g. NA or DE]

Internet references
A source accessed on the Internet
A Dissel, “Tracking transformation in South African prisons”, Track Two, 11(2), April 2002
(available at http://ccrweb.ccr.uct.ac.za/two/11-2transformation.html, as accessed on
14 Jan. 2003), pp. 1-3.
[If no author is mentioned, refer to Anon., when writing the reference as above]

A source from conference proceedings:
First reference to the source:
D Dollar, “Asian century or multi-polar century?” (Paper, Global Development Network
Annual Conference, Beijing, January 2007), p. 7.
B Sautmann, “The forest for the trees: Trade investment and the China-in-Afrika discourse”
(Paper, Public Seminar: China in Africa: Race, relations and reflections, Centre for
Sociological Research, University of Johannesburg, 28 July 2007), p. 7.

Shortened version:
D Dollar, “Asian century...” (Paper, GDN Conference, 2007), p. 7.
B Sautmann, “The forest for the trees: ...” (Paper, Public Seminar: China in Africa: ..., University of Johannesburg [or UJ]), p. 7.
[Note that ONLY the paper title is shortened]

GENERAL
Submission requirements
Articles submitted to the New Contree must be editorially revised and a submission
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must be accompanied by a memorandum from a qualified language practitioner. No
article will be peer reviewed without such a memorandum of approval.

Illustrations
Photographs, sketches, tables, diagrams; graphics, maps etc should be numbered
consecutively (Eg. Figure 1-4; Sketch 1-2; Diagram 1-3; Photo 1-6). The appropriate
positioning of the illustration should be indicated in the text. Original copies should
be clearly identified on the back. High quality scanned versions are always welcome.
Authors, PLEASE obtain copyright and reproduction rights on photographs
and other illustrations
Copyright on all material in New Contree rests within the Editorial Advisory Committee of New Contree.
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The Faculty of Education, University of Stellenbosch is hosting the

26th South African Society for History
Teaching
2012 Annual Conference at
Erinvale Estate Hotel & Spa, Somerset West on

4-5 October 2012

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Dr Dan Sleigh
Title: The founding of the Dutch colony at the Cape and its relevance for
history teaching in schools today.

Biographical info
Daniel (Dan) Sleigh was born on the farm Geelbeksfontein on the West Coast on
November 3, 1938. He matriculated at Vredenburg High School and then joined the
South African Navy. Until 1962, he studied at the Paarl Training College to become
a Physical Education teacher, after which he taught in Namibia and Cape Town.
In 1996 he completed his BA Degree in History and English Literature at UNISA.
He then completed a MA degree cum laude, followed by a Doctorate in History in
1987 at the University of Stellenbosch.
Dan Sleigh was Head of the Education Museum and then Provincial Co-ordinator
of Conservation Education, Western Cape Education Department, from which he
retired in 1996. A former editor in the transcription department of the Cape Archives he specialised in the first Dutch colonial period. As editor of the TANAP
project he transcribed the VOC archives into a data base. (TANAP: Towards a
New Age of Partnership; a Dutch/Asian/South-African programme of cooperation).
His magisterial PhD publication, VOC-buiteposte onder Kaapse beheer 1652-1795,
HAUM, Pretoria, 1993, are being consulted by researchers as far as Australia, the
Netherlands, Russia, the USA and Norway.
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Apart from academic and public lectures, Dan Sleigh took part in radio talks and
TV programmes. Field of study: The Dutch Seaborne Empire (1602-1795)
Dan Sleigh was editor and translator for Van Riebeeck Society series in 2003 and is
editor of the Castle Military Museum series Cape Military history.
He made his literary debut in 1974 with the volume of poetry entitled Duif oor
water. This was followed by historical works for young people, like Die buiteposte and
Tussen twee vlae.
In 2001 he won the Sanlam/Insig/Tafelberg Competition for his novel Eilande.
This novel was later also awarded the WA Hofmeyr, RAU, M-Net and Helgaard
Steyn Prizes.
Islands, André P. Brink’s English translation of Eilande, was listed by The Seattle
Times as one of the ten best books.

CONFERENCE THEME: Back to the Future? The Value of History Teaching
for Tomorrow
This conference is a must for those academics, historians and educators concerned
about sustaining the relevance of History teaching for today. Can History and an
understanding of the past, still contribute towards making better decisions and creating a better future for our children? We often tend to be so future-oriented, that the
impact of the past is ignored. Come and share your insights and innovative interpretations of how this can be done.

SUB-THEMES:
•

Voices of the past: Historical research, new trends and findings and their value for
teaching

•

The current school curriculum and History (GET, FET levels)

•

The current state of History as a school subject (attitudes; textbooks; teaching methods; examining; DoE and DBE involvement; assessing the ‘value’ of higher education
research and quality control input).

•

Learners’ and teachers’ attitudes, experiences and perceptions on the value of the past
for the future

•

Teacher education and relevant teacher training models for History teaching

•

Effective teaching methods to enhance the value of History knowledge for today and
tomorrow
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•
•

Ways of building hope by linking the past, the present and the future
Any other relevant theme on historical research and history teaching that may
fit into the main theme.

CALL FOR PAPERS
We are calling upon both academic historians doing research on topics relating
to the conference theme and history educators involved in the practical teaching
of History in the modern classroom, to submit proposals for papers (20 minutes
each) and workshops (45-60 minutes each) to be presented at the upcoming SASHT
Conference.
Download the Abstract Submission Form. Fax through to Karen Horn at (021)
808 2020 or e-mail to karenhorn@sun.ac.za for a copy.
An abstract of approximately 150 words (preferably in English) should be submitted as an e-mail attachment to Karen Horn at karenhorn@sun.ac.za . Abstracts can
also be faxed to the following fax number: (021) 808 2020.
Abstracts for papers, workshops or/and posters must reach us no later than 17 June
2012 (deadline). The SASHT conference organisers will let prospective presenters
know by 29 June whether or not their proposals were accepted. A preliminary conference programme will be posted on the SASHT website by 6 July.

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS:
Paper, Workshop & Poster Abstract Guidelines:
•

All authors interested in presenting a paper or poster are invited to submit an abstract
on the provided form.

•

Use MS-Word, Arial 11, 1.5 spacing.

•

The maximum length is 300 words including keywords or phrases.

•

Full contact details and institutional affiliation of authors must be given.

Paper Presentations:
•

Presentations will be confined to 20 minutes plus a 10-minute question/discussion
session.
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Workshop Presentations:
•

Presentations sessions will be confined to 45 minutes inclusive of question/discussion
time.

Poster Presentations:
•

5 Minute per poster plus a 5 minute question time (You are welcome to request more
time for a presentation when submitting your abstract).

RE ABSTRACTS – PLEASE NOTE:
Even if accepted, no abstract will be included in the Final Programme and Book
of Abstracts if full payment for registration has not been received by 20 July 2012.

Handouts and articles for possible publication
Presenters of papers or workshops will be required to distribute a short version
handout of 1-5 pages in English at the conference. Papers (maximum 20 pages,
double spacing in 11 pt Arial font) must also be electronically available at the conference to download for the purpose of peer reviewing and possible publication in the
November 2012 edition of the SASHT accredited Journal Yesterday&Today. When
presenting an article, please study the reference guidelines in the most recent
edition of the journal which currently is either the Yesterday&Today 6, October
2011 edition or the July, 7 2012 edition upcoming. All Yesterday&Today editions up
to October 2010 are available on the SASHT website at www.sashtw.org.za. Members normally receive the newest editions copies as they become available.

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
Educators, researchers and any other academics from the GET, FET and HET
levels are invited to register for the conference.
SASHT MEMBERS Registration fee

Non-Members Registration fee

Early Bird (March to 20 July)

R960

Early Bird (March to 20 July)

R1100

From 20 July to 7 September

R1300

From 20 July to 7 September

R1500

Day tariff (either 4 or 5 October)

R700

Day tariff (either 4 or 5 October)

R750
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Registration fee INCLUDES:
•

Use of conference facilities

•

Conference folder, writing paper, pen, etc.

•

Lunch on 4 and/or 5 October

•

Morning and afternoon tea/coffee & refreshments

•

Thursday Evening Dinner (cash bar available)

•

Transport and visit to SOLMS-DELTA near Franschhoek on Friday, 5 October after
lunch. Refreshments will be provided.
Solms-Delta History, Archaeology and Wine tour
Delegates will enjoy a guided tour through the museum that tells the story
of Delta farm starting from the very beginnings of human settlement, through
pre-colonial pastoral usage of the land, the establishment of private ownership through colonial viticulture, the scars left by slavery and apartheid, and
beyond, to the establishment of a democratic South Africa and our hopes for
the future. The tour includes a look at the fascinating archaeological sites as
well as some of the beautiful Cape buildings that are a lasting testament to the
colonists and slaves who built them.
Please visit their website at www.solms-delta.co.za.

Registration fee EXCLUDES:
•

Travelling fees

•

Accommodation

•

Arrangements and payment for accommodation must be done by yourself

•

The number of nights you want to reserve is your choice

•

Erinvale will reserve a number of single and double rooms for SASHT delegates until
15 August, so book early to avoid disappointment.

•

Airport transfers to and from Cape Town International Airport must be arranged with
your venue of accommodation. Please arrange in advance when you make your booking for accommodation.

Payment of Registration:
Registration payments must be done as soon as possible in order to make use of
the Early Bird Offer. All payments must be made into the SASHT’s savings account.
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Payment options:
Direct bank payment or electronic transfer:
A direct payment or an electronic transfer of money into the SASHT savings account is possible. Banking details are as follows:
Account Holder: SASHT
Bank: ABSA Bank (Potchefstroom Branch)
Type of Account: Savings Account
Account Number: 678209406

Please note:
•

CLEARLY indicate your payment as REGISTRATION SASHT OCT2012. If you
also pay a SASHT membership fee of R150 for individuals or R200 for institutions,
clearly indicate whose membership it is.

•

Please fax proof of payment together with your registration form to Sally Le Roux, fax
number (021) 808 2020 or e-mail to mlr1@sun.ac.za .

Payment by cheque:
Send your registration form and cheque (made out to SASHT) to:
The SASHT, Prof. Elize S. van Eeden, School of Basic Sciences, Vaal Triangle Campus, PO Box 1174, North West University Vanderbijlpark 1900.

General queries (registration and SASHT membership):
Any inquiries with regard to SASHT membership can be sent to the SASHT secretariat Dr Susan Bester at sjbdok@telkomsa.net or 10618635@nwu.ac.za. If you
experience any difficulties, please phone her on her cell: 082 293 8709. If you would
like to become a SASHT member, please click here for the Membership form.
Any inquiries with regard to the conference can be sent to Sally Le Roux at mlr1@
sun.ac.za.
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ACCOMMODATION
NB: Conference attendants must make their own reservations.
Erinvale Estate Hotel and Spa is situated at the foot of the Hottentots Holland
mountains in Somerset West and have 57 rooms. They will reserve their rooms for
SASHT conference delegates until 15 August 2012. The onus is on delegates to book
in time.
Accommodation tariffs at Erinvale:
R680 per person per night sharing (breakfast included)
R960 per person per night single (breakfast included)
Tel: (021) 847 1160
Web: www.erinvale.co.za

When making your booking at Erinvale Hotel & Spa, please mention that it is
for the SASHT Conference on 4-5 October.
Please follow link below for other accommodation in Somerset West.
Click here for accommodation in Somerset West.
Click here for map and directions to Erinvale Estate Hotel & Spa, and then click
on Contact Us.
Click here to register for the conference.
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SASHT Accommodation
Guest House
Willowbrook Lodge 4*
Lourensford Road, Land-EnZeezicht, Somerset West
Gps co-ordinates
34° 4’ 48.71” S
8° 52’ 42.49” E

Prize Range

Contact details

Single Occupancy:
R700 – R1380

Contact: Marié

Tel: 021 851-3759
Double Occupancy: Fax: 021 851-4152
R950 – R2000
Email: info@willowbrook.co.za
(breakfast included) Website: www.willowbrook.co.za

Albourne Guest House 4*

Contact: Joop & Trudy

61 Lourensford Road, SomerDouble Occupancy:
set West
R330 – R630
(breakfast included)
Gps co-ordinates
34° 4’ 36.444” S
18° 51’ 31.11 12” E

Tel: 021 852-2184
Fax: 021 852-7050
Email: info@albourne.co.za
Website: www.albourneguesthouse.co.za
Contact: Hilde

Woodlands Guest House 3*
16 Woodlands Road, Somerset West
Gps co-ordinates
34° 4’ 25.47” S
18° 50’36.74” E

Tel: 021 851-2625
Double Occupancy:
Fax: 021 851-2625
R330
Mobile: 082 279-4601 / 084 351
Single Occupancy: 1900
R475
Email: info@woodlandsguest(breakfast included) house.co.za
Website: www.woodlandsguesthouse.co.za

African Dreams Guest
House 4*
13 Fraser Road, Fairview
Heights, Somerset West
Gps co-ordinates
33° 57’ 36.25 2” S
18° 23’ 12.44 4” E

Contact: Vanessa Reinmuth
Per selfcatering
unit: R995
Single rate (breakfast incl): R1090
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Tel: 021 855-5977
Fax: 021 855-5987
Mobile: 082 413-3443
Website: www.africandreamguesthouse.co.za

SASHT Accommodation

Roosboom Guest Apartments
1 Mayfair Avenue, Helena
Heights, Somerset West
Gps co-ordinates
34° 3’ 45.288” S
18° 50’ 5.2152” E
Golden Hill Guest House
10 Upper Mountain Road,
Somerset West
Gps co-ordinates:
34° 4’ 9.7608” S
18° 51’ 54.9576” E

Self catering per
person sharing:
R545
Single: R700
(Breakfast optional
extra)

Double occupancy:
R440
Single occupation
in double room:
R570
Single room: R320
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Contact: Mabel Schietekat
Tel/Fax: 021 855-4269
Mobile: 084 781-2689
Email: info@roosboom.co.za
Website: www.roosboom.co.za
Contact: Dr Wilfried Franke
Tel: 021 851-7371
Fax: 021 851-3366
Mobile: 021 854-4211
Email: goldenhl@iafrica.com
Website: www.goldenhillguesthouse .co.za
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